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is eliminated as asystem variable, clearing the way for
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supposed to: reproduce music without compromise.
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harles Hansen said it best, in a
recent e-mail: "People have been
holding back from criticizing this
technology because they weren't certain
that some new discovery hadn't been
made." Ayre Acoustics' main man was
talking about "upsampling," whereby conventional "Red Book" CD data, sampled at
44.1kHz, are converted to adatastream
with ahigher sample rate.
Ifirst heard this at HI-FI '98 in Los
Angeles, where Steven Lee of Canorus,
the then distributor of Nagra and dCS, was
using aprofessional dCS 972 sample-rate
converter to upsample 44.1kHz audio data,
first to 96kHz, then to 192kHz. With each
change, there was an unambiguous
improvement in sound quality. When first
Jonathan Scull, and then I, tried adCS 972
at home in our own systems, we were
again impressed by the improvement—so
much so that Imade the dCS 972 my
"Editor's Choice" for 1998.
However, as my measurements accompanying Jonathan's February 1999 review
of the 972 revealed (available in the
www.stereophile.com Archives), when the
unit upsampled CD audio data, it didn't
add high-frequency information above the
CD's original Nyquist limit of 22.05kHz.
And while the dCS unit can be set to add
eight least-significant bits of random dither
noise below the 16th bit, it didn't add any
information that was below the CD's capability to preserve.
While Iwas content to believe the evidence of my own ears —I even bought a
972 —my experience with the upsampler
left a major question unresolved in my
mind, one that reader Don Hanlon repeats
in this issue's "Letters" (p.9): How did what
the upsampling dCS do differ from what
the oversampling digital low-pass filters
that are now universally used do?
Some background: The raw spectrum of
asampled digital audio datastream contains
what are called "images" of the baseband
data above and below each multiple of the
sample rate.' Thus, in a44.1kHz system,
the baseband spectrum extends from 0Hz
to 22.05kHz, the first image is inverted
and extends from 44.1kHz down to
1Jon Herron's excellent essay on the subject of
oversarnpling digital filters can be found at www.
madrigal.com/upconversion.htin.
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22.05kHz, the second image extends from
44.1kHz to 66.15kHz, and so on, ad infinitum. Drastic low-pass filtering is required
to eliminate these images on D/A conversion, leaving just the audioband content in
the re-created analog signal. For its first
CD players, Philips realized that by adding
three zero-valued samples in between each
valid audio sample, the effective sample
rate would be increased to 176.4kHz, and
the unwanted images, instead of lying
22.05kHz on either side of 44.1kHz and
its multiples, would now lie at either side
of 176.4kHz and its multiples. A betterbehaved and more consistent analog filter
could therefore be used.
In the years since then, the audio industry has settled on an 8x-oversampling ratio,
the 44.1kHz CD data being converted to a
352.8kHz datastream before D/A conversion. So while Istrongly suspected that the
improvement Iheard with the dCS 972
was simply due to its using adifferent
oversampling filter, Iwasn't sufficiently
sure to spill ink on the subject.
But, perhaps partly as aresult of this
magazine's positive coverage of the dCS
upsampler, averitable slew of products has
appeared offering that "96kHz" magic bullet. Like the Bel Canto DAC 1reviewed by
Robert Deutsch in this issue (p.143), or the
MSB Link DAC HI chosen by Stereophile's
scribes as our "Budget Component of
2000" (p.69), many of these products use
Crystal's new CS8420 sample-rate converter chip to produce a high-sample-rate
datastream from CD data. Others, such as
the dCS 972, use afilter with several choices of topology and noise-shaping behavior.
Now Iam sure. It is important to
remember three things about all of these
products: 1) other than making active the
lowest 8 bits of a24-bit word, no new
audio information is created by any of
these products; 2) as susceptibility to wordclock jitter increases with sampling frequency, it is always possible that upsampling audio data can make things worse,
not better, and 3) no matter how good
these upsampling products can sound—
and the dCS, Bel Canto, and MSB products indeed sound excellent—there is no
conceptual difference between them and
traditional CD playback systems. Iam now
convinced that the sonic differences we
have heard and reported on are merely due
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to the different choices in (heal filters
made by the designers of these products
with respect to the number of taps, passband ripple, and stopband rejection,2 and
to changes in the jitter performance.
We will have more on this knotty subject next month, when Jonathan Scull and
Bob Deutsch, respectively, review the dCS
Purcell and the Perpetual Technologies PA
1digital/digital processors. In the meantime, don't buy adigital product because it
has "24/96" emblazoned on its front panel.
Buy it because it makes your CDs sound
great. And if it can accept real hi-rez data
from an SACD or DVD-A transport—or
can be upgraded to do so, given the probability that these datastreams will be
encrypted — that's abonus.
SACD
In the November Stereophile, David Rich
raised some technical questions concerning the DSD encoding used in Sony's and
Philips' Super Audio CD medium. Again,
Ihad been puzzled. Basically, given its 1bit format, the seventh-order noise-shaping employed, and the 64Fs (2.8224MHz)
sampling rate, DSD should not be capable,
in my opinion, of producing the increase in
dynamic range and high-frequency extension claimed —nor, as Mr. Rich pointed
out, should it be stable enough to do so
without introducing spurious tones. Like
Meridian's Bob Stuart in this issue's
"Letters" (pp.9-10), David Rich came
down firmly on the side of high-resolution
Linear PCM. Yet not only does DSD
appear to offer those dynamic-range and
bandwidth benefits, it both sounds great
and does not suffer from spurious tones.
As you can read in Barry Willis' report
from the 109th AES Convention in this
issue's "Industry Update" (p.22), respected
audio theoreticians John Vanderkooy and
Stanley Lipshitz shared David Rich's concerns about DSD. Perhaps not coincidentally, Sony has revealed that, while the DSD
data on an SACD are still 1-bit-encoded,
the encoding system actually uses amultibit quantizer, presumably within adigital
negative feedback loop, as described by
Mr. Rich. Mystery solved.
2A good examination of digital low-pass filter behavior, "Effects.pdf," can be downloaded front www.
dcsIteLco.ultipapers.
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Letter
Is it just me?
Editor:
Maybe it's just me, but Iam alittle confused about upsampling and oversampiing. New products are coming out with
"upsampling" capabilities, but many
authors report that there is nothing to
gained by this product feature, as the D/A
conversion does the same thing. Help!
Don Hanlon
dkathome@gatewaynet
Ihave been puzzlite over this too, Mr. Hanlon. See
this ieue's 'As lif See lefilr my thoughts. —.IA
majordomo@graphics.cornell.edu
Editor:
Thanks for Mikey's comments about the
Phonogram list in the October issue's
"Analog Corner," but the address was
screwed up in the foomote. It should have
said: majordomo@graphics.cornell.edu.
Richard S. Foster
rsfoster@netcotn.ca
Form follows function
Editor:
It was an unexpected pleasure to read
Robert Deutsch's review of the
Avantgarde Acoustic Uno Series Two
loudspeaker in September. As an engineer, to me there is something eminently
satisfying in a straightforward horn
approach. It has an elegant simplicity,
with form and function harmonious.
That these speakers sound so right
certainly validates the design. However, as
with the vast majority of equipment
reviewed in Stereophile, we can only
admire the Uno as awork of art with no
possibility of ownership.
Odin 71taanutn
acuatica@sotracsa.co.cr
As you can read elsewhere in this issue, the
Avantgarde is one of Stereophile's Iwo Loudspeakers of the Year.
—JA
Better sound quality and ultrasonic
spectra
Editor:
Thanks for John Atkin.son's interesting and
informative article about sounds above
22kHz. Iwas already pretty convinced,
after reading the James Boyk paper referenced in the article, that musical instruStereophile, December 2000

ments do indeed make sounds above
20kHz, and JA's results nicely confirm this.
Iagree that the most likely reason for audible improvements of sampling rates higher
than 96kHz, or of upsampling, is getting
the filter artifacts further away from the
music, which can only be agood thing.
Perhaps another reason low frequencies sound better at higher sampling rates
is that harmonics of asound with alow
fundamental are that much closer together [than with ahigh fundamental]. Even if
the object making the sound doesn't
excite really high harmonics, the ones that
are present are fine in structure and in
inverse proportion to the fundamental. In
this sense, the lower the frequency, the
greater potential richness of harmonics.
Iaddress some of these issues in my listening notes about the Assemblage DAC3 and D2D-1 upsampler/jitter reducer:
wwwjeffchan.com/audio/d2d.html.
Jeff Chan
jeff@supranetnet
Human hearing and ultrasonic
spectra
Ediui
Iread with great interest John Atkinson's
article "What's Going On Up There," in
the October Stereophile (pp.63-71). His
analysis of the spectral content of music
sources is very useful in demonstrating the
"supersonic" content of instruments.
Iappreciate very much his reference to

Letters to the Editor should be sent
to The Edito4 Stereophile, 110 Fifth
Avenue, 5th Floor, New York, NY
10011. Fax (212) 886-2809. E-mail:
Letters@Stereophile.com. Unless
marked otherwise, all letters are
assumed to be for possible publication. In the spirit of vigorous debate
implied by the First Amendment,
and unless we are requested not to,
we publish correspondents' e-mail
addresses. Please note: We are unable
to answer requests for information
on specific products or systems. If
you have problems with your subscription, call toll-free (800) 6663746, or write to Stereophile, P.O. Box
53117, Boulder, CO 80322-3117.

my work on coding requirements for highquality audio. For information, the March
1998 Audio article referenced by JA was an
abstract of akey paper Igave to the AES.1
(There is amore complete but unpublished version available for download.2)
However, John quoted me somewhat
out of context, and Iwould like to clarify
this if Imay. Proposing any objective limits to human hearing is brave and certain
to be incorrect, but at the time Ifelt it was
necessary to put astake in the ground to
try to ensure that new carriers and playback equipment were neither over- nor
under-specified.
It is fairly obvious that analysis of both
natural and manufactured sounds will find
content above 20kHz —examples include
percussion, synthesizers, muted trumpets,
and bats. It is also no surprise that JA
discovered content above 32kHz. The
important point to differentiate is that my
study was entirely born of human psychoacoustics and was endeavoring to
establish the limits required to code ahighquality audio channel so that all humandetectable sounds would be conveyed.
In these papers Ianalyzed the human
hearing system from an information
viewpoint and came to the conclusion
that an optimally shaped channel operating with PCM coding at 52kHz and 11bit resolution could replace the channel
between the cochlea and the higher cerebral processes.3 This was an extreme
analysis from apure information perspective, and the suggestion that a 20bit/641cHz PCM channel would be minimally adequate came from transforming
the overall frequency response and
threshold of human hearing from the perspective of incident sound. Put simply,
there will be sounds above 32kHz; the
question is, are they detectable in the context of the music content or channel
noise? Time will tell, but until then Iam
comfortable with the assertion that so far
as "on-air" content is concerned, 32kHz
does represent aprobable upper limit.

1"Coding Methods for High-Resolution Recording
Systems," presented at the 103rd ASS Convention,
New York, 1997. Copies can be obtained from the ASS
(wwwaes.org) as Preprint 4639.
2 "Coding High Quality Audio," www.meridian
audio.com/w_paper/Coding.2.PI)F.
3For human hearing, see The ShallI1018 Spare, fig25.
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Now, that is not quite the end of the
story, because we cannot just double
32kHz to get an optimum sampling rate.
First, the delivery system has to exceed this
innate capability if the thresholds are not to
add. Second, human hearing manifests significant nonlinearities, especially in threshold regions, and sampling theory alone
does not cover all the points. Therefore we
separate out these four questions:
I) 'What is the minimum acoustic
frequency response?
2) What sampling rate should be used?
3) What overall dynamic range do we
need, and what is its spectral distribution?
4) How should the delivery channel be
coded?
Ihave addressed the first question. The
ARA, in its study,4 suggested that
26-32kHz "on air" was sufficient. My
later paper tweaked that abit, as JA noted.
However, in neither case did we come up
with bandwidth needs of 48kHz, or,
especially, 96/100kHz. This point tells us
alot about what tweeters and amplifiers
actually need to do. 5The justification for
separating questions 1and 2is that, with
systems whose tweeters do not even
reach 20kHz (or for listeners who no
longer hear above 15kHz), the difference
brought by sampling at 96kHz compared
to 44.1kHz can still be perfectly obvious.
To answer the second question, we need
to adopt asampling rate that is sufficiently
higher than 64kHz (=2 x 32kHz) to
ensure that real-world digital implementations do not suffer from band-edge antialias problems, and have sufficient digitaldomain speed to keep ceignificant filter
effects above the "audible area." So in one
sense Isu 141ested that the faster the digits
go, the better, that the sensible choice was
2x (ie, 88.2kHz or 96kHz). The engineer
in me feels sure that when we have learned
how to optimize the high-speed digital
channels, any differences we may find now
due to equipment-design issues between
the 2x and 4x rates (ie, 176.4kHz and
192kHz, or DSD) will disappear.
To address the third question, we start
from my conclusion that a20-bit channel
was the minimum. However, the assertion
was qualified by pointing out that this was
the required overall performance of the
chain. We need to remember that each
4 Acoustic Renaissance for Audio, "A Proposal for
High-Quality Application of High-Density Cl)
Carriers," private publication available for download at
www.meridian-audio.conilara (April 1995). Reprinted
in Stereophile, August 1995, and in Japanese in J. Japan
Audio Soc. 35, October 1995.
5 Meridian Audio, "Advice for Mastering and
Authoring DV1)-Audio Content," available on the
DVI) Forum website: www.dvdforum.oreimages/
adviceformastering.pdf
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step, each signal process — be it conversion or modification — at minimum adds
the noise equivalent to optimum dither in
aPCM system, and in a1-bit chain also
adds unrecoverable nonlinearity. In atypical disc scenario there might be at least
five processes between microphone and
speaker —including, of course, mastering
and editing. My paper points out that if
any one of these processes is incorrect and
performs even trivial truncation, then 20
bits is the absolute minimum resolution to
achieve overall. Hence, and for the reason
JA noted — that it is amultiple of 8bits —
24 bits has been chosen for premium
work. 24 bits gives us sufficient dynamic
range so that even if some equipment is
not 100% and several processes happen on
the way, the errors introduced by these
real-world events can be benign, from a
human audibility standpoint.
Finally, we come to the fourth question:
How should the delivery channel be
coded? Along with many workers in this
field, I have steadily advocated linear
PCM. PCM has these very clear benefits:
•An optimum dither is known that
allows theoretically infinite amplitude
and time resolution, albeit with a
benign noise floor.6
•PCM allows perfect linearity, at least in
the digital domain.
•PCM can be losslessly compressed
efficiently.
Therefore, it becomes clear why we
proposed 2x rates: to give clear headroom
for the human listener, and then to recover this by using lossless compression —
whence was born MLP.7
It is instructive to note that none of these
benefits applies to 1-bit delta-sigma coding,
such as the 64x method used for SACD.
Key references on this topic include
Hawksford8 and Lipshitz and Vanderkooy.9
Robert Stuart
Meridian Audio
Cambridge, England
Transient information and
ultrasonic spectra
Editor:
In the penultimate paragraph of his article
in the October 2000 Stereophile, John
6 MA Gerzon and P.G. Craven, "Optimal Noise
Shaping and Dither of Digital Signals," presented at the
87th Convention of the Audio Engineering Society, J.
Audio Ent. Sac (Abstracts), December 1989, Vol.37.
p.1072, Preprint 2822.
7Readers can study how this works by downloading a
paper from www.ineridian-audio.com/w_paper/
inlp_jap notused.PDF.
8 "Bitstiram versus PCM Debate for High-Density
Compact
Disc," viewable at www.meridian
audio.com/arebitstrea.hnn.
9"Why Professional 1-Bit Sigina-1)elta Conversion is a
Bad Idea," Stanley P. Lipshitz and John Vanderkooy, presented at the 109th AES Convention, September 2000.
ISer Bony Willis' upon in this issus "Industry Update"— Eel"

Atkinson wrote: "Something other than
pure frequency response must be going on."
Well, yes, John, it is. That's because we
don't hear music as afrequency-domain
phenomenon, it isn't processed by our
recording/reproduction chains as afrequency-domain phenomenon, and it isn't created as a frequency-domain phenomenon,
and certainly not asteady-state frequencydomain phenomenon (which is what
would be required for the Fourier analysis
that gives rise to "frequency response" to be
even agood approximation).
Music is ahighly dynamic, sharply transient time-domain phenomenon. What's
important (to us as listeners) for those
cymbals and drums is not their spectral
content, but the sharpness of the rise in
sound intensity as afunction of time. Now,
it is true that electrical engineers learn in
college/university that such an intensity-vstime signal can be transformed into an
amplitude-vs-frequency graph giving its
spectral content, using the Fourier
Transform. But the Fourier Transform is
truly correct only for continuous signals
that have the same waveform repetitively
over an infinite time period. It is only
approximately true for signals that are
"continuous and have the same waveform
repetitively" over atime interval that is very
long compared to the period of the lowest
"frequency" (repetition) of the signal.
Neither of these is true for those dynamic
transient cymbal sounds, so the Fourier
Transform does not accurately relate the
"spectral content" of those cymbal sounds
to their actual time-domain existence.
What this means is that the human listener can hear the complete dynamic transient characteristics of those cymbal sounds,
even though afrequency-domain analysis of
human hearing suggests that the "spectral
content" of those sounds includes frequencies that the human car is unable to respond
to—the human ear simply isn't hearing
those sounds in the frequency domain!
That doesn't mean those cymbal sounds
don't have ameaningful spectral content,
or that JA didn't measure something real
(assuming he used ameasuring instrument
that does an actual spectral scan, not one
doing aFast Fourier Transform of atimedomain signal). It just means that what
you're measuring has nothing to do with
how ahuman hears the music.
What JA measured does have to do
with what is required for an audio system
(and particularly a digitally sampled
system) to reproduce those sounds correctly, however. His spectral-content
analysis shows the flaws inherent in
concluding that the necessary frequency
bandwidth and sampling rates of audio
systems can be determined simply by
Stereophile, December 2000
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Integrated
Amplifier

Among the extensive list of
superlatives commonly showered upon high-end music systems, the word "integrity"
is seldom used. But we have noted the comments from audio enthusiasts around the
world who are comfortable paying the price for Mark Levinson because of its integrity.
The new N2383 Integrated Amplifier highlights the spirit and
integrity of Mark Levinson, defining its essential elements. It carefully integrates both
power and preamplifier circuits into asingle, elegant chassis. Every detail expected of
aMark Levinson component is executed with precision. Dual mono power supplies,
balanced circuitry, world-class construction standards and sophisticated user interface
are all there, joined in the service of performance. The N2383 simplifies and unifies
your system, while staying true to the music.
When the Madrigal designers set out to create the first integrated
amplifier worthy of the Mark Levinson badge, there were no shades of gray — it
would either live up to our standards, or it would not exist. Audition the N2383 at
your Mark Levinson dealer soon and hear for yourself the integrity of our integration.
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Letters
analyzing the frequency response of the
human ear. Because the Fourier
Transform isn't valid for those dynamic,
transient musical sounds and resulting signals, the assumption simply isn't so. That's
why even completely analog systems have
always had to have frequency bandwidths
much higher than the range of human
hearing. It's also why the original CD
sampling rate of 44.11cHz is too low for
the proper reproduction of those transient
sounds from drums, cymbals, etc.
There's nothing mysterious going on.
All that is required is arecognition of the
strict limitations of Fourier analysis, and its
inapplicability to the capture and reproduction of transient, highly dynamic
musical sounds.
Don Winter
Hermosa Beach, CA
donivinter@earthlinknet
Ultrasonic spectra and better sound
quality
Editor:
Why do high-sample-rate audio and
upsampled audio both sound better than
44.1 or 48kHz data? It's actually quite
simple. I'm convinced that human hearing
above 20k1-!z is not responsible —or at
least, if it occurs at all, is not the principal
factor. This is borne out by the fact that
upsampled 16-bit/44.11cHz sounds almost
as good as true 24/96. My hypothesis
depends on the opposite conjecture, which
is that humans are virtually deaf above
201cHz. Indeed, if this were not so, 44.1kHz
data upsampled to 8821cHz, 96kHz, or
higher sample rates would sound terrible.
This would be so because of the large
image energy above 201cHz due to aliasing
that occurs with upsampling, as opposed to
oversarnpling, in which asharp digital filter
removes all the images above 20IcHz.
Many have conjectured that the superiority of upsampling is due to less time-smearing because there is no sharp anti-imaging
filter. However, if time-smearing were afactor, then upsampling could not work. The
reason is that there must be adecimation filter to downconvert a 96kHz master to
44.1IcHz for distribution on the CD format
This decimation filter is necessarily sharp
and introduces uncorrectable time-smearing, which precedes the upsamplet
Ihave had many e-mail exchanges with
Mike Story of dCS, who was mentioned
in Jolui Atkinson's article on the subject in
the October issue. It seems that Story is
stuck on the time-smearing theory. As is
well known, the time-smearing introduced by most speakers is many orders of
magnitude larger than the time-smearing
caused by digital filters. Yet Mr. Story and
many researchers ignore this fact, and are
12

quite content with non—time-coherent
speakers for their listening tests.
The explanation for the superior sound
quality of upsampling is not related to timesmearing. It is simply that the large amount
of ultrasonic image energy presented to the
output DAC serves to dither it in away that
does not degrade the overall signal/noise
ratio. Icall this "signal-dependent dither."
When there is no signal there are no ultrasonic images, and thus no dither. With a
large signal the ultrasonic images are also
large, and so the dither is large.
This explains why upsampling sounds
good even with inferior DACs. They are
super-linearized by the signal-dependent
dither generated by upsampling. The ear
acts as the final analog filter to filter out
the ultrasonic energy.
Even straight 24/96 provides signaldependent dither. As JA showed in his
article, there is alot of ultrasonic energy
captured on high-sample-rate recordings.
But we cannot hear it. It serves only to
dither the output DAC and turn it into a
nearly analog-like device by dithering
away its differential nonlinearity.
The test of any hypothesis is its ability
to explain awide range of empirical data.
Ibelieve that mine is the only one out
there able to meet that test.
Douglas Rjfe
DRA Labs
dra@gte.net

we perceive when the ear hears it. Maybe it
would have been different with asoprano voice,
but with adrum stick hitting atambourine, it
was just as Ireported. —Peter van Willenswaard

Tube misconceptions
Editor:
After so many years of hearing the same
misconceptions again and again, Ifeel a
clarification is in order.
The first misconception is that the particular sound of an SET (single-ended triode) amplifier is due to its tube's linearity.
Nothing is further from the truth. The
pentode was developed exactly bemuse of
the triode's nonlinearity and its excessive
second-harmonic distortion. The kinetic
energy produced by the acceleration of
electrons toward the plate produces asecondary emission of those electrons
repelled from the plate, which are thus
attracted by the positively charged screen
grid, creating a reverse current to the
screen. Those electrons with less kinetic
energy remain by the plate, attracted back
to it, and produce avariation in plate current that is not voltage- (signal-)changerelated, and that, my friends, is distortion.
The pentode's third suppressor grid
solves that problem. So much for the triode's linearity. The design and other problems and characteristics of tubes are more
technical, but can be found in any good
book on tubes. The sound so beloved by
SET owners is probably due to its very large
Concrete eardrums?
second-harmonic distortion ingredient.
Editor:
This makes it sound "warm," whereas in
The transistor amplifier used in the tests
the pentode, second and third harmonics
described in Peter Van Willenswaard's
are almost identical in level, and usually
"Tubes Do Something Special" (September
banished by that dreaded negative feedback.
2000) is not a25W amplifier. An amp that
To say that a triode sound is "high
clips at 17V peak into 8 ohms (fig.1) is
fidelity" is therefore an oxymoron. The
delivering 18w. Since the amp is clipping,
distortion may reinforce the fundamental,
they are definitely not "clean" watts. I creating the sense of adynamic sound,
would conservatively rate this amp at 16W.
openness, and all the other accolades and
Referring to fig.4 of that article, Isee a apotheoses, but that is apersonal liking; it
300B amp that is clipping asymmetrically
is certainly not how the original music
at 20V positive and 36V negative. Yet
sounded. A triode makes its own music.
PvW says that he "could hear nothing at
It's like amusical instrument, and some
all problematic"!!! Either Peter's eardrums
like it alot, but it's neither hi-fi nor linear.
are made of concrete or he has a(very!)
The other "concept" or "definition"
highly developed imagination.
aired so many times is that of push-pull
JA. Arbona
class-A operation. There's no such animal.
jarbona@eceuprni.edu
The term is probably used by designers/manufacturers because class-A operaMr. Arbona's calculation is correct. Ihadn't used
tion holds some fascination with audiothis solid-state amplifierfor more than 15 years. I philes, but the truth is being stretched by
seemed to remember it was 251« but it proved to
close to 180°. By definition, class-A
be less than that. Anyway, most of the comparinvolves a single-ended tube. You may
isons Idid in the article were relative and in volthave two or more paralleled, but each of
ages, so it changes nothing about the point Iwas
those handles the whole signal, the entire
trying to make
360° of it. This is how the classification was
Regarding Mr. Arirona's second remark, we
made, the basis of which is called the plate
know very little about the relationship between
conduction angle. That angle is the durawhat awaveform on a'scope looks like and what
tion of plate current flow relative to the
Stereophiie, December 2000

Performa Together.

REVEL

The world doesn't need another
speaker, so we design speaker
systems. Our left, right, center,
surrounds and subwoofer are
examples of excellence in their
respective roles, yet they
achieve the most amazing
results when used together as
asystem.
Revel's flagship Ultima series
introduced the system concept*
and our new Performa series
makes these system-concept
benefits available to enthusiasts
at more modest prices.

Core technologies and materials,
powerful development tools and
our unyielding dedication to
performance earn the Performa
series speakers their Revel
badge. Custom Revel drivers,
hand-tuned crossovers and
beautifully crafted cabinets are
the key components that set each
loudspeaker apart. For maximum
impact, audition them together.

Revel, Northridge, California,
a division of Madrigal.
PO.Box 781
Middletown, CT 06457 U.S.A.
Fax: 860.346.1540
www.madrigal.com
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Performs sedes shown In Rosewood: M20 monitor 2-vary (with optional stands),
F30 floor-standing 3-way (with optional top grilles), C30 center channel 3-way, S30
surround 3-way and 815 powered (1000W) 15-Inch subwoofer. Also available In
Black Ash, Cherry, and Sycamore.
In their March/April 2000 issue, Stereophlle Guide to Home Theater recognized the Revel
Ultima series system as the first and only AAA rated speaker system
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Letters
input sinewave cycle. So in a class-A
design, the plate current will flow throughout the 360° of the input (signal) sinewave.
There are different designs in push-pull
amps. Some will make the current flow for
longer than 180° on each tube of the pair,
but always much less than the full 360°.
This is class-AB by definition. (Class-B is
180° exactly for each tube in apush-pull
design.) Period. In some push-pull designs,
the current — but not the input — can be
applied for alonger duration or made constant, in others, at less than half power the
push-pull amp will almost attain class-A
operation, but it is still not class-A. These
are variations on the AB theme. The same
holds true for solid-state designs.
Until we discover a different Ohm's
Law, that's how it is.
Shalom Noury
Cagliari, Italy
shuny@tiscalinetit
Screen grids don't happen in triodes, Mt Noury
Yin&find them in tetrodes, though, which is where
they do capture the strq dearons you mention and
hence cause the "kink" in the tube diaracteristic The
solution was the addition ofa suppressorgrid, which
led to the pentode So the bounced-offelectrons have
nothing to do with the triodes nonlinearity, which
itself is adirect consequence of the Child-Lanenuir
space-charge law by which the triode operates.
Pentodes certainly are alot more linear than the
"kinky" tetrodes they descend from, but hardly
more linear than triodes when their input characteristics are compared. Comparing their output
characteristics, one can see that triodes come
equipped with ahealthy internal (local) feedback
mechanism that pentodes lack. Pentode circuits
tend to favor odd-order distortions, triode SE circuits display (almost) only second-order harmonics
So ifone chooses between triodes and pentodes, one
primarily chooses between types of nonlinearity;
presenting such achoice as one between nonlinear
and linear is demagogy And the main reason most
designers choose pentodes over triodes is that pentodes are at least twice as efficient as triodes— more
powerfor the same money, asales argument.
Second, push-pull output stages can most certainly be dass-A. Iffor agiven load impedance the
bias current through the output devices is chosen so
that neither output device ever runs out of current
even at maximum voltage swing (defined by the
power supply), the output stage, by definition, operates in doss-A, as both output halves are conducting at all times.
-Peter van Willenswaard
An integrated misconception
Editor:
Isn't the Electrocompaniet EC1 3amplifier in "Recommended Components"
(October 2000, p.109) an integrated
amplifier, not apower amplifier?
Jay Suries
Jsuries@compuserve.com
Stereophile, December 2000

A turntable misprint?
Editor:
Idon't get it. In October's "Recommended
Components," you dropped the Linn
Sondek LP12 with Lingo to Class B from
Class A. Is this amisprint? How can you go
backward on areview?
Bob Prichard
Prichardsfna@aotcom
A curious action
Editor:
Why did you de-list the Waveform Mach
17 from Class A in October's "Recommended Components"? Why weren't
other Waveform speakers ever reviewed,
such as the Mach Solo and the Mach MC?
I'm sure by now you're aware that the company is closing. Stereophile was not solely
responsible, but your actions seem curious.
John Doyle
jodoyle@cisco.com
You are absolutely correct, Mr. Suries: The EC1 3
is an integrated amp, and well make sure that's
where it appears in the next "Recommended
Components."
The listing is dynamic Mr. Prichard, and arating lasts only until we hear something that redefines what we expect So it was with the Linn,
which 'still own and enjoy However, the appearance of the awesome and awe-inspiring Rockpon
Technologies System III Sirius, the magazines
'Analog Source Component of 2000," led to a
reevaluation of all the class ratings in the listing.
Regarding the deletion of the Waveform Madi
17: Mr. Doyle it is our standard policy to delete
products that we have not heard in our own systems more recently than three years ago. Such was
the case with the Mach 17 We had areview scheduled of the Waveformn MCI, but that, of course
now won't happen due to the company's dosing.
Regarding the latter, Ivery much regret John
Ótviis's decision. But far from Stereophile not
being "solely responsible" this magazine was not
responsible at all. We gave Waveform's Mach 17 a
deservedly positive review, and it was featured in
"Recommended Components"for three years. That
Waveform could not capitalize on our recommendation has to do with the company's marketing
strategy and product philosophy— the Mach 17
may have been competitively priced, but it had to
be tri-amped, and who is going to purchase two
additional stereo ampleers for aloudspeaker that
could be purchased only unheard, over the
Web?— not with this magazines coverage
For more about the demise of Waveform, see
www.wavefonn.ca/dosing.htm and this issue's
"Manufacturers' Comments." —John Atkinson
Nose-oil resistance
Editor:
This is to answer Paul Messenger's question
about squalene (Industry Update," October
'00, p39). The chemical name is 2,6,10,15,

19,23 hexamethy1-2,6,10,14,18,22 tetracosahexaene. This is a complex structure of
isoprene units and is amajor component of
shark-liver oil. It is anaturally occurring
substance in many places, including the oil
on your nose. (There is atest in the graphic
arts for printed matter called "nose-oil
resistance," aka "squalene" resistance.)
Hydrogenation of squalene yields
squalane, which is alubricant for critical
applications such as chronometers. It is
also used in cosmetics.
Kenneth A. Boumes
Chemist and Audiophile of 50 years
Allentown, PA
Works like butter...
Editor:
Regarding squalene: Iknew I'd heard the
name somewhere: during my favorite
course, biochem; it was so much fun they
made me take it over and over again.
Squalene is acholesterol precursor, a30carbon molecule that is converted to cholesterol. No clue as to what is so good
about it for LP playback, but it's sort of
fatty ... maybe a bit of butter on your
records will work just as well.
post M Riphagen
159474jr@studenteurril
Four stars, not four
Editor:
One small correction regarding Sam Tellig's
take on the camera-shy Cambridge Audio
A500 integrated amplifier ("Sam's Space,"
September 2000). Although the amp was
indeed awarded five stars for value when
first reviewed by Hi-Fi Choice in the UK
(September '99), a group test in their
December '99 issue reduced this rating to
four stars. (Rotel and Sony took top place.)
Michael Arnold
eve@finisterreco.uk
'thanks, Bill
Editor:
Great magazine and great writers.
Bill Gardiner
jtvgardiner@homecom
Thanks, John
Editor:
Continuing luck at Stereophile. However,
you might want to table the objective vs
subjective testing issue (or is it non-blind
vs blind testing?) in "Letters." It inherently
isn't "solvable." It reminds me of the interesting, but eventually tedious, discussions
of correct aspect ratios in Widescreen
Review, an otherwise wonderful and informative magazine and Stereophile Guide to
Home Theater's only real competition.
John Ho
John C. Ho@accom
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Industry
US: SEATTLE
Jon Iverson
Software giant Microsoft Corporation
has acquired Pacific Microsonics, Inc.
(PMI), developer of High Definition
Compatible Digital (HDCD) technology. The deal was announced in ajoint
press release issued September 18.
Financial details were not disclosed.
The acquisition of Union City,
California—based PMI is part of an
ongoing strategy by Microsoft to bring
promising entertainment technologies
under its umbrella. Microsoft's intention is to "incorporate PMI's pioneering
technology into future offerings for the
PC and will make it available to awide
range of consumer devices," according
to the announcement.
HDCD is apatented digital signalprocessing technology that improves the
apparent resolution and detail of standard compact discs. PMI licenses the
HDCD decoder and filter technology
to most of the world's leading manufacturers of audio integrated circuits. More
than 100 recording studios worldwide
are now equipped for HDCD encoding
and the technology has been used in the
production of more than 5000 CD
titles, including more than 225 Billboard
Top 200 recordings. Over 300 million
HDCD-encoded discs have been sold,
the announcement stated.
"PMI has done amazing work to
improve the sound quality of audio CDs
with HDCD, which has been

embraced by the recording industry,"
said Will Poole, VP of Microsoft's
Digital Media Division. "Their wealth
of experience and innovative technology will be atremendous addition to our
industry-leading audio technology."
"Joining Microsoft means we can
continue to innovate for our existing
customers while expanding our efforts
to include awhole new range of customers," said PMI chief Bennet
Goldberg. "We look forward to working on digital media technology with
the great talent at Microsoft, and continuing to create exciting new innovations
for the industry."
Janice Mancuso, of audiophile record
label Reference Recordings, whose catalog is almost entirely HDCD-encoded,
said in an e-mail that her company is not
likely to be affected by the acquisition.
"This announcement does not directly
impact Reference Recordings," she
wrote. "But it does mean that Keith O.
Johnson, RR partner, engineer/wizard,
[and one of the two inventors of HDCD]
now does some work for Bill Gates!"
US: LOS ANGELES
Jon Iverson
After adifficult gestation, DVD-Audio
may finally be moving toward becoming amarket reality now that amajor
record label has stepped forward to support it. Warner Music Group (WMG)
has issued several recordings in the new
format, covering a range of genres.

Update
DVD-A is "the most significant industry
format launch since the introduction of
the CD nearly 20 years ago," according
to an October 2WMG press release.
Warner's first DVD-A releases are:
Beethoven: Symphonies 4 & 5, Daniel
Barenboim/Staatskapelle Berlin; Core,
Stone Temple Pilots; Tiger*, Natalie
Merchant; Johann Strauss in Berlin,
Nikolaus Harnoncourt/Berlin Philharmonic; Brain Salad Surgery, Emerson,
Lake & Palmer, Hommage àl'Orchestre
Lantounsix (Chabrier's Espana and Ravel's
Boléro),
Yutaka
Sado/Orchestre
Lamoureux; and The Bedroom Mixes,Jazz
At The Movies Band. None of these
recordings are new projects, but have
been remixed from the original masters.
Regular monthly releases will follow, say
WMG marketing executives.
As well as the DVD-A data, the inclusion of Dolby Digital 5.1 mixes makes
them compatible with the more than 10
million DVD-Video players now in consumers' homes. DVD-A releases from
WMG labels can be played in three
ways, according to the announcement:
1) in "Advanced Resolution" surround
sound; 2) downmixed to "Advanced
Resolution" stereo; or 3) for the vast
majority of owners of DVD-V players
who "have not yet upgraded to DVDAudio," in Dolby Digital surround. One
logical implication: The full sonic
benefits of DVD-A recordings will be
available only to purchasers of the next
generation of players.

Calendar
Those promoting audio-related seminars, shows,
and meetings should fax (do not call) the
when, where and who to (212) 886-2809 at
least eight weeks before the month of the event.
The deadline for the February 2001 issue is
December 1. Mark thefax 'ttention Stephen
Mías, Dealer Bulletin Board." We will fax
back aconfirmation. Ifyou do not receive confirmation within 24 hours, pleasefax us again.
ARIZONA

• The Arizona Audiophile Society
sponsors monthly audio and homeStereophile, December 2000

theater meetings and events. For information, call (623) 516-4960, or e-mail
AzAuclioS@aol.com.
CALIFORNIA

• The Bay Area Audiophile Society
(BAAS) welcomes new members,
sponsors periodic manufacturer demonstrations, facility tours, and listening
sessions, and publishes High Note, an
informative newsletter. For information, call (415) 381-4228, or e-mail
Dennis David at bluedeer@value.net.

CONNECTICUT

• For information about the
Connecticut Audio Society, visit
www.the-atom.com/cas, or call Carl
Richard at (860) 745-5937.
LOUISIANA

•New Orleans' first and only high-end
audio dub holds monthly meetings to
discuss topics of interest and listen to
music. Join the fun by e-mailing
stokjoc@hotmail.com.
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CD-303

We at Cary Audio Design are pleased to announce the finest
digital products in high -end audio, offering the latest technological
designs and highest possible performance. From the drawing
board to your home listening room, the designs are all Cary
Audio. The CD-303 CD player, along with the CD-306
Transport/Processor, feature an up-converting 96-kHz sampling
rate and 24-bit resolution. The new Cary Cinema, D-3 DVD
player. will rival the finest video presentations. We hope you will
consider aCary Audio Design digital product for your home audio
home cinenv room %Don. Please call aCary Audio Design
for iialàdhie.giFrulaa&ti.d1L1L111

CARY
cñudioesign
111A Wooduinds Industrial Court
Can, NC 27511
Phone: 919-481-4494 •Fax: 919-460-3828

Industry
"With DVD-Audio you have the feeling that there is no artificiality," said conductor and pianist Daniel Barenboim of
the new format. "It's as if there are no
microphones, as if there are no loudspeakers, and you are in the room where
the music is being made. You almost feel
the wooden floor vibrate." Warner's
senior VP for new technology, Jordan
Rost, concurred: "Your ears are the only
senses where you get information from
behind as well as in front," he said.
"DVD-Audio really gets you much closer to the live experience."
Rost added that the response from
artists to DVI)-A has been "warm so far."
"Any time anew technology brings the
listener closer to the artist, we're all for
it," said Sharon Corr, violinist and vocalist of Irish family act The Corrs, whose
latest album, lu Blue, will be released on
1)VD-A in November. "Through DVDAudio, our fans can really feel as if they
are in the middle of the band, and
experience our music the way we experience it —whether in the studio o4 in
the case of alive album, on stage."
Warner's DVD-A releases will be
encrypted with watermarking technology licensed from 4Centity, an industry
association concerned about the protection of intellectual property rights.
Encryption issues, the high entry fee,
and lack of portability may hinder initial
acceptance of DVD-A, according to
some analysts.
US: YOUR LOCAL MUSIC STORE
Barry Willis &Jon Iverson
Warner Music Group may have just
announced its first DVD-Audio titles
(see related story), but an upstart independent label claims to have the first
DVD-A discs actually available for sale.
In an attempt to establish itself as the
leader in the new DVD-Audio format,

5.1 Entertainment Group's Silverline
Records said it began shipping the first
commercially available 24-bit/96kHz
DVD-Audio disc, Sivingin'for the Fences,
by Gordon Goodwin's Big Phat Band,
in early October.
A second DVD-A title, Devotion, by
Aaron Neville, was scheduled to follow
on October 24. Clearly pleased to be
treading new ground, Neville said that
he was "very honored and excited to
have Devotion released as one of the first
DVD-Audio discs. Surround sound is
amazing —it's unlike anything you've
ever heard before!" This is not Devotion's
actual debut, however, the CD version
of the album first appeared on retailers'
shelves September 26.
In addition to Neville's 14 musical performances (including two "bonus"
tracks), the 1)VD-A also contains indepth interview footage with Neville at
his home in New Orleans, interviews
with friends and family, and adocumentary of his performance at the Angola
State Penitentiary. The label says that both
the interview and documentary sections
were produced especially for DVD, as
was the never-before-seen photo gallery
of the Neville family and Aaron's
comments on each of the album's songs.
On the company's sister label,
immergent Records, 14.'nice Underground,
featuring cutting-edge guitarist Peter
DiStefano (Porno for Pyros), was also
scheduled for an October release.
Silverline stated that "Venice Underground
is the first album recorded in 5.1 surround sound specifically for the DVDAudio format."
To ensure that all owners of DVD
players will be able to play these titles
regardless of whether they own aDVDA player or not, all of Silverline's releases will include Dolby Digital surround
and DTS audio options.

Update

On November 7, Silverline says it will
release 26 classical music titles on DVD,
including London Symphony Orchestra
recordings of Handel's Messiah and
Tchaikovsky's The Nutcracker. Also
included in this release will be several
compilation series featuring works by
Mozart, Beethoven, Ravel, Schubert,
Elgar, Rachmaninoff, and others, performed by the London Symphony and
London Philharmonic Orchestras. The
company says that all titles were created
from the original multi-track recordings
and remixed in 5.1-channel audio using
24-bit/96kHz sampling.
On January 9, 2001, 10 more DVD-A
albums will be released, including
"compilations featuring major artists in
the genres of classic jazz, classic rock,
classic country, new age, and surf
music." Following this, Silverline and
immergent say they intend to release 10
new titles each month.
US: LOS ANGELES
Barry Willis
An unusual tropical rain welcomed the
Audio Engineering Society to its 109th
gathering, held at the Los Angeles
Convention Center September 22-25.
Audiophiles may breathe acollective sigh
of relief to learn that the Super Audio
Compact Disc is getting abig push, not
only from corporate parents Sony/Philips
but from studio-equipment makers,
consumer-electronics companies, and —
perhaps most important —music labels.
"More than 160 SACD titles are available now," said Sony Electronics' Nathan
Bentall, who gave me the Cook's tour of
hardware and software tools for the new
format. Arrayed on acurving wall near
the electronic products of companies
such as AKM Semiconductor, BurrBrown, Ed Meitner Designs, dCS,
Genex Research, Sonic Solutions, and
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In addition, Ensemble has been
appointed the exclusive dealer for
Marsh Sound Design and Perpetual
Technologies digital products. For
information or to arrange an audition,
call (248) 668-1400, or visit www.
enemblehometheater.com.
•Sound of the Soul (Utica) is pleased to
announce that it has become an authoMICHIGAN
rized dealer for the James Loud•Ensemble (3160 Haggerty Rd., Ste. B,
speaker Co. For further information
West Bloomfield) is pleased to
announce that it has been appointed a or to set up aprivate audition of the
complete James line, call (810) 759Reference Mark Levinson dealer.
MASSACHUSSETTS

• For details of upcoming meetings of
the Boston Audio Society and samples
from their publication, The Speaker, call
(603) 899-5121, visit http://boston
audio.home.attnet, e-mail &systems@
attglobal.net, or call (603) 899-5121.
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0281 or (888) 837-6863, or visit www.
soundofthesoul.com.
MISSOURI

• Sound F7C (4451 Belleview Ave.,
Kansas City) is proud to announce the
opening of Kansas City's newest highend audio and home-theater store.
Authorized dealer for Arcarn, Audio
Research, Kimber Kahle, Linn,
NAD, Paradigm Reference, ProAc,
Ruark, Runco, Stewart Fihnscreen,
Theta Digital, Zoethecus, and more.
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takes you places you've
never heard before.

Exclusive Omnipolar .
technology
continues the Mirage
legend with the
new 0M-5.

4411per
Experience the revolutionary new OM-Series at your •milloriz.d
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Tascam were SACD discs by such
esteemed artists as Miles Davis, Vladimir
Horowitz, Leonard Bernstein, Yo-Yo
Ma, Wynton Marsalis, Harry Connick,
Jr., Duke Ellington, Tony Bennett, Bob
Dylan, Willie Nelson, Jeff Beck, Stevie
Ray Vaughan, Luthor Vandross, and
Tower of Power — titles representing
not only Sony Music labels like
Columbia and Epic, but well-established
labels such as DMP, Denon, Delos,
Groovenote, Hyperion, and Indigo.
The logos of 22 pro-audio companies
were displayed at the Sony/Philips
SACD booth in the Convention
Center's South Hall, as were those of 12
makers of consumer electronics:
Acc-uphase, Kenwood, Krell, Maranta,
Nakamichi, Onkyo, Philips, Pioneer,
Sharp, Sony, Teac, and Yamaha. All
these manufacturers are now part of the
campaign to bring high-resolution
audio to music lovers everywhere, a
campaign that will eventually include
disc players at all price points — especially the lower end of the scale, amarket segment absolutely essential for
SACD to gain asolid foothold. Bentall
mentioned single-disc SACD players
breaking the $1000 price point; Sony is
also announcing a five-disc SACD
carousel, the SCD-C333ES [seeJonathan
Scull's 'Iron from CEDIA Expo elsewhere
in titis "Update"— Ed.]), which the company claims will be available in
November for about $1200.
Philips will debut its $1999 multichannel SACD1000 later this year.
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater editor
Tom Norton and Iwere treated to an
after-hours demonstration of multichannel SACD by Sony's David Kawakami
and associates. The playback was over
five Sony SS-M9ED loudspeakers —
designer Dan Anagnos' latest and scheduled to be reviewed in the January 2001

Stereophile— driven by Pass Labs X-1000
monoblocks. An orchestral medley of
composer Jerry Goldsmith's movie
scores played back from hard disk had
everyone in the room in rapt silence.
While Ihave no doubt that, in our lifetime, both SACD and DVD-Audio will
be surpassed by some as-yet-unimagined
technology, for now and for the near
future, this is as good as it gets.
In the professional arena, Gencx,
Mytek Digital, and Tascam all were
showing new Direct Stream Digitalcapable recorders, while Augan
Instruments and Merging Technologies

For now and for the near
future, multichannel SACD
is as good as it gets.
showed DSD workstations. Sony added
that professional DSD AID and D/A
converters are now available from dCS
and EMM Labs. Sony and Philips also
displayed SACD authoring and text
editing systems: Making its US debut at
AES was Sony's eight-channel DSD
Audio Workstation for recording, editing, mixing, mastering, and authoring. It
includes abuilt-in, high-capacity hard
drive and supports the use of highperformance Advanced Intelligent Tape
(AIT) technology. Sony also says it is
establishing a dedicated engineering
group, called Sony Studio Technology
(SST), at its facility in Walnut Creek,
California to complete development
work on the project and facilitate manufacturing. The workstation is expected
to be released by fall 2001.
Kevin Halverson of Muse Electronics
and David Chesky of Chcsky Records
were conducting an alternate multichan-

Update

nel experience afew doors away: six frillbandwidth channels arrayed with two
speakers up front, two on the sides, and
two in the rear. Abbreviated "2F-2S-2R,"
the arrangement seems to have won
some converts among engineers, even
though it is at odds with home theater's
well-established 5.1 array. As you can read
elsewhere in this issue's "Update,"
Chesky and friends dismiss the notion of
a dedicated low-frequency channel for
music, believing instead that the processing-and-amplification resource it occupies is better used for locational cues. "At
least four of the channels are compatible
between the two systems," said Jim
Johnston of AT&T Research, "so we're
two-thirds of the way there."
Strolling about the convention floor, I
bumped into EveAnna Manley. Manley
Labs is one of the few companies with
feet firmly planted in both the pro audio
and high-end playback markets.
Demand for Manley pro gear keeps
Manley and her 40-some production
workers constantly scrambling. Multichannel tube amps aren't practical,
Manley said, because of the heat. "You
want six channels, you just use three
stereo amps," she recommends. What's
her preference? "The mastering engineers are still demanding two-channel,
but I've got six channels in my
bedroom," she smiled.
Canada's Bryston is another company
that successfully works both sides of the
street. Iwas stopped dead in my tracks
by what Iheard from their booth: Stevie
Ray Vaughan sounding inimitably sweet,
raunchy, and realistic — from apair of
two-way minimonitors! No ordinary
boxes these, but acollaboration between
Bryston and UK-based Professional
Monitor Corporation. "PMC builds the
speakers and we supply the electronics,"
said Bryston's James Tanner. The ALM1,

Calendar
For further information, call (816)
753-7799.

NEW JERSEY

• The New Jersey Audio Society
welcomes anyone interested in
high-performance LP and CD playback
NEVADA
•Premiere Home Entertainment (2300
systems to become a member and
N. Rainbow Blvd.), Las Vegas' newest participate in their monthly meetings.
high-end audio/home-theater store and Annual dues are $20, and include a
an authorized dealer for Arcatn, B&W,
subscription to the society's newsletter,
Bryston, Rota, and Vandersteen,
The Source. For more information, please
would like to welcome Richard
e-mail your mailing address and
Hollingsworth, formerly of The Upper telephone number to annalogg@aol.
Ear, to their staff For further informa- corn or to markjmills@earthlinknet.
don, call (702) 877-0222.
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NEW YORK

• For information on the monthly
meetings of the Long Island Music and
Video Society, call Lee Grosberg at (516)
239-9004.
• For information on the monthly
meetings of the Musicalaudiophile
Society, the Audiophile Society, and the
Gotham Audio Society, call David
Nemzer at (718) 237-1094.
•For information on Audio Syndrome
(East Meadow), amonthly club catering
to obsessive-compulsive audio neurotics
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as the giant-killer is known, is arelatively compact self-powered two-way sporting abalanced input and atotal of 180W
of power each. Stunningly good-looking, extremely dynamic, well-balanced,
and ajoy to listen to, the $4995/pair
ALM1 also goes deep — to such an
extent that Iasked Tanner if anearby
subwoofer was on. "No," he replied,
"these babies go flat to 32Hz." Bryston is
PMCs North American distributor.
When asked what he thinks is the
hot ticket in multichannel, longtime
Stereophile reader and recording engineer
Greg Begland of Phat Planet Studios in
Orlando, Florida replied, "ProTools 5.1"
(software, for those of you out of the
technoloop). A brief discussion of audio
trends prompted Begland's colleague,
Edward ICrout, to observe that he'd put
his investment dollar on "boom music
for 5.1"— meaning big bass, big effects,
and plenty of bad rap for automotive listening. The National Highway Safety
Commission may intervene ...
The main floor of the L.A.
Convention Center may have been
transformed into abazaar of new tools
for audio professionals, but the panel
discussions upstairs were where the real
action took place. On Friday, September
22 —just an hour before researchers Dr.
Stanley Lipshitz and John Vanderkooy of
Ontario's University of Waterloo presented apaper offering amathematical
proof for the "imperfectability" of onebit delta-sigma recording systems —
Sony Corporation issued aclarification of
the technical standards for its Direct
Stream Digital technology, the basis of
the Super Audio Compact Disc. DSD, it
now appears, is aone-bit technique as it
applies to consumer playback systems,
but uses a multi-bit PCM quantizer
[presumably within a delta-sigma converter
mgative-feedback loop; see David Rich's article

on this subject in the November issue of
Stereophile —Ed.] at the recording and
mastering ends of the business. (The
Lipshitz/Vanderkooy paper is available
as AES preprint 5188 — visit www.aes.
org for details on how to order preprints.)
Not enormously significant for consumers, this revelation prompted some
engineers in attendance to voice what
they had long suspected—that DSD
and DVD-Audio are not as technically
incompatible as Sony/Philips publicity
had previously indicated. In atangential
discussion during Saturday afternoon's
session on high-resolution audio, Jim
Johnston of AT&T Research speculated
that DSD and DVD-A datastreams
might be able to coexist if output from
different points within the same microprocessor. Optical disc players that will
operate seamlessly across anumber of
platforms are therefore easily conceivable. As it turns out, in late September,
Cirrus Logic announced an inexpensive
multi-format chip, the CS4392, which
will decode both DSD and DVD-A. (It
wasn't clear if Johnston had prior
knowledge of the new chip or was simply demonstrating his prescience.)
Chaired by Malcolm 0J. Hawksford
of the University of Essex, the panel of
experts discussed several obstacles to
achieving higher levels of resolution in
audio recording and playback. Mike
Story, of dCS, Ltd., made astrong case
for promoting ultra-wide audio bandwidth as ahi-œz standard —perhaps as
much as 100kHz. While measurable
hearing in normal adults rarely extends
beyond 16k1-1z, many experiments have
demonstrated that acoustic energy above
this range can have apronounced effect
on the perceived realism of reproduced
music. Story mentioned that dCS has
conducted some very-well-controlled
studies in which acoustic energy remains

constant out to 301cHz while the energy
in the 30-90kHz band varies. "The
degree of focus and localization correlates quite well with the amount of energy in this band," Story mentioned.
"Current theory is inadequate," he said
of the standard engineering belief that a
20Hz-20kHz frequency response is all
that is necessary for quality playback.
Pioneer Corporation's Takeo Yamamoto agreed that bandwidth affects "the
perceived depth of an acoustic image."
A fascinating discussion ensued in which
an alternate model of human hearing was
presented as apossible explanation for the
reason high-resolution audio sounds better. Instead of simply detecting tones, the
hearing system might also detect impulses, or "clicks" —localization cues that
arrive at the ears within a10-microsecond
window. These impulses necessarily lie
above the bandwidth for tones —in the
energy band studied by Story and his dCS
colleagues. In the wild, hearing is the
body's "early warning system," as one
panelist put it, and the "wideband target
locator" hypothesis might explain why
high-resolution audio sounds better —
because it gets the cues right.
The human brain is "a most amazing
pattern-recognition processor," said legendary loudspeaker and phase-relations
researcher Siegfried Linkwitz. (The
Linkwitz-Riley crossover formulation
bears his name and his speaker designs
for the now defunct Audio Artistry
company drew praise from many
reviewers.) "Minimizing false cues
should be one of our primary objectives," he said, drawing attention to the
fact that alive trumpet played down the
hall and around the comer is immediately perceived for what it is, and that
very few people, expert listeners or not,
would mistake arecording of the same
instrument for the real thing. Linkwitz

appointments, call (512) 241-0000.
•Sound Mind Audio (1206 Haverford
Dr., Austin) is the first Red Rose
Music dealer outside of Manhattan!
Sound Mind will service the entire
Texas region. For further information,
call Brian Kurtz at (512) 251-7301 or email bk4music@soundmindaudio.com.

exclusive dealer for Audio Refinement, and now has TARA Labs' The
Two ISM interconnects on display.
Sound
Essentials
continues
as
Vermont's exclusive dealer for Amain
FMJ, Audio Research, Basis, BenzMicro, NAD Silver, ProAc, Richard
Gray's Power Company, and
Zoethecus, as well as other highperformance audio and video lines.
For further information or to schedule
aprivate audition, call (802) 863-6271
or visit www. soundessentialsvt.com.

Calendar
from September through June, call Roy
Harris at (516) 489-9576.
TEXAS

• Ne Plus Ultra (P.O. Box 26736,
Austin), Texas' newest retailer of highend and cinema systems, recently celebrated the opening of its doors and is
pleased to announce its appointment as
an authorized dealer for Avantgarde
Acoustics, Balanced Audio Technology, and Cardas Audio. For
further information and demonstration
22

VERMONT
•Sound Essentials (1 Steele St., #108,
Burlington) is pleased to announce that
it has been selected as Vermont's
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Part Two— Component Selection.
Take agood look under the cover of any Rotel component and you will
see premium quality components arranged with symmetrical precision.
We take nothing for granted. That's why we wind our own transformers
while others are content to buy something "off-the-shelf'. Our fanatical
engineers even evaluate different types of capacitors and resistors in
the circuitry to obtain every last measure of sonic improvement.
We call this meticulous attention to detail Balanced Design. It's your
assurance that every Rotel component will give you more for your
investment. We're so confident we build it better that we back it better.
All Rote! *electronics come with a5year limited warranty. See your
authorized Rotel dealer for ademonstration.

The RSP-976 surround sound processor /preamplifier benefits from Crystal
Semiconductor's CS4926 multi-channel digital decoder This advanced IC
automatically detects and processes Dolby Digital. dts. even 24/96 PCM data
streams with startling precision.

Phone 978.664.3820 -Fax 978.664.4109 -www.rotel.com
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.so easy on the ears that you can listen deep into the night without the
slightest fatigue ...listening to music becomes subtly but surely elevating,
elating in the quiet sort of way that nourishes and strengthens the spirit.
And that is what music was meant to do."
-Harry Pearson, Fi Magazine, February 1998

Iknow of no better preamplifier, so if you want the very best, start saving
now. They won't be around forever ..."
-Alan Sircom, Hi -Fi Choice, October 1997

The ART constitutes anew reference for what is possible from audio replay,
and delivers asound quality that others merely hint at."
-Martin Colloms, Hi -Fi News, June 1997

...the ART belongs in that very small class of products without peer.. ."
-Wes Phillips, Stereophile, May 1998

... the ART preamp made it all so intimate. Every nuance is there,
to touch and be touched."
-Tom Miller, The Audio Adventure, June 1996

... one of akind. The ART establishes new standards for
reproduction of instrumental tonality, dynamics, liveliness, and
even soundstaging ..."
-Myles Astor, Ultimate Audio, December 1997

prec le I
on

conraci-johnson It just sounds right.
For more information, write, phone or lax: 2733 Nlerrilet• Drive•Fairlax, VA 22031•Phone: 703-698-8581•Fax: 703-560-5360
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does not necessarily agree that acenterchannel speaker is needed to produce a
believable soundstage, seeing promise
in two alternate six-channel surround
configurations: one with three channels
up front, two on the sides, and one in
the center rear, and another (as proposed by David Chesky) with two front,
two side, and two rear speakers, all of
them full-range — and "at least two
derived low-frequency channels."
Linkwitz pointed to two major culprits
in the quest for hi-rez audio in the home:
the speakers and the room. The power
response of most loudspeakers favors the
bottom end, he noted, with too much
output in the bass and not enough in the
midrange
and
high
frequencies.
Unpredictable room behavior, as all
audiophiles know, makes integrating any
loudspeakers into any room adelicate
exercise of chance and skill. Linkwitz
proposed standardizing all woofer levels
as agood starting point toward arepeatable audio experience, and would like to
see all low-frequency crossovers standardized at 100Hz with a6dB/octave slope.
The good-natured Linkwitz, of
course, harbors no hope of ever getting
loudspeaker manufacturers to agree on
anything, and in the remainder of his
talk discussed problems in recording studios that might limit the resolution of
their products. He presented some
rather dismaying statistics about the level
of RFI (radio-frequency interference)
found in typical studios, and explained
how it can cause residual noise, hum,
and various types of nonlinear distortions. "Not enough attention is paid to
RFI in the studio," Linkwitz said, noting
that "... alength of speaker wire makes
avery good antenna at 30M Hz."
Mastering engineer Bob Katz of
Digital Domain inveighed against cheap
digital recording devices, going so far as

Calendar
WASHINGTON

• The Pacific Northwest Audio
Society meets the second Thursday of
each month. Usual start time is
7:30pm at 4545 Island Crest Way, on
Mercer Island. For more information,
call Tom at (425) 481-8512 or Earl at
(206) 907-8026.
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to present achart showing that, below a
certain price point (he specifically mentioned $1500 all-in-one 32-channel
recording consoles), tried-and-true analog technology is better. Reflecting the
experience of many music-lovers on the
playback side, Katz said, "Inexpensive
analog is better than cheap digital. DSP
is not all equal." Quantization distortion
caused by forcing a single Motorola
56001 DSP chip to its limits is what
causes so much raw material he receives
to sound "edgy, hard, cold, and distorted." Top-quality digital technology is

his organization feels that watermarking
is anecessity: The proper compensation
of artists and copyright holders for the
public playing of music on the radio and
over the Internet, and to prevent the
proliferation of copies by consumers
and professional pirates. Jessop stressed
that watermarking is not intended to
deprive music lovers of their rights to
"fair use" of recordings they have legally purchased, and mentioned that the
inclusion of watermarks both weak and
strong is astrictly voluntary matter, to
be left to the discretion of artists, their
managers, and their recording labels.
According to Jessop, all watermarkAttending adiscussion
compliant playback devices will have a
gate, or "pinch point," through which
such as this makes one
the datastream must pass in order to be
decoded. Watermark-free recordings,
thing glaringly apparent:
such as those made by home recordists
or musicians without contracts, will play
Audio technology is far
freely on all devices, which should alleviate the fears of some audiophiles that
from reaching "maturity."
they could buy players that will not play
"unauthorized" discs. Copy-protected
superior to its analog equivalent, he
discs will play, but may not allow the
feels, but is far beyond the budgets of creation of digital copies. Others may
most aspiring musicians. "Just say no to
allow one copy, but not allow copies to
cheap DSP," he advised.
be made from the copy.
Al McPherson of Warner Music
Bucking yet another of the engineering community's sacred cows, AT&Ts
Group emphasized that "transparency"
is aprimary concern for his industry,
Jim Johnston discussed the lower limits
and stated repeatedly that they have no
of human hearing. He first alluded to the
"noise floor of air, at 4-6dB sound presinterest in imposing any in-band signal
that will "compromise the integrity of
sure level," and compared it to the upper
the music." Former AES president and
limit of the threshold of pain. Given to
working mathematical formulae aloud,
Stanford professor Elizabeth Cohen
Johnston noted evidence that some peo- questioned the definition of "integrity,"
noting that many audio formats compie can clearly identify sounds as delicate
promise the quality of original recordas '25dB below the white-noise level." In
ings. McPherson agreed, but insisted
apparent agreement with statements that
that watermarks within the audioband
have been made by Meridian's Bob
be robust enough to survive even AM
Stuart, Johnston feels that aword depth
broadcasts. Out-of-band watermarks
of 24 bits sufficiently "covers it all."
will not work, he said, "because they arc
Attending a discussion such as this
easily stripped out."
makes one thing glaringly apparent:
Malcolm Hawksford presented a
Audio technology is far from reaching
number of concerns: How does water"maturity." While the general public
marking affect noiseshaping? Is it equalmay believe that all that can be known
ly applicable to DSD and multi-bit
has already been discovered and incorrecordings? How does it affect arecordporated into the latest products, scientists
ing's spatial signature? How can multiand engineers continue to explore the
ple watermarks be unobtrusively impleever-receding frontier of knowledge.
mented? Will they be coherent in all
The most hotly contested frontier du
channels, appearing as amono signal in
jour is the watermarking issue. How is
the midst of the soundstage? Might it be
digital music to be identified? Who will
control how it is played and when — if possible to create a "computer inversion" of a watermark and thereby
at all —it may be copied? On Saturday
remove it from arecording? Hawksford
morning, this topic was addressed with
acknowledged that some of his quesfervor by apanel chaired by mastering
tions did not lend themselves to easy
engineer Tony Faulkner, of London's
answers, but advised all present to think
Green Room Productions. Paul Jessop
of the International Federation of hard on them before rushing headlong
into any watermarking technology.
Phonograph Industries explained why
25
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Mastering engineer Glenn Meadows
of Nashville's Masterfonics also had
many questions, but of apractical rather
than a theoretical nature. Meadows
wanted to know if the music industry
would insist on aserial number for each
disc, as some music fans have feared, or
if asimple ID for one title would suffice. He wondered how awatermark or
ID could be extracted if it were inserted
in error. Engineers must have some way
of getting back to the original uncontaminated recording, he insisted. "Years of
working in this business have taught me
that, as often as not, the label is going to
call us back at the last moment and say,
'Oh, we sent you the wrong numbers.
Use these instead.' Human beings make
mistakes. We need some sort of failsafe
procedure in place when that happens."
To the question of serializing DVDs, Al
McPherson replied that it was simply
"unworkable." For the near future at
least, no one will be able to track you
down through the purchase of adisc.
At the outset, Jessop included traceability as one of the music industry's
goals with watermarking. "We need to
be able to trace the origins of pirated
recordings," Jessop said. Karlheinz
Brandenburg, of Germany's Fraunhofer
IIS-A AEMT, discussed what he called
"forensic rather than block watermarking," and said that more testing is needed. "It's impossible to say that it's not
audible," Brandenburg asserted.
Several panelists agreed that awatermark undetectable in ashort ABX test
might become irritatingly obvious in
long-term listening. Despite the many
arguments launched against watermarking, Verance Corporation president
David Leibowitz stood by it as the best
solution for the music industry in an age
when digital high technology enters
new hands daily.
The controversy is far from resolved.
It's perhaps cold comfort to audiophiles,
but the always-trenchant David Chesky
reminded all in attendance that record
labels like his, which specialize in jazz and
classical recordings, are as unlikely to use
watermarking as pirates arc to massproduce copies of such labels' recordings.
As he put it, the stuff that's going to be
hammered hard with watermarks is so
nasty that "you could mark it with alawnmower and never hear the difference."
Chesky suggests that the ID not be
used throughout some discs, but at carefully planned intervals. Speaking to
Sterrophihes Jon Iverson, he had earlier
said that he would like to see "an ID
after the music and maybe one or two
short wild ones in the music for afew
26

seconds. This will not degrade the
music and will give the composers the
royalties they deserve. We need watermarks, but not all the way through the
music. For pop music and MP3, watermarks are cool the whole time the program is playing because they have pirating issues. But classical and jazz do not
have that problem, we only need to
identify the tracks. So we can use alimited watermark. This way, there is no
sonic degradation of the signal, and
composers can collect royalties."
US: INDIANAPOLIS
Jonathan Scull
There's no question about it: The tightly
focused show that is CEDIA Expo, the
Custom Electronic Design & Installation
Association's annual convention, is
growing in importance. This perhaps
might be due to the Consumer
Electronics Show's succumbing to its
own success, its enormous size and
diversity diluting its impact for specialty
product areas. The 2000 CEDIA Expo
was held in Indianapolis,
September 6-12.
My
primary
mission was to
seek out any
new tidbits of
information on
the
SACD/
DVD-Audio
high-resolution audio
front. One of the first press events held
was by Sony, and there Ifound myself
parked next to that new L.A. resident
and proto-hipster, Stereophile Guide to
Home Theater editor Thomas J. Norton.
"Let's do lunch sometime, J-10r He said
that! Really!
Sony launched, among other products,
their $1500 DVP-S9000ES, a DVDVideo machine that will play SACDs but
not DVD-As. They also unleashed on an
unsuspecting world the SCD-C333ES, a
five-disc SACD player that weighs in at
about $1200. Both units carry the 24-bit
Variable Co-Efficient Filters Iexamined
in my review of the original Sony SCD1SACD player in the November 1999
Stereophile. As far as multichannel SACD
is concerned, Sony hinted that there'd be
announcements and product launches
next year, probably at CES.
Of course, SACD is ajoint venture
between Sony and Dutch giant Philips,
who did introduce the prototype of their
multichannel SACD1000 at CEDIA.
The SACD1000 will play SACD, DVDVideo, CD-R, and CD-RW, but—again
—not DVD-A. Color me unsurprised.
Other supported formats include DSD,

PCM, MPEG2, AC-3, and DTS. The
SACD1000 will be available by the end
of this year and will cost about $2000.
DVD-Audio was not without adherents, however. Rotel introduced the
RDV-1080, a $1500 player that'll
do DVD-A and DVD-V as well as
CD. It's a nice-looking, no-nonsense
machine said to possess an excellent
analog output stage.
Upsampling is another way to go
hi-rez, of course, and Indianapolis-based
Audiophile Systems, Ltd. introduced
alot of hot stuff from English manufacturer dCS at the show. First was the
upgraded Delius D/A converter, which
now includes Master Mode clocking
and two new filters. The new processors
can be upgraded in the field by simply
playing a CD containing the new
firmware. Equally newsworthy, the
Purcell Plus upconverter will soon be
outfitted with an analog input board and
fully digital phono stage. Paging Dr.
Fremer! When used with adCS Delius
or Elgar

Philips SACD1000

processor, the Purcell Plus eliminates the
need for apreamp! The dCS products
sat on ahandsome rack by Grand Prix
Audio. Nothing's static at dCS; they're
all set to introduce an SACD/CD transport at CES, Ihear. ASL also announced
that they're the new and exclusive US
distributor for Nottingham Analogue,
with aline of turntables, tonearms, and
cartridges for your delectation.
Next, ASL debuted Arcam's DiVA
(Digitally integrated Video and Audio)
line: two CD players, three integrated
amps, two power amps, an FM/AM
tuner, and aDVD player and matching
A/V receiver. They also introduced the
fabulous-sounding Acoustic Energy
Aego three-piece subwoofer-satellite
system. The satellites are ultra-small —
4" by 21
/"by 31
2
/"— and cast in hefty,
2
solid zinc! This active-equalized system
includes its own power amp — drive it
with aportable CD player or one from
Arcam! Cute, cute, cute, when Ifirst
heard 'em, Ithought, "Where are the
real speakers?!" Cheap, too: $599 retail,
and sure to be ahuge hit.
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Funny,

theater.

no

gimmicks.

with all the synthetic effects and gimmicks

available on today's home theater systems - no one is
talking about what really counts - delivering the best
sound for the dollar. The NAD T751 A/V receiver and
T550 DVD/CD player's unique designs provide everything you need to enjoy a great movie or music. And,
as with all NAD products, they maintain a reputation for
true value,

performance and simplicity.

NAD - to the rescue.

NAD

T550

DVD/CD

Player

Built-in Dolby Digital and Pro Logic decoder, Coaxial and Optical digital outputs,
Component, S-Video and Composite video outputs, 24 bit/96 kHz compatible.
Audiophile quality components, and remote control.

NAD

T751

Surround

Sound

Receiver

pure. and simple.

60 watts into 8 ohms (all 5 channels simultaneously), Crystal DSP processor,
Dolby Digital ,DTS and Pro Logic decoding, pre outs (all 5 channels),
5.1 input for external decoder, 5 video inputs, 2 video outputs, 3 digital inputs,
2 audio inputs, 1tape output, EARS. (Enhanced Ambience Recovery System),
Impedance Sensing Circuit (ISC) topology, remote control with NAD Link.

NAD Electronics of America, 6 Merchant Street, Sharon, MA 02067
Dolby Digital and Dolby Pro Logic are trademarks of Dolby LâbOratOr105 Licensing Corporation
DTS

a registered trademark at Digital Theater Systems. Mc

800.263.4641

www.NADelectronics.com
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Linn was breaking the waves with
patent had finally been awarded, and
key technologies derived from B&W's
the Knekt Kivor, "The only high-fidelity
showing a list of eight licensees
Nautilus family, especially the tapereduncompressed, bit-for-bit hard-drive
producing speakers with this Something
tube, tweeter-loading, free-standing
system with a proprietary Linn PCI
New, Something Old crossover techtweeter "pod." They'll set you back
soundcard." The Kivor can store and
nology [While the DiAural is basically a $2600/pair and come in Black Ash, Red
replay approximately 6000 songs or 600
series crossover topology, there are some aspects Ash, and Cherrywood.
CDs! According to
ofit that do appear to be deerentfrom what
Of course, Meridian was there, blurLinn, other such
anyone else has donc —Ed.]
ring the lines between digital and everyproducts — from
Monitor Audio, continthing else with their truly breathtaking
Arralcis, Imerge, and
uing its charge into Excellent DSP8000 Digital Active loudspeakers.
Lydstrom — either
Bang for the Buck territory
This four-way DSP system has propriuse compression or
debuted the Silver 8i. It
etary digital processing "engineered to
standard
generic
sports three 51
e C-CAM
function equally as the ultimate stereo
soundcards for music
(Ceramic-Coated Alumiplayback system or as the foundation of
data storage and playnum Magnesium) alloy
astandard-setting home-theater audio
back. Linn describes
drivers — two bass, one
array of up to 7.1 channels." It was the
the system as a"multimidrange — their signature
best demo I've heard from Meridian at
ple-user, pitch-accurate
gold dome tweeter finishing
a show, and these gorgeous, superbconcurrent recording,
off the $1499/pair package.
sounding puppies are available now at a
archival, and retrieval
The svelte 8i's small footsuggested retail price of $45,000/pair.
system that, combined
print, "sumptuous" real-wood
Dig deep — they seem to be worth it!
with the Kivor Linnk
veneers, and magnetic shield- At amore comfortable $4250, Meridian
and Kivor Oktal DAC,
ing make these sure to click.
also introduced the 596 DVD player,
integrates perfectly into
Not to be outdone, Aerial
which plays DVD-V, CD, VCD,
ICnekt systems, or can
Acoustics showed the new
DVCD, and MP3. It'll do two channels
be used in any
LR5. It's 30" high, just under 10"
using 24-bit/192kHz DACs, of course.
conventional music
wide, and 22" deep, and runs
Getting back to more realistic levels, I
system with astereo
$7000-$8000, depending on finwas floored by the sound of the new
DAC and avariety of
ish. (Bespoke stands are an extra Joseph Audio RM33si, which is based
user interfaces."
$800.) A new CC5 center-chanon their top-tier Pearl speaker system.
You can daisy-chain
nel speaker made its debut as well.
"It brings the Pearl technology within
Kivor units to your
Dynaudio introduced their
reach of slightly less-heeled music
heart's content. The
Contour subwoofer, apowered
lovers," Jeff Joseph quipped. "Like its
server can be controlled via
unit with a 12" driver for "twolarger sibling, it features an aluminum
an RS-232 bidirectional
and multichannel sound woofer and amagnesium midrange. It
link; the internal modem Aerial Acoustics IRS loudspeaker systems." It features awide
also features the 'Asymmetrical Infinite
of the server can autorange of control functions,
Slope' crossover, which minimizes drivmatically connect to aCD database via
in-cluding level, phase, and aswitchable
er overlap." As I understand it, the
the Internet to download title, artist, and
crossover, plus an infrasonic high-pass
woofer still uses an extremely steep
track information, plus to Linn for softfilter at 15Hz, 12dB/octave. The maxi"Infinite Slope" crossover, while the
ware upgrades and system debugging. It
mum SPL is rated at
tweeter takes a gentler
can be controlled via the Linn Room
110dB at 1m. Shake the
crossover slope approach. ProControl Unit (RCU) and other thirdhouse for $2999! Dynjected retail price, per Mr.
party devices, such as Panja, Escient, and
audio also debuted their
Joseph, is $5999/pair. He was
AMX. It'll play 16 music sources at the
comprehensive Audirunning them on VTL elecsame time! And all 16 sources can simulence series of nine new
tronics, which no doubt
taneously access different sections of the
and upgraded models
contributed to the best sound at
same music track or other selections. It'll
for music and homethe show — even though,
do MPEG audio, play personal playlists,
theater applications.
admittedly, there wasn't much
archive and retrieve non-CD sources,
Speaking of subs,
of it. Sound, Imean.
and rip CDs at six times normal playing Thiel was there with
Another system that blew my
speed. At Linn, the future is now.
their new SW1 subears off was from James
Nor did loudspeakers get short shrift woofer,
which
uses
Loudspeaker. Jeff Coombs,
at CEDIA. The UK's PMC (ProfesSmartSubni technology.
"the Mad Hatter of Mellifluous
sional Monitor Company), associated This high-IQ unit feaMusic," is the guy behind these
with Bryston, showed their new and
tures Smart-Match Filunusual designs. The $7500/pair
ultra-chic AML1. This $4995/pair
tering, Smart-Room Filthree-way Model 10 is built
speaker has what amounts to aBryston
tering, and Smart-Power
around four "timbre-matched
2B built right into it. The two-way
Circuitry! Ihave to go
Peerless transducers" with an
design, which comes in a refreshing
study now...
exclusive James "Adjustable
choice of colors, uses a "flat piston"
B&W, the Big Boy on
Frequency Distribution Circuit."
carbon-fiber/Nomex-honeycomb
the Block, knocked
They're 92dB sensitive, with most
woofer and asoft-dome tweeter.
everyone's socks off with
unusual looks.
Ray Kimber was riding high,
the floorstanding CDM9
James Loudspeaker
A speaker introduction that
informing one and all that his DiAural
NT It's said to incorporate
Model 10
made abig splash with me was
28
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Create Perfect Digital Copies, or Mix Your
Own CD's, With JVC's XL-R5000 CD Recorder.
If you've got aburning passion for music, check out the XL-R5000. It records from CD
to CD - flawlessly, perfectly, digitally. Better yet, its high speed mode lets you step
out of real time, and copy discs in half the time. You can also record from cassettes.
From LP's. Or from any one of the XL-R5000's three independent CD trays. You can
mix your sources, or add your own voice. So get the XL-R5000
and hook it up. Start it up. Then burn baby burn.
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•
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For your nearest authorized JVC dealer call 1-800-252-5722 or visit our web site at: www.jvc.com

AD
The QUAD ESL range has always had a special place in hi-fi history.
Ever since the days of Peter Walker's pioneering research into
electrostatic loudspeakers, the ESLs have defined the standard by
which all others are measured. The all new ESL 988 and 989 take
this development a stage further, applying modern audiophile
philosophies to the mathematical principles developed during those
days. Better quality components; a much more rigid construction;
additional electrostatic bass panels and a cleaner signal path all
contribute to make the new QUAD electrostatics one of the finest
speakers ever produced.
Used by audiophile recording labels around the world for monitoring
and by enthusiasts for pure pleasure, the new ESL retains the
holographic imaging for which they are so famous but adds a
dynamic presence never before heard in a pure electrostatic and a
cleanliness unattainable in hybrid designs.
Now, QUAD is proud to announce the II-forty valve amplification system. The first new valve amplifier produced by QUAD for over fifty
years is truely something very special.
In the early days of hi-fi development the QUAD Ils were legendary for their rich rewarding sound and are still enjoyed by many enthusiast
all over the world. The paultry fifteen Watts output of the original means though that they are impractical for modern systems.
The Il -forty system boosts power to a very relaxed forty Watts per channel enabling them to drive even the most demanding speakers.
The sound quality is like nothing heard before in this price range. Their incredibly fast response and detail prove that valves not only have
a place among modern amplifiers, but they can keep stride with even the best solid state systems. Most importantly, they provide a depth
and level of emotion many thought that they would never experience again.

"This latest iteration preserves most of its
(the ESL63) virtues, extends them into
areas where it was not previously strong,
and augments those with still others" Paul Seydor (The Absolute Sound,
September/October 2000)

"Factor out nostalgia. Forget the miracle of Quad making
Valve Amps in the 21st Century. Look at the Quads in
terms of acurrent pre/power tube combination. Then look
at the opposition. Now factor in gorgeous styling, superb
build quality, perfect ergonomics, ample grunt, genuine
heritage and the kind of sound which allows valve
enthusiasts to show two fingers to
transistor users." -Ken Kessler
(Hi -Fi News November 2000)

IAG America Inc., 180 Kerry Place, Norwood, MA 02060
Tel (781) 440 0888 Fax: (781) 440 0333
Visit QUAD US on line at www.quad-hifi.com for more information
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Theta Intrepid five-channel power amplifier

the Soliloquy 6.3, a high-efficiency,
shielded, 90dB-sensitive, three-way
floorstander that's 44" high by 9" wide
and 13" deep. They're a reasonable
$2995/pair and available in abunch of
fine finishes, especially the extra-attractive Curly Maple. The speaker looks
really well-made for the price, with an
interesting plinth and spike arrangement
that give it stability and arich, well-engineered look. The 6.3 debuts Soliloquy's
new, high-output 6.5" poly-fiber driver
in the midrange/woofer unit.
Even McIntosh was getting into the
A/V act. Along with an AIV receiver
with multi-zone capability and many
other custom install products, Big Mac
introduced the Academy loudspeaker
line, with seven new products, including
the LS360 at $7000/pair. This baby's got
eight patented LD/HPTM drivers: two
10" ported woofers, one 8" midrange,
and five tweeters in aBessel Function
Array. The LS340 is ascaled-down threeway at $5000/pair, and then there's the
$2000/pair LS320 two-way bookshelf
model. Ididn't see the MC1201 1200W
monoblock at the show, but apair are
wending their way chez Scull sometime
soon. It's got what appears to be the
bi Kest power meter in the business!
Electronics? Yeah, we've got that!
Theta introduced the Intrepid fivechannel power amplifier. A scaled-down
Dreadnaught, the Intrepid delivers
100Wpc into 8ohms and 200Wpc into
4ohms, with no global feedback, and a
DC servo for each channel to eliminate
manual adjustment of DC offset. $3500
will do it! Another Theta intro was the
DaViD II DVD/CD transport, which
will play up to 24-bit/96khz. Video and
audio sections are completely independent. A dual-laser scheme reads CD,
CD-R, CD-RW, and Video CDs, the
output converted to analog and sent to
Them-designed filters and high-speed
output buffers. $5000 does it for the
DaViD II. And let's not forget Theta's
Carmen DVD/CD transport, at aslightly more affordable $3000. Theta never
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stands still — they also
introduced the twochannel
Dreadnaught
Module for 100Wpc; it
can be combined with
single-channel modules
to extend your home theater and musical lifestyle!
This last li'l bad boy will
set you back $1000.
You want the other
end of the spectrum,
bucko? Then take me to
JoLida! This worthy
company was showing the cute-as-thedickens JD3001A, a 211 transmitter
tube-type monoblock that comes packaged with the JD3000B tube preamp for
atotal system price of $4995. The preamp, which uses four 12AX7s, is available separately for $900. The 211 monoblocks put out ahealthy 200Wpc, and
they're cuddly yet handsome in stainlesssteel and powder-coated black livery.

Chesky Records was
scheduled to release five
new stereo hybrid (able to
play on both SACD and
conventional CD players)
SACDs in November.
A larger Richard Gray's Power
Company Model 1200S debuted at
CEDIA for $2000. To test the product's
"flywheel" effect, Mr. Gray himself put
on a demonstration dubbed "The
Edison Test." A 110V light bulb was
attached to two 6V batteries. The bulb
didn't light up, of course. Incrementally,
three Richard Gray's Power Company
units were plugged in parallel to the circuit. A push on adoorbell switch disconnected the batteries momentarily
from the bulb. Only then did the bulb
flash, increasingly more brightly with
each additional RGPC in-circuit. "This
indicates that the core of the Richard
Gray's Power Company will store and
release sufficient energy to overcome
the resistance of the cold light bulb filament in order to light the bulb." What
can Isay? Worked as advertised.
US: NEW YORK
Jon Iverson
With new audio formats such as SACD
and DVD-Audio hitting the market,
audiophiles will soon have more choices

Update

than ever for playing back music. But
along with all of these options comes
the hard part: choosing which path to
take and hoping not to be dead-ended,
as Beta video owners were years back.
For consumers, the promised universal
audio players (expected to play DVDVideo, DVD-Audio, CD, and SACD)
will reduce the risk significantly.
But for the record labels that supply
us with music, the choices get complicated fast. Should they release discs in
SACD or DVD-A format? Should they
still release everything on CD, and for
how long? How many channels should
they support (2, 4, 5, or 6?), and if they
support multichannel, which version of
surround should it be (and should there
be a separate subwoofer feed)? And
finally, should alabel add acontroversial
watermark to its music?
Chesky Records was scheduled to
release five new stereo hybrid (able to
play on both SACD and conventional
CD players) SACDs in November, as
well as aDVD-A multichannel sampler
"a little later," and multichannel SACDs
early next year. The five SACD titles are
Carla Lother's Ephemera, Paquito
D'Rivera's Tropicana Nights, Rebecca
Pidgeon's The Raven, McCoy Tyner's
New York Reunion, and a sampler, An
Introduction to SACD. Chesky says that
additional SACD titles will follow,
including albums by David Johansen,
Livingston Taylor, Clark Terry, Jon
Faddis, The Conga Kings, and more.
Clearly, Chesky is going to cover the
options, but have made some specific
choices as well. The label's David
Chesky explains that "I am excited by
the possibilities of both DVD-Audio
and SACD, but Iam sorry to say Ido
not think 5.1 [three channels up front, a
subwoofer channel, and two surround
channels] is aviable answer for music
reproduction. We are not supporting 5.1
but 6.0 [explained below], which is
based on concert-hall acoustics. We
have experimented with every speaker
possibility here and Ifeel that 6.0 is a
great step forward in re-creating aconcert hall. Iam convinced, once you hear
surround sound correctly set up, that
you will agree it is agiant step forward
in the re-creation of recorded music."
Chesky argues that 5.1, already in use
for most video surround, is not preferable for audio, pointing out that "If the
major record companies truly believe the
public wants to hear music in 5.1, why
haven't they released 5.1 music titles to
the installed base of millions of DVD
players? Do they think DVD-A's or
SACD's improved sound quality will
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really make that much of adifference
over the average system? Transposing the
preexisting home-theater 5.1 speaker
setup to pure-music formats like DVDA or SACD doesn't make any sense.
DVD-A and SACD are new and exciting
formats, and Ifeel we should get the
most out of them. DVD-Audio and
SACD both have the ability to deliver six
full-bandwith channels. Ifeel the channels and speaker assignments can be better arranged to serve the needs of music."
On the subject of using a centerchannel speaker for audio-only playback, Chesky believes that "while a
center channel may be good for video,
most audiophiles get a pretty good
phantom center. Also, most serious
listening in the real world is usually
done alone so the listener can sit in the
sweet spot. Ithink [the center channel]
can be put to better uses."
And the subwoofer channel used on
most DVD-Video 5.1 releases? According to Chesky, "most audiophile speakers are full-range and Ido not see the
point of allocating another data channel
[die .1 channel] for this. Furthermore,
audiophiles, who are concerned about
bass response, can easily employ asubwoofer, as many do already."
What Chesky plans to do with the six
channels of audio is add four carefully
placed surround speakers to the two primary stereo speakers up front. As
Chesky explains it, "we are now left
with afour-speaker surround array: two
toward the front and two rearward. The
two extra surround channels can be used
for what Ifeel is abetter application: it',
side surround channels at 55° [from the
front/center] to give you those first
enveloping early concert-hall reflections.
SACD and DVD-Audio would still
offer four channels, two for the stereo
pair and two rear surrounds, for those
who do not want to add the front surrounds. These discs would still be 5.1compatible but with no center or subwoofer output. Those who wanted the
ultimate in music surround would simply turn on the bonus surround tracks.
"If left with no choice or forced by the
industry, we will come out with 5.1 discs,
but Ican assure you that six full channels
is the way to go, given the existing media,
until something else comes along in the
future that is better. If we want to get
people off the Net and back to listening
to music, whether it be at home or in the
concert halls, we need to deliver agreat
new format that is exciting and fun. Six
full-range channels can deliver this now.
I'm just amusician and Idon't make the
rules, but it seems to me that movies and
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concert halls are two different things, and
if we are going to have audio-only
SACD and DVD-Audio, they should be
designed for music."
Chesky plans to deliver six channels
by assigning what would normally be
the center channel (Channel 5) to the
left 55° speaker and the subwoofer LFE
Channel (Channel 6, or the ".1" channel) to the right 55° speaker. As Chesky
explains it, "In aconcert hall, proscenium reflections dominate hall ambience,
and when you take advantage of our 6.0
surround, the 55° speakers will re-create
those spatial cues in your listening room.
We also suggest that the rear speakers be
placed 135-145° in the rear, since most
real-world listening rooms cannot fit the
110° rear placement su ested for 5.1."
For the best results with his six-channel discs, Chesky suggests that all speakers be equidistant from the sweet spot

Dropping in on Live 2000
en route to the Hi -Fi Show
did nothing for my hi-fi
sensibilities: aghastly
cacophony of background
noise echoed around Earls
Court's concrete vastness.
and that listeners experiment with raising
the side 55° speakers to aheight of 3-7'.
Chesky feels that compatibility of his
six-channel recordings with other configurations, including a5.1 surround system
and even traditional two-channel stereo,
is still possible. "If you wish to play this
recording on a5.1 system, you can disconnect the Center Channel (Channel
5) and Subwoofer Channel (Channel 6).
This will result in a4.0 system that will
still sound very good. You can also play
the recording in 5.1 mode without disconnecting Channel 5and 6and still the
sound will be acceptable. Lastly, you can
play this recording in two-channel stereo
by simply playing it in the stereo mode."
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
In atradition that goes back more than
20 years, September is the month in
which the UK hi-fi industry shows all
its latest wares, in good time to hit the
winter "season." This year, things were
complicated. The longstanding Hi-Fi
Show, sponsored by Hi-Fi News &Record

Review magazine, was running at the
Novotel in Hammersmith on the same
four days as Live 2000, amore general
consumer-electronics event sponsored
by rival magazine What Hi-Fi and held a
mile or two down the road in the cavernous Earls Court exhibition center.
The Hi-Fi Show is one of the key
international events on the specialist hi-fi
calenda4 drawing exhibitors and visitors
alike from across the globe. But it's never
likely to generate the same walk-in attendance as abigger, broader show like Live.
Some brave brands managed to exhibit at
both (and are no doubt still recuperating).
After the events, Ichatted with a
number of exhibitors and heard the
usual complaints about insufficient
advance publicity and public attendance,
but no one seemed too unhappy about
either show. Certainly the Novotel
seemed to have outgrown last year's
teething troubles, and trade attendance
seemed pretty good all 'round; perhaps
the shows were mutually beneficial.
Dropping in on Live 2000 en route
to the Hi-Fi Show did nothing for my
hi-fi sensibilities: aghastly cacophony of
background noise echoed around Earls
Court's concrete vastness, making
meaningful demonstrations impossible.
There were only 20 or so hi-fi
exhibitors at Live 2000 (as opposed to
about 200 at the Hi-Fi Show), but those
companies aiming their "lifestyle" marketing messages at younger consumers
seemed satisfied, and several of their
products deserve mention.
Pride of place should go to such serious kit as TAG McLaren Audio's longawaited, absolutely gorgeous DVD player, the DVD32R (£4000). Claimed to be
the first DVD player from Europe to
carry full THX Ultra certification
(NTSC and PAL), the DVD32R takes
stereo CD replay very seriously as well:
Its top-loading transport is built into a
22-lb decoupled subchassis, and its circuitry is fully upgradable to DVD-Audio
and other probable future requirements.
The other standout was Tannoy's
new Dimension speakers — massively
built and strikingly styled affairs with
10" or 12" dual-concentric drivers
topped off with atime-aligned supertweeter. The large, trapezoidal cabinets
are built in I" and 1.5" birch ply, finished in American cherry with stainlesssteel posts forming the baffle edges and
providing the milled housing for the
supertweeter. When I mentioned to
Tannoy's Alex Garner that the Dimensions' appearance seemed to provoke
equally strong positive and negative
reactions, he said that Tannoy likes to
Stereophite, December 2000

REL ACOUSTICS SUB BASS SYSTEMS
Do one thing, do it perfectly. At REL Acoustics, we understand this simple truth.
Our passion, our obsession, is the reproduction of perfect deep bass. The secret to
REEs success lies in adeeper understanding of how asubwoofer should perform. Deep bass is
not effective unless it integrates seamlessly with the higher frequencies from your main speaker.
Our patented ABC crossover allows for no less than 24 individual points, starting as low as 22 Hz
and moving upwards in musical semi-tones.
Construction is beyond anything seen before. Drivers are endowed with robust chassis and magnetic
structures, and our internal power amplifiers are massively engineered. All to one effect. Deep, taut,
structural bass. After all, isn't this the foundation your music and film
sound system should be built on?
To learn more about REL subwoofers, please contact us or visit our
web site at www.relnet.

Strata Ill $1295
and Storm Ill $1795.
available in black or
optional walnut, cherry or
roseau: (shown). Add $200
fir optional wood finishes.
Q-201E about $1595.
in black only

2431 FIFTH STRE

ATA
RNIA 94710 510.84
WWW.SUN111:0A111)10.COM
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polarize opinions because it seems to be
good for sales.
Elsewhere at Live 2000, attention
seemed focused on subwoofer/satellite
speaker systems — not strictly hi-fi
maybe, but an approach that has served
Bose well for many years, and that no
fewer than three reputable British
brands have joined this year. Imentioned Mission's FS2 with its NXTpanel satellites acouple of months back,
but Live 2000 saw the launch of
Acoustic Energy's Aego and KEF's
ICMS and KHT packages as well.
Acoustic Energy's Aego was apparently designed by the same guy responsible for the original Bose Acoustimass,
and uses similarly tiny satellites, with a
radical little "pear-shaped-diaphragm"
driver in asolid, artfully shaped cast-zinc
housing. Combined with an equally
attractive compact active subwoofer, this
stereo rig retails at avery competitive
£300, and is clearly aimed as much at
the multimedia as the hi-fi sector. Multichannel 5.1 versions are on the way.
KEFs two packages are rather more
substantial and ambitious, with £500
and £800 pricetags, respectively, for the
stereo KMS 2002 and the 5.1-channel
KHT 2005. A really meaty near-cube of
a subwoofer hands over to elegantly
egg-shaped satellites of cast alloy, large
enough to accommodate anew 4" UniQ two-way driver with an aluminumskinned polypropylene cone — shades
of the original Uni-Q, developed under
the Anglo-Danish Eureka project to
investigate imaging.
No less intriguing are Elac's "picture" NXT speakers, which arc great
for disguising surround-sound speakers,
and sound better than other NXT panels I've heard. And the wonderful
teddy-bear—shaped Blueroom Minipods — the cutest small loudspeakers
on the planet—are now joined by an
equally oddball active "bass-station"
looking like a small timpani or an
exotic rice cooker.
DAB digital radio has little relevance
in some territories (the US, Japan), and,
with many stations running MPEG-2 at
apaltry 128kbits/s, some would say little relevance to hi-fi. But it does seem to
be building ahead of steam in Britain,
and many new services were launched
at Live 2000. Londoners now have a
choice of 36 DAB stations, many exclusively digital, and the prices of tuners are
beginning to descend to the massmarket level. Computer specialist
Videologic is planning to hit a£299
price point for its DAB tuner, some
£200 less than its nearest rival, while PC
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users will be tempted by Psion's
teardrop-shaped Wavefinder DAB
peripheral, for the same asking price.
There was more DAB hype at the HiFi Show, along with the inevitable (some
might say insidious) sprinkling of multichannel A/V, but the main emphasis at
the Novotel still seemed to be firmly on
two-channel stereo. Hotel bedrooms
might not have great acoustics, and the
inexorable spread of subwoofers only
made matters worse, but at least you can
get some idea of what equipment sounds
like, and marvel at the wild and wacky
collection of high-end gear from all over
the world that the Hi-Fi Show is increasingly successful at attracting.
I'll leave the vinyl (there was plenty)
to Mikey's "Analog Corner," and I've
already previewed many of the fall's key
new British electronics (Arcam, Rega,
Naim, Roksan, etc.), but the shows
added more to the list. Sugden, that
most venerable of British hi-fi names,
had one of the best-looking mini/style
systems I've seen: separate CD player,
preamp, and power amp Bijou units, all
finished in lovely blued steel.
Exposure's Classic line continues,
now joined by the slimmer, silverfronted, and more affordable 2010
series, with full remote control of input
and volume. Alchemist showed its
eighth (!) range of electronics, appropriately christened Project 8 and rather
more soberly liveried than its stablemates. Sonneteer should have its DVD
player out before the end of the year,
and has developed adigital amplifier of
sorts, called the Bronte. A true digital
amp for £650? No, it has analog inputs,
and operates in high-speed switching
mode: "We wanted the 96% conversion
efficiency —but watch this space!"
True innovation seemed abit thin on
the ground. Perhaps "retrovadon" is a better word for so
much of the industry's passion
to rediscover its roots. Iwas
wondering how long it would
be before tube amps outnumbered the solid-state variety,
when Iwas confounded to find
Tim de Paravidni introducing
E.A.R.'s first-ever silicon
creation, albeit with familiar
thermionic techniques like
transformer coupling. The faceplate of the Paravicini 312
Control Centre is dominated by
ahuge swinging-needle meter
(and some rather superfluous
looking wings), while its rear
bristles with inputs and outputs,
balanced and unbalanced.

KErs elegantly egg-shaped satellite

Those with ataste for glowing bottles,
however, should check out the
Cadence Canasya, from India. This
beast has four glowing 845s sprouting
from the top of each bulky blue
monoblock, making apowerful visual as
well as sonic statement —very Metropolis.
In rather more contemporary tube style,
Rogue Audio of Pennsylvania teamed
up with Merlin Music Systems of
upstate New York to make avery goodlooking and -sounding system.
Ifind retro speakers even more interesting than amps, and so was delighted
to get a chance to hear (rather than
merely hold and caress, as last year) the
magnyique coaxial drivers from Frenchmen PHY HP: drop-forged skeletal
frames, alnico magnets, paper cones,
pleated surrounds, 97dB sensitivity.
Mounted in large and quite resonant
thin-walled enclosures, these were
effortlessly delicate and communicative,
despite some cabinet resonances.
continued on p.39

Blueroom Minipod bass station
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WILL BE

MOVED.

ES
Striking a delicate balance between the sheer awe of home cinema and the subtlest nuances behind musical mastery,
the Sony DVP-S9000ES DVD player provides nothing less than the new "reference standard" in video and audio
performance. As the first video product from Sony's Elevated Standard series, the DVP-S9000ES follows in the footsteps
of its legendary predecessors by exceeding the expectations of even the most demanding enthusiast.
The DVP-S9000ES features a proprietary MPEG Image Processor that employs sophisticated motion adaptive
technologies for the most accurate reproduction possible. And Sony's Precision Cinema Detection works in conjunction
with a powerful 12-bit 54MHz converter to achieve the finest 80 progressive output available, without the artifacts

SONY-

In addition, the DVP-S9000ES offers "below black" reproduction with graphical gamma grayscale adjustment. Its
precision video equalizer optimizes brightness, color, hue, sharpness and noise, while the Custom MemoryTM feature lets
you store these settings for different film genres and viewing conditions. Conveniently, a Playback Memory feature
will automatically recall customized settings for up to 300 different discs.
Of course, the picture wouldn't be complete without superb audio, so the DVP-S9000ES is compatible with the
latest Super Audio CDs as well, thanks to its high resolution Direct Stream DigitalTM technology. And its copper-plated
chassis incorporates a Precision Drive FX mechanism along with frame and beam construction. Incredibly, this only
begins to describe the refinements that make the DVP-S9000ES simply the finest DVD player on the planet.

IT'S THE PUREST EXPRESSION OF THE FILMMAKER'S VISION.
IT'S THE UNMISTAKABLE DETAIL OF THE COMPOSER'S MASTERPIECE.

It's total immersion into a level of cinematic entertainment that truly expands your awareness of sight and sound.
Now the passion that fuels the creative fires of filmmaking can be expressed in its purest form
through the precision engineering of Sony's latest DVD technology. Balancing brilliant video with genius audio,
the DVP-59000E5 captures that which digital dreams are made of.
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For more information on the Sony DVP-S9000ES contact your local Sony retailer or visit www.sony.com
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Show represented the first
immersion of an Excel toe in
hi-fi waters, and the
company is already checking
out wood-veneered enclosures. If there's any justice,
this will be aname to watch
for the future.
Among more conventional passive speakers,
B&W was showing the
CDM-9NT for the first
time. This largest in the
"Nautilized" CDM range
actually has the same driver
lineup as a Nautilus 803,
which means you can now
get the special "free-edge"
Avantgarde Zero loudspeaker
midrange driver at amuch
lower price, albeit without the curvy
continuedfrom p.34
Matrix cabinet work.
Tweeters remain agreat obsession,
Monitor Audio was in buoyant
and it was good to see and hear the
mood, having successfully completed
pleated Heil AMT (air-motion transtheir move to anew factory and received
former) devices making a comeback.
some good reviews of their budget
Now made in Switzerland by the
Bronze series. Now focusing attention
Jecklin Float electrostatic headphone
further up the price ladder, MA demonpeople, these drivers are used as tweetstrated the first of their new Gold
ers and as Ergo headphone drivers.
Reference series, the 20, which effecDespite atiny hotel bedroom, amontively succeeds the long-lived Studio 20.
ster Clearaudio/Acappella system
It was nice to see Epos up and runfrom Germany was making one of the
ning again, now that Michael Creek has
best sounds at the Hi-Fi Show. The
Acapella speakers combined abig bass
taken over the business, with two new
M-series models closely based on the
box and a large fabricated midrange
horn with asmaller horn-loaded plasma
classic ES12. The M12 stand-mount and
M15 floorstander keep much of the
tweeter, which glowed purple. Sweetstyling and main driver from the ES12,
ness and light personified, but what
and cost £399 and £650, respectively.
about the ozone? Removed by catalysis,
And it was good to come across Phil
I was told... but I noticed that the
Jones again. An original founder of
window was being kept open.
Acoustic Energy, Jones has spent the last
Those "other" German hornmeisters,
few years in China, and has come home
Avantgarde, showed (but didn't
demonstrate) a dramatic design that with no fewer than four different speakbordered on the bizarre. The Zero is a er ranges. AAD (for American Acoustic Development) has bases in Raleigh,
relatively compact stand-mounted
active speaker, its front consisting of a North Carolina, and Swansea, Wales,
and makes speakers for every conceiv12" dual-concentric driver, each
able hi-fi and home theater price/size
diaphragm having ashort horn flare; the
point, with good perceived value and
rest of the speaker amolded-composite
creative styling and engineering.
cabinet with classic art deco overtones.
There are always bits and pieces that
Active speakers have all the qualifications to take over, were it not for the fact catch the eye. We Europeans have suffered horrid Scart 21-pin A/V connectors
that audiophiles like to obsess over the
for 20-some years, so congratulations and
sound of their separate amplifiers. PMC
many thanks to QED for coming up
has been getting agood reaction to its
with adecently made, solid Scart plug.
small but loud (and colorful) AML1
More relevant to audiophiles is A.J. van
active two-way [seeJS's and BWs reports elseden Hull's new "amorphous" cable techwhere in this "Update'— FM, but Ifound
nology. AJ himself attempted to explain
another interesting British pro monitor
how the basic elements are "fused"
company. Excel has been around only
together in avacuum to create the amorsince 1994, but its collection of three
compact two-way designs, backed up by a phous alloy (a sort of "glass brass," perhaps?), prior to drawing and tempering a
subwoofer/stand, were making some
very sweet sounds indeed, and were
material with quite good conductivity but
no formal crystal structure.
assertively "pro" in appearance. The Hi-Fi
Stereophile,
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SONY
AN AWESOME TWOSOME.
ONCE AGAIN. SONY
BRINGS TWO OF THE
BEST TOGETHER...
Purchase Sony's new ES DVD player
and receive afree* Limited Edition
"Men In Black" DVD from
Columbia TriStar Home Video

z
Featuring:
Digitally Mastered Audio and
Anamorphic Video
•
3Scene Editing Workshops
•
Reproduction of Concept Drawings
•
Multi-Angle Scene Deconstructions
with extended and alternate scenes
Also included is an SACD sampler and
the "AVIA Guide to Home Theater" DVD

101
ITS THE DEAL OF THE GALAXY

ITS

THE POWER OF ES

*Available for alimited time.
For more details contact your local Sony ES Dealer,
or visit www.sony.com and www.cthv.com.
©2000 Sony Electronics inc.
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Varistrand —
Hyper-pure copper

interconnect

a',E3

The latest analog interconnect based on proven
KIMBER KABLE technologies and design goals.
Features include GyroQuadratic — field geometry,
WI3T-61.44
RCA type connectors

VariStrand — ,Hyper-pure copper conductors and
DTC insulating technology. .3-D imaging, ambience,

mten?1.1.,

bass power, and immunity to EMI are noticeable
attributes of Hero, drawing you into the music
by correctly presenting the harmonic structure and
emotion of the actual performance. Hero single-ended
features precision machined WBT RCA type connectors.

Teflon - dielectric

Hero Balanced features "studio grade" XLR type
connectors with silver plated contacts.
One meter pair

e••

el 40.00

r4 ,1
.•r.

GyroQuadratic —
geometry

Add or subtract %25.00 for each stereo half meter.

Mon ocie

The most intimate union of amplifier and loudspeaker.
Twenty years of avant-garde engineering and

Sixteen discrete
conducting mediums
(gawg /6mm 2)

manufacturing enables KIMBER KABLE to offer the most
significant 'sane' loudspeaker cables in High End audio.
The Monocle, BiFocal (biwire) and TriFocal (triwire)
cables allow signal to flow untouched by external
vibration and RF influences. Each model has been
engineered and precisely manufactured by KIMBER
KABLE to deliver the highest fidelity while maintaining
aconservative price.
Monocle X - 58o eight foot pair*
Monocle XL eight foot pair*

e88o

•Price includes WBT connectors

WBT Spade Lugs ‘r,

U0'
1/1

KIM3ER KABLE
Twenty-four discrete
conducting mediums
(8awg /8.3mm 2)

Revealing the Nature of Music
Sine e 19 79

2752 South 1900 West • Ogden Utah 84401 • 801-621-553o • fax

801-627-6980

• www.kimber.com
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ooking for asolid-state amp that
won't set you back a bundle?
Two solid-state designers
who have always engineered for value
arc Steve McCormack and Dave
Belles. Each has been in the hi-fi biz
for more than 20 years. (Where are the
younger designers?)
Steve, now 48, was co-founder of The
Mod Squad, in Leucadia, California, back
in 1982. The outfit is best remembered
for Tiptoes, the first commercially available pointy feet for supporting high-end
gear. The company then became
McCormack Audio, and is now called
McCormack Audio Corporation of
Virginia, owned by Bill Conrad and Lew
Johnson (of Conrad-Johnson fame). The
designs, however, are still Steve's.
Dave Belles brought
out his first solid-state
power amplifier, the
Belles A, in 1978,
and has been producing amplifiers
ever since, without
clamoring
for
attention — the reason, perhaps, Ihave
never reviewed a
Belles amp. At age
63, Dave says he
has no intention
of retiring.
By coincidence, new power amps
from McCormack and Belles—the
DNA-125 and the 150A Hot Rod version, respectively — arrived on my
doorstep within afew days of each other.
(And you wonder how this column takes
shape every month? Usually, things just
fall into place. Ihave always been of a
mind with Mr. Micawber: "Something
will turn up.")
Steve and Dave are down-to-earth
guys who seem to be out of sync with
what drives many high-end companies:
the notion that nothing succeeds like
excess. No fancy faceplates. No luxuryitem mystique. Just good engineering,
nice build quality, and value for money.
Some wire manufacturers charge more
for apair of speaker cables —or apower
cord —than Steve or Dave ask for an amp!
So if you're not as rich as Croesus —
or Fabio — and if you're not into hi-fi to
Stereophile, December 2000

show off, you might want to check out
Steve's and Dave's amps.
McCormack DNA-125 power
amplifier: $1695
DNA, in this instance, has nothing to do

with biotech. The initials stand for
Distributed Node Amplifier, a design
concept Steve first developed in 1990, for
his DNA-1 amplifier. Other manufacturers have picked up on the idea since, but
to my knowledge, Steve was the first.
The idea is to avoid the massive,
centralized power supplies that hold
back the sound of an amplifier by their
very own weight. (Sounds like me!)
Steve explains:
"I had the notion that traditional
power-supply systems for amplifiers

McCormack DNA-125 power amplifier

were missing agood bet because they
were using these very large filter capacitors to store energy and feeding that
energy out to the output transistors
through alot of wiring and connectors.
"It occurred to me that there would
be certain advantages to apower-supply
system that fed charging current to
capacitors sitting beside the output transistors. The impedance of the whole
system would be lower. You could use
smaller and better-quality capacitors
distributed across the network. And
when the demand came for instantaneous current, it would be right there,
local to the transistors that required it.
"The DNA-125 has two pairs of
bipolar output (or power) transistors per
side, and an electrolytic capacitor sits
next to each output transistor. Icall the
capacitors 'largish,' but they are not as
large as you would customarily use with

Tellig

amore centralized power supply. Ifind
the performance of these capacitors to
be better than the really big ones. The
caps are made by Nichikon, and they're
the best conventional electrolytics I
have been able to find."
"Why not polypropylene caps?" I
butted in. "Aren't they better?"
"Yes, of course," said Steve. "But you
need afair amount of energy storage in
an amplifier like this, and it's not practical to do that with polypropylene caps.
"Some tube amplifiers can get away
with polypropylenes because they run
their systems at much higher voltages.
Since the energy product from acapacitor is afunction of both the voltage and
the current involved, you don't need as
much capacitance with atube amp to do
the same job.
"With solid-state, on
the other hand, the
voltages are much
lower and you have
to use electrolytics.
That's not so terrible, because the
technology of electrolytics has improved enormously
in the past couple
of decades.
"All of the input
amplification circuitry of the DNA-125 uses FET or
MOSFET devices. The output transistors, which supply the muscle, or the
current, are bipolar."
"You prefer bipolar output devices to
MOSFETs?"
"Yes. It's been my experience that the
bipolar output stages have abetter sense
of authority and control, and better bass
definition and power. By using the FET
amplification stages, Ican get the balance of sonic performance that I'm
looking for."
"So, Steve, which would you rather
listen to, aMcCormack or aConradJohnson tube amp?"
He laughed. "Now you've put me on
the spot. Ilike tubes very much. Ithink
tubes are wonderful for hobbyists —
especially for people who enjoy interacting with their equipment. But tubes
will change over time. And when you
41
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replace the tubes, the sound will
change, too.
"I design with solid-state largely
because of the stability factor over the
long haul. Iwork really hard to get the
musical values out of my designs that
you get from tubes, but Iam not about
to say they are the same."
A stereo amp, the DNA-125 goes for
$1695 and is rated at 125Wpc into 8
ohms and 200Wpc into 4ohms. Iused
it mainly with the Musical Fidelity
A3CR preamp, and tried anumber of
speakers, including the JMIab Micro
Utopias, Verity Audio Parsifal Encores,
and Triangle Antals. CD source was a
Musical Fidelity A3 CD or Cary CAI)303 CD player.
Not surprisingly, the McCormack
powered each of these speakers with
ease. There is alarger DNA amplifier
available, the DNA-225, rated at
225Wpc into 8ohms, for $2795, which
was reviewed by Kal Rubinson in the
November issue. But most people
should find the DNA-125 sufficient.
The JMlab Micro Utopia is abeauty — a $6000/pair speaker (with the
recommended stands) that's abargain,
in that Ihear most of the magic of the
larger Utopia for a fraction of the
price. Even though it's astand-mounted monitor, the Micro Utopia can
deliver surprisingly strong, controlled,
and dynamic mid- and upper bass.
The McCormack beautifully controlled these refined and highly
resolving speakers.
The Verity Audio Parsifal Encore can
be ademanding speaker, Ifind it needs
some power to deliver full, dynamic
bass. Again, the McCormack was
superb, controlling the speakers with
authority and speed. Even the easy-todrive Triangle Antals benefited from
the McCormack's ability to provide
quick current on demand. I've not heard
atube amplifier that can deliver such
solid, fast, and authoritative bass.
How did the McCormack DNA-125
compare to the Musical Fidelity A3CR
amplifiez; which has received aClass A
rating in "Recommended Components"?
Interesting.
For me, the McCormack delivered a
subjectively weightier bass. The amplifier just sounded more powerful —
which, in away, it is, with four output
devices per channel vs the Musical
Fidelity's three per side. Does this
mean the McCormack provided more
muscle? Perhaps.
Don't get the idea that the McCormack is all about muscle and nothing else. When Tom Norton reviewed
42

Steve McC,onnack's DNA-0.5 in the
February 1995 Stereophile (Follow-Up in
May 1995), he called it "an Aladdin
among amplifiers." It lit Tom's lamp —
but, of course, Major Tom is asolid-state
guy. That amp lit my lamp, too. So does
its replacement, the DNA-125.
The DNA-125 delivered very good
resolution with an excellent overall
tonal quality — a bracing purity of
sound, abell-like clarity, without fogginess, fuzziness, phasiness, or sogginess — that characterized solid-state at

The DNA-125 delivered
very good resolution with
an excellent overall tonal
quality

abracing purity

of sound, abell-like clarity,
without fogginess,
fuzziness, phasiness, or
sogginess

that

characterized solid-state
at its (almost) best.
its (almost) best. Isay "almost" because
Ihave heard better resolution.
The midrange was pleasing without
being overly rich or lush, and the treble
was nicely extended, with only alittle of
the tinge of hardness Ihear with solidstate compared to tubes.
Idid not hear the voluptuous, sensuous liquidity of agreat tube amp. For
that, you have to turn to atube amp,
and Conrad-Johnson produces some of
my favorites. Or you can turn to the
Belles 150A, which Idiscuss below.
The Musical Fidelity did give me
greater transparency, however — not
just more detail, but more resolution,
more separation between instruments,
more ambient cues. This hearthrough quality is what sends the
Musical Fidelity A3CR into Class A.
For me, the Musical Fidelity got out
of the way and allowed more of the
music to immerge.
This does not mean that you should
choose the Musical Fidelity over the
McCormack, however. In the McCormack Iheard asubjectively more
powerful, more dynamic amplifier, with
fuller bass that was not necessarily more
tightly defined. Some listeners might
prefer the McC,ormack's sound, and

find the Musical Fidelity too lightweight and austere.
This is from memory; it's been five
years since I wrote about the
McCormack DNA-0.5 (December
1995). Ithink the DNA-125 preserves
all of the virtues of that earlier amplifier, while adding asomewhat warmer
tonal balance and more refinement in
the upper midrange and treble. The
DNA-125 is a superb amplifier that
offers exceptional build and sound qualities, and value for money.
Sorry if it makes choosing an amplifier difficult, but just because an amplifier is rated Class A in "Recommended
Components" doesn't make it perfect,
or a universal choice. I'd take the
Musical Fidelity A3cR —havi
ng
- once
heard it, it's hard to give up that amp's
resolution. The McCormack DNA-125
came very close in resolution, though,
and offered its own distinct set of
virtues. As I said, I found the McCormack subjectively more powerful,
with aweightier bass. The DNA-125 is
highly recommended!
By the way, here's the music Iwas listening to —"in heavy rotation," as some
writers like to say. All CDs are from the
Naxos American Classics Series, which
Iplan to discuss in February, when I
take abreak from equipment:
Barber: Orchestral Works, Val, including
Symphonies 1and 2 (8.559024). Tony
Faulkner, eng. Spectacular! Wonderful
music, too.
Creston: Symphonies 1-3 (8.559034).
Grofé: Grand Canyon, Mississippi, and
Niagara Falls Suites (8.559007). Stir up
your subwoofers — catch the thunder of
the Falls! Destroy your system, too, if
you're not careful.
Hanson: Orchestral Works, Val, including Symphony 1, "Nordic" (8.559072).
Not quite the sonic knockout the
Barber disc is, but awelcome start to
what should be asuperb series.
Belles 150A Hot Rod power
amplifier: $1495
Here's another amp with along track
record.
Dave Belles introduced his Belles 150
amplifier in 1987 and kept it in production for nearly adecade. In 1996, he
updated it as the Belles 150A, and in
1999 he came out with aHot Rod version, with upgraded parts, which is what
Iauditioned.
The 150A is available in four versions.
The standard, two-channel version
retails for $1195, the Hot Rod version for
$1495. The standard three-channel version goes for $1495, the Hot Rod version
Stereophile, December 2000
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of that for $1995. Each amp, whether
The Belles 150A had musicality in
two- or three-channel, regular or Hot
spades. Right from the get-go, with
Rod, is rated at 125Wpc into 8 ohms
hardly any run-in, the amp delivered a
and 225Wpc into 4ohms.
full, rich, warm sound. The upper bass
The Belles 150A is acompact, plain
and midrange were presented with
black box 17" wide by 61
/"high by 13"
4
wonderful body and bloom —dimendeep —a lot less deep than most amplisionality, if you will. It's not easy to get
fiers of this power. Hot Rodding gets
sound like this from solid-state, accordyou oxygen-free copper, gold-plated
ing to Dave.
speaker binding posts, Cromolin VC
"Solid-state demands much-lower(not to be confused with Cramolin)
impedance power supplies than tubes.
chassis damping, more elaborate
To get those power supplies sonically
mounting of the power-supply translinear is much harder. Your power supformer, and treatment of all connections
ply is in series with your amplification
and joints with aspecial liquid 02.
circuits, whether you like it or not, and
The 150A, which Dave Belles desthus affects the
cribes as class-A/B, ran quite cool and
quiet. (So, for that matter,
did the class-A/B McCormack DNA-125.) Like
Steve McCormack, Dave
likes to stick with adesign
without changing it every
two years to clear dealers'
shelves of inventory and
make the old stuff obsolete.
"I don't go in for that,"
Dave told me. "A lot of modern companies try to get customers to get rid of the old stuff
and buy the new. Fine by me if
acustomer decides to
keep his original
amp, as many
seem to do. There
are many original
owners
who've
had their amps for
10 or 12 years."
Contrast that to
some manufacturers, who discover
a new "miracle
circuit" every two
years. New circuit.
New
models.
Belles 150A Hot Rod power amplifier
Trade-in time!
Ididn't have the regular version to
sound quality. Tuning of your power
compare, but Dave describes the Hot supply is critical, but Idon't want to tell
Rod as "cleaner, clearer," with a"more
everyone my secrets."
open midrange." The Hot Rod "cleans
Ifound the Belles exceptionally easy
up the damping factor," he told me.
to listen to, with a liquidity, an easyThe Belles 150A is amodern, up-toflowing quality, that was quite captivatdate design. Though it uses parts that
ing. Not that the sound was exactly like
weren't available back in 1987, for me
that of a tube amp. The midrange
the amp was still atrip down Memory
seemed slightly accentuated, imparting
Lane. Isay that in admiration. Iwas
aliveness and immediacy to the amplireminded of the great MOSFET
fier that reminded me of single-ended
amplifiers of the 1980s, such as the
triode designs.
original version of the B&K ST-140.
Ifound the upper midrange and treThe 150A is one of the most successble to have only aslight touch of tranfully tubelike solid-state amplifiers I sistory hardness when compared to
have encountered. (Of course, Dave,
tubes. (I heard the same thing with the
like almost all amplifier manufacturers,
McCormack DNA-125 and the
claims that his amplifiers are neutral.)
Musical Fidelity A3cR.) And the Belles'
44

treble lacked the ultimate extension and
crystalline clarity — a pristine quality
that I heard particularly with the
Musical Fidelity amp.
Note that the Belles 150A uses two
pairs of MOSFET output devices per
channel, whereas the McCormack and
the Musical Fidelity employ bipolar outputs. What Iheard with the Belles was
the classic MOSFET difference: more
body, more bloom, a certain richness
and fullness of sound, albeit with aslight
loss of clarity and definition compared to
the best bipolar amps.
Iasked Dave why he designs with
MOSFET output devices.
"I found that MOSFETs give better
dimensionality than
bipolars.
Bipolars
tend to be alittle forward, without so
deep asoundstage. To
put it another way,
bipolars do have
width but don't seem
to have the same
depth. And there's a
musicality that goes
with MOSFETs."
"And whose MOSFETs are
these?"
"I use Hitachi MOSFETs,"
Dave replied.
Aha! So did the original B&K
ST-140!
"Some
other
brands
of
MOSFETs don't seem to have
such good characteristics for audio.
There are other companies that
make good MOSFETs, however."
The contrast between the
Belles and the Musical Fidelity
couldn't have been greater, yet
each in its own way was aterrific
amplifier. The Belles: rich, romantic, rounded, with a very fullsounding bass, bloomy but not boomy.
The Musical Fidelity: clear, exceptionally clean, high-resolving, but abit austere
compared to the Belles (or to the McCormack DNA-125, for that matter).
The contrast in the bass was interesting. The Musical Fidelity could
deliver deep, tight bass, but there were
times when Ithought that the chokeregulated power supply might be controlling the bass too much, choking off
some juiciness and lusciousness on the
bottom end.
Still, the Musical Fidelity A3cit gets
the Class A rating. The Musical Fidelity
simply delivered greater transparency: it
was less "there." But just because the
Belles 150A will likely wind up in Class
Stereophile, December 2000
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THIEL SW1 Subwoofer

SmartSub"' Technology

using

The most advanced subwoofer ever for total sonic integration
•Perfect integration with any speaker with Smart-Match technology (patent pend.)
•Correction of wall and corner placement problems with Smart-Room filter (patent pend.)
•Eliminates thermal compression distortion with Smart-Power design (patent pend.)
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•Smart-Match Technology:

•Smart-Room Filter:

Innovative crossover/

The SW1 can be easily

controller can be adjusted to

adjusted to completely and

automatically and perfectly

accurately eliminate room

match the SW1 to your main

interaction problems for any

speakers, regardless of brand,

placement—without

for seamless, coherent sound.

complicated measurements.
•Smart-Power Design:

•The SW1 is powered by a

Unique electronic circuitry

600 watt, switching mode

corrects for compression

amplifier for clean,

distortion due to the heating

undistorted reproduction and

of the drivers' voice coils for

high output.
•The powered SW1 system is
completely modular. You can
use one or multiple
subwoofers with only one
crossover/controller.

Li,

The SmartSub" SW1 uses two very high
output, very low distortion 10-inch drivers
with aluminum diaphragms, short coil/long
gap motor systems, 20-lb magnet structures,
and aspecial high excursion suspension to
effortlessly reproduce the most demanding
sources with incredible realism.

more dynamic low
frequency reproduction.
•All circuitry in the crossover
is duplicated for true stereo to
provide better imaging than
mono subwoofers.

THIEL.

Ultirnate Performance Loudspeakers
•1026

Call, write, oivisit thielaudio.com for our -10-page full-line brochure and the name of your nearest THIEL dealer.
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B and the Musical Fidelity is in Class A
doesn't mean that you should automatically pick the Musical Fidelity over the
Belles (or the McCormack).
Compared to the McCormack, the
Belles provided aricher, riper sound —
again, though, with some loss in clarity
and bass definition. The difference
between bipolars and MOSFETs?
Perhaps that's part of it.' At any rate,
neither the McCormack nor the
Musical Fidelity delivered, for me, the
Belles' body and bloom.
For the power-hungry, Dave is planning to come out with a350Wpc stereo
amplifier soon, also using MOSFET output devices. The Belles 350A will retail
for $3500. "I really take that one to new
dimensions," Dave said proudly. "You
may not use all that power, but the amp
offers weight, energy, and dynamics."
But it will cost more than twice as
much as the Belles 150A Hot Rod; and,
of course, it will be amuch larger amplifier: about twice the size and weight.
Dave notes that the input circuit of
the 150A creates an easy load for preamps to drive, especially tube amps. The
input stage uses one low-noise cascoded
J-FET transistor differential pair for
each channel.
A dealer buddy of mine —John
Rutan of Audio Connections, in Verona,
New Jersey—often pairs the Belles
150A with the Audible Illusions
Modulus M3A preamp. Says the hi-fi
gentleman of Verona, "The magic of the
combo is, you have agood amp that can
control atwo- or three-way speaker and
the refinement of atubed preamp. The
circuits in both products are simple."
Now, who was it who preached the
virtues of simple circuits?
IIknow. MOSFETs have supposedly improved to
the point where they're just as resolving as bipolars.
But if there are MOSFETs that sound like bipolars,
then perhaps they no longer sound like MOSFETs,
and perhaps have lost the MOSFET strengths along
with the weaknesses.

Contacts

Belles: Power Modules, Inc., 479
East Street, Pittsford, NY 14534.
Tel: (716) 586-0740. Fax: (716)
586-4203. Web: www.power
modules.com.
McCormack Audio Corporation of Virginia, 2733 Merrilee
Drive, Fairfax, VA 22031. Tel:
(703) 573-9665. Fax: (703) 5739667. Web: www.mccormack
audio.com.
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Lots of designers, actually. Bill Conrad,
of Conrad-Johnson, once told me that
the fewer parts he could put into aproduct, the better. Not because he wanted to
cut costs, but because he could use simpler circuits and better parts. "There iv no
perfect part," quoth Conrad.
And no perfect amplifier. Not )et,
anyway.
While the Musical Fidelity A3cut
appealed to my intellect, it was the Belles
that warmed my heart. The Belles 150A
is one of the most enjoyable solid-state
amplifiers Ihave encountered in nearly
18 years of reviewing! It's solidly engineered, beautifully built, and reasonably
priced. Iwill have great difficulty sending
it back —even though Dave has promised to send me his Belles 350A.
Belles is not one of the most widely
distributed brands, so you may have to
travel some distance to find adealer.
But if you're shopping for asolid-state
amplifier in this price range, make the
effort. You should probably audition it
even if you think you want atube amp.
So—the Belles didn't offer me the
ultimate resolution or the most extended, most tightly defined bass? No matter; I love the Belles 150A for its
warmth, richness, and dimensionality —
its musicality. "And," says Dave, "wait till
you hear my 350A."
The London Hi Fi Show

This was going to be illy first trip to the
Hi-Fi Show, in London. Alas, the visit
was not to be.
Marina and Iboarded Virgin Atlantic
Airways Flight 004 from JFK to Heathrow, scheduled to take off at 7:30pm.
The plane was ready to taxi for takeoff,
the flight attendants were in the midst of
their emergency drill, when a cargoloading truck shifted into reverse instead
of forward and collided with one of the
plane's engines. Wrong-way Corrigan!
You don't think something so stupid
could happen? It did.
"I'm afraid Ihave bad news," said the
pilot. "This plane is not flying to
London tonight."
Everyone had to disembark, and by
the time the luggage was unloaded, it
was too late to get people onto alater
flight. We would have had to fly the
next day and arrive at the Show late. We
chose to cancel the trip.
"It's because of the tux," said Marina,
knowing my extreme distaste for elegant dress. I'd rented anix for the blacktie manufacturers' dinner on Thursday
night. I'm usually outfitted by L.L. Bean
or Eddie Bauer.
It was agreat fare, though...
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INTRODUCING THE SENSATIONAL

AN/ Ines
PREAMP • PROCESSOR • TUNER

We've set anew standard. No other SSP
available today has as much to offer from its stunning sonic purity, easy to
use features and unprecedented value!
And at S2,599, the ANTHEM AVM 2
demands further investigation - more
than we can possibly tell you in this
limited space. We invite you to visit
our web site, call for literature, or drop
by one of our Authorized Dealers to
see for yourself just how incredible
the ANTHEM AVM 2really is!
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Audiophile
Systems, Ltd.

High Performance
Audio Components

If you heard it,
you'd want one...

Digital Converters
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Analogue visit

ince our very first engineering
prototypes arrived back in April

ur website at
www.audiophile
systems.com

we've been secretly showing the

it cost?" How many do Ihave to buy to get

Acoustic Energy Aego system to our
sales reps, our dealers, reviewers, and
even other manufacturers. We couldn't

an extra discount?" "Why didn't you make

have picked a more jaded bunch if
we tried. These
people have been
in audio so long,

CONTACT

a

Imagine our surprise when we heard none
of the usual questions - "How much does

that they don't
get excited about
anything. Besides,

it in (insert your favorite color here)?"
Instead, the universal question was "When
can Iget one for myself?" Most hadn't
even figured out

/-..,-----,

SMART

ACTIVE

SOUND

most already have personal systems

To find out more about the system that
turned these otherwise sedate and unflap-

Why should they be excited by a $599
speaker system (amplifiers included)?

visit our web site at www.aegoproject.org.

pable veterans into raving Aego Maniacs

AUDIOPHILE SYSTEMS, LTD.
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46256
1-888-272-2658
WWW.AUDIOPHILESYSTEMS.COM

they had to have it.

valued at tens of thousands of dollars.

ORLO CLASS AUDIO

8709 CASTLE PARK DRIVE,

how they were
going to use it. It
was just so cool that
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Michael

Fremer

T

he 777 hit the Newark tarmac, to be only one way of doing anything: sharing your obsession. And for me, Italy
spilling two weeks of RAM cache the "proper" way. Another man with a was exotic. I'd dreamed about visiting
for decades, and eating Italian food in
input during ahyperactive early- strong, secure sense of individual style —
Italy for the first time was afantasy fulfall visit to Italy and the UK, where I astyle sadly going out of style.
Iflashed on sidling over to ProAc's filled. The food, continually hyped by
attended hi-fi shows and toured the
Sonus Faber and SME factories. It was Stuart Tyler in a darkened London friends who'd gone there as perhaps the
almost too much for my brain to absorb. hotel room during a home-theater best in the world, easily surpassed expecAs the plane taxied to the gate, I demo — the first, Ibelieve, for ProAc at tations. No wonder, despite all the pasta
found myself again in aVicenza back- ahi-fi show. Tyler was gracious, though and cheese, Italians are lean. With flavors
yard overlooking avast Italian cornfield it was clear that my review of his Future so intense, you don't need big portions.
framed by a dramatic backdrop of One loudspeaker (October 2000)
mountains. It was late afternoon, and I hadn't thrilled him. While James Taylor The Top Audio &Video Show
Hi-ti shows aren't known for being
was sitting in achaise longue next to crooned onscreen, Tyler took mild issue
Sonus Faber's founder and chief with the slight midrange coloration I magnets for beautiful women, but the
Top Audio & Video show in
designer, Franco Serblin.
Milan looked as if it had been
Though he was relaxing
stocked like a trout pond
barefoot, dressed in ablack
with head-turners. The proT-shirt and shorts, Irememfusion of beauty and exquisbered cracking to myself at
ite proportion Ispied walkthe time that even had I
ing around downtown Milan
been wearing a tuxedo,
was even more incredible —
Serblin would somehow
and those were the guys!
have looked more elegant.
Back at the TAV show, of
Style comes from within; at
course, the men were the
least compared to Serblin, I
usual bunch of badly
felt without.
dressed, poorly groomed,
Icontinued to drift, findpaunchy schlubs you see at
ing myself sitting in legAmerican hi-fi shows. And
endary
SME
founder
if I've just insulted you...
Alastair Robertson-Aikman's
tell your friends. But my
singular listening room in
name is Michael Fremer, not
his Sussex, England home, in
Arthur Frommer, so let's get
which two pairs of rightto the hi-fi.
angled Quad ESL-63s had
Italy is just getting into
been carefully placed behind
home theater, afact made
a pale green stage curtain
painfully clear by the almost
V.Y.G.ER:s Mantis turntable at Milan's Top Audio &Video show.
running the height and
uniformly inept projector
width of the large, formally
appointed space. Iwas listening to digi- claimed to have heard, and which John setups. But while the Milan show was
tal through aWadia CD player, then to Atkinson had measured. Tyler's take punctuated with truly awful video,
analog via an SME 10 turntable fitted was that, having heard the open-baffled there was enough outstanding twomidrange driver's rear output, Ihad channel audio to make it worthwhile.
with Clearaudio Insider cartridge, the
system driven by an Audio Research mentally transferred that sound to the
Reference 2 preamplifier and Krell front. Could be — after all, in the end I Licorice Pizza
Italy is apparently not exactly ahotbed
power amplifiers. The sound was really liked those speakers. As for the
remarkable, both tonally and spatially, measurements, Tyler wasn't surprised: of analog activity these days, but
with bass that was surprisingly deep and In the final voicing, flatter measured re- V.Y.G.E.R., an upstart Italian
authoritative, and male and female sponse had been sacrificed for per- turntable company (www.vyger.com),
made abig splash with its Indian and
vocals that were round, focused, and ceived better sound.
Ican't tell you why those memories Atlantis models. The smaller Indian
buttery-smooth.
Robertson-Aikman was a gracious appeared first, but they and ahundred (named for the ocean) features asolid,
host. Conversing with him in his office, others prodded by the landing signaled ingeniously designed inverted airbearvisiting his factory, having lunch, and lis- the conclusion of atruly memorable ing platter — axial and radial loads are
tening to music in his home constituted trip. There's nothing more affirming supported by air — driven by an outa day trip to a well-ordered, high- than visiting an exotic place and finding board AC synchronous motor suspendprecision world in which there seemed hotel hallways filled with kindred spirits ed via 0-rings in an aluminum case.
Stereophile, December 2000
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The Indian is massively but compactly made of aluminum with lead inserts
at the bottom of its main frame, which
is supported by three suspended, semirigid feet. The tall, heavy platter is
machined from aluminum with abonded acrylic record interface. Though situated just afew feet from where Isat, an
aluminum-encased air unit was impressively quiet. The 'table can accommodate virtually any tonearm, and the
price (whatever it will be when imported to the US) includes an armboard cut
for your choice of toncarm. V.Y.G.E.R.
demoed the Indian on an optional floorstanding support system using aRega
RB900 tonearm and aTransfiguration
Temper Supreme cartridge.
From what Iheard in Milan, the
Indian can produce explosive dynamics
and spectacularly tight, deep, wellcontrolled bass. Ireally liked what I
heard, though the rest of the system was
alien territory. The Klaatu-like floorstanding version was abit scary-looking
for my tastes (I worried that if Iclosed
my eyes the turntable would attack me),
but the compact "table model" struck
me as being quite promising. The cost
for this rock-solid-looking machine will
apparently be competitive with more
traditional mechanical-bearing designs.
Idon't speak Italian, so Iwas unable
to communicate effectively with the
V.Y.G.E.R. designers. But in ademonstration, Iwas shown that with the
pump off, the platter could not be
moved. Once pressure had built, it spun
smoothly and seemingly without friction, and with what is claimed to be
extremely low "mn-off," or the error

from perfect concentricity and flatness.
'What the Indian lacks in cosmetic
appeal and finish —it looks more like
an industrial machine than aconsumer
product — is more than made up for by
its solidity and businesslike demeanor.
Ihad to wait till Hi-Fi Show 2000 in
London to visit with the more expensive and more visually attractive
Atlantis, which looks something like
one of those ornate espresso/cappuccino

A gauge of the
relatively low level
of interest in analog
at the Italian show
was the paucity
of vinyl for sale.

machines you
see in
ItalianAmerican restaurants —and perhaps in
Italian ones, too, though Isaw none
during my visit.
In the Sound of the Valve room I
was confronted by amassive, homemade, battery-operated turntable that
could accommodate up to three tonearms. For this show, two custom-made
12" arms had been fitted: one astraight,
square wooden affair, the other amore
conventional design. Unfortunately, the
room's host did not speak English, so
my questions went unanswered.
The rest of the analog on display was
from well-known brands like Basis,
Graham, JA Michell, VPI, ProJect, and Rega.
While a host of
other brands —
Oracle,
Pink
Triangle, Well
Tempered, Trans
Rotor,
and
Simon
Yorke
among them —
were listed in the
show guide, I
don't recall seeing
them on display.
Those companies
and afew others
have presumably
secured distributors for customers
wishing to specialorder products.
A gauge of the
the scary floorstanding version!
relatively
low

î

V.Y.G.E.12% Indian turntable -
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level of interest in analog at the Italian
Show was the paucity of vinyl for sale.
There were afew guys selling the usual
audiophile reissues from Classic, Alto,
Speakers Corner, and the rest, but
conspicuously absent were dealers in
high-quality used LPs. Only one vendor
bothered with vinyl, and he brought
only second- and third-tier stuff, mostly
budget and reissue records from the
UK. Though he told me it was not
worth his while to bring premium vinyl
to this show, Imanaged to meet agood
number of the vinyl faithful, some of
whom recognized me from photos in
Stereophile or on the post office wall.
Remake, Remodel
While wandering the exhibition hall
attached to the hotel, Ispotted aguy
seated in front of an imposing-looking
stereo microscope. It was Roberto
Torlai, awatchmaker who has aside
business calibrating and rebuilding cartridges. Torlai doesn't speak English
well, but we managed to communicate
through intermediaries and through the
superb color close-up photos of cartridges he'd catalogued. Torlai claims to
be one of the few individuals who can
repair Clearaudio cartridges, some
models of which apparently are prone
to fail in the right channel due to the
sharp angle routing of the thin wire
from the coil to the right-channel connector pin. He told me that when he
rebuilds any brand of cartridge, he tries
to use original parts, or parts as close to
the originals as he can get. You can
reach him via his website (http://users.
iol.it/torlaipickup), which explains his
service in Italian or avaliant stab at
English. As for the quality of his work,
Idon't know. Perhaps someone reading
this does and will give me aheads-up I
can pass on.
When it comes to cartridge rebuilding, we have Expert Stylus Company
in the UK, A.J. van den Hul in The
Netherlands, anew owner at Garrott
Brothers, Australia (which, in addition
to manufacturing its own line of cartridges, rebuilds other brands), and
Roberto Torlai in Italy. Wouldn't it be
interesting to send each the same model
of lunched cartridge to see which does
the best rebuild? Want to finance it JA?
Sound
For some reason, perhaps the squarish
dimensions of some of the smaller
moms, the sound at the Italian show was
frequently disappointing. The music
pouring forth from the Audio Physic
Medeas in the A.R.T. room was
Stereophile, December 2000
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Power conditioners and isolation transformer RAISE the output impedance of your AC power. That's not good.
Worse, they do not fix the root cause of bad power -distortion and clipping. That's unforgivable. Only a pure AC
regenerator virtually eliminates distortion and clipping, lowers line impedance AND provide equipment protection.
AC regeneration is where it's at and there's only one in the world, and it's from PS Audio.
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input AC transformer
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Two, powerful, 350 watt
class AB power amplifiers
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DSP based low distortion AC
generator provides either perfect sine waves or your choice
of 9 revolutionary new
MultiWaves.

..and "getting back to basics" was never easier than
now. Introducing the Ultimate Outlet the world's
first replacement for the duplex socket that lowers
output impedance by three times!

ALVIN.PSAUDIO, ii _Ohl B11-772- 8340

8 isolated hospital
grade AC outlets provide fully balanced
power

Over 3joules of onboard energy storage
provide instantaneous
power for any condition.
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surprisingly blah, given the I
usually exciting Audio Physic !.
sound. Nothing bad, just
nothing special — but then, 6
the room wasn't in the same
league as the speaker. The
Medeas cost around $60,000
and feature the very-high-tech
and very expensive German
Manger drivers combined
with abuilt-in powered subwoofer system based on
Audio Physic's excellent Rhea
(which Iuse). The music just
sort of laid there, even though
the analog source was a
Goldtnund Reference turntable, the first I'd seen since
my days at 71te Abso!ute Sound.
Even the CDs I'd made from
the Rockport LP player I
reviewed last August failed to
excite the system.
In fact, that was the case in
most of the rooms. Funny
thing: While those discs
brought people into the room
in Frankfurt, and later in
London, they drove people
from the rooms in Milan. Different musical strokes, Iguess.
There was big, vibrant, analog sound at Peter Qvortrup's
Audio Note (UK) (www.
audionotc.co.uk) room in
Milan from an all-Audio
Note system. 'When Iasked
some foreign journalists the
story of the two Audio Notes,
one based in England, the
other in Japan, Iwas told a
rather unpleasant tale that,
without corroborating evidence, is best left on the cutting-room floor. Let's just say
it was an ugly divorce. Audio
Note UK's catalog shows six
versions of the 10 cartridge I
recently reviewed (my sample
and the step-up transformer
were from Audio Note Japan),
including models using alnico
magnets and electromagnetic
systems requiring outboard
power supplies. The UK versions feature standard output
pins instead of the pain-inthe-butt lead-out wires. Audio
Note UK also features OEM
Rega arms wired with its cable
and OEM cartridges made for
it by Goldring.
More significantly, back in
1997 Audio Note UK purchased from designer Guy
52

Adams the intellectual property rights to the highly
regarded, almost legendary
Voyd turntable line, and now
offers the TT3, TT3 Super,
TT3 0.5 Reference, and TT3
Reference, along with the
AN-Is ann.
While most of the sound at
the TAV Show was so-so,
there were afew triumphs. A
Unison SR 1integrated amp,
Tascam CD 701 transport,
and Theta DSP Pro Basic III
combo driving a pair of
Opera speakers (the Super
Pavarottis, Ithink) stood out;
as did another Italian speaker,
the Diapason Adamante
Limited Edition, driven by an
Italian-made R.A.F. PL2
preamp and M1 amp — both
tube designs that may find
their ways to America.
The large Zingali room,
filled with a profusion of
horn-driven loudspeakers,
also made asonic dent with
me. The hefty, doublewoofered Home Monitor
215s, with their large poplarwood horns, sounded as big
and open as they looked.
There are three smaller models in the series, while two
other smaller, less expensive
series, the Overture and
Colosseum, round out an
extensive line that includes
both two-channel and hometheater speakers. An American importer has apparently
been lined up; it will be interesting to sec how Americans
react to the all-horn line.
Another unfamiliar speaker
name, Piega of Switzerland,
also impressed with awideranging line of smoothsounding ribbon-tweetered
speakers.

It's not called afashion capitol for nothing! Style runs high in Milan,
with speakers from Pearl Elliptica (top) and amplifiers from
Armonia (center) and Unison (bottom).

Style
The drama and high style
Italians bring to their automobiles, clothing, art, food, and
jewelry also extend to the
design of audio equipment.
Where else but from Italy
could come speakers like the
dramatic Pearl Elliptica, or
amplifiers like those from
Unison, Armonia, and
Andrews? And, of course,
there arc those Sonus Faber
Stereophile, December 2000
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NHT 's VT-3 HOME THEATER
REFERENCE SYSTEM
MAA7NG SOUND COME ALIVE...
The new VT-3 audio/video loudspeaker system —an uncompromising
exercise in the reproduction and delivery of home theater sound so
incredibly real, so unerringly accurate, and so totally involving,
it could only come from the genius of NHT.
At the heart of the system is apair of VT-3s, 4-way tower
loudspeakers with the muscularity to reproduce movie soundtracks in epic proportions, but the refinement to define every
sonic nuance with startling clarity. Each VT-3 boasts dual,
side-mounted 10" long-throw subwoofers powered by a
500-watt Bob Carver/Sunfire amplifier for the extension
of visceral low frequency impact.
Complementing this impressive driver array is a
revolutionary, switchable technology that adiusts the
VT-3's sonic contours for music or movie playback -ruler-flat with precise imaging in Audio Mode,
expansive with theater-like ambience in Video Mode.
Mode-set and fine tuning of the VT-3's playback
characteristics for optimal audio reproduction in any
acoustic environment is accomplished via osophisticated,
remote operated, outboard system controller.
Completing aseamlessly integrated soundstage are NHT's
new VC-3 dedicated center channel and VR-3 mirror-image,
rear channel loudspeakers. Using the sanie upper drivers
found in the VT-3s, these loudspeakers operate full-range
(down to 45 Hz), ensuring the lifelike dynamics and sonic
realism that define atruly great home theater experience.

NHT's VT-3 Home Theater Reference System —
now playing in fine home theaters everywhere.

NOW

HEAR

THIS

EVERYTHING

YOU

HEAR

IS

TRUE

NHT makes acomplete line of loudspeakers for home theater, including A/V towers, video satellites for center and rear channels,
and powered subwoofers. Audition them at your authorized NHT dealer today. For the NHT dealer nearest you, call 1-800-NHT-9993
www.nhthilicorn
Recoton Home Audio, Inc. A RECOTON" Company 2950 Lake Emma Road Lake Mary, IL V14(,

e)2000
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can last a lifetime.

is outstanding — he's selling all the
'tables he can make. He also told me
that John Michell was "swamped" with
On to England!
turntable orders. And when Ivisited
Hi-Fi
Show
SME Idiscovered that they were back2000 may not ordered by 70 'tables and more than
have been quite
200 arms. Over abeer, Music Hall's
as big as Hi-Fi
Roy Hall, who has been secretive
Show 1999, but about his sales of MMF-2s and MMFoverall it seemed
5s, told me he sold more than 1100
better. Last year,
turntables last year! "Can Iquote you?"
almost the entire
Iasked. "[expletive] it," Hall replied.
third floor was
"Go ahead."
filled with exRoksan displayed its new TMS 2
hibitors; this year
turntable, which should be available by
it was closer to
the end of the year. The compact design
two-thirds. Gone
features three stacked plinths in aconfor the most part figuration that would take too much
were the dreamspace to describe here, but a review
The finished product: Silvernote's RC-1 turntable.
ers and the hobsample was promised. The price of this
byists, leaving a ambitious design will be around $7000
loudspeakers, like the Amans. I'll save
leaner show with ahigher concentration
without arm.
the details of my visit to the Sonus factoof worthwhile exhibits. Attendance was,
Audio
Advancements
LLC
ry for another column, or for areview of by all accounts, excellent. Most of the
(www.audioadvancements.com) is the
another Sonus product. For now, Isaw a exhibitors with whom Ispoke felt they'd
new American distributor for Nottingnew and very exciting Sonus speaker in
seen the important dealers and agood
ham Audio's line of turntables, includits final design stages. The handsome
number of "qualified" audiophiles, with
ing the Hyperspacc, Interspace, and
new model, reminiscent of the Amati,
far less "dead weight" crowding the
Spacedeck. Nottingham debuted anew
will be introduced at CES 2001. Franco
rooms to no one's benefit.
arm at the Show. Pro-Ject showed a
Poor Sam Tellig was supposed to
wall of colorful turntables along with
cover the non-analog part of the Show,
the new RPM 4, which features roundbut his Virgin Airlines plane was
ed plinth sides, an MDF platter, asusAs with the Frankfurt
bumped by acargo-loading truck shortly pended motor, and the company's best
before takeoff, the flight was scrubbed,
arm, all for about £300.
show Ireported on
and he went home. There's not enough
In other analog news from Hi-Fi
space here for me to cover the entire
Show 2000, the marketing concern
in September, the age
Show, so I'll stick to analog and perhaps
that brings you the Cartridge Man
fill in some blanks next time.
mix of this crowd was
Last year Idumped on poor Steven
heartening: lots of
Mann of Silvernote, who exhibited
In Heavy Rotation
half adozen unfinished turntables and
youngsters eager to hear
bastard arms using SME and Rega piv1) Led Zeppelin, Led Zeppelin 4
ots with his own long armtubes. He
Classic 180gm reissue LP
good sound and get
even used an upside-down apple corer
2) Led Zeppelin, Led Zeppelin g
as a motor mount! This year he
Classic 180gm reissue LP
involved in agreat hobby
showed a quite finished and fine3) The Sweet, Hellraisers, Beat
sounding turntable, the RC-1, in Tim
that can last alifetime.
Rocket 180gm reissue LP
de Paravicini's E.A.R. room. Itold
4) Joel Frahm, The Navigator,
Steven I'd even the score by mentionPalmetto CD
ing the 'table, which sells for £10,000
5) Steve Davis, Portrait in Sound,
Serblin also told me that Ishould prewithout arm. "Right, but the funny
Stretch/Concord CD
pare myself for the Stradivarius, his final
thing is, that apple corer really
6) Various Artists, Full Circle: A
loudspeaker homage to the great violin- worked!" he told me.
Tribute to Gene Clark, Not Lame
makers of Cremona.
So how's analog doing in the UK?
CDs (2)
The well-attended Top Audio & Avid, which is now imported Stateside
7) Various Artists, Return of the
Video show appeared to be agreat sucby Lauerman Audio Imports,
Grievous Angel: A Tribute to Gram
cess. There were crowded demos of showed a new edition of its Volverc
Parsons, Almo CD
DVD-Audio, equally popular showturntable in an attractive muted gold
8) Isotope 217, Who Stole the I
sponsored LP/CD/SACD/DVD-A
finish. The 'table features anew clamp,
Walkman?, Thrill Jockey LP
comparisons, and many live music
new feet, and anew one-piece subchas9) Olivia Tremor Control, Black
events. As with the Frankfurt show I sis similar to the one used on the more
Foliae Volume One, Flydaddy
reported on in September, the age mix
expensive Acutus. The updated design
LPs (2)
of this crowd was heartening: lots of will also be available in chrome and reg10) Creed, Human Clay, Wind-Up
youngsters eager to hear good sound
ular finish for less money.
LPs (2)
and get involved in agreat hobby that
The designer told me that business
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IT'S SONY ES AND TFIE DELICATE BALANCE OF POWER.
Sony serves up the refined SCD-C333ES, the world's first 5-disc Super Audio Compact Disc Changer. Employing Direct Stream Digital .'technology for
high resolution sound reproduction, the SCD-C333ES brings you an unprecedented clarity of detail...multiplied by 5. Maximize your
eclectic tastes-from stirring classical to cool jazz to modern rock-with the ever-expanding library of Super Audio CDs. Satiate your senses
with the sound attainable only through Sony's Elevated Standard. It's audio ecstasy. It's endless variety. It's the power of ES.
It's the Sony SCD-C333ES Super Audio Compact Disc Changer-Because there's so much more to hear:"
www.sony.com/sacd
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EVIDENCE OF EVOLUTION

The assurance of indulging
in the absolute best.
The assurance of capturing
the peak experience.
The assurance that none of
this will change over time.
Celebrate the Evidence the epitome of evolution in
dynamic loudspeaker design
The ultimate in technology.
The ultimate in listening
pleasure.
The state-of-the-art in
high-tech for the coming
millennium.
To hear or not to hear.
The Evidence
or not the Evidence.
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Analog

Corner

electronic stylus-force gauge
bearing similar to that in
and electronic level, along
the Well Tempered Arm.
But instead of gooey siliwith a wide variety of
tweaks (www.Britishaudio.
cone, the Schroeder (which
co.uk), is marketing aRega
will be available in a few
different models) uses
RB250 and RB300 wiringmagnetic attraction to staharness upgrade. It features
bilize the system. It looks
Cardas Litz wire and interreally interesting!
connect in aone-piece conYikes! I'm out of space.
figuration, from cartridge
I'll finish up next time, but I
clips to RCA plugs. (The
will single out afew greatRega harness has two solsounding rooms at Hi-Fi
dered breaks.) The RB250
upgrade doesn't require
eti
2000:
The Wilson Benesch/
bearing disassembly but the
Audio Freaks! Kuzma's two-armed version of the Stabi S.
11.13300 does, something
Chord room was making
credible music using anew
Rega is dead against. The
instructions claim to tell you how to
In the Audiofrealcs room, Branco
integrated amp and WB stand-mounted
speaker. Also noteworthy was the
do the upgrade without damaging or Bozik, the UK distributor for Kuzma,
had atwo-armed version of the Stabi S sound from Trilogy, who were using
degrading the bearing settings. Ihave
turntable. "Forget about buying one,"
their new 250Wpc single-ended triode
an upgraded arm in-house and will
he told me, but I'd bet if you wanted
class-A Finale amps, featuring four 211
compare it to the stock Rega RB300
one and were willing to pay, Franco
tubes per channel, and their Reference
on anew Planar 3in afuture column.
The most difficult part appears to be
Kuzma would build one for you. In its preamp. Finally, there was really imone-arm configuration, this 'table is a pressive sound in the Carfrae room.
soldering the new cartridge clips,
real steal at $1200; it's well worth con- The speaker features a combo of
something only an experienced solLowther driver and powered subsidering, along with the Rega Planar 25
derer should attempt. Cost for the
woofer in asnail-like cabinet. Last year
harness, made by Incognito of and Basis 1400.
Finally, there was an intriguing
Ijoked about a slime trail, but this
Germany, who make the outstanding
speaker, which sells for around $7500/
new arm from Germany, the
Easy Riser VTA adjuster for the Rega,
pair, really sounded wonderful.
Schroeder, which uses athread-type
is about $150.

seven

models

of

RCA

type

plugs,

six

models

of

RCA

type

sockets,

three

models

of
Cr

Functionally Perfect

z

Fifteen years ago, WBT developed and began producing connectors
for the audio sector. Today, WBT is recognized as aleader in connector
quality and can be found as OEM equipment on many of the finest
cables and equipment produced worldwide.
Our products feature exclusive, innovative details which allow them
to function and perform like no other connector:
•Adjustable, locking RCA type plugs are more adaptable to fit any
RCA type socket
• RCA type sockets feature spring loaded internal contacts
• Bananas with expandable tips for asecure fit
• Spades have built in damping features to prevent vibration and loosening
• Binding posts that allow secure fastening of spades without tools
For more information, please contact us or visit our website
i
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WBT-USA
275/ South 1900 West -Ogden Utah 84401
801-62.1-1500 -Fax 801-627-698o
vvww.wbtusa.com
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KEIFSOUNDRAVES
Some notable quotes from Edward M. Long
in Audio's September issue:

KEF
RDM one
SPEAKER
As reviewed in

AUDIO

"...KEF has gained an enviable
reputation for producing excellent
loudspeakers."
"...clear, precise imaging."
"The RDM one reminds me of the
classic BBC LS3/5a, but with deeper
bass and higher output."
"...the KEF RDM ones are an
excellent value—and very good
looking, too."
Designed by the same engineers as our
legendary Reference Series, the RDM one
features KEF's patented Uni -Q®
technology. Uni -Q places the
tweeter at the exact acoustic
center of the woofer cone to
create asingle point source for
the entire frequency range—the
ideal to which all speakers
aspire—producing aflawless
soundstage over amuch wider
listening area. Whether on a
bookshelf or stand, the RDM one
no longer confines you to sitting
in acentral sweet spot to enjoy
exceptional performance. Audition
them for yourself by contacting us for the
name of the authorized KEF dealer nearest
you. Ask for afull reprint of the RDM one
review when you call.

s 10 Timber Lane, Marlboro, NJ 07746 Phone: 732-683-2356 Fax: 732-683-2358

Astor

Place

Lisa

I

was walking down Sixth Avenue
when snowflakes began falling
around me. Snow? It was midSeptember. This was New York City,
not Minneapolis.
A group of us jaded New Yorkers
found ourselves stopped, holding out
our hands to catch some flakes. "Do you
see this?" we whispered to each other.
"Snow?" Of course, you can never stop
for long on the streets of NYC, or you'll
be bunched up like pantyhose on ahot
summer day. We moved on.
A block later, we were all smacking
our foreheads in acollective "Duhr It
was the first day of sale for tickets to the
Radio City Music Hall Christmas Show
Spectacular. Rockettes in red, furtrimmed outfits were out in front of the
Hall, kicking. "Snow" was falling, and
Santa was waving to all of us.
For aNY minute, we all had smiles
on our faces —until we realized that
this meant the start of the Christmas
shopping season. Ihate when my girlfriends whine, "I don't know what to
buy my husband. He has everything!"
Keeping with the peace and harmony of
the season, Isympathize. "You poor
thing," Icoo as Ithink to myself; "Yeah,
well, at least he's not an audiophile"
It's not that I've lost my love of
Christmas. Istill get that warm glow
that comes from standing in long lines,
elbowing fellow bargain-hunters, and
hearing the cheerful voices of children
as they scream, "No, Mommy, it's the
Razor Scooter Iwant. That one is lame!"
On second thought, maybe Ineed to
watch Miracle on 34th Street again. But I
absolutely know that if there is aSanta
Claus, he'd want me to be sipping hot
chocolate rather than trying to figure
out what my audiophile wants.
Over the years, I've come to realize
that you can never surprise an audiophile with the perfect audio Christmas
present. I've tried asking his friends. I've
tried tagging along to audio stores with
him. To get the drop on him, I've even
eavesdropped on his phone calls. But he
always gets there first. This year, I
decided to confront the holiday headon, and just come right out and ask him
what he wanted for Christmas. So, that
night at dinner ...
Stereophile, December 2000

"Honey, what would you like for
Christmas this year?"
"Hmmm, well, let's see ...I love my
Conrad-Johnson ART, my new MartinLogan Prodigy speakers are amazing,
and my VPI is fine now that I've got the
new motor, platter, and arm and put it
on the new platform ... "
What to my wondering ears did I
hear? An audiophile with no audio

I've come to realize
that you can never
surprise an audiophile
with the perfect audio
Christmas present.
needs? Was this asugarplum-induced
Nutcracker dream Iwas having? What
was next? Five-foot Tiptoes pirouetting
across the living room?
"My cables and interconnects are
burned-in and sounding great ... "
Ibegan to think "sweater."
"Of course, the new little C-J Premier
17LS does something magical to the midrange that even my ART doesn't do..."
He needed the new C-J preamp.
Lew Johnson and Bill Conrad had
rescued me.
"... then again, the upgrade for
my ART simply involves supplying
new parts ... "
The Grinch was on the loose, definitely stealing my Christmas. How could an
audiophile be happy with everything?
Ilooked at my audiophile. "How
about anew cartridge? Don't they wear
out after 10 records?"
"Oh, no, they last for years." He
looked at me as if I'd just come down
with audio Alzheimer's. "Besides, Ijust
had my Parnassus DTC repaired after it
fell off the shelf when we were redecorating the living room. Remember?"
Geez, if Iremembered all the audio
emergencies that happened in our
home, I'd hardly have room in my brain
for important things — like the names
of all eight reindeer. Ilooked at him lovingly. "Of course Iremember, honey."
Inside, I was feeling like Jimmy

Astor

Stewart, standing on the bridge in It's a
Wonderful I.4fè. Should I
just give up? No,
Clarence the angel needs to get his
wings... Imean, Ineed to get the perfect gift. Ilooked around our living
room. There had to be something.
"Aren't there any LPs you want?"
"No. Ithink I've got all the ones I
wanted," he replied.
The Ghost of Christmas Future was
showing me what my life will be like if I
don't stop forcing fruitcakes on people.
There had to be some way for me to avoid
this fate. All Iwanted was to buy the perfect present for my audiophile. Was that
too much to ask? Besides, the fruitcakes
are made by Trappist Monks. That
should count for something— shouldn't it?
My audiophile, tired of this game, had
planted himself firmly on the couch for
alistening session. Iwatched him intently for any glimmer of dissatisfaction. He
got up and walked over to the amp.
"Need some tubes for Christmas?" I
asked hopefully.
"Honey, I'm just biasing atube. You
know, it's only September. You've got
plenty of time till Christmas."
"Mid-September," Ireplied, "and it
was snowing today."
"Fake snow, honey. Fake snow." I
looked at him. "Okay, okay. I'll think
about it."
Iwas taking no chances. Isat down
next to him and began to softly hum
Christmas carols, hoping that this would
subliminally make him think about
what present he wanted.
He cocked his head. "What's that
noise?"
"Oh ...just humming. Sorry."
Suddenly, he smiled broadly. "You
know, Iwas just thinking—the one
thing that would make my system
sound even better is abigger room."
Isat there, dumbfounded. "You want
anew room for Christmas?"
"Yes! A new, bigger room. That
would be nice."
Hadn't this man seen A Charlie Brown
Christmas? Did Linus's speech mean
nothing to him?
"Honey, Christmas is not about presents, you know."
Now where was that fruitcake
catalog?
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by John Atkinson

S

ince 1992, Stereophile has named aselect few
audio components its "Products of the Year." In
doing so, we recognize those components that
have proved capable of giving musical pleasure
beyond the formal review period.
There are five individual categories: Loudspeakers
including subwoofers), Amplification Components
(preamplifiers, power amplifiers, etc.), Digital Sources
CD players, transports, processors), Analog Sources
(phono cartridges, turntables, toneanns, FM tuners,
etc.), and Accessories (everything else).
The two most important categories, however,
are the "Product of the Year" itself— the best of
the best — and the "Budget Component of the
Year" — the best sound for the buck. There's also
an "Editor's Choice" award, which John Atkinson
reserves to himself to single out the superb-sounding product that impressed him the most in the
past 12 months.
The formal voting procedure consists of two
steps: First, Stereophile's hardware reviewers are
asked to nominate up to six components in each of
the seven categories. To be acontender, aproduct
had to have been reported on in Stereophile between
the November 1999 and October 2000 issues,
either in afull Equipment Report, in aFollow-Up
review, or in Sam Tellig's or Michael Fremer's regular columns. We then put together aballot form that
included all components that had been nominated
by three or more writers and/or editors. This
process ensures that most of the nominees in most
of the categories will have been auditioned by most
of the reviewers. The prices listed were current at
the end of August 2000.
Each of the magazine's 16 editors and reviewers
gave three votes for his first choice in each category, two votes for his second choice, and one vote for
his third choice (if he had athird choice). JA tallied
the votes; address your compliments and complaints to him.
The envelope, please ...
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CAD-805C

Isn't it about
time for your pair
of 805's?

ÇAny

aradioebesign
Uninterrupted production since 1992.
Rated class A in all corners of the world.
Very few things in life are uncompromising. We
are honored to count the Cary CAD-805C mono-bloc
amplifiers among them. And so will you.

the Aubio Ampli fie> ?egos«) CoNspboutise
111A Woodwinds Industrial Court
Cary, NC 27511
Phone: 919-481-4494 • Fax: 919-460-3828
www.caryaudio.com

00 Joint Louds •eakers

Avantgarde Acoustic Uno Series Two loudspeaker

Avantgarde Acoustic Uno Series Two
($10,970-$12,970/pair, depending on finish; reviewed by
Robert Deutsch, Vo123 No.9, September 2000 WWW)!
Dynaudio Evidence
($85,000/pair; reviewed by Larry Greenhill, Vo123 No.5,
May 2000 WWW)
Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
Acarian Systems Alón Circe ($12,000/pair; reviewed by
Wes Phillips &Jonathan Scull, Vo122 No.5 & Vo123 NoA,
May 1999 & April 2000)
Infinity Prelude MTS ($8000/pair; reviewed by Michael
Fremer, Vo123 No.5, May 2000)
Magnepan Magneplanar MG3.6/R ($4200/pair;
reviewed by Brian Damkroger, Vo123 No.8, August 2000)
Meridian beSP6000 ($19,950/pair; reviewed by Kalman
Rubinson, Vo123 No2, February 2000 WWW)
Nairn NBL ($10,750/pair, passive crossover networks add
$1200/pair; reviewed by Paul Messenger, Vo123 No.10,
October 2000)
Paradigm Reference Studio/100 v.2 ($1900/pair; reviewed
by Robert Deutsch, Vo123 No.6, June 2000 WWW)
ProAc Response 3.8 ($7200/pair; reviewed by Larry
Greenhill, Vo123 No.1, January 2000)
Revel Performa F30 ($3500/pair; reviewed by Kalman
Rubinson, Vo123 No.5, May 2000 WWW)
Thiel CS7.2 ($13,500/pair; reviewed by Brian
Damkroger, Vo123 No2, February 2000 WWW)
Triangle Zephyr xs ($995/pair; reviewed by Sam Tellig,
Vo123 No.8, August 2000)
Vienna Acoustics Mahler ($9800/pair; reviewed by
Robert Deutsch, Vo123 No.4, April 2000)

T

here was an extraordinarily diverse group of contenders for our writers to choose from this year, from
an equally diverse number of countries. Significantly,
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Dynaudio Evidence loudspeaker

high-value designs like Revel's F30, Magnepan's MG3.6/R,
and Paradigm's Studio/100 made astrong showing. But ultimately it was the cost-no-object engineering that won out.
Other than their European provenance, our joint winners have nothing in common. The slim but massive tower
from Danish manufacturer Dynaudio takes traditional lowsensitivity, direct-radiator, moving-coil technology to its
limit. It combines an astonishingly neutral tonal balance
with superb transparency, genuinely extended, boom-free
bass, and, provided you have sufficiently powerful amplification, almost unlimited dynamic range. To gild the lily, the
Evidence's measured performance was textbook in its
response flatness, in its well-controlled dispersion in both
lateral and horizontal planes, and in its freedom from resonant problems. In an age when some expensive loudspeakers offer perversely peculiar measured performance —a
subject that dominated Starophik's "Letters" column earlier
this year —it is refreshing to see an expensive speaker for
which one doesn't have to make any apologies.
And no apologies need be made for the other winner, the
Uno from German company Avantgarde. With looks that
have proved surprisingly acceptable to non-audiophile
spouses and POSSSLQs, the Uno combines horn-loaded
midrange and treble drivers with apowered woofer module.
It delivers simply enormous dynamic range from just ahandful of amplifier watts, and offers asupremely clear view into
the recorded soundstage. Most important, it gets the music
right. According to reviewer Bob Deutsch, while the illusion
of "liveness" in reproduced sound is usually arare and delicate perceptual phenomenon, experiencing such an illusion
became afrequent occurrence during his auditioning of the
Unos —so frequent that he bought the review samples!
1All back issues mentioned in this article are available for S5 each (prior to
1994) or $7 each (1994 onward), plus S&1-1. To order, call (888) 237-0955, or
visit www.stereophile.com (MasterCard and Visa only). -WWW" indicates
that the review is available online free of charge from the www.
stereophile.com Archives.
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"Watts up with Powered
Subwoofer specs?"
•••••••••••

Matt Polk, Speaker Specialist
he higher the wattage rating on aPowered Subwoofer, the
better the Sub, right? Not always.
All Watts Are Not Created Equal
In fact, power specs can be very misleading. Athorough Subwoofer
power spec would look something like, '100 WContinuous Atemge
Power @ 4ohms. uilh no more than .1% THD. fivm 30-200
Hz. See Ibis spec and you know the power was measured rigorously
for asustained period. It's amore complete picture of an amplifier's
power performance under real world conditions, instead of just an
optimistic sketch like '100 Watts @1K Hz,' or '100 Watts Peak
Power,' or even '100 Watts.' That's like quoting acar's acceleration
as '0 -60 MPH in 6seconds, downhill with astiff tail wind.'
The Feds Chime In
Power ratings have become so confusing that the
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) recently issued new
rating regulations. According to the FTC, all power
specs should be quoted as: 'Continuous average
power into aslaled impedance. al aslated disiodion
mer astaled bandwitlih.•
We think this is terrific. It standardizes power testing methods, and provides you with a'level
playing field' for comparison shopping. We've
started listing our specs this way, but it could
take some time for everyone else to comply with
this regulation and revise their specs. When you're
shopping this holiday season, be wary of products
that quote only 'optimistic' power numbers.
Do Numbers Matter?
Subwoofer power ratings—real or bogus—don't
really tell you much. Why? Because efficiency is the most
important factor in determining how loud any speaker

(including powered ones) will play. Efficiency is the measure of how
much sound the speaker puts oui for agiven amount of power in.
Aspeaker that is amere 3dB more efficient needs only lxiffas much
power to reach agiven volume. (So a200 Watt, self-powered subwoofer may not play any louder or sound any better than amore
efficient 100 Watt sub!)
Numbers Numbers...How Do You Know?
Numbers aside, there's no better way to judge the quality of a
Subwoofer than to listen before you buy. Does the Subwoofer play
loud without distortion? Does it add adeep bass foundation, or does
it just boom: is it musically 'tight' and well defined, or does it just
add avague rumble? Trust your ears.
Free Stuff
Want to know more about choosing and setting up ahome theater
srtem? Call me at (800) 377-7655 ext. 162 for aFREE
copy of the Home7healer Handbook. If you like, I'll also send
you afree copy of our 20(K) Speaker Catalog."

"The

PSW650 can

forming powered subwoofer that costs
less than 800. It rivals the performance of
the best home theatre subs and is among
the better vented subwoofers for music
reproduction, too."
—Widescreen Review Subwoofer Buyer's Guide

Matt Polk,
Speaker Specialist
5601 Metro Drive
Baltimore. MD 21215 USA

(800) 377-7655

Monday -Friday 9:00am to 6:00pm E.S.T

www.polkspeakers.com/ssub

or

subwoofers with 12 or 15-inch drivers...[It] is agreat-looking, great-per-

FalVVVinter 2000

Customer Service

equal

exceed the output levels of most

The Speaker Specialists®

00 Am •lification Corn •onent
McIntosh MC2000
Commemorative Edition
power amplifier
($15,000; reviewed by Sam Tellig
&Jonathan Scull, Vol.22 No.11 &
Vol.23 No.3, November 1999 &
March 2000 WWW)
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($5495; reviewed by Michael
Fremer, Vol.22 No.12, December
1999 WWW)
Rogue Audio 66LSR line preamplifier ($1295; reviewed by Chip
Stern, Vol.23 No.10, October 2000)

T

he voting was closer in this
Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
category than in any other.
Accuphase M-2000 monoblock
No wonder, with "statement"
power
amplifier
($27,000;
products like the Reference Mark
McIntosh MC2000 Commemorative
reviewed by Jonathan Scull, Vol.23
Edition power amplifier
Levinson, BAT, and Audio Research
No2, February 2000)
preamplifiers and the Accuphase
Audio Research Reference Two line preamplifier
and Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista amplifiers taking on such
($9995; reviewed by Michael Freiner, Vol.23 No.9,
intriguing designs as the big-current-drive Krell, the mulSeptember 2000)
tichannel Bryston, the first Levinson integrated, and the
Balanced Audio Technology VK-50SE preamplifier
superb little Rogue preamp. But in the final tally, the award
($7000; reviewed by Jonathan Scull, Vol.22 No.12,
went by awhisker to McIntosh's 50th Anniversary, ComDecember 1999)
memorative Edition MC2000. Designed by Sidney
Bryston 9B-THX five-channel power amplifier ($3695;
Corderman, McIntosh co-founder and designer of the legreviewed by Larry Greenhill, Vol.23 No.9, September 2000)
endary MC275, the MC2000's sound was praised at length
Krell FPB 350Mc monoblock power amplifier
by Jonathan Scull in his review.
The only downside to J-10's praise was that the MC2000
($17,500/pain reviewed by Jonathan Scull, Vo123 No.8,
August 2000 WWW)
was produced in alimited edition; it's likely that all of them
Mark Levinson No.32 Reference preamplifier
will have been snapped up by the time you read these
($14,950, phono stage adds $2500; reviewed by Jonathan
words. So we'll give the final say to the usually reticent Sam
Scull, Vol.23 No.1, January 2000 WWW)
Tellig, who used words like "glorious," "ineffable," and
Mark Levinson No.383 integrated amplifier ($5995;
"breathtaking" in his report on the big Mac: "The MC2000,
reviewed by Larry Greenhill, Vol.23 No.7, July 2000 WWW)
to aremarkable degree, combines resolution and musicaliMusical Fidelity A3cR power amplifier ($1495;
ty," he wrote, concluding that the amplifier "is the crownreviewed by Sam Tellig, Vol.23 No.10, October 2000)
ing achievement of 50 years of the McIntosh tradition." It
Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 300 power amplifier
seems our reviewers had no problem agreeing with Mr. T.

20 00 Analo • Source
Rockport Technologies System Ill Sirius turntable
($73,750 with tonearm; reviewed by Michael Freiner,
Vol.23 No.8, August 2000 WWW)
Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
Basis Debut Mk.V vacuum turntable ($8200;
reviewed by Michael Freiner, Vol.23 Noljanuary 2000)
Grado Reference Platinum phono cartridge ($300;
reviewed by Robert J. Reina, Vol.23 No.4, April 2000)
Lyra Helikon phono cartridge ($2495; reviewed by
Michael Freiner, Vol.23 No.8, August 2000)
Music Hall MMF 5turntable ($499 with arm and
cartridge; reviewed by Michael Freiner, Vol.23 No.Z
July 2000)
SME Model 10 turntable with Model 10 tonearm
($5995; reviewed by Michael Freiner, Vol.23 No.4,
April 2000)
Transfiguration Temper Supreme phono cartridge
($3800; reviewed by Michael Freiner, Vol.23 No.2,
February 2000)
van den Hul Colibri phono cartridge ($6000;
reviewed by Michael Fremer, Vol.23 No.8, August 2000)

M

ichael Fremer's review of the Rockport
Technologies System III Sirius, Andy Payor's ultimate LP-player design, was greeted with howls
of protest in some camps, as witnessed by the October
issue's "Letters" column. "Somebody has way too much
Stereophile, December 2000

Rockport Technologies System Ill Sirius turntable

time and money on their hands," wrote one correspondent,
while another suggested that MF "should be made to turn
around and press his nose finnly into the crack of his analog corner." Both readers were outraged by the $73,750 cost
of the made-to-order Rockport, and by Mikey's assertion
that he preferred the sounds of his LPs mastered to CD-R
with the Rockport to playing the saine vinyl "live" on
Stereophile's Analog Source of 1998, the Simon Yorke
Designs Series 7. But when push comes to shove, the
Rockport is, according to the not-easily-impressed Mr. F.,
"the finest piece of audio equipment Ihave heard or
owned." It takes LP playback to anew level.
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YOU'RE LISTENING TO IT: RF interference in your AC line. If you could turn it off, you'd hear your system
as it was meant to sound: clean, pure and pristine, with abackground as black as adarkened theater
and asoundstage as palpable as the real thing.
TARA Labs' Power

ScreensTM

control RF and EMI with frequency-tuned

CeralexTM

absorbers on the Live,

Neutral and Ground lines. Unlike typical power conditioners, there are no low-grade transformers, so the
design is compact and RF/EMI is absorbed without restriction of AC current flow.
PM/2: Two-outlet model for power amps, subvvoofers and electrostatic speakers
AD/6 and AD/6C: Six outlet analog/digital outputs for everything else in your system
AD/108: Ten-outlet balanced power with 20-amp input.

TARA LABS
The Cable Technology Leader
541.488.6465
www.taralabs.com

PS Audio P300 Power Plant
($995; reviewed by Robert
Deutsch &John Atkinson,
Vo122 No.12 & Vo123 Nos.5 &
12, December 1999, May 2000,
& December 2000 WWW)
Runners-Up (in alphabetical
order):
Arcici Suspense Rack ($2299;
PS Audio P300
reviewed by Shannon Dickson,
Vo123 No.1, January 2000)
ASC Tube Traps ($248-798; reviewed by Brian
Damkroger, Vo123 No2, February 2000)
Bright Star Rack of Gibraltar 2 equipment rack
($1995; reviewed by Brian Damkroger, Vo123 No.5,
May 2000)
Cardas Golden Cross loudspeaker cable ($1428/5' pair;
reviewed by Jonathan Scull, Vo123 No2, February 2000)
Cardas Golden Reference interconnect ($917/1m pair;
reviewed by Jonathan Scull, Vo123 No2, February 2000)
Digital Recordings Audio-CD ($24.95; reviewed by
Kalman Rubinson, Vo123 No.1, January 2000)
VPI HW-17F Record-Cleaning Machine ($1100;
reviewed by Michael Fremer, Vo123 No.6, June 2000)

Sony SCD-1 Super Audio
CD player
($5 oui ). reviewed by Jonathan
Scull & Michael Fremer, Vo122
No.11, November 1999 WWW)

I

twas avirtually unanimous vote:
The PS Audio P300 Power Plant
got more first-place votes from
more reviewers than any other component in any other category. It
appears that everyone suffers from
dirty AC, and everyone's system correspondingly benefits from the P300's
cleanly regenerated mains supply.
Basically aclass-AB solid-state amplifiPower Plant
er optimized to amplify one frequency to ±57.5V, and with AC receptacles
replacing what would otherwise be speaker binding posts,
the P300 runs hot —JA was chastised by one reader for
recommending such an environmentally unfriendly com-.
ponent — but produces auniversal improvement in sound
quality. "The background blacks become blacker," sez JA,
lapsing into reviewerspeak when discussing the effect of
the P300, set to 90Hz, on his Levinson No380s preamplifier. You can read Robert Deutsch's current thoughts on
the P300 in this issue's Follow-Up, but asentence from his
original review pretty much said it all: "The benefits of the
Power Plant were such that it took areal effort of will for
me to take it out of my system to make comparisons."
Amen to that, Bob.

($11,615419,080, depending on
options; reviewed by Kalman
Rubinson, Vo123 No2, February
2000 WWW)
MSB Technology Link DAC III
Full Nelson D/A processor
with
Power Base
($1382;
reviewed by Kalman Rubinson &
Robert Deutsch, Vo123 Nos.9 &
12, September & December 2000
WWW)
Oracle CD player ($8950; reviewed by Brian Damkroger,
Vo123 No.10, October 2000)

Runners-Up (in alphabetical
order):
Accuphase DP-75V CD player
($11,000; reviewed by Jonathan
Scull, Vol.23 Nol, July 2000
WWW)
Arcam FMJ CD23 CD player
($1999; reviewed by Lonnie
Brownell, Vo123 No:7, July 2000
WWW)
hat Sony's first Super Audio
CD player would win the
Burmester Reference Line 969
Digital category was a noCD transport & 970 DAC
brainer. Whatever technical con($60,500; reviewed by Kalman
cerns might exist about the DSD
Rubinson, Vo122 No.12, Deencoding used on SACD (see
cember 1999)
David Rich's article in the
California Audio Labs Sigma
Sony SCD-1 Super Audio CD player
November Stereophde), there is no
II D/A processor ($750; redoubt that the new digital medium's intrinsic quality is in
viewed by Kalman Rubinson, Vo123 No.7, July 2000)
adifferent class from CD. Even Stereophdes LP maven,
Marantz SA-1 Super Audio CD player ($7500;
Michael Fremer, was led to conclude that SACD sounds
reviewed by Jonathan Scull, Vo123 No.9, September
"pretty much like analog minus vinyl's deficiencies." By
2000 WWW)
spearheading the Super Audio CD launch with atwoMark Levinson No.30.6 Reference D/A processor
channel audiophile player that also makes CDs sound as
($16,950; reviewed by John Atkinson, Vo122 Nos.10 & 11,
about as good as they can get, and by working hard with
October & November 1999 WWW)
record companies to get areasonably large number of softMeridian Reference 800 DVD/CD player ($15,245ware titles available on SACD —about 160 in fall 2000 —
$16,145, depending on options; reviewed by Kalman
Sony stands agood chance of gaining the strategic advanRubinson, Vol.23 No2, February 2000 WWW)
tage over the competing DVD-Audio medium.
Meridian Reference 861 digital surround controller

T
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1999
Product of the Year: B&W Nautilus 801 loudspeaker
Joint Budget Components:
Adcom GFP-750 preamplifier
B&W Nautilus 805 loudspeaker
MSB Link DAC D/A processor
Joint Loudspeakers: B&W Nautilus 801
Revel Ultimate Salon
Joint Amplification Components:
Linn Klimax 500 Solo monoblock power amplifier
Pass Labs X1000 monoblock power amplifier
Digital Source: Linn Sondek CD12 CD player
Joint Analog Sources: Rega Planar 25 turntable
VPI TNT Mk.IV turntable
Accessory: Acoustic Sciences Corporation Studio Traps
Editor's Choice: dCS 972 DID converter
1998
Product of the Year: Conrad-Johnson ART
preamplifier
Budget Component: Creek 4330R integrated
amplifier
Joint Loudspeakers
Audio Artistry Beethoven
Revel Ultima Gem
Joint Amplification Components:
Conrad-Johnson ART preamplifier
Mark Levinson No33H monoblock power amplifier
VTL MB-1250 Wotan monoblock power amplifier
Joint Digital Sources:
Meridian 508.24 CD player
Z-Systems rdp-1 digital preamplifier/equalizer
Analog Source: Simon Yorke Designs Series 7
Analogue Disc Transcription System
Accessory: Sennheiser HD600 headphones
Editor's Choice: Z-Systems rdp-1 digital preamplifier/
equalizer
1997
Product of the Year: dCS Elgar DIA processor
Budget Component: Epos ES12 loudspeaker
Loudspeaker: EgglestonWorks Andra
Joint Amplification Components:
Krell Full Power Balanced 600 power amplifier
Pass Labs Aleph 3power amplifier
Digital Source: dCS Elgar DIA processor
Joint Analog Sources:
VP! TNT Mk3 turntable
Magnum Dynalab MD 108 FM tuner
Accessory: HeadRoom Max headphone amplifier
Editor's Choice: B&W DM302 loudspeaker
1996
Product of the Year: Nagra-D 4-channel open-reel
digital recorder
Home-Theater Product: Lexicon DC-1 surroundsound processor
Joint Budget Components:

McCormack Power Drive DNA-0.5 Special Edition
amplifier
PSB New Stratus Mini loudspeaker
Joint Loudspeakers:
Aerial Acoustics 10T
Dunlavy Audio Labs Signature SC-VI
Amplification Component: Krell Audio Standard
monoblock power amplifier
Digital Source: Nagra-D 4-channel open-reel digital
recorder
Analog Source: Naim ARO tonearm
Joint Accessories:
Acoustic Sciences Corporation Tube Traps
Townshend Audio Seismic Sink
VP! HW-16.5 & EIW-17 record-cleaning machines
Editor's Choice: Nagra-D 4-channel open-reel digital
recorder
1995
Product of the Year: Wilson Audio Specialties
X-1/Grand SLA/v1M loudspeaker
Joint Home Theater Components:
Audio Research SDP1 Multichannel Music Processor
Meridian Digital Home Theatre surround system
Joint Budget Components:
Audio Alchemy VAC-in-the-Box phono preamplifier
Dunlavy Audio Labs SC-I loudspeaker
The Parts Connection Assemblage DAC-1 DIA
Processor
Loudspeaker: Wilson Audio Specialties X-1/Grand
SLAivIM
Amplification Component: Pass Labs Aleph 0
monoblock power amplifier
Digital Source: Spectral SDR-2000 Professional
HDCD DIA processor
Analog Source: Graham 1.5-TIC tonearm
Joint Accessories:
Audio Power Industries Power Wedge 112 & 116
AC-line conditioners
Stax SR-Omega headphones
Editor's Choice: Wilson Audio Specialties X-1/Grand
SLAMM loudspeaker
1994
Product of the Year: Dunlavy Audio Labs SC-IV
loudspeaker
Home-Theater Product: Proceed PAV audio/video
preamplifier
Budget Product: Grado SR60 headphones
Joint Loudspeakers:
B&W John Bowers Silver Signature
Dunlavy Audio Labs SC-IV
Amplification Component: Audio Research VT150
monoblock power amplifier
Digital Source: Sonic Frontiers SFD-2 DIA processor
Analog Source: Linn Sondek LP12/Lingo turntable
Accessory: Grado SR60 headphones
Editor's Choice: BBC LS3/5A loudspeaker

00 Joint Products of the Year

e
c»

Rockport Technologies System Ill Sirius turntable

Sony SCD- lSuper Audio CO player

Rockport Technologies System Ill Sirius turntable
Sony SCD-1 Super Audio CD player
Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
Avantgarde Acoustic Uno Series Two loudspeaker
Dynaudio Evidence loudspeaker
Krell FPB 350Mc monoblock power amplifier
Marantz SA-1 Super Audio CD player
Mark Levinson No32 preamplifier
McIntosh MC2000 Commemorative Edition power amplifier
Meridian 800 DVD/CD transport
PS Audio P300 Power Plant

Ar

1993
Product of the Year: Convergent Audio Technology
SL-1 Signature preamplifier
Budget Product: Sumiko Blue Point Special phono
cartridge
Loudspeaker: Thiel CS3.6
Amplification Component: Convergent Audio
Technology SL-1 Signature preamplifier
Joint Digital Sources:
C.E.C. TL 1CD transport
Mark Levinson No31 CD transport
Analog Source: Basis Ovation turntable
Accessory: Lexicon CP-3 TI-DC surround-sound
processor
Editor's Choice: Linn Sondek LP12 turntable

Stereophile, Dece
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t's hard to make achoice from such an awesome list
of candidates, which is why we use the 3-2-1 ballot —
the voters don't have to make all-or-nothing choices
between diverse but equally deserving components. But
as the completed ballot forms came back to Stereophile
Central, it became clear that the voting system was
unable to distinguish between the Sony and the
Rockport. Technology-wise, one looks forward, one
looks back, but both maximize their owners' enjoyment
of music, be it Rachmaninoff or Radiohead. Which is
what it's all about.
In

,

1992
Product of the Year: Mark Levinson No30 D/A
processor
Budget Product: Spica SC-30 loudspeaker
Loudspeaker: Sonus Faber Extrema
Amplification Component: Melos SHA-1 headphone amplifier
Digital Source: Mark Levinson No.30 D/A
processor
Analog Source: VP! HW19 Mk.IV turntable
Accessory: Audio Power Industries Power Wedge 1
AC line conditioner
Editor's Choice: Quad ESL-63 USA Monitor
loudspeaker

Could all these music lovers be wrong?
Please forget everything we've

speaker I've heard employing horn-loaded drivers. The

told you!

sound of massed choral voices was particularly sump-

You don't have to take our

tuous, the speaker conjuring an eerie apparition of the

word for it. Here's what other

original event. A true achievement. Not to be missed."

leading manufacturers, review-

—Andrew Chasin, Groovenoise.com

ers, and audiophiles are saying
about the New Avantgarde

"I walked into the Nirvana and Wavelength Audio

Series 2.0 Hornspeakers—

room to be greeted by apair of eye-popping Avantgarde loudspeakers. This was my first experience with

"These speakers (UNO 2.0)

these horn loudspeakers and Iwas rewarded with a

are so good, it's scary."

positive experience. The midrange did not have that

—Gordon Rankin,
Wavelength Audio

cupped-mouth, hollow sounding hoot that most
people associate with horn loudspeakers. In fact the
midrange was open and clear with aslight warmth

"The new Series 2.0 Avant-

to the sound that added balance to the overall

gardes have raised the refer-

sound... this system will really change audiophiles'

ence level for loudspeakers."

perceptions of good sound."

—Geoffrey Poor,

—Gregory Kong, CES 2000 report, planethifi.com

National Sales Manager,
Balanced Audio Technology

"Absolutely Amazing.... The response of those who
have heard the unbroken-in speakers (DU0s). Imag-

"It's true; Ispent a consid-

ine after they are broken in."

erable amount of time audi-

—Jamal Instrum, Foss Audio

tioning the Duo 2.0 at the St.
Tropez... The combination of

"Needless to say, they are awesome. Itotally agree

clarity, lack of distortion, and stupendous dynamics

with your premise that the music's message comes

was most impressive. Easily, Best Sound at Show, and

through! Two quite obvious events convinced me:

Imean anywhere in Las Vegas!"
—Dick Olsher, CES 2000 report,
EnjoyTheMusic.com

1) Iconstantly tapped my feet while listening—
even to music Inormally wouldn't listen to.
2) When it became time to leave, Ireally didn't
want to go. It was leaving the music that was trau-

"Heard the DUO 2.0s for myself and totally agree—
they are truly stunning. Yes—one of the finest sounds

matic.
They are certainly everything you said they were.

at the show as well as anything I've ever heard...

Idon't ever recall listening to any speakers that were

period!!"

more totally satisfying."
—Bill Wells, The Audiophile Voice

—Dr. Ron Stroud

"The Avantgarde Acoustic room...afforded me my

"I have NEVER experienced anything that seems to

first listen to the stunning DUO Series 2horn loud-

so closely tie the listener to the emotions the artist is

speaker. Driven by all BAT components, the DU0s

expressing. It was as if you were wiring your preamp

sounded glorious, and far less colored than any other

to my brain. Sound staging, timber, speed, dynamics

are all there, but these horns do something else to

the living room, and conveying the emotion of asolo

the listener that Ihave never experienced.

performance.

Iwas overwhelmed, especially with the sad, emo-

Electrostatics now have aserious contender in the

tional music we were playing at first. Indeed, Ifound

transparency stakes. These horn systems are so

them powerful—emotionally..."

revealing.., it's hard to imagine using anything else.

—Dr. Patrick Conner

My favourite reference speaker is now ousted in

"As far as soundscape and imaging goes, the UNOs

swayed by people telling you they don't perform and

ability to "pressurize," or fill my room with a full

are coloured. These speakers make music in away

and complete soundscape, was awe inspiring....

that you simply can't argue with."

favour of these music-making devices. Don't be

Imaging was...properly sized and each instrument

—Chris Beeching, Audio Quarterly, UK

also had its own sphere of acoustic reverb (or "hall
sound").... Depth was realistically portrayed of
course. Even more amazing was how well the UNOs
in my room disappeared to the point that, when dictated, instruments/sounds were easily produced outside the speakers (and not just between them)
The upgraded SUB 225 CTRL PRO as supplied

We double-dare you. Find out what
you've been missing.
What you thought you knew is about to be
changed forever.
Hear the Avantgarde Series 2.0 Hornspeakers. To

with my pair of (Series 2.0) UNOs sounded very fast

find out where, call us Toll-Free at 1-800-944-9537.

and clean.... The UNO is the very first speaker where

And be sure to request our FREE InfoPak (over 50

Ifelt my prized 41+K MX2000 subwoofer was never

pages filled with vital information).

needed during pipe organ or music's other low frequency needs.

In the Atlanta area, call us at 770-777-2095.
Demonstrations by appointment.

These speakers are so transparent that they will,
Irepeat, will tell you about the synergy of your system or lack thereof. In my listening room the UNOs'
unbelievable all out clarity and immense dynamic capabilities was enough for me to part with my own
hard earned cash. You just might too. In the end what
really matters is that you... Enjoy the Music."
—Steve Rothlin, EnjoyTheMusic.com
"Up until now Ihave had reservations about horns.
...As a consequence Ihad expected the DU0s to

It's About the Music...

sound coloured, ultra-dynamic, and to acertain extent the sum of two rather obvious parts. That is
not the case.
...They can exhibit stunning ranges of subtlety, dynamics and ultimate loudness.. exemplary imaging to
recordings...pretty much seamless top-to-bottom even
frequency response in-room., very uncoloured...transparency that many speaker systems are still striving
for. They have an uncanny presence and immediacy
...dynamic range matched more closely to real life than

Avantgarde-USA
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anything else Ihave heard.
So, to conclude, these speakers are simply the best

770-777-2095

Ihave ever heard in my domestic system. Nothing

Toll Free: 1-800-944-9537

else has come close to recreating the power and fi-

E-mail: hornguys«i aol.com

nesse of afull organ, or bringing afull orchestra into

www.avantgarde-usa.com

versatile:
Choose from 2to 6channels

musical:
Zero feedback design

powerful:
200 wart monoblock channels

Balanced Audio Technology is pleased to introduce the
VK-6200 multi-channel home theater and surround music amplifier.
This stunningly beautiful design can be configured with two to six channels of
amplification. Each channel is atrue monoblock, zero-feedback circuit that features a
dedicated power transformer. More importantly, the VK-6200 yields the open tree-breathing sound
that has garnered BAT worldwide recognition. Outstanding for music! Superb for home theater! The VK-6200 is
yet another masterpiece from Balanced Audio Technology.

Balanced
26 Beethoven Drive

Audio
800.255.422B

Technology

Tr

Wilmington DE 16802 302.999.8865 2T

302.999.8818 fax
info@ balanced.com

Visit us online at http://www.balanced.com
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How can you tell when you're doing all right?
Does your bank account swell while you're dreaming at night?
How do you know when you're really in love?
Do violins play when you're touching the one that you're loving?
What do you want from life?

T
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hose burning musical questions were asked 25 years
ago by San Francisco's shock-rock troupe The Tubes.
Going boldly where few dare to venture,
www.stereophile.com continues the tradition in our weekly
"Vote!" feature. Now entering its fourth year —has it really
been that long? --our online enterprise draws an everincreasing number of true-blue audiophiles, music lovers,
technogeeks of every variety, and unidentifiable drive-by
assailants slinging misspelled epithets.
Week after week, we pull on our virtual rubber gloves
and probe the nether regions of audiophilia, discovering in
the process more than any sane person would want to know
about how you, dear readers, employ technology and music
to enrich your lives. And week after week, you freely share
with us your practices, purchases, opinions, beliefs, and
private rituals about everything from enhancing the musical
potential of alternating current to identifying the weirdest
name ever to grace an audio product.
How old are you? Has having children affected your
audiophile lifestyle? What do you wear when you stroll into
ahi-fi shop to sample its wares? We've asked such questions,
and here's what we've learned so far.

•
,„„ sei How old are audiophiles?

An insignificant number of audiophiles are under the age of
16. According to responses we got during the week of April
16, 2000, the majority —56% — are between the ages of 31
and 50, with 30% of the total belonging to the 41-50
segment. Another 26% are in the 31-40 age range.
Somewhat surprisingly, given the perceived wisdom that
there are few young audiophiles, 14% of our respondents are
between 26 and 30; an additional 12% are between 21 and
25. Combined, the figures indicate that 26% of our online
audiophile readership consists of music-lovers in their 20s —
aresult that might reassure equipment makers, retailers, and
publishers alike. An additional 9% admit to being in their
50s; only 1% claim to be 61 or older. 'This figure probably
does not reflect the truc percentage of older audiophiles,
many of whom may not use the Internet. (All of our polls
are predicated on Internet usage.)
Audiophiles and Kids
Children have an irresistible way of inserting themselves
into every aspect of their parents' lives. Reader Paul W.
Simoni wondered just how much they alter audiophile
habits in the question we asked the week of November 21,
1999. They have had a"big effect," according to 42% of our

readers: 15% say the duty of parenting has had a"moderate A—
piling 1
effect" on their listening habits; 7% report "little effect.", ,
Only 3% say kids have caused "no change." Almost one- 4 ul'eme
third —30% —tell us they don't have children. Perhaps
music isn't the food of love after all.
Those who have kids, however, wouldn't trade them for
the best playback system on the planet. Greg Roe gets his kiln dis,,
progeny into music the easy way —he plays "something fun ,
so we can all dance." Martin Bruczcowski, whose one-year-411111 of
old son won't go to sleep without first hearing "something
rhythmical," says "having ababy has revitalized my audiophile life." Torsten Rehn stayed home from work for ayear
to take care of his children, and the experience gave him "so
much more time to enjoy music.... My children sit in my
lap while we listen." Todd K says his children serve "as alternate ears when Ineed asecond opinion, and often go with
me to the stereo store."
Not all is roses and lollipops where hi-fi meets domesticity, however. Rio Sabadicci complains that he can't listen
while his I- and 2-year-olds are awake, "and Ican't listen
while they're asleep." Paul Cloud cautions audiophiles to
the
"get the best you can afford before the marriage or children!"
A fellow who identified himself only as "Drew" made asad
observation about our often capital-intensive hobby: "Since UES
children, Ihave not had the time or the financial resources ... "ten irs
the best Ican hope for at this time is asubscription to
Stereophile." Keep reading and dreaming, Drew; there's light !---4
at the end of the parenting tunnel. "They grew up and
moved out," wrote Steve Williams. "Since then, my equip- q.1 ES Tit
ment budget has gone up and the signal-to-noise ratio has itikohaliiii
moved way in my favor. Life is good!"
The Casually Dressed Audiophile
One of the longest-running threads in Stereophile's "Letters"
section is the sometimes shabby treatment accorded casually dressed customers by salespeople in high-end stores. With
the continuing trend of "dressing down," astute salesfolk
might know better than to judge acustomer by his duds, but
the practice seems to persist.
Michael P. Healey proposed our April 9, 2000 question:
"What do you wear to demo audio equipment?" Healey, of
course, wasn't referring to ceremonial listening robes àla Dr.
Harvey "Gizmo" Rosenberg, but to attire for retail activity.
Of our Netizens, 10% say they "try to look like they have a
lot of money"; 12% say they try to look like they don't. "I
dress like I'm dressed," wrote MJ. "I do get treated differently depending on how I'm dressed, but that's their problem, not mine." The overwhelming majority apparently
agree: 77% say they "don't think about it."
Ideally, salesfolk shouldn't either, but the reality is far
from ideal. Like comedian Rodney Dangerfield, Woody
Battle "just can't get no respect.... Even dressed in my best,
Ihave ahard time getting anyone's attention in some shops.

Week after week, we pull on our virtual rubber gloves and probe the nether
regions of audiophilia.
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MONITOR AUDIO
Silver Series
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7.1...6.1...5.1...3.1...2.1...2.0...ready
If you want performance, we've got your number.

"This is one of the best home
theater speaker ensembles that

Some systems sound fine with music; others sound fine with movies. It is arare
occurrence when you can have the best of both worlds in one package. Monitor
Audio does just that. High-end performance is yours in any configuration, from 2channel stereo presenting awide deep image that can almost be touched to the most
demanding 7.1 digital home theater.

I've ever heard. ...Go buy these
speakers."

Speed and accuracy are achieved by the use of our proprietary C-CAM drivers
which are made from the lightest, most advanced material used in cone technology
today. Monitor Audio's own skilled craftsmen construct the Silver Series from the
ground up using the finest real wood veneers.

provide many hours of enjoyment,

For the first time, the new Monitor Audio IW-S4 in-wall offers high-end
performance that virtually disappears. The enclosed MDF cabinet allows you
predictable sound in any wall and ensures that sound won't travel from room to room
like ordinary in-walls.
British High-End never looked or sounded so good.
So whether you prefer music or movies, we're ready when you are.

O

MONITOR AUDIO
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Home Theater
"A huge sound in asmall package
... atremendous buy that should
no matter what your musical bent."
Audio Revolution
"When asked to re-create the
dynamics of a Dolby Digital
soundtrack, the Monitor Audio
system answered with aresounding
'bring it on!"
Audio Magazine
"The imaging was amazing —the
kind of imaging that keeps me
listening..."
The Sensible Sound

905 .428 .2800

www.monitoraudio.com

One of the great failures of the High End is its continuing inability to attract
tecmic
lies cl significant numbers of females.
z-41.er a]
Oct. Dressed casual, Ihave no chance." Charlie W. wrote, "I've
that it's about the music above all. Ihave learned to respect
noticed Iget better service when Ihave on my coat and tie.

her ears... her perceptions frustrate me sometimes, but I

complains of age discrimination. "Being younger (I'm 27) „

"My wife can hear differences in system components that
Ican't detect. Nonetheless, she would be just as happy with
a$1000 system as one costing $10,000 (especially if she
could spend the difference on new furniture). She just can't
fathom why I'm constantly talking about upgrading when
we have aperfectly good system already." — David Beam
"It is not ageneral priority for women. Ireturned from
work one day to discover a4' plant positioned directly in
front of my £18,000 Wilson WATT/Puppy 6. My partner
genuinely felt that the plant was best placed there. She previously suggested that Imove the speakers behind the
sofa!" —Randolph Fenton
"The day Imeet afemale audiophile will be the day Ifall
in love." —Martin Sandstroem
"I've only ever met one, and at the time her system was
better than mine!" —Todd R.
"My ex-wife became an audiophile years after we
divorced. Had she selected this hobby years earlier, Imight
not have walked out." — Mad Guru
"I met her at HI-FI '99."— Chris S.
"I don't know asingle one, yet Iread that women now
buy more music than men. What do they play it on? Idon't
even know any women who buy a lot of music...this
whole thing is amystery to me." — Peter MacHare
"I'm sure they exist ..." — D. Cline
"I met one in 1976. Her system was better than mine. I've
never met another one since." — Calvin Flemmings
"I don't even know more than afew male audiophiles." —
Tip Johnson
"It is very appropriate that this vote came up now, as there
was avery nasty and female-unfriendly discussion on one of
the analog lists Isubscribe to. In my lifetime, Ihave recruited about as many male as female friends to the world of
audiophilia. And my significant other herself is the proud
owner of a main system with a pair of Magnepan
MG2.6/Rs, which she drives with Counterpoints, and soon
she will get herself aVPI turntable. Her second system is
built around Energy speakers, with Adcoms and an Ariston
turntable." —HAL, hgunthereeuronet.n1
"Every female Iknow considers this stuff nonsense." —
Gerald Platt
"I don't know any women who search for audio equipment as fanatically as do audiophiles, but Ido know many
women (including the wives of audiophiles) who have an
excellent sense of what sounds good in astereo system. I
trust my wife's hearing as much as Itrust my own when
evaluating equipment and recordings. Not only does she listen differently, but she can also tell when Ihave arranged my
system for the better (or worse)." — Washington Irving
"Sadly, Ihad to reply 'None.' Ihave never met afemale
audiophile." —Federico Cribiore
"Why should we care ifthey're women or not?' —Jeff Mulder
"I know lots of women who love music. We go to
concerts, symphony hall, and to the opera; however, none of

te par :
Most of my purchases, however, were made when Iwas ikei always listen again with amore open mind after hearing her
dathan unshaven and had on my faded jeans." Felix Y. Lui, M.D.,
commentary." —Joe Plaziak
1J:el
'clues makes it all the harder to get anyone to answer questions or
ilver be able to listen to equipment. It's discriminatory, but asad

fact of life ... if you want anyone to pay attention to you at a
high-end store, then you have to look like acustomer." Paul
Malkowski doesn't care what salespeople think of him. "If I
don't get treated with respect because I'm wearing jeans and
S TH Iboots, Ifigure they don't want my business. Ispent more
than $20k in one shop because another shop wouldn't spend
time with me." You awake out there, retailers?

!K'S '.The Female Audiophile

se Some of us think one of the great failures of the High End t
en
its continuing inability to attract significant numbers of
females. (See Rodney Dangerfield, above.) Despite the fact
that women attend live performances with the same
as men, and buy 51% of the recorded music on I
decide the market, they don't seem to obsess over hardware the
us
way men do. The week of October 24, 1999, we asked our
•
overwhelmingly male readership (98%) aquestion submitted by Sharon Churchill, Ph.D.: "How many female
4
EK'S (audiophiles do you know personally or have met?" Read it I
-roc'
t
-and weep, friends:
gld

lia,
a is

ers (enthusiasm

100 or more:
50 to 99:
30 to 50:
20 to 29:
10 to 19:
5 to 9:
2 to 5:
1 only'
None:
I am one!
In other words, there are a mere handful of women
audiophiles. Prior to the launch of www.stereophile.com,
editor John Atkinson conducted his own polls and came to
the same conclusion. This is not new knowledge. But that
the pattern has persisted for so many years indicates either
that high-end manufacturers and retailers really don't know
how to reach women, or that aulophilia is simply another
incomprehensible male behavior in need of study by awellfunded team of mental-health researchers. The "Domestic
Interference Factor" may continue to trouble relationships
in which the audio passion isn't equally shared, but our
respondents were generally magnanimous in their praise for
that bird most rare, the female gearhead. Some comments:
"My girlfriend hears things that Idon't, and reminds me
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them claim to be audiophiles." — Scot Forjar'
"My wife's ears perked up when Ibrought in aturntable.
She much prefers the sound of LPs. She is going to go get
her old LPs from her parents' house. Iwas getting excited
until she started talking about her Carpenters and disco LPs!
Maybe one audiophile in the family is enough." —
Ken Kirkpatrick
"I actually saw one at adealer here in Atlanta." — Brad
"The two female audiophiles Iknow are different from
most of their male counterparts ... they are concerned with
the musicality of their systems, rather than with special
effects. They view their equipment as means to an end." —
Nicholas Wybolt
"The women Ihave tried to bring into this hobby (including my wife) say they like the sound, and the equipment is
impressive. But Ifind them listening to boomboxes with just
as much pleasure as my megabuck system." —Isiah Johnson
"I think women are unimpressed with high-end audio
because they're unmoved by the 'cool gear' factor, yet the
majority of high-end systems don't really sound all that
good. It will be interesting to discover what female
consumers think of SACD and DVD-Audio." — Mi
"My SO and Iare women who do love great sound, and
we have some other ladies involved on an informal basis. I
have found going into asales outlet does cause the gentlemen to be somewhat uncomfy in dealing with me. Iwill not
hazard areason why." —Jean Rea
"My wife is an audiophile expert (as are most of her family, including the grandmother!). Ihave learned everything
from her ..." — Bill
"So far, I've never met asingle female who has shown
anything more than apassing interest in things audio. My
wife, the woman I'm most in contact with, barely tolerates
my audio obsession. Iknow that they are out there, but you
can't prove it by me." —John Crossett
"None, but then again, Ilive in the middle of Iowa." —MH
Audiophiles and Time: The Sweet Spot
Perhaps audiophiles spend too much time listening and not
enough socializing. The week of November 7, 1999, we
asked, at the sul.i:estion of reader Samo Jecnik, of Ljubljana,
Slovenia, how much time per week they spend actually glued
to the sweet spot in front of their manly rigs. Envelope, please:
0-5 hours:

31%

5-10 hours:

30%

10-15 hours:

21%

15-20 hours:

8%

20-30 hours:

5%

30-40 hours:

2%

More than 40 hours:

1%

Listening for 10-15 hours per week sounds plausible, yes?
Maybe even 20. But 40 hours per week? It boggles the
imagination, but we print 'em as we receive 'em.
Many responded to this question by saying they would rather spend
more time in the sweet spot, were it possible
"Most weeks Ispend more time listening to music on my
car stereo than on the big rig at home. Keeping up with
family and work commitments and playing in acommunity
orchestra leave me far too little time to sit and listen to music
at home." —Don Bilger
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"On my days off, the system is on and playing music for
most of the day. Usually, I'm right there in the middle." —
Thad Aerts
"The first thing Ido when Iget back from work is to
switch on my hi-fi components. Then it's straight to the
shower. My shower time is also the hi-fi's warmup time.
After my shower, the first CD slots in and runs continuously for an hour or so while Isee to other household stuff, like
talking to the wife ... invariably there's some component or
cable that requires running in or rerunning in. Iswitch
everything off only at around midnight, before bedtime." —
Pu sil (See "The Female Audiophile," above)

1

Audiophiles and Time: Background Listening
Few of us can spend most of our waking—and dreaming—
hours in the sweet spot, but we can surround ourselves with
music. The week after the preceding question, we posted a
follow-up: "How much time do you spend listening to
music — in or out of the sweet spot?" Here's what we got:
1hour per day:

21%

2-3 hours per day:

26%

3-5 hours per day:

23%

5-8 hours per day:

14%

Arc l
i

8-12 hours per day:

8% tthan

12-18 hours per day:

flyerIvil
1% ties

Every waking moment:

1%

All day, even in my sleep:

3%

The idly curious among you might multiply these figures
by seven to compare to time in the sweet spot. Clearly,
audiophiles are also music-lovers, and need that sonic fix as
frequently as possible, even if under less-than-perfect
circumstances.
"I always put music on whenever I'm home with my
stereo system. Once in awhile Ilet it play repeatedly in my
sleep." — .T. Hung
"I listen more on weekends. Sometimes Ifall asleep in the
sweet spot. A huge bass-drum-and-cymbal crash wakes me
up. Then Iwish Icould just stay awake alittle longer for the
finale. Iusually have to wait until the kids are asleep to
listen. That is why Iget sleepy." — Ken (See Audiophiles and
Kids," above)
"It's the first thing that Iturn on in the morning and the
last thing that I turn off before I go to bed." —
tpnolandnotmail.com
This one was dismayed by his low daily dose oftunes:
"Per weekday, Iwould have to say that Ilisten to music
less than two hours each day. Commuting can be fun if your
car has agood system. But Ican really put some hours in on
the weekends. Ican't wait for Saturday!" —Robin Banks
And some pursue music the way adedicated athlete improves his
conditioning:
"Before work, after work, and right before bedtime." —
Troy McHenry
Audiophiles and Multiple Systems
One obvious impediment to the total listening experience
is alack of audio gear: Not every location where jonesing
audiophiles are likely to find themselves is properly
equipped. Or is it? On October 17, 1999, we asked,
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"How many audio systems do you have — including your
home theater?" Of the respondents, 17% told us they have
four or more audio systems, 24% admitted to owning three,
34% said they have two, and 22% have one.
Multiple systems offir not only more varied listening experiences,
but provide a(Agree of insulation from componentfailure:
"I have enough gear for four systems, but at any given
time, only three systems are up." — CS0
One admitted to owning no fewer than five systems:
"I like to buy certain types of speakers at agreat discount
and Inever resell them. So now Ihave three home-theater
surround-sound systems and subwoofer, high-end minimonitor with subwoofer, etc.... Two weeks ago Ivisited my local
Snell dealer to buy acenter speaker and rears to match my
Snell Type D speakers, and bought a$7000 Snell XA surround system. But Igot it for $4050. I'm asucker for adeal,
and Iwill never pay retail for audio equipment! Good luck
with your fetish. Isure need help with mine." — Bob Lewis
You're not likely to get much sympathy around here, Bob. It seems
some audiophiles can never let go.
Audiophiles and Antique Gear
There arc lots of treasured relics out there in audioland —
not all of them audiophiles. What are these gems, and what
do their proud owners have to say about them? On October
10, 1999, we asked, "What's the oldest piece of audio gear
that you still use, and how old is it?" The results:
It's more than 40 years old:
It's 30-40 years old:

6%
14%

It's 20-30 years old:

31%

It's 10-20 years old:

22%

It's 5-10 years old:

12%

It's 3-5 years old:

5%

It's 2-3 years old:

3%

It's 1-2 years old:

1%

It's less than 1year old!

2%

"Teac open-reel decks, because Istill have the software." —John
"My Thorens TD 115 turntable with auto-cueing and
strobe speed adjust! Ibought it used in 1987 and it's worked
perfectly ever since—like owning aRolls." — David Kelly
'My good ol' Nakamichi BX100 needs atune-up, but it's
still my pride and joy." —Alan
"A Quad 33 preamp." —Joel Waterman
"1964 Dynaco ST-70 and PAS 2preamp. Beautiful." —
Thad Aerts
"Original double Large Advents with an Adcom GPA565 preamp and McCormack DNA-0.5 power amp in parallel. The new electronics really open up the Advents'
sound." —Don Hollis
"Garrard turntable." —Michael Chernay

"Dynakit Mk.Ills. They are more musical than lots of
solid-state gear that I've owned over the years." —
Bill Sikorski
"My secondhand Linn LP12 is around 13 years old; the
'new' Ampercx tubes in my (really) new Audible Illusions
Modulus 3A are over 30 years old, mixing in some nice
tonal warmth with that preamp's amazing spatial transparency. Everything else: under 1year." — KGH
"Reconditioned KLH Model 6es still sound very good!
Original AR amp used as apower amp now." — Chris
"I currently use my father's AR XA turntable (ca 1963),
nearly original except for the motor and interconnects,
which Ihad replaced by The Needle Doctor. When properly set up, it's quite amazing for what it is!" —Paul K.
Humiston
"ARC D-250 tube amp — the original series. Still romanticizes my vinyl collection. And the Dokorder reel-to-reel,
made back in the early '70s and still making some magic for
me." —Lito Cillo
"35-year-old Dynaco tube preamp and amp, sold as akit.
Istill have it in my workroom in our backyard. My dad
bought it new during his first year at Duke University."
Karl Richichi, U.T. Film Dept.
"Dynaco Stereo 70 —part of my first audiophile system,
purchased in 1973. Currently I'm having new RCA inputs
installed so that they are farther apart, and also an IEC jack.
Istill like this amp, even though Iown Audio Research
electronics." —HD Audio
"ReVox A77 high-speed (7.5 and 15ips) half-track reel-toreel (ca 1975), and Nak 550 and 670ZX cassette decks. My
speakers are Yamaha NS1000Ms purchased as demos in the
mid-'70s. Istill use my Crown D6Os (mid-'70s), but they're
in the small home-theater system in the den now. I'm still
using aYamaha C-2 preamp (mid-'70s) but would like to
replace it if Icould figure out what Iwant. Probably atube
preamp to complement my solid-state Bryston 4B-ST amp.
I'm not currently using my Crown SA3030 amp (early '70s),
but can't bring myself to part with it." — Greg M.
"McIntosh MC275." — D.E. Ste nto n
"I still use the McIntosh 2125 power amp, purchased in
1981 (and recently refurbished). I own a 1951-model
Magnecord full-track tape recorder that still works!" —
Bruce Higgins
"Eico integrated tube amp from 1960. All the caps and
many of the resistors have been replaced. The tubes are
Sovteks. It sounds great. Next oldest is my Theta tube
preamp from 1979. It's also had the power-supply caps
replaced, but is otherwise original. Too many audiophiles
think only the newest and latest can sound good. A lot of
older equipment sounds great." — Kent Johnson
"Luxman R-1120 receiver, Magnepan MG-II speakers." — Maynard Goff
"1965 Fisher tube receiver. Iuse it in my dining room
with aRotel 855 CD and apair of PSB Alphas. Great sound
for about $400."—Jake Stewart
"Early-1970s JBL L100s driven by alate-'70s Haller DH500. Surprising sound on rock and some jazz records, but I

Multiple systems offer not only more varied listening experiences,
but provide a degree of insulation from component failure.
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"There's nothing out there more than a year or two old worth having," he
wrote, "unless you're one of the analog idiots." — Ted Henderson

plan to upgrade as soon as Ifinish college." — Frank Baines
"Nakamichi Dragon tape deck. But to say Iuse it is abit of
an exaggeration. It's still there in the system, though." —
Greg Carlin
"Marantz 2220 receiver." —.1 ohn Schroeder
"Crown D-150 power amplifier, presently in use and
outperforming everything else Ihave substituted for it.
Made in 1973." —Victor
"A pair of Acoustat 1+1s. They still sound good today, and
though Ialso have some MartinLogan CLSes, Ikeep the
1+1s around. Ialso have aset of Stax SRX Mk.III headphones that I've owned since 1986. They're classic and still
some of the best available. I'd have to spend alot of money
to get similar sound today." — Patrick
"I'm still using an old pair ofJBL monitor series 4311s for
my main speakers, handed down to me from my father
from when he was in college over 20 years ago.
Unfortunately, I'm stuck with them until I get my
new Mirage system at the end of November!" —
Xplorer4Jpeaol.com
"ReVox A700, very near the Studer stuff. It works as if it
were brand new.... Iused it to record some live concerts
with astereo Neumann microphone ... the result is terrific!
Even the pro DAT Iused was not as good. The only problem
is the weight: more than 50 lbs (25kg) are not easy to move
into each recording locationr — deletrazebluewin.ch
"B&O Beogram 1700 turntable, bought new for $500 in
1981. On my third cartridge and still going strong. I'll keep
it to play my remaining records (about 200) until it or Idie,
whichever comes first!" — J.C. Hogg
"A Weathers stylus-pressure gauge." —Norm Strong
"A Robertson 4010 amp that was reviewed way back in
Vol.7 No.5 (that's September 1984).... I'm sailing along,
happy Ihaven't spent afortune on an amp and putting my
money, at least for now, on my front-ends for both digital
and vinyl." — Harvey B.
"1929 Edison AM radio/phono amp. Not atransistor in
sight." —DWMin er
"My Cary CAD-805b amps use G.E. 211 output tubes
from 1941." —Darien Stepka
"Heathkit AS-51 bookshelf speakers with Jensen drivers.
Alnico magnets, 16 ohm, and afirst-order crossover in a
shelf-type reflex cabinet. Perfect for single-end folks! Cost?
$110/pair in 1967!" — Fritz Getze
"Eico HF-81 amp (40+ years), AR-4x (30+), Empire
598 'table, Fisher KM-60 tuner, H/K Citation 11 and 12
(25+) ... and many of these were kits!" — Ed Strnad
"Fisher 400 receiver, ca 1964." —Art Altman
"23-year-old Sansui AU-3900 integrated is still in daily
use without complaint. The phono stage is great compared
to current `value' integrateds." — Navmax
"H/K A5OK integrated, ca 1960; replaced tubes and
power cord. Sounds wonderful after long break-in. (I don't
think it had been used since the Nixon administration.) Any
info on this amp would be greatly appreciated." —
pan_baccuseyahoo.com
"My Linn LP12 has been updated to the latest, but it
was purchased in 1980. A pair of Rogers LS3/5As are used
in a backup system, as are several other older items.
Stereophile, December 2000

My computer-room system is composed of older equip
ment of the vintage of the LP12." —Joe Hartmann
"RCA 2A3s from 1933 or so. Heh-heh-heh. Progress
sometimes isn't." —Sam Tel hg
"A Marantz 2225 receiver from the mid-'70s. It's still
better than most anything out there." — MC
"1958 Eico HF-81 stereo integrated amplifier, from the
first year of stereo. This Eico blew away the ConradJohnson tech who cleaned it for me. Not bad for a$5 yardsale buy!" — G.S. White
"My NAD 3020 integrated amp is alittle scratchy, but still
at work. But Iam getting itchy to upgrade." —Jim Pearson
"1966
Dynaco ST-70,
Conrad-Johnson
PV-1,
AR-Xa with Old Shure X-15, PSB Alpha Gold." —
samaratiepacbell.net
"Sony STR-V55 receiver with a Pulse Power supply
amplifier and aSony TC-K71 cassette deck, both purchased
in 1980. Answers to this question should give you agood
idea of the approximate age of your audience." —
Craig Copeland
"My McIntosh MR-71 FM tuner, Dynaco PAS-3 preamp,
and ST-35 power amp all date from the early to mid-1960s.
They don't make 'em like this anymore. Iwonder why?" —
Allen Nakamura
"IClipsch K-Horns, what else?... nothing sounds more
like music than Paul IClipsch's work of 1948." —
AB693eAOL.com
"Still using components purchased new in early 1970s:
ESS Translinear II speakers, Phase Linear 400 amp, H/K
Citation 11 preamp, H/K Citation 15 FM tuner, Marantz
6320 'table/Grace G-707 arm, and Nakamichi 660ZX
cassette deck —all mounted in aJBL Olympus Delphi
oiled-walnut equipment cabinet." — Dave Kobayashi
"A Pioneer receiver that my wife willed to me. It was hers
since her college days. Ilove the sound of it, very mellow,
and use it in my bedroom system, which Ilisten to every
night and morning. Iwill never get rid of it, it means
too much to me both emotionally and sonically." —
Patrick D'Annunzio
"If you count some of the NOS Amperex tubes in my
otherwise-under-10-years-old system, you can make it back
to WWII. Cool, huh?" —Federico Cribiore
"Teac 2340-SX 4-track reel-to-reel, still kicks the pants
off any other recording medium I've tried." — Bob M.
"Rega Planar 2 'table from 1978(?) — new cartridge, of
course. Tandberg receiver bought the same year powers the
second system with good reliability." — Dave Young
"My mint Audio Research SP6A preamp. Still sounds
great, too." —John Crossett
"A Stereoscope 20-20 valve amp, with built-in oscilloscope!" —Graeme Mattress
We did get postings from acouple of detractors, like Ted
Henderson, who dismissed the whole antique audio business. "There's nothing out there more than ayear or two
old worth having," he wrote, "unless you're one of the analog idiots." That unpleasant note provides the perfect segue
to next month's installment: how www.stereophile.com
readers feel about current and future technology.
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The ever-eviving jazz voice of
saxophonist Charles McPherson gives
the bebop,flame new life.

ust aminute, let me turn this off" says Charles
McPherson, one ofjazz's preeminent alto saxophonists, over the telephone from his San Diego home.
Ican hear that "this" is atape recorder, and that McPherson has
been taping himself, before he shuts the machine of his alto
tone sounds humongous and juicy through the phone line.
A lifelong student of music and aperfectionist to boot,
McPherson is trying out yet another combination of mouthpiece and reed, loolcing, he says, for the one that will give him
the sound and the flexibility he's sought all his life. "I'd like to be
able to play anything you can think of without any problems."
He feels his sound is "okay, but I
just want it to be beam"
This kind of drive is part of what makes the 45-year
veteran of the bebop business so compelling. McPherson is
one of akind —an intense, profound artist who still remains
inspired by his chief influence, bop progenitor Charlie
Parker, but has gone light-years beyond mere copying. He's
built asingular, ever-evolving style around some of Bird's
stuff but mostly his own, and in the process has become one
of the most listenable and moving ofjazzmen. There is simply no other alto player working now, save first-generation
Bird disciples Jackie McLean and Phil Woods — and even
then, only when they're really hitting it — who matches
McPherson's vitality and imagination in the bop-based side
of the genre. Even in today's marketplace, where the accent
is on the new and the experimental, this man's art stands
Stereophile, December 2000

by Zan Stewart

high and mighty, with an open reference to aglorious past
shouldering an approach that speaks with fervor and authenticity about an engaging, alluring present—and future.
Sadly, this virtuoso saxophonist and prime improvisational storyteller has never managed to land a major-label
recording contract and tour extensively to support an album.
Contract or no, he's still much in demand. He recently did
asolidly received week at the famed Village Vanguard, sandwiched between two trips to Japan. I've heard the Joplin, Mo.
native numerous times since he appeared with Charles
Mingus at the Monterey Jazz Festival in 1964. In person, he's
nothing less than astonishing, his intricate, melodically rich
music onstage is atruly galvanizing experience.
The recorded performances of this quick-to-smile,
amiable fellow —who first studied trumpet as a12-year-old
in Detroit, before switching to sax at age 13 — closely mirror
his live ones. Both sport an undeniable urgency coupled with
aresounding sense of beauty as his magnificent, magentahued tone—so moist you can feel it—lifts all manner of
intriguing, ear-tingling modern music way off the bandstand.
The former Charles Mingus all-star —he played with the
bassist-composer from 1960 to 1974 —likes uptempo dashes;
say, Dizzy Gillespie's "Blue 'n' Boogie" or Ray Noble's
"Cherokee." On such tunes he can unleash adeluge of rhythmically punchy, unusually accented, robustly tuneful ideas that
pleasantly thump you in the chest as they whiz by. Mete
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"You have to conceptualize your improvising. It's often about
not 'trying: just being in the right frame of mind to let it happen,
and then having the chops to pull it off!'
technical verbosity is not part of the McPherson approach.
Slow ballads are another favored medium. McPherson
might play something like "How Deep is the Ocean" at the
same crawl that Parker chose when recording the song for
Dial in 1947, injecting an almost palpable emotion that
gives the notes added weight. He enjoys jazz standards, like
Thelonious Monk's "Evidence" (based on the chords to
"Just You, Just Me") and Mingus' "Nostalgia in Times
Square," and writes lyrically dynamic originals that are
often imbued with abubbling Latin-tinged beat.
Atypical example of this latter inviting flavor is the undulating "Primal Urge," an extended minor blues taken from
his 1998 Arabesque recording, Manhattan Nocturne (see sidebar for details). Here, as on "Manhattan Nocturne" and
"Lonely Little Chimes" (from 1995's Come Play With Me), the
rhythm writhes at medium-slow to medium tempo, creating
asinewy, serpentine underpinning that's aperfect setup for
the leader's improvisations. "Primal Urge" glows like redorange embers at its core, where the solos by the leader and
pianist Mulgrew Miller (top drawer if not yet sufficiently
praised) sing, exhilaratingly yet hauntingly.
Astudent of more than just music, McPherson's conversation includes references to German philosopher Arthur
Schopenhauer, modem classical composer Arthur Honegger,
and physicist Stephen Hawking, as well as the expected
references to Parker, whose innovations climactically thrust
bebop into the realm of high art. He also talks about his
favorite young alto players Jesse Davis, Jon Gordon, Justin
Robinson, and Wessel Anderson.
His perfectionist streak lets McPherson in for plenty of
self-criticism. "I'm harder on myself than anybody," says the
man with the salt-and-pepper hair and matching goatee, sitting in the living room of the San Diego home he shares with
his wife, Lynn, and his seven-year-old daughter, Camille.

i

(He has two more children, from his first marriage; Chuck Jr.
often plays drums with his father.) Still, he admits that, on a
good day, when all the mundane stuff is taken care of— his
horn works okay, he's playing on agood reed, the venue is
pleasant, the employer friendly — he can play anything he
wants to play. He describes this sensation, at the same time
offering abrief primer on what it's like to play bebop.
"Bird said something in the book by Bob Reisner [Bird: The
Legend of Charlie Parker, Da Capo]. Somebody had asked him
what he thought about when he was playing. He said,
Sometimes Ilook down and see my fingers moving and Fm
kind of amazed that it's me.' I've experienced that. When that
flow is happening, it's like you're an observer and that's wonderful. What you're doing is playing your feelings. You're improvising, making the best note choices —cohesive choices that
connect up with the next statement by way of your emotions.
"I think you're supposed to be amusical thespian, to acertain degree. You have to conceptualize your improvising. It's
often about not 'trying:just being in the right frame of mind
to let it happen, and then having the chops to pull it off. Kind
of aZen thing. Trying' won't have that otherworldly quality,
that flow, that feeling that it's coming from somewhere else."
Despite his stellar gifts and persuasive performances and
albums, McPherson remains something of ashadow figure in
the jazz world. Though he has gotten his share of press, it's
been ages since he's had a feature in a major music
magazine. And there's his recording situation: second tier
independents like Arabesque and Double-Time express
interest in McPherson, but he's cautious about committing,
he'd like his next album to be on alabel that understands his
music. And while he tours from Manhattan to London, from
Cologne to Tokyo, he doesn't gig as often as he'd like.
A few years ago, McPherson was hot about all this. "It's
like if you're not in your 20s, then what you do is not worth

Charles McPherson on Record
Manhattan Nocturne
Charles McPherson, alto sax; Mulgrew Miller,
piano; Ray Drummond, bass; Victor Lewis,
drums; Bobby Sanabria, percussion
Arabesque Jazz AJO134 (CD). 1998. Daniel
Chriss, Charles McPherson, prods.; Lou
Holtzman, eng. DDD. Tr: 59:52
Performance Ire***
Sons ****1/2

.r

his disc contains nothing but winners, highlighted by
three Afro-Latin—driven originals and alike-minded
cover. "Primal Urge" and the title track are both
seductive beyond reason, and "Fire Dance" is raucous and
brash, with astark McPherson improvisation and asection
of handclapping vocal chanting—all uplifted by percussionist Bobby Sanabria's aggressive conga pitter-patter. The
evergreen "You're My Thrill" is similarly rendered,
McPherson's exotic, crying sound delivering statements
inflected by the blues. The galloping "Evidence" finds the
leader offering scores of delicious notes with mad precision,
and Mulgrew Miller demonstrates that he can play pretty
and with edge. Then there's that oh-so-slow version of
"How Deep is the Ocean." Ray Drummond and Victor
Lewis are major factors in this album's success.
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"I don't want y
because they'
to get less b
adamn," he told me during a 1993 interview tor the Lo
Angeles Times. Back then, there was an edge in his voice.
Now he's alittle more philosophical.
"I really don't think about whether I'm overlooked or not,
but, indirectly, I'm feeling that," he admits. "I just want to
work more, play more, work with my own band more. Iguess
being overlooked means you don't do that as much. In that
regard, Ido feel it, yes. But I'm not bitter; I
just do what Ido.
Icould be abetter businessman, but I'm very much just into
music. Iwant to play music, write music, perform music. I
hate getting on the phone, haggling with someone, bartering,
all that stuff you have to do to have acareer, make aliving
playing music. Some people are very good at it, and can play
well, too, but I'm not one of them."
He knows that younger players are increasingly getting the
nods from labels and the press. When McPherson was in
New York in July, New 16de Times critic Ben Ratliff gave
pianist Jason Lindner and saxophonist David Sanchez extra
plugs and reviews, offering perfunctory admiration for
McPherson in the Friday "Pop and Jazz Guide" but passing on
areview. (To be fair, in April the Times had run an outstanding and insightful profile on McPherson, by author and critic
Stanley Crouch.) Again, he eschews rancor.
"I don't want younger players to get less attention because
they're young, but Idon't want older players to get less
because they're older," he says firmly. "That might be utopian,
because everybody can't be accommodating, but don't overlook me because of someone else. I'm not asking for more,
but don't give me less because of any demographic. Just make
it based on the music."
One of the curious trends of the jazz media is to dub
anything that happened ananosecond ago as being retro or
nostalgic or some other pejorative. This hasn't helped
McPherson's career, which is still developing when it should

Charles McPherson
have taken off years ago. 1he man's an unapologetic artist
who openly acknowledges that he comes from abranch of
the bebop tree, and that, although he's aunique, individual
artist, the core influence of Parker is decidedly present.
"I couldn't write or play anything that doesn't come by way
of bebop," he states unequivocally. "But then neither could
John Coltrane or Michael Brecker or Omette Coleman or
anybody Icould name after 1940. There have been all kinds
of styles that have come about because of bebop. Trane and
his modal stuff— that wouldn't have happened without
Charlie Parker, because you're not going to get that from
Louis Armstrong. Louis isn't playing eighth notes like Bird
played eighth notes, Trane's not phrasing like Coleman
Hawkins. At the same time, everything is connected. We
couldn't have bebop if it weren't for swing, [trumpeter] Roy
Eldridge if it weren't for Pops, no Dizzy if no Roy Eldridge.
So everything is connected."
McPherson is close to dumbfounded that anyone could
seriously infer that bebop-based jazz is no longer aviable art
form. "To me, bebop is melodic logic," he starts. "It's a
melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic extension of swing. Bebop
has acertain rhythmic thing, tricky accents, and Idon't see
how anybody could have anegative rap on nuance of rhythm
like that — or melodicism, or harmony. Ifeel that there's no
other style that allows for so much diversity and dimension
or personality. It's amarvelous style. There's no such thing as
'old' bebop unless you play the music just as it was. Irecently heard aband take `A Night in Tunisia' apart. It was 5/4
here, 4/4 there, rock in the bridge, stretching harmony. I've
heard it amillion times, but this was vibrant and new. So it's
not about the style, it's about how imaginatively it is treated."
Bebop came serendipitously to McPherson, now 61, when
he was a14-year-old in Detroit. "A hip cat ayear older turned
me on to Bird. Ichecked him out and he made perfect sense.

Come Ploy IMM Me
Charles McPherson, afto sax; Mulgrew Miller,
piano; Santi DeBriano, bass; Lewis Nash, drums
Arabesque Jazz A10117 (CD). 1995. Daniel
Chriss, Charles McPherson, prods.; Malcolm
Addey, eng. DOD. TT: 61:18
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****

First Flight Out
Charles McPherson, alto sax;
Tom Harrell, trumpet;
Michael Weiss, piano; Peter
Washington, bass; Victor
Lewis, drums
Arabesque Jazz A.10113 (CD).
1994. Charles McPherson,
prod.; Adam Abeshouse, eng.
DDD. Ti: 68:57
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****

A

spirited quartet session, Come Play With Me sports
six ChazzMack (the name of McPherson's
publishing company) themes, plus "Get Happy,"
Bird's blues "Bloomdido," and the ballad "Darn That
Dream." McPherson's range as a composer is solidly
evident; he was inspired by the birth of his daughter,
Camille, about two years before the recording session.
"Jumping Jacks" is amedium-tempo, straight-ahead number with acatchy line pervaded by joy. "Blues for Camille"
starts with Camille's dad playing an expressive cadenza that
leads into the sort of slow-bop blues that Charlie Parker put
on the musical map. This Charles proves once more that
he's aseasoned storyteller in this particular mode of mixed
heartache and optimism. And the pert Latin beat and
surprising harmonic shifts of the rhythmically sinuous
"Lonely Little Chimes" delight the ear.
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. his dynamic recording features trumpeter Tom
Harrell playing his tail off, bop demon Michael Weiss
on piano, the superlative bassist Peter Washington,
and Victor Lewis on traps. Two McPherson originals sport
just plain lovely themes: "Karen" is a ballad taken at a
walking tempo, while the animated, bossa nova—ish
"Lizabeth" includes sweetly sung solos by McPherson,
Harrell, and Weiss. More heated are the charging blues of
"Lynn's Grins" and the bustling title track. McPherson plays
Mingus's haunting ballads, "Portrait" and "Goodbye Pork
Pie Hat," with consummate feeling.
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"Guys like me are dreamers. Look at Joe Henderson .. .
it [finally] happened for him. Iguess people like m
one day it will happen to me, too!'
What stuck out was that all these notes are making sense and
that this is the way Iwould do it. At 14, Ifelt like Ihad been
hearing this all my life. It's like an idea whose time has come
occurs to more than one person, but there's someone who
nails it. That was Bird. From that point on, Iwas hooked."
McPherson lived only a few blocks from Detroit's
premier bebop club, the Blue Bird, where no less than trumpeter Thad Jones, baritone saxophonist Pepper Adams, pianist
Barry Harris, bassist Paul Chambers, and drummer Elvin
Jones were in the house band. Harris, 10 years McPherson's
senior and adisciple of bebop piano pioneer Bud Powell, took
the neophyte saxophonist under his wing. Harris showed him
the melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic ins and outs of bop, and
exposed McPherson to alarger intellectual world as well.
"Barry was areader, and Iwasn't that kind of guy," the
saxophonist relates. "I was atypical cat at that age: give me a
'C' in class and I'll get by. Didn't feel like working extra hard,
no interest in reading books. And then Barry asked to see my
report card, and he said, 'This card is not cool. The people
you like are alot hipper than this. This music is difficult, so
you're going to have to tighten up here.' (points to his head)
He opened awhole door that had nothing to do with music."
Soon, McPherson was reading Kant, Spinoza, and Henry
Miller's Tropic of Capricorn, and listening to Hone14:er and
Stravinsky, all because Harris pointed out that Parker was
doing the same thing. "It was an ideal: Bird knew about this,
so you must learn it," he says. "It was like arule of thumb."
McPherson began working gigs at age 19 and ayear later
moved to Manhattan. There he played with Harris and,
off and on for 15 years, with Mingus, who influenced him as
acomposer —"There were certain ballads that were haunting" — and impressed him as aperson.
"His angry behavior, all the bizarre stuff— Iwas appalled
by all that at first," he says. "But later on Irealized that it was

Con Alma! ',CHARLES McPHERSON

0

Con Alma!
Charles McPherson, alto sax;
Clifford Jordan, tenor sax;
Barry Harris, piano; George
Tucker, bass; Alan Dawson,
drums
Fantasy 01C 1875 (CD).
1965/1995. Don Schlitten,
prod.; Rudy Van Gelder, eng.
AAD. 7: 44:20
Performance *****
Sonics ****

nthis early album, McPherson's sole original tune
is the creeping blues of "I Don't Know," on which
he plays in the style of Charlie Parker. But the note
choices are McPherson's, not his mentor's, which makes all
the difference. The rest of the material comprises the stuff of
classics: Duke Ellington's "In aSentimental Mood," Parker's
"Chain' the Bird," Dizzy Gillespie's "Con Alma," and
Thelonious Monk's "Eronel" — each one anever-get-oldie
played with no less than sing-out perfection.
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harmless, even funny. Mingus had alot of heart, and acertain
tenderness and ethics that people don't have. One time we did
abenefit for the beat poet Kenneth Patchen; they were tight.
At the end of the benefit, Mingus couldn't pay us — it was a
benefit —but he gave us like $5 carfare. Everybody else took
what he was doling out, but Isaid, 'Give it to him, put it in the
kitty.' Iwas 21. Tears welled up in his eyes, and he looked at
me and said, 'Thanks, man.' And he said it with the vibe that,
`You're only 21 years old and are actually big enough to
realize what's going on.' From that point, Icould do no
wrong. He was one of those guys that if you were in the goodguy box, you stayed there forever. I'd be ridiculous, making
ffiti, goofing on the bandstand, but he never got on me. As
much as he had this rep for punching people, which he did,
he also had this genuine side."
McPherson began working as abandleader and recording
artist in the mid-'60s, but left New York in 1978 to settle first in
La Jolla, where his mother lives, and then San Diego. His career
now is much as it was when he moved: he appears in small dubs
in San Diego and Los Angeles, then makes bigger-money nips
out of town. And always, he's practicing, writing, performing,
striving to expand his art. Perhaps, someday, that well-deserved
widespread recognition and major-label contract will arrive.
"Guys like me are dreamers," he says softly. "We look at
people like Joe Henderson. (Late in his career, the innovative
tenor saxophonist landed a contract with Verve, earned
Grammy awards, and began to achieve marquee status.) He's
like me, in asense. He had abit more exposure than me, but
not awhole lot more. And finally, it happened for him. Iguess
people like me think that one day it will happen to me, too,
which might be silly. Iwant to stay healthy, physically and
mentally, and just try to be creative. Ilove playing, really love
music. It might be selfish, but I'm just going to do that. It's all
Ican do and all I'm gonna do."

biARLES IVIcPHERSON BEBOP REVISITED'
WITH CARMELL JONES AND BARRY HARRIS

Bebop Revisited!
Charles McPherson, alto sax;
Carmel Jones, trumpet; Barry
Harris, piano; Nelson Boyd,
bass; Tootie Heath, drums
Fantasy 0.1CCD 710 (CD).
1964/1992. Don Schlitten,
prod.; Rudy Van Gelder, eng.
MD. 7: 46:00
Performance ****
Sonics ****
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cPherson's debut album explores the terrain of the
title with no shortage of vitality. Here is more Bird
played McPherson's way, in his percolating treatments of Tadd Dameron's "Hot House" ("What is This Thing
Called Love"), Bud Powell's 'Wail" ("I Got Rhythm"), and
Fats Navarro's "Nostalgia" ("Out of Nowhere") — and
"Embraceable You" is lulling and gorgeous. Even here, at the
beginning of his career, McPherson had that spark of greatness.
Bonuses: Carmell Jones' Clifford Brown-inspired trumpet,
Barry Harris's lithe piano lines, and the surging bass/drum
combo of Nelson Boyd and Tootie Heath.
-Zan Stewart
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Ludwig,
Wolfgang
&Joan?
Thanks to the determination
and talent of women like
Joan Tower, classical composition
is no longer aboys club.

BY DANIEL BUCKLEY

oan Tower is down-to-earth, with ahuge, boisterous,
infectious laugh, aquick wit, and abold and vulnerable
character whose efforts have immensely enriched
American music. At 62, she has emerged as one of
America's foremost and most colorful composers. Nearly
impossible to pigeonhole stylistically, her numerous works
for orchestra and chamber-music ensembles are characterized by rhythmic vitality, power, and often raw emotion.
From 1985 to 1988, Tower served as composer-inresidence with the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra. In 1990
she won the prestigious Grawemeyer Award for Music
Composition. Her works have been performed by the
Saint Louis, Chicago, Louisville, Dallas, and Berlin
Radio orchestras.
A pianist by training, from 1969 to 1984 Tower was
active as founder and pianist with the Da Capo Chamber
Players, agroup that commissioned and gave the world
premieres of many of her most famous works. In 1973 she
Stereophile, December 2000

won the Naumburg Award, and in 1998 received the
Delaware Symphony's Alfred I. DuPont Award for
Distinguished American Composers and Conductors. In
that same year she became amember of the American
Academy of Arts and Letters.
Tower is currently Asher Edelman Professor of Music at
Bard College, where she has taught since 1972. She also
serves as co-artistic director of the Yale/Norfolk Chamber
Music Festival, and as composer-in-residence at the
Summit Institute for the Arts and Humanities in Utah. This
summer, she was the featured composer at SummerFest La
Jolla 2000. Her music is published exclusively by
Associated Music Publishers.
Tower attended Bennington College from 1956 to
1961, before heading to Columbia University, where she
studied with Otto Lucning and Chou Wen-chung. She
received her Master's degree from Columbia in 1967 and
her Ph.D. in 1978.
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percussion instruments — maracas and castanets, guiros,
you name it—and then there would be all this wonderful,
lively Inca dancing. Idanced with them too. Very colorful,
because the women wore all these layers of skirts that were
twirling around all the time. The men wore these devil's
masks that they made. They were avery lively people. They
loved to drink. It was just alot of fun.
Ithink that started to affect my music in avery basic
way — rhythmically and with respect to my love of
percussion.
Buckley: How long did you live there?
Tower: Iwas in Bolivia for five years. We traveled around
because my father was overseeing the mines, so we would
travel around the mountains in various primitive cargo
planes, mules, and once in awhile acar on tracks. They
would put the other trains on the side while we went
through on the tracks. It was amazing. So from about ages
nine to 14 Iwent to the schools there.
Buckley: That's arealformative time in any person's ge.
Tower: Exactly. It was the best time for me. Then they
shipped me off to boarding school in Chile, because Ithink
they thought Ineeded alittle discipline or something. Iwent
to Santiago College in Santiago, Chile — avery upscale,
rigid, private school for foreigners who didn't know what to
do with their children. We had uniforms and there was a
wall around this place. You had to sign out in triplicate in
order to get out with an adult. Imanaged to break all the
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"I see my female students struggling with
[getting attention] all the time, but they don't
have it as bad as we had it. They're much
more together than my generation."

JOAN TOWER
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feet up in the mountains. Totally new language, new culture,
and everything. It was avery traumatic thing, but it was also
the best thing that ever happened to me. Itjust pulled the rug
out from all things one assumed were going to be there.
Ithink what was very exciting to me musically was that I
had akind of double life. On the one hand, my father knew
Iwas talented and managed to get me apiano and apiano
teacher. By that time Iwas pretty advanced as apianist. He
got me — Icall her this witch in ahaunted house up on the
hill. Of course, she was probably anice person. She was one
of [silent-screen actor-director] Erich von Stroheim's
ex-wives, who had retired to Bolivia to teach piano or something. Idon't know. Anyway, she scared the living daylights
out of me — which, Iguess, made me practice. So there was
that side, which was all classical music.
Then, on the other hand, Ihad anurse who was an Inca
woman. There were festivals practically every other day,
because they celebrated every saint's day. She took me to
these festivals. She would toss me these percussion instruments and then go off dancing with the guys. Ijust found
this incredibly exciting. [laughs] Iwas playing all kinds of
Stereophile, December 2000

rules. There was ahotel there in Santiago and Iremember
slipping out of [school] — Idon't know how the hell I
managed it — and going up to the pool on the top of the
hotel. Iwould pretend Iwas one of the guests and lounge
around thru:n
:eol and swim all day.
Buckley:
you were ateenager, did you know you wanted
to compose?
Tower: No.
Buckley: What did you think you wanted to do?
Tower: I
was just interested in boys. [laughs] That

took years to
get over. But Idiscovered that music brought me attention. Of
course, Iwas always interested in attention, but there's different ways of getting it. [laughs] Isee my female students struggling with this all the time, but they don't have it as bad as we
had it. They're much more together than my generation.
Buckley: When did you make the conscious decision that you might
want to be amusician?
Tower: Igot more and more advanced as apianist. When I
went to Bennington upon coming back to the United States
at 18, in one of the first classes Itook they asked me to write
apiece. Ihad never done anything like this before. Iwrote
97
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Daniel Buckley: Iwas thinking today of when we first met, back in
the mid-'80s or so, when [NPR St. Paul Sunday Morning host]
Bill McGlaughlin was the head ofthe Tucson Symphony. It was the
first time you'd met Elmar [Oliveira/ Maybe two hours or so &fore
you and Isplashed down at the bar, you had been working on him,
chiding him that soloists ivere not doing enough to promote
contemporary music.
Joan Tower: Was Idoing that? [laughs]
Buckley: You were, and it was wonderful. Now it's very _In isny to see
the recording of the concertos, and there's this piece with Elmar.
Tower: Ihave an update to that story. Ihad these [50th] birthday concerts acouple of years ago. There was one in New
York, and Iasked four people Ihad written pieces for and
dealt with over the years to write pieces for the occasion.
These are performers, not composers — they had never
written anything in their lives. One of them was Elmar. And
you know what? He wrote abeautiful piece. But he freaked
out the whole time he was writing it.
Buckley: In doing some research on you, Iran across thefact that your
father was amining engineer and spent alot oftime in South America,
and that you sort ofgrew up there. What do you remember of that
ocperience, and did any musical thingsfront that time stick with you?
Tower: Iwas nine years old when we were lifted out of this
nice, comfortable environment of Westchester County, New
York, where Ihad the little lunch pail Itook to school every
day and rode my little bicycle. Everything was very cozy.
Then Iwas thrown into the wilds of La Paz, Bolivia, 15,000
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music, where you talk to people, share things, and take time.
Iwasn't used to aplace with abig bureaucracy and astaff.
There were certain things you could not do and certain
things you could — all kinds of regulations and policies.
It was very scary to me. The first month, Idecided I
should get to know some instruments that Ididn't really
know that well. Iwalked up to the bassoon player and said,
"Could Ihave asession with you on the bassoon?" He
looked at me as though Iwas aleper from outer space or
something. "You want asession?" "Yeah, I'm acomposer. I
would like to get to know the bassoon better. Do you think
you could help me out?" "You mean you want alesson?"
"No, I
just want to know more about the bassoon." He was
unbelievably negative.
Then the manager of the orchestra calls me into her
office. She says, "I understand you've been talking to the
bassoonist about asession." Isaid, "Yes. "She said, "Joan,
you have to understand: You don't just walk up to these
players and ask them if you can have asession with them."
Isaid, "Why not?" She said, "They're used to getting paid
for their work." "You mean Ihave to pay them?" "Yeah, if
he agrees to it. He's avery busy guy."
Iwas totally shocked. But what happened was, Ihad
picked the worst person Icould have picked. The next person Iwent up to was atuba player, and he was just delightful. "Oh yeah, I'd love to show you things." He showed off
what he could do with it. It was atotally different scene.
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"The best way for things to happen [is when]
it's the music that's driving these decisions,
not something else."

Joan Tower Concerto,.

JOAN TOWER
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piece. It's the best way for things to happen. It's the music
that's driving these decisions, not something else.
Igot launched into the orchestra world because of Slatkin.
He started playing my music all over the place. Ilanded the
residence almost by accident with one of the best orchestras
and aconductor who loves composers, as opposed to some
composers who end up with conductors or orchestras who
really don't like composers.
Buckley: I've seen apattern of orchestras hiring composers-inresidence primarily for the money. They get agrant, see dollar signs,
and say, "Okay, we'll have acomposer-in-residence" But they don't
really mean it.
Tower: And after three years the money starts phasing out
and the orchestra is supposed to start phasing in their own
support money. That did not happen. Iwas there from 1985
to 1988 — three years.
Buckley: What were those years at St. Louis like? How did that
experience help you come to grips with working with an orchestra?
Tower: The first year was very difficult. It was anew place,
new people, and acompletely different structure of making
music. Iwas used to the intimate structure of chamber
Stereophile, December 2000

But it scared me. Iwas beginning to think Ihad to have a
memo in triplicate with aunion seal on it.
The first year, alot of time was spent with just the ins and
outs of how to deal with the orchestra and administration. It
was not an easy time. But Ilearned, and then in the next two
years Iconducted some of the players and played with them
as apianist. Istarted to be viewed more as acolleague than
amanagement-type person. That took alot of work, but I
was determined not only to become one of them, but to
turn them around about contemporary music. Ispent alot
of time doing just that.
Buckley: How many pieces did you write while you were in St. Louis?
Tower: We were supposed to write one during our residencies, so Iwrote Silver Ladders. Then Iwrote apiece for oboe
and strings for the principal oboist there. That was it, but they
played an awful lot of my music. They did awhole recording
of my music, which was one of the great perks of that residency program. And then Igot to know alot of repertoire
because Iwent to rehearsals with scores, talked with the
soloists about their pieces, and worked with the soloists in
terms of contemporary music, which is another whole story.
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this piece and Iheard it and rm sitting there thinking,
"Oh my God. This is too long, that's too loud, that's too
high, that doesn't work." Iwas very critical of this thing.
It was painful. But they kept asking me to write things and
Ikept getting better.
Buckley: So you were composing all through your college years.
Tower: Yeah. Painfully and slowly, never thinking Iwas
really acomposer. Iwas mainly playing the piano. It was
much easier to play the piano.
Buckley: When did you realize you'd rather compose than perform?
Tower: It probably was sometime in the 1970s. It took along
time to really accept the idea that Icould be acomposer.
What happened was people started playing my music. Iwas
surprised that they would want to play it. The music started
getting picked up, and people started asking me for more.
Buckley: Years later, the opportunity came to work with Leonard
Slatkin in St. Louis. How did that (et your career as acomposer?
Tower: That really launched me. Sequoia was my first orchestra piece, and if Icould say any piece changed my life, it was
that. It was done first by the American Composers
Orchestra in New York. Then Dennis [Russell Davies] liked
it so much he took it to San Francisco. Then Zubin Mehta
heard it and liked it so much he took it to New York. He did
it at the UN too. Then Slatkin got hold of it and it threw
him into atailspin. He decided to program it with three
orchestras, put ahold on the first recording rights, and asked
me to be composer-in-residence — all as aresult of that
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"If Iwas dean of auniversity, Iwould have arequirement
that all performers had to compose apiece at
least once in their lives, because that's the other side
of the coin."

JOAN TOWER
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performers. They were used to being treated like kings.
Then, eventually, if they were receptive to me and would
invite me into their room to talk to them about whatever I
would gradually get to the issue of their feelings about 20thcentury music. Most of them would say, "Oh, you know, there
arc so many people who do that so much better than Ido. I
don't know how to deal with it. Ileave it to others who are
much better." So
drop it and that would be the end of that.
Buckley: When Iread reviews of new musk; what I
see is areview of
the piece of music and nothing about the effort that the performer put
in to actually play it. It's one ofthe things Virgil Thomson writes about
in his advice on criticism. Ithink we have to put pan of the blame on
those of us on this side of the business, who write about music, for not
sticking that carrot out there for that performer. In no other repertoire
could we get away with not talking about the performance
Tower: That's true, and vice versa — if it's apiece that's been
around for awhile, it's the performer who gets reviewed. I
think part of the problem is that this century has produced
two different structures for composers and performers. The
performers have gone off to be trained by traditional teachers in the conservatory situation, and the composers have

rd
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hear is music that came before, and little or nothing of this century.
Tower: That's true, except in the pop world. Besides the fact
that they play the music of their time, alot of the pop
people are also both composers and performers. They've
been on both sides of it.
Buckley: That was true in prior centuries too, when improvisation
was abigger part of what one had to do to realize the music—
and that is a
form ofcomposition, any way you look at it.
Tower: Exactly. It's partly because we have something called
notation, which Ihave come to believe is one of our worst
enemies. Notation puts the recipient in apassive position in
asense, because it's avery specifically directive set of guidelines. It's alittle like being an architect. The notational
system we have is just mind-boggling to me—how it got
to be that way. Notation becomes something that has an
archival, historical, analytical aspect. You can study it. You
can analyze it. You can re-acate it through the notation.
You can send it off to Russia, where it will be played there.
It has pros and cons about it.
The dance world, which is probably the closest art to us,
does not operate at all like that. They have anotational
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gone off to the scholarly university to be trained how to think
and talk about music. These two structures have been kind of
deadly, because it has separated these two camps in abig way.
If Iwas dean of auniversity, Iwould have arequirement
that all performers had to compose apiece at least once in
their lives, because that's the other side of the coin. If you
work on one side of the coin, you might as well live on the
other side at least temporarily. It's like an architect not
knowing anything about being acontractor.
Buckley: Ionce askedJohn Adams ji he had any thoughts about why
12-tone music developed further after World War H. He said he
thought that it had alot to do with the post-war atmosphere on
campus. There were all these people working with atomic physics and
doing all these complex and important things. The composers on campuses thought that if they weren't doing something equally complex
and abstract, that they weren't doingjustice to their position.
Tower: My feeling is that composers in the '60s were being
brought into the university for the first time under the
heading of Theory/Comp, because if they couldn't rationalize their theoretical position on things, they couldn't get
the job. That's my theory. And it has nothing to do with
atomic physics.
Buckley: I've been talking with alot of composers and early-music
people about thefact that ours is thefirst century that hasflip-flopped
the relationship between contemporary and past musk In prior
centuries, you heard only contemporary musk You didn't hear anything that came before —or very little. Now the majority of what you
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I'll tell you astory. When Ifirst started working there, I
started to think about everything to do with composers. One
of the most obvious things was that all the soloists coming in
never played living composers. Istarted to work on that.
Italked to Leonard about it and said, "What's going on
here?" He said, "They're just not interested in contemporary
music." "Well, why?" "Well, Joan, they do other kinds of
music. What are you so worked up about?" [laughs] Isaid, "I
don't understand why that's such agiven. Why do you just
assume that that's the way it has to be?" He actually, for all
his advocacy of contemporary music, had never thought
about that one.
Istarted meeting the soloists. It didn't matter if they had
abig name or not, or what the myth was about them or
anything. Ijust wanted to hear it from them. Iwanted to
hear what their thoughts were.
The older ones, like Jorge Bolet and Alicia de Larrocha,
when they met me, it was like, [affects amild accent] "Oh.
You're acomposer." Idon't think these people had ever met
acomposer in their entire lives.
Iwouldn't come on strong. Iwould just say, "Yeah, I'm a
composer. Do you want me to sit in the hall and listen to the
balances of your Mozart?" "Oh! Iwould be delighted." Most
people never ask them if they want any feedback of any kind.
I'd sit there and study the Mozart and be prepared. I'd make
little tiny comments, and they adored that, because nobody
else did it. Iwas very careful because they were very big-time
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just a beginner. Iconducted the American
Symphony Orchestra here —mostly in my music. Idid the
Hudson Valley Philharmonic last February. And now I'm
doing Anchorage. That's it.
Buckley: Are you conducting works by any ofyour contemporaries?
Tower: I'm not ready for that. Ican barely manage my own
music. [laughs] My music is not easy to conduct. Iknow my
music from the inside, and I'm very good with rhythm. So
all the music I've conducted of my own has gone very well,
even though it's hard.
Buckley: Do you feel that, as acomposer, you're bringing insights to
the music you're leading?
Tower: Ithink so. Ithink my approach is so different from
most composers, probably. Iwasn't brought up as aconductor. My thinking is completely from the inside. Idon't have a
sense of the "tradition" of conducting in such and such astyle,
which, in away, is good. It's liberating. Icome probably with
arefreshing approach for the players. It's scary though.
Buckley: I'd think that's got to be afantastic bit offeedback as
acomposer.
Tower: Absolutely. As achamber-music person, Ican go into
any chamber group and know exactly how to deal with
them and see where they're coming from, what their problems are, and know how to talk with them. I've been in the
orchestra business now for almost 20 years, and it wasn't
until Istarted conducting that Isaw what was going on.
Orchestras don't scare me the way they used to. Now I

Tower: I'm

"I think my approach is so different from most
composers. ...Iwasn't brought up as aconductor.
My thinking is completely from the inside. - JOAN

TOWER
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"We're going to do this together. I'm just up here waving my
arms around. This is avery friendly environment."
The first thing Isaid was, "I want to apologize for any
mistakes Imake." They all looked at me like, "Yawn." We
were doing Barber's Adagiofor Strings, and the second mistake
Imade was, Isaid, "I'm not sure about this tempo. Maybe
you could help me alittle bit."
The first-chair players got into abig discussion about my
tempo. One thought it was too slow, another thought it was
not slow enough, another thought it could be much faster.
This was 15 minutes of rehearsal time and they couldn't
agree on anything.
Finally Isaid, "Okay. Thank you very much. Ireally
appreciate your input." After that, Inever asked them
another question. That's the end of democracy here. But
they actually didn't want that to happen, and they didn't
want my apologies. They wanted me to take over and take
charge and lead the group.
Buckley: That must have been an illuminating experience.
Tower: Unbelievably so.
Buckley: What orchestras have you conducted?
Stereophile, December 2000

see that Iwas looking at it from the wrong angle. They used
to terrify me. You walk in, your piece is at stake, and you're
this little composer sitting there with 100 musicians on stage
glaring at you, you think, when in fact they may not be at all.
The perception is very different when you're conducting.
Buckley: Has your newfound conducting career had any impact on
your composition?
Tower: Not yet. Of course, as aconductor you have to get
deeply into the music you're conducting. Maybe I'm picking
up stuff that I'll be using in the future, like some beautiful
things out of Sibelius' Valse Piste. Music has away of seeping
into you without your knowing it sometimes.
Buckley: Iimagine teaching talking with students and helping them
with their own compositions, has away ofinteracting with your work
as acomposer as well.
Tower: Oh sure. When any student or another composer or
afamous composer does something really interesting at
some point in apiece, Iabsorb that very fast. Idon't say,
"Well, I'm going to use that," but it somehow manages to
find its way into my music later. [laughs] That's happened
several times, unconsciously sometimes.
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system, but it's used for other purposes. It's not used the
same way we do, which is absolutely fascinating to me. The
choreographer has to go around and teach everything. That
creates avery different type of situation.
Buckley: That carries over into the pop world too, which is also sort of
an oral tradition.
Tower: In the orchestra, it creates social problems. The
clarinetist sits next to the other clarinetist, who, let's say, he
doesn't like for some reason or other. He never has to talk
to him, never has to interact with him. Just follow the notes,
look at the conductor, and follow his direction. You could
never have that kind of situation in the dance world, and you
couldn't have it in the jazz world either.
Buckley: So how do composers get beyond that? Is the answer pitting
in more choicesfor the performing artists, which really doesn't work in
an orchestral situation because you have too many players?
Tower: Ithink it could work in the orchestra world, but it
would be like moving amountain. You tell an orchestral
player to improvise something and they have acomplete
epileptic fit. This is not part of their job. [laughs]
Buckley: Orchestra players seem to need to be told exactly what to do,
and get pissed off fmore is expected.
Tower: Iconducted my first orchestra in Nova Scotia afew
years back, the Nova Scotia Festival Orchestra in Halifax,
which is made up of first-chair players from around Canada
and the United States and their students—very good, very
experienced orchestral players. The first rehearsal, Ithought,
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Joan Tower
"Music comes from other than the voice.
"U ncommon
Woman

It comes from dance and ritual

and drumming

that kind of thing.

That's the side Icome from."

JOAN TOWER
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Colorado is going to do this as well.
Buckley: You mentioned that you've written no stage works or vocal
pieces. Any particular reason?
Tower: I've done aballet. I've had many very good singers ask
me for pieces. Every time they ask me, Istart to think about
it, and this huge resistance sets in, aresistance to deal with
text in music. Ihave real trouble with the voice — even just
the voice by itself; without text.
Istarted looking at the history of composers, and there's
a split between vocal composers and instrumental composers. Nobody's really studied that, but Ithink it's interesting — half of the composers lean primarily one way and the
other half the other way.
Iwas with Arvo Part in Canada, and he is avocal composer. He believes that all music comes from the voice. Ihad
just met him, and Isaid, "I've never written asong."
He looked at me as though Iwas stark raving mad. He said,
"All music comes from zee voice." Isaid, "Well I'm not so sure
about that." Ithink there's dance and rhythm, if you want to
get primitive about it. You know what Imean? Music comes
from other than the voice. It comes from dance and ritual and
Stereophile, December 2000

about their famous colleagues. Their not-so-famous
colleagues were getting more.
It started to get better in the '80s, Ithink mostly because
there was kind of acongruent surfacing of...Jesus, I'm
using awfully big words! [laughs] There was a kind of
environmental support thing that was happening in different
areas. For example, in musicology, the research was starting
to come forward in biographies and general books on music.
It kept coming forward in bigger and bigger quantities.
People were starting to do more recordings of women's
music. More activity started to go on in different areas.
By the time the '90s came around, there were more visible
women in place.
I'm abig advocate for women. Iwill be the one on the
panel reminding the guys that they have to have awoman.
[laughs] We still have along ways to go. But it's getting better.
Buckley: What did you do at La Jolla's Summerfest 2000?
Tower: There were five pieces. [Wild Purple, for solo viola;
Valentine Trills; Tres lent (In Memoriam Olivier Messiaen); the
world premiere of Piano Trio; and And They're OS!, for Piano
Trio.] They asked me to write atrio. They didn't give me a
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drumming—that kind of thing. That's the side Icome from.
Buckley: His experience of the world is obviously aderent experiencefrom your own.
Tower: Yeah. It's also tied in with religion, which is
primarily vocal.
Buckley: Have you done sacred works?
Tower: Nope. Iwrote an organ piece called Ascent for the
organists' convention. Iguess there's some religious overtone there. [laughs]
Buckley: Obviously, the world was addrerent placefor women when
you started composite Has that changed?
Tower: Oh yeah. When Iwas in school in the '60s in New
York, it was completely dominated by men. There were two
women, however, who came to all our concerts: Miriam
Gideon and Louise Talma. Iremember going up to Miriam
one day and saying, "Would you write me arecommendation for aGuggenheim?" She said, "Of course." So she wrote
the recommendation, and Iwent back and thanked her and
she said, "Now you can write me one because I've never
gotten one." She was 36 years older than Iwas. Ifound that
to be amajor shock. It just didn't register with what Iunderstood about her.
Then Istarted looking at the women composers of that
time more and more. Istarted seeing that they weren't
being played. Talma and Gideon were in the Copland
generation, and they weren't getting anywhere near the
performances that their colleges were. And I'm not talking
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Buckley: How many years have you been teaching at Bard?
Tower: Almost 30. Iwent to graduate school at Columbia in
New York in 1961, which was more or less adetour. Igot
married, Iwas teaching piano, and Istarted a series of
concerts there and got to know musicians from New York.
Istarted avery good series of contemporary music in 1966.
In 1969 Iformed the Da Capo Chamber Players from
working with different people. I was involved with
Da Capo, getting adegree, and doing all kinds of things in
New York. Ihad afriend who was acomposer who taught
[at Bard], and he dragged me up here kicking and screaming
because Ididn't want to teach, really. When Icame up here
and did an interview, Iliked the place and the people. It was
kind of small, creative, liberal, and different. Isaid, "Okay. I'll
do aone-day teaching job. I'll come up and go back on the
train to New York."
That's what Idid for anumber of years. Then it got
increased to half time, then they offered me achair. It's
been great. This was my first teaching gig, and Ijust sort of
stayed here.
Buckley: And you work tvith greatfaculty members as well.
Tower: I've got some great people in my department too.
Kyle Gann. We have the Colorado String Quartet. They're
also nice people. And it's agood area for musicians.
Most of the people Iwork with are in the city, but we
have the Da Capo Players in residence too. They're very
good players, and they play our students' works. The
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only: 4sets, 2with tape loops. Digital:
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Super Stadium, Rock Arena, Jazz Club,
Classic Concert, Mono Movie, Matrix.
Adjustable surround parameters in
Wide Screen mode include Effect,
Level, 6.1/7.1 Surround, Room Size
(Small, Medium Small, Medium
Large, Large), Effect Level (steps
1-15), Delay Time (0-300ms), and
Tone
Control.
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include 5-Channel/7-Channel External Input, DTS Surround (THX Cinema
On/Off), Dolby Digital AC-3 (THX Cinema On/Off), Dolby Pro Logic (THX
Cinema On/Off), Direct, and Stereo.

uly came in this year like September: cool, crisp night air and bright,
clear days. The humidity and temperature remained low throughout the
week Ispent setting up the Denon
AVR-4800 surround A/V receiver. So,
crouched down behind its crowded rear
panel, wiring up eight loudspeakers and
multiple inputs, Iwasn't sweating from
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the temperature. Launching the new
multichannel Denon AVR-4800's surround audio-visual system required
hard work, trial and error, and an emergency trip to the UPS terminal in the
Bronx. While there were great musical
pleasures ahead, the path to musicsurround knowledge was rougher than I
ever imagined it might be.

Rosetta Stone

The AVR-4800 is the lightest, smallest,
and least expensive of the top three A/V
surround receivers introduced by Denon
in the past 18 months. (The others are
the $2800, 5-channel AVR-5700 and the
$3800 7-channel AVR-5800.) Its 5-channel surround A/V chassis includes afull
array of home-theater features. To manStereophile, December 2000
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4800 THX Ultra digital surround receiver

age all functions, it sports adazzling
number of rear-panel connectors: 70
RCA jacks, 14 loudspeaker cable terminals, 10 S-video connectors, 6optical
connectors, 3auxiliary AC power jacks,
and an IEC jack for the AC mains —a
veritable Rosetta Stone for home theater.
Digital Signal Processing: The AVRStereophile, December 2000

4800's main job is decoding Dolby Pro
Logic, Dolby Digital, and DTS. The
resulting multichannel signal is then
post-processed by THX 5.1 and THX
Surround EX 6.1-channel circuitry.
What is THX Surround EX 6.1? Standard 5.1 surround offers no surround
back channel to match the front center
speaker, making it difficult to make per-

ceived soundsources travel from back
to front. To create amore convincing
illusion of rear-fill surround, adiscrete
surround back signal is needed, like that
of Surround EX 6.1 THX. In fact,
Surround EX was jointly developed by
Dolby and Lucasfilm, and first debuted
with the worldwide release of Star Wars:
Episode I—The Phantom Menace.
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The new and definitive Multiroom
Audio/Video Duo, distinguished not
only by musical excellence hut also
by operating ease and adaptability.

Denon
Soundtracks encoded with Surround
EX are completely backward-compatible
with Dolby 5.1 systems. TED{ Surround
EX 6.1 sources can be automatically
detected using the data flag in the 5.1
soundtrack's metadata when the setup
menu for THX Surround EX is set to
Automatic. The AVR-4800 is also DTS
Extended Surround—compatible, providing an additional surround back channel
when reproducing DTS ES—encoded
DVD-Video discs such as The Haunting.

one center, two side, and two rear) and a
subwoofer. The AVR-4800's Personal
Memory Plus function recalls the preferred surround mode, speaker configurations and levels, and surround parameter settings and input mode, all
keyed to the selected input source. For
example, if the DVD input is selected,
Personal Memory Plus engages the
processor to decode Dolby or DTS,
with or without TI-IX, and selects the
proper configuration of side and rear
surround speakers.
Surround Modes: The AVR-4800
Denon's Dynamic Discrete Surround
also offers DSP simulations of various
Circuitry (DDSC) manages surround
concert and film venues. The
decoding, post-processing, and seven
Widescreen 7.1 DSP mode can create a adjustable ambience modes. These
360° panoramic soundfield from any
functions arc executed by two Analog
stereo, matrix, or discrete 5.1 program
Devices SHARC (Super Harvard
source, using seven speakers (two front,
ARchitecture Computer) DSP chips

AVR-4800

THX

Ultra

working in tandem, each rated at 50
million instructions per second (MIPS)
with apeak throughput of 120 million
floating-point instructions per second
(MFLOPS). The first SHARC chip
performs the Dolby Digital and DTS
surround decoding, the second the
THX post-processing, THX Surround
EX decoding, bass management, and
seven other DSP environment simulations, all in the digital domain. These
DSP simulation modes are fully adjustable in terms of effect levels and
soundfield size. The SHARC chips use
floating-point arithmetic, which Denon
claims yields more dynamic-range capability than fixed-point devices.
Denon's DDSC-D uses aseparate,
parallel stereo analog pathway selectable
by pressing the Direct button on the

Measurements
easuring the Denon AVR4800 took rather longer than I
had anticipated, due to the sheer
number of options it offers its owner.
Iended up looking at the receiver's
amplifier performance using either its
CD inputs or its External discretesurround inputs. But first, using a
two-channel TosLink datastream, I
examined the receiver internal D/A
conversion. The power amplifiers
clipped with the volume control set
to "-07" with afull-scale digital signal, by the way.
The receiver locked on to an
incoming datastream with a96kHz
sample rate. Fig.1 shows the spectrum
of the receiver's analog output while
it decoded 44.1kHz data representing
adithered 1kHz tone at —90dBFS.
The upper trace was taken with 16bit data, the lower trace with 24-bit
data. In both cases, the peak at lkHz
lies around 2.6dB below the —90dB
line, implying asmidgen of negative
linearity error. Some power-supply
components can be seen at 60Hz,
120Hz, 180Hz, and 300Hz, but these
are all below —110dB. Nevertheless,
increasing the word length drops the
noise floor by only 5dB or so, and
then only in the higher frequencies.
The plot of linearity error vs amplitude (fig2) confirms the negative linearity error at low levels.
Turning to the analog domain, the
AVR-4800 behaved quite differently
depending on whether it was assessed
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in two-channel mode via the regular
inputs or via the discrete surround
inputs. The top trace in fig.3 shows
the small-signal frequency response
measured through the latter: the
response is anegligible 0.4dB down at
20kHz, sensibly reaching —3dB at
60kHz. Playing back SACDs or
DVD-As with 96kHz or 192kHz
sample rates through the Denon's
External inputs will give its owner the
full recorded bandwidth. More
important, however, is the broad,
03dB-high shelf visible in the bass;
this will be audible.
The lower trace in fig3 shows the
response through the regular inputs.
The low frequencies are rolled-off,
due to the receiver's default setting of
Small Speakers when it is first turned
on. The output is 3dB down at 80Hz,
optimal for use with aseparate powered subwoofer, but this high-pass

function can be turned off via one of
the AVR-4800's many onscreen
menus. But at the higher frequencies,
some ripples can be seen in the top
audio octave, followed by avery steep
low-pass rolloff. Both the ripples and
rolloff are due to the fact that unless
the Direct option is selected, the
AVR-4800 digitizes its regular analog
inputs, so that it can perform all the
necessary signal processing in the digital domain.
8•••••••••
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Fig.2

Denon AVR-4800, digital input,
departure from linearity, 16-bit data
(2dB/vertical div.).

aria

Fig.1

Denon AVR-4800, digital input,
1
/
3-octave spectrum of dithered IkHz
tone at —90dBFS, with noise and
spuriae, 16-bit data (top) and 24-bit
data (bottom).

Fig.3

Denon AVR-4800, frequency response at
1W into 8 ohms, CD input (bottom) and
External input (top). (0.5dB/vertical div.)
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front panel or remote. Denon claims that
other manufacturers often digitize all
incoming analog signals, even for simple
two-channel music applications. The
Direct option preserves analog signal
integrity for high-resolution signals like
analog LP or HDCD-encoded CDs.
In addition to the SHARC DSP units,
the AVR-4800's digital interface receiver
accepts PCM digital audio of up to 24bit word lengths and 96kHz sampling
frequency, from Chesky and Classic
Records 24/96 audiophile DVDs. Full
24/96 D/A converters are available on
all eight audio channels (unless Direct is
selected). When the DSP section is used,
analog inputs arc converted to digital via
20-bit ovetsampling AID converters.

Audio Amplification; The AVR4800 has extra surround-sound speaker
output terminals which allow the
owner to mount apair of diffuse surround speakers high on the side walls
near the listening position to generate a
broad, diffuse soundfield, best for the
reproduction of asoundtrack's surround
signals. Alternatively, the owner can
place rear-mounted, forward-facing,
direct-radiating speakers in the rear corners of the room. This produces amore
natural surround impression with discrete multichannel music.
Although the AVR-4800 has seven
pairs of speaker output terminals, it can
drive only five of those channels at one
time. To be able to deliver 7.1-channel

surround sound, you have to hook up an
additional outboard two-channel amplifier to drive the surround and surround
back speakers. Iused aDenon POA5200 THX Ultra stereo amplifier
(120Wpc into 8 ohms) to drive the
Revel Salons, my front speakers, and
programmed the AVR-4800 to control
levels, delays, and equalization to the
POA-5200, while using the AVR-4800's
five amps to drive the center speaker and
the pairs of side and back surrounds.
Bass management is acrucial element
in good surround sound. The Denon
AVR-4800's bass-management circuitry
is certified THX Ultra, and so includes
Lucasfilm's required 12dB/24dB Linkwitz-Riley electronic crossover set at

Measurements
As aresult of the digitization, the
receiver's reproduction of a 1kHz
squarewave (fig.4) features the usual
symmetrical ripples on the tops and
bottoms due to the digital low-pass filtering. (The sloped nature of the tops
and bottoms in this graph is again due
to the speaker outputs being set to
Small, and should be ignored.) As the
digitization cuts off all the harmonics
of a10kHz squarewave other than the
fundamental, this signal is reproduced
as asinewave (not shown).
Although the Direct option bypasses the A/D conversion for the regular
inputs, Iwas concerned that the discrete surround inputs, which would
be used with aDVD-Audio player,
might also be digitized, which would
negate the advantages of the higher
sample rate and longer word length of
the DVD-Audio medium. However,
Denon has sensibly arranged that
these inputs remain in the analog
domain. Fig.5, for example, shows the
shape of alkHz squarewave when fed
through these inputs. k has an excel-

lent square shape, with just avery
slight dope on the tops and bottoms,
this associated with the bass shelf seen
in fig.3. The 10kHz squarewave response through these inputs is similarly excellent (fig.6).
The AVR-4800's input impedance
was amoderately high 44.5k ohms,
while its output impedance was 0.11
ohm at low and middle frequencies,
rising to a still low 0.16 ohm at
20kHz. There will be little interaction with the loudspeaker's impedance curve. The receiver didn't invert
signal polarity. The gain with the volume control set to "00" was 29.8dB, a
1
kHz input of 100mV raising 3.1V
into 8ohms (1.3W). With the volume
control set to its maximum, the output was 15V into 8ohms with the
same 100mV input, equivalent to a
gain of 43.5dB. The volume control
operated in steps close to ldB.
Distortion levels were very low
through the External inputs, but rose
to around 0.15% through the regular
inputs. This appeared to be due not to

distortion as such, but to the presence
of some low-level ultrasonic ringing.
Unfortunately, while Iwas testing this
aspect of the Denon's performance I
inadvertently drove the receiver with
some high-level, high-frequency tones
with the test load set to 2ohms. The
receiver's cooling fan immediately
switched on, but both left and right
amplifier outputs shut down before I
could hit the "kill" command on the
test computer's keyboard. All the
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Fig.6 Denon AVR-4800, External input,
small-signal 10kHz squarewave into
8 ohms.
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Denon AVR-4800, CD input, small-signal
IkHz squarewave into 8 ohms.

Denon AVR-4800, External input,
small-signal IkHz squarewave into
8 ohms.

Fig.7

Denon AVR-4800, External input, IkHz
waveform at 60W into 4 ohms (top),
distortion and noise waveform with
fundamental notched out (bottom,
not to scale).
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80Hz to blend the main speakers with
the subwoofer. The setup routine allows
one to set up the bass-management system to specify the frequency characteristics of the system's speakers and to
provide protection for the subwoofer
against sudden transients.
The video switching path offers wide
bandwidth (27MHz, —3dB) for digital
TV and/or progressive compatibility
found in HDTV signals. The DVD
player input is also provided with component input capability. In order to preserve the video signal integrity, two
types of monitor outputs (both composite and S-video) arc provided: only
Monitor 1features onscreen display, to
let the user set up the system. Later,

internal fuses seemed intact, but from
that point on Icould test only through
the center and surround channels.
Driven from the External input, the
center channel's small-signal THD+
noise was very low at around 0.008%,
and was predominantly third-harmonic (fig.Z where the level was 60W
into 4 ohms to raise the distortion
products out of the noise floor). This
can also be seen in fig.8, which shows
aspectral analysis of the receiver's out-

when the user is familiar with the system configuration, he/she can reconnect to the Monitor 2outputs, for the
purest video passthrough quality.
Internal Construction: The AVR4800 meets THX Ultra certification
standards, which require stable operation
at high volume levels into awide range
of loudspeaker impedances. This includes meeting its published power and
distortion ratings as well as being able to
operate up to clipping with all five channels, each driving separate 32 ohm loads.
The power-amp block features an
internal heatsink tunnel with two cooling fans. A microprocessor balances output-transistor heat and fan noise to keep

put while it drove a50Hz tone at
140W into 4 ohms. The third harmonic lies at around —83dB (0.007%),
the second at —94dB (0.002%). Although a120Hz AC-supply harmonic
can be seen at this high level, this is
still 90dB down. Intermodulation distortion was also low in level (fig.9,
taken just below visible clipping with
this demanding signal).
Because of the apparent damage to
the left- and right-channel amplifiers,
Idid not measure the AVR-4800's
output power using continuous tones.
However, on low-duty-cycle toneburst tests with just one channel driven
(fig.10), the receiver proved to be a
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the cooling system quiet during low-volume passages. The front, venturi-mounted fan is activated first, if the internal heat
continues to rise, the rear-panel exhaust
fan then kicks in. On one side of the
chassis sits asingle, large toroidal power
transformer and high-current, low-ESR
electrolytic power-supply capacitors.
Internal construction and wiring are
cost-effective, with many point-to-point
connections. Although the AVR-4800's
build standard differs from the cost-noobject, bulletproof construction found in
high-end amplifiers, the internal component quality is satisfactory and the chassis
construction durable. A good protection
circuit shuts down the receiver in the
case of ashort in asingle speaker lead.

powerhouse. No less than 254W
were available into 8ohms (24dBW,
black trace) at the usual clipping point
of 1% THD (magenta line). This
increased to 462W into 4 ohms
(23.6dBW, red trace). However, into 2
ohms (blue) and 1ohm (green), the
receiver's protection circuit shut it
down before the 1% THD point was
reached. Even so, 392W (19.9dBW)
were available into 2ohms, equivalent
to 14A! Simultaneously driving the
three remaining channels with this
toneburst dropped the 8ohm clipping
power to 240W (23.8dBW), which
is still well above the AVR-4800's
specified power.
—John Atkinson

Fig.8 Denon AVR-4800, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at 140W into
4 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.9 Denon AVR-4800, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz
at 162W into 4 ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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Fig.10 Denon AVR-4800, one channel driven, distortion (.) vs IkHz burst output power into
8 ohms (black trace), 4 ohms (red), 2 ohms (blue), and 1ohm (green).
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Old Dog, New Tricks
Reviewing the AVR-4800 was areal
eye-opener, especially for adyed-in-thewool two-channel audiophile like me.
For starters, Ihad to wrap my mind
around the fact that the AVR-4800's
main installation is not just wired, but
programmed. Setup involves alot more
than "hooking up the stereo." Configuration of sources, processing modes, and
assignment of speaker channels must be
programmed using an onscreen setup
menu so all those processing modes can
be selected automatically — agodsend,
because Istill can't recall them. Whether
one plays amovie in standard 5.1 surround Dolby, DTS (Saving Private Ryan),
or in TI-DC 6.1-EX (The Bone Collector, it's
best to toggle the remote's Input switch
to Auto and let the AVR-4800 choose.
Ilearned how important this control
was one day when Ihad inadvertently
switched it to PCM. Icouldn't get any
sound from my DTS 5.1 music or video
DVDs, no matter what other switches I
tried. After two hours of fiddling, Ifinally read the manual. Only then did Ilearn
to toggle the deceptively simple Input
button on the remote. Voilà — the bright
red DTS flag appeared on the AVR4800's display panel, and music played.
If the AVR-4800 is correctly set on
Auto, then it independently sends the
signals to its 11-1X Surround EX processors when The Haunting DVD is put in
the player. The 11-IX EX data flag in the
DVD triggers the receiver's EX mode,
which sends the additional matrixderived rear-channel signals to the rear
surrounds. Similarly, the AVR-4800 will
immediately switch to DTS 6.1 for the
Saving Private Ryan DVD.
Finding the best location for the
AVR-4800 was not as easy as it sounds.
The receiver was too deep and heavy to
fit on ashelf: It couldn't go on the floor,
because its front panel had to be visible
to the infrared remote (and to me). It
couldn't go in my equipment stack —
the Mirage HSM center-channel speaker had to go on top of that.
My only choice was to place the
AVR-4800 on apiano bench next to my
equipment stack. In addition, the line
sources — the Lexicon MC-1 and the
two DVD players — were within the
1m reach of my interconnects.
Then Ihad to identify the appropriate
inputs on the AVR-4800's rear panel.
Read the factory manual, you say? Not
without my 8x Loupe to decode Denon's
microfiche-sized diagram legends. Even
when Icould make out the lettering, it
didn't always help. Obvious, impulsive
decisions, such as plugging the yellow
Stereophile, December 2000

interconnect from the DVD-370 into the
AVR-4800's corresponding DVD inputs,
resulted in dead silence. Denon's David
Birch-Jones had the answer: Use one of
the AVR-4800's digital coaxial inputs,
found at the bottom of its rear panel, but
use the setup menu to tell it that the
DVD player used that input
How did Iconnect the seven pairs of
loudspeaker wires? Not carefully
enough! Years of hooking up Krell
monoblocks — with their very widely
separated speaker terminals — hadn't
prepared me for the Denon. There was
no space! Ifussed and fumed, twisted
and turned, but the Denon's back panel
didn't give me enough room to install
the large, thick spade connectors of my
audiophile speaker cables.
After 20 minutes of sweat and swearing, checking that no spades were
touching, Istepped back and turned on
the receiver. Buy-re Iwas greeted with
the aroma of freshly toasted printedcircuit board and afront-panel display
flashing distress. Attempts to resuscitate
the receiver were fruitless, and the true
cause of the problem was never identified.' A quick call to Birch-Jones, and
another AVR-4800 was on the way. He
also scheduled avisit to oversee my next
installation attempt.
Even express shipping didn't bring the
replacement AVR-4800 quite as quicldy
as I'd hoped. My UPS delivery man —
by now ahigh-end audiophile —refused
to leave the equipment boxes at the
front door without someone to sign for
them. This added some drama —BirchJones' visit was planned for that evening.
Iraced rush-hour traffic to reach the
South Bronx UPS terminal before it
closed. Later that evening, with the second receiver unpacked and installed,
David commented diplomatically that I
had discovered the way to "release the
magic blue smoke that hides inside
every audio component."
Master Class
Setup of the second AVR-4800 went
much more smoothly. During his all-toobrief visit, David Birch-Jones instructed
me in the joys of virtual A/V receiver
setup, how to address digital input
sources —and the evils of spade lugs.
It was no fluke that my audiophile
1The first AVR-4800 probably was not avictim of a
shorted speaker terminal, because the replacement
AVR-4800 recovered easily from just such ashort,
merely shutting down when aspade lug came loose on
the kit rear surround speaker and touched the other
terminal. To resume play. Ihad to turn the receiver off,
then on. This shutdown was repeated once before I
could locate the fault, but thereafter the AVR-4800
worked flawlessly.
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lugs wouldn't fit into the AVR-4800's
shrouded speaker terminals. Underwriter Laboratories standards, far stricter
in some ways than the European
Union's consumer-electronics rules,
denounce spade lugs as unsafe because
they permit electrical shorts — confirmed by my own experience. Rejecting
spade lugs allows the AVR-4800 to
accept seven pairs of speaker terminals
into one corner of its back panel and still
get UL certification. On the other hand,
single-banana terminations at the amplifier end of speaker cables are acceptable
by the UL because they plug into the
hole in the end of each speaker terminal
with their conducting portions completely covered. Israel Blume, manufacturer of Coincident Speaker Technologies' CST-1 speaker cables, had supplied
me with five pairs of his superb-sounding speaker cables with single-banana
terminations. For the final two speaker
pairs—the Mirage HSM back surrounds — only the Sumiko OCOS
speaker cables Ihad on hand were long
enough. Birch-Jones patiently replaced
the spade lugs at the cable's amplifier
end with single-banana connectors.
How do you set up asurround system
for best sound? Well, it doesn't require
fastidious speaker positioning to get the
widest and deepest soundstage. After all,
how can you move eight speakers at
once? No, setup was carried out in virtual reality on my Panasonic CTP-1050R
TV monitor, using the Denon's handheld remote, its built-in test signals, and
aRadioShack SPL meter.
The AVR-4800 Performs
The AVR-4800 did not disappoint,
delivering aclean, punchy signal across
the frequency spectrum while remaining
dynamic at moderate and high volumes.
Ibegan with asurround DTS 5.1channel recording of Gustav Holst's
The Planets (Telarc CD-80466).2 After
listening to the opening movement
in two-channel stereo, Itried 5.1 surround and the Classical Orchestra,
Widescreen, and Matrix DSP modes.
My favorite was DTS 5.1 with Matrix,
which yielded the best combination of
surround and soundstaging. The qualities Iadmire so much in two-channel
sound — transparency, soundstaging,
and imaging—were all there. Wide
dynamic range, good instrumental timbre, and freedom from grain were also

2My thanks to Robert Margouleff of Mi Casa Studio, a
major recording studio for his help in finding where to
buy MS-encoded 5.1 surround recordings of classical
music on CD.
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evident. There was no sign of sonic aberrations, no 10' instruments, no "pumping" during loud passages. Rather, the
surround was so natural that the AVR4800 in Stereo mode sounded flat and
one-dimensional in comparison.
Ithen tried some of my favorite twochannel CDs, starting with Keith Johnson's recording ofJohn Rutter's Requiem,
recorded in Dallas' Morton H. Myerson
Symphony Center, and especially "Lord,
Make me an Instrument of Thy Peace."
In Matrix mode, the AVR-4800 reproduced the acoustic space occupied by the
members of the chorus. Individual voices were clearly delineated, and Icould
easily follow the choral line as well as the
pipe-organ underpinnings, and understand each word sung. Overall, Iheard
some of the spatial effect, but not the
seamless integration and delicacy, of the
best two-channel systems.
Ithen listened to a DTS-ES (6.1channel) version of Don Henley's The
End of Innocence (DTS Entertainment/
Geffen 01062-2-2). There was more
information coming from the surround
in DTS 5.1 ES simulation than in standard DTS 5.1, which buried Henley's
soft tenor voice in the music rather than
opening up the sound.
Staying in DTS 5.1 mode, Iput on a
DVD movie sampler featuring digital
DTS 5.1 surround soundtracks (Demonstration DVD #4, DTS-DVD-99121).
What Iexperienced was revelatory.

With discrete DTS processing, the Saving Private Ryan soundtrack generated a
you-are-there, in-your-face impact Ihad
never experienced in my listening room.
Battle sounds piled in from all sides —
pinging bullets, rumbling tank treads,
sliding gravel as the German soldiers
raced by, the yelling and chaos from all
directions. Tank-cannon blasts ripped
through my listening room. Iexperienced total sonic immersion with no
sign of overload, clipping, or distortion.
Iexperienced another type of immediacy with alive concert video featuring
Sheryl Crowe from the same demo
DVD — the feeling of being immersed
in the musical event. The deep, throbbing, bass-guitar notes, set against the
audience and the rustling, string basses,
and drums, all highlighted Crowe's thin,
dramatic, plaintive voice as she sang
"Am IGetting Through."
Then Iput on the DVD of The Bone
Collector (Universal DVD 20716), which is
encoded with THX-Surround EX 6.1.3
When policewoman Amelia Donahue
(Angelina Jolie) stopped the diesel train to
protect the evidence lying on the tracks,
3See Ken C. l'ohlmarm's "Eye on Dr in Sound &Vision
(September 2000, p.121). Other THX Surround EX
DVDs include: Fight Club (Fox Home Entertainment
200035); The Haut:tire (DreamWorks 2420405W); lhe
"bummer Wile (2428902); The MCA:illy!: The Story olioan
orAn-(Columbia TriStar 2452308); and The 14hrld is Not
iinottO (MGM 2466902). Eventually, we all hope to see
the film that started it all on DVD: Star Wars: Episode 1—
VIC Phalli0111 Menace.

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Linn Sondek
LP12/Lingo turntable and Itto tonearm, Spectral moving-coil cartridge.
Digital source: Krell MD-1 CD
transport, Theta Carmen DVD and
Denon DVM-3700 DVD players,
Lexicon MC-1 Controller.
FM tuners: Day-Sequerra FM Reference Classic, Rotel RH-10, Magnum Dynalab MD-102, Model 205
Sleuth RF amplifier.
Preamplification: Krell KBL,
Mark Levinson ML-7A with L-2
phono section, Duntech MX-10
moving-coil preamplifiers.
Power amplifiers: Mark Levinson
No334, Denon POA-5200, Bryston
9B-THX.
Loudspeakers: Mirage HDTFCH-1, HDT-RB-1, Dynaudio
Contour 3.0, Revel Salon, B&W
805 Nautilus, Velodyne HGS-18
powered subwoofer.
Video monitors: Sony SNY-
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KV27V55 27" direct-view, Panasonic CTP-1050R 13" (for setup only).
Cables: Interconnects: Digital: 75
ohm Silver Starlight, Ultralink Digital Pro coax. Bryston, Krell Cogelc-o
Yellow, PSC Pristine R30 silver-alloy
(all three balanced); Coincident
Continuous Signal Transfer (CST)IC, Randall Research, Ultralink Performance, Mark Levinson HFC
(with Camac connectors) singleended. Video: Ultralink Videophile
Pro Composite, Ultralink Videophile
Pro Silver S-video. Speaker: Levinson
HFC-10, Swriiko OCOS, Ultralink
Excelsior, Coincident Speaker Technology CST1, PSC Pristine R-50
biwired double ribbons.
Accessories: RadioShack SPL
meter, Monster Cable Xtemiinators.
Useful Website: www.thx.com/
consumer_products/home_reasons.
html.
-Larry Greenhill
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the train rumbled in from behind me.
Later, when Donahue entered the tunnel
where the murderer's second victim lies,
poached by adeliberately broken steam
pipe, the water seemed to drip from all
four walls. Even when the camera took
me into the apartment of Lincoln Ryan
(Denzel Washington), Ibecame aware of
synth music and thunder in the back
surrounds that I'd never heard before.
And when the special police unit detonated an underground wall to gain access to
the crime scene, Mama mia!— die walls
of my listening room threatened to come
tumbling down.
Conclusion
The Denon AVR-4800's clean sound and
muscular amplifiers brought out the very
best in DVD-Video and DTS 5.1 surround musical sources. Its ability to
decode all manner of DVD, CD, and
HDCD sources was more than adequate.
Its digital processing, memory, computing, and control functions have enough
bells and whistles to start amarching
band. Its dynamic range, raw punch, and
low-frequency power — abetted by the
gutsy Velodyne HG-18 subwoofer —
provided movie effects I've experienced
only in the best theaters. More than any
other piece of audio equipment, the
AVR-4800 has convinced me of the
addictive impact surround sound can
offer. Inow prefer using the AVR-4800
to play agood DVD — like Run, Lola,
Run—and save my Levinson-Revel
system to listen to two-channel music.
Compared to A/V receivers priced at
twice its $1995, the AVR-4800 is asolid
value. While these flagship receivers
may offer more features, all the processing needed for today's surround-sound
modes can be found in the AVR-4800.
As you read, the AVR-4800's installation hardly proved to be asnap. Finding
"the magic blue smoke" convinced me
that I'd rather have my dealer uncrate,
install, configure, and wire an A/V
receiver. Don't get me wrong — I'd
rather set up anew audio component
than just about anything else. However,
installing one of these multichannel
digital-processing puppies definitely
requires athorough read of the manual.
But using the AVR-4800's automatic
switching to match each source to its
proper internal processor prevents the
owner from having to untangle the Babel
of surround formats. Your learning curve
will not be so steep if you concentrate on
enjoying this new home-entertainment
medium. Just put on one of the new
Surround EX DVDs, sit back, and be
swept into the action.
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Jonathan

Scull

Cary CAD-1610-SE monoblock
power amplifier

A

t the last few audio shows,
whenever Iheard apair of the
big Cary CAD-1610-SEs, I
always licked my chops. The two-tiered
monoblock looked positively stunning
in black anti polished aluminum, exotic
tubes bristling from the top "floor" of its
two-story edifice. The Cary always
induced pelvic tilt in me — you know,
when your lizard brain takes over and
tube lust is in the air.
The aluminum faceplate of the lower
chassis features a raised "eyebrow"
above the retro-green eye-tube that
reminds me of the AT&T building —
er, the Sony building. The CAD-1610SE's upper chassis is supported by two
wide flanges per side, sunk deep into
the power-supply chassis below. Peering
more closely, one can just make out the
huge, heavily shrouded output tube
socketed into the lower chassis. The KR
Enterprise T-1610 triode tube is mostly
hidden by Inwe lumps of transformers
and black-clad capacitors, and its bulbous tip protrudes only slightly through
the second stage of the Cape Canaveral—like gantry, but this fire bottle is the
very device the phrase "drop trou" was
invented to describe! Holy moley, it is
one BIG tube.
Fact is, Itried to get apair of these
amps for review along time ago, observing through aglass darkly the initial wegot-'em/we-don't-got-'em, cha-cha-cha
over the Western Electric version of the
original 308-type transmitting tube the
amp was built for. The 308 was finally
successfully manufactured, in the old
Tesla works, by KR Enterprise of

Description: Single-ended shuntfeed class-A monoblock. Inputs: one
balanced (XLR), one single-ended
(RCA), switch-selectable. Outputs:
one pair WBT binding posts, 4/8 ohm
selectable transformer taps. Tube
complement: one KR T-1610, two
6SN7, two 6BL7, two 5R4, one KRBXL
300B. Power transformers: 8separate
El Laminate, 200% duty cycle. Output
transformer: 100W custom design for
T-1610 output tube, 200% duty cycle.
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Prague and dubbed the T-1610, or
"Kronzilla" as it's known. Talk about
pedigree. That makes me smile, but
there's no doubt that it looks and sounds
every bit the single-ended cannon shell
on steroids that it is.
As Gary's ebullient Dennis Had
describes it, after many visits to the KR
factory and lots of feedback regarding
the tube's design, consistent production
of the Kronzilla finally began. Had

Resistors: 1% metal-film. Capacitors:
oil-filled. Filter chokes: El Laminate
PI-L configuration. Power-supply
capacitors: 12 by 1200pF at 450V.
Power output: 55W RMS (steadystate continuous) into 8 ohms
(17.4dBW), 100W Peak Envelope
Power (PEP). Frequency response:
15Hz-23kHz, ±0.75dB. Input sensitivity: 2V for full output. Noise and hum:
-85dB below full output. Power consumption: 400W (120W in standby).

claims that his amps began flying out of
dealer's showrooms shortly thereafter.
So Ihadda wait for 'em — like many
worthwhile things in life, no? [sigh]
They say you can't have everything, but
I'll bet alot of aging Boomers (like me)
think you can. At least Ifelt that way late
at night, sitting in the Ribbon Chair
with my best recordings on the player,
bathed in the sound and light of this
Prague-born Supemtbe.

Dimensions: 13 1
2 "W by 22 1
/
2 "H by
/
18 1
/"D. Weight: 130 lbs each.
2
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
1075, 1076.
Price: $40,000/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 70.
Manufacturer: Cary Audio Design,
111-A Woodwinds Industrial Court,
Cary, NC 27511. Tel: (919) 481-4494.
Fax: (919) 460-3828. Web: www.
caryaudio.com.
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Arrival
Setup involved first herniating myself
while positioning these 130-lb monsters
on appropriate stands. Once the bare
chassis were positioned, I carefully
installed the T-1610 Ballistic Audio Missiles, along with the rest of the support
tubes on the top platform. Standing
front-and-center on the upper story of
the T-1610 sits an unusual-looking

300B tube, the KR300BXL. It's made
with a 845-like glass envelope that
eschews the classic shouldered 'B shape,
and appears quite solidly built. The
KR300BXL drives the T-1610 directly,
and is flanked by pairs of squat 6SN7s
and 6BL7s fanned out over the top
chassis. (Their exact jobs arc described
in "Circuits Matter," below.) Like proud
grenadiers on either side and to the rear

of the T-1610's protruding dome, two
5R4s stand at attention and provide the
all-tube rectification. The 5R4 is, in my
view, the ugly duckling of the tube
world: aglass artichoke stuffed into a
gray plastic cup. Cary should offer highroller customers with swanky girlfriends achoice of color-coordinated
5R4 cup covers — snaz it up abit! [slap!]
Thanks. Ineeded that.

Measurements

1- he first thing Ido when Ihook up

an amplifier in the test lab is to set
the Audio Precision System One to
measure distortion. Then, to get the
lowest possible reading, Iexperiment
with all the different ways of grounding the device being tested to the test
gear. That way, Iknow that the noise
and distortion levels Imeasure are
truly indicative of the amplifier's performance and are not due to some
freak of grounding in the lab.
However, when Imanhandled the
first sample of the monster Cary
CAD-1610-SE down the stairs into
my basement lab — straight back, lift
with the legs — and hooked it up, I
couldn't get adistortion reading of
below 0.7%, no matter the signal
level, output transformer tap, or
grounding arrangement. Yes, it is a
single-ended amplifier, but given the
presence of that two-story Kronzilla
tube, Ihad hoped for alittle more
refinement, alittle less distortion. I
proceeded with measuring the beast,
but couldn't help but wonder if atube
had gone bad.
Accordingly, Ipicked up the second amplifier from Jonathan and a
spare set of tubes and started all over
again. This sample performed abit
better, so all the published measurements refer to this amplifier. Jonathan
did have a6SN7 on the CAD-1610SE's front-end go bad, so Itried
replacing first one, then both of these,
with no significant change in the
measured performance. Ididn't have
spare 6BH7s to try, but Idid try the
second sample of the T-1610 output
tube. Again, the measured performance didn't differ significantly.
But then Ireplaced the 300B tube:
distortion and output impedance rose,
and voltage gain and output power
both dropped. Putting back the original 300B dropped the distortion and
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increased the available power. It
appears, therefore, that the Cary amplifier's performance is critically dependent on this tube.
All measurements with the "good"
300B were taken with the volume
control at its maximum setting. The
output-stage bias was set to 200mA.,
as recommended by the manual.
Overall voltage gain was low, at
20.9dB into 8 ohms (8 ohm transformer tap) and 193dB into 8ohms
(4 ohm tap). (Both figures were measured via the unbalanced input; the
balanced input gave 0.5dB more
gain.) The Cary didn't invert signal
polarity, and its unbalanced input
impedance was ahigh 92k ohms at
lkHz. The balanced input impedance
was 150k ohms. Source impedance
from the 8ohm output was high at
3.4 ohms across most of the band, rising to 4ohms at 20kHz. Things were
better from the 4 ohm tap, at 1.75
ohms and 2.5 ohms, respectively.
Even so, the interaction between
the amplifier's source impedance and
the impedance of the loudspeaker
with which it is used will be strong, as
can be seen by the top trace in fig.l.
(This was from the 4ohm tap; from
the 8 ohm tap, the modification
exceeded ±1.5dB.) Into resistive
Ca0,14100114 **Ye
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loads, the amplifier is respectably flat
down to the low bass. The high treble
rolls off to an extent dependent on
the load resistance. About ldB of treble rolloff at 20kHz is visible into 16
ohms in this figure, while into 4
ohms, the rolloff is closer to -2dB.
Perhaps more important, anumber of
ultrasonic peaks can also be seen.
These suggest the presence of various
parasitic resonances and perhaps
imply some incipient instability.
These are much better damped with
lower load impedances, and, peculiarly, even more so with the balanced
input (bottom trace).
A small-signal 1kHz squarewave
(not shown) had an excellent square
shape, though with some small ultrasonic oscillations visible on the lead-
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Fig.2

Cary CAD-1610-SE, 4 ohm tap, smallsignal 10kHz squarewave into 8 ohms.
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Fig.1

Cary CAD-1610-SE, 4 ohm tap,
frequency response at (from top to
bottom at 20kHz): 2.83V into 16 ohms,
dummy loudspeaker load, 8 ohms,
4 ohms, and 2 ohms (2d8/vertical div.).

Fig.3 Cary CAD-1610-SE, 4 ohm tap,
THD+noise (
0/0) vs frequency at (from
top to bottom at 4kHz): 2.83V into
2 ohms, simulated loudspeaker load,
4 ohms, 8 ohms, and 16 ohms.
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The two elegant brushed-aluminum
front panels are dominated by three
Flintstone-scale control knobs. Lower
left is the T-1610 output tube's
Off/Operate knob. The gaily green
and retro "cat's eye" output power
indicator — the centerpiece of the
lower front panel — lights up when the
T-1610 does. Seeing it jumping
around sometimes gave me aquick

mg edges. These can also be seen in
the 10kHz waveform (fig2), overlaying the slowed-down leading edges
and the tops and bottoms of the wave.
Fig3 shows how the THD+noise
percentage varied with frequency at
low levels. This was from the 4ohm
output tap; the 8ohm tap was similar,
but with more of arise into the lower
impedances. The 16 ohm figure is
respectable, but the THD approaches
I% into 2ohms. Figs.4 and 5reveal
that the distortion content is very
strongly second-harmonic, which will
somewhat mitigate the high level of
distortion. You can also see from fig.5
that the higher harmonics descend in
level with increasing order, which
Jean Hiraga showed aquarter-century
ago was subjectively desirable.

o
Fig.4 Cary CAD-1610-SE, 4 ohm tap, IkHz
waveform at 2W into 8 ohms (top),
distortion and noise waveform with
fundamental notched out (bottom,
not to scale).

jab of nostalgia — it reminded me
of the Telefunken Multiwave in my
folks' room.
Last (but actually the first that should
be powered on and the last to be powered off; one reads the Cary's front
panel from right to left) is the brontosaurus-sized 300B Off/Operate knob.
Two blue LEDs on the upper front
panel over this knob indicate Ready (the

Why does the amplifier have such a
high level of distortion, and why is
that distortion second-harmonic in
nature? Fig.6 shows the waveform of
the amplifier's output as it approached
clipping into a4ohm resistive load.
You can see that while the positivegoing peaks reach 2.8V, the negativegoing peaks reach only -2.5V. The
Cary has asingle-ended output tube;
this cannot deliver less than OrnA on
the negative peaks —200mA below
its standing bias level —whereas there
is ahigher current limit with respect
to positive peaks. So when the negative peak output current reaches
-200mA, the signal is starved of
current beyond that point, even
though the positive peaks can continue to get larger. (If you're worried that
the graph indicates the output current
is much higher than 200mA RMS,
remember that the 200mA is the current output by the tube, which will be
amplified by the output transformer.)
The result of this asymmetry is the
introduction of heavy even-order
distortion products.
As with the Legend Starlet amplifier Chip Stern reviews elsewhere
in this issue, high second-harmonic

>lame CortintOulpi •t6IA tuns)

CAD-1610-SE

6BL7 is supplying abias voltage to the
T-1610) and DC (the 300B has high
voltage). Two more blue LEDs on the
top left indicate that AC and filament
voltage have appeared.
The robustly proportioned knob at
the center of the upper chassis is actually an input level attenuator. Wanna
bi-amp? No sweat, you can get four of
these monsters. All you'll need then is

distortion may be subjectively benign
or even preferred, as long as it is not
accompanied by high levels of intermodulation distortion. But other than
at low levels, the big Cary does produce alot of intermodulation. Fig.Z
for example, shows the spectrum of
its output while it drove an equal mix
of 19 and 20kHz tones into 4ohms
from its 4ohm tap just below the visible clipping level. The lIcHz difference component reaches avery high
-30dB (3%). However, while many
other products are visible, only two of
these, at 181cHz and 21kHz, are higher than -60dB (0.1%), which may
work in the amplifier's favor.
Returning to fig.5, you can see that
the AC supply components at 60Hz
and its harmonics are also well down
in level, the one at 120Hz being at
-70dB (0.03%). However, the overall
noise floor was not that low, lying
at -57.5dB ref. 2.8V into 8 ohms.
A-weighting
the
measurement
improved the S/N ratio to 74.5dB,
which is still not as good as claimed in
the specification.
With the progressive limiting of the
negative peaks, an amplifier with a
single-ended output stage doesn't necessarily hard-clip; especially into low
impedances, the distortion just
increases with level. This can be seen
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Fig.5 Cary CAD-1610-SE, 4 ohm tap, spectrum
of 50Hz sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at 10W
into 8 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.6 Cary CAD-1610-SE, 4 ohm tap,
waveform of IkHz sinewave at 9.1W
into 4 ohms (THD = 4.14%, current =
1.51A RMS).

.
Fig.7

A. ”.

Cary CAD-1610-SE, 4 ohm tap, HF
intermodulation spectrum, DC-22kHz,
19+20kHz at 8W into 8 ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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The all metal Nucleus Micros with lifetime warranty set the
standard in size and sound for any decor or lifestyle.
Using patented S2 technology, the Micros create lifelike
realism and dynamics that are unheard of in a4" enclosure.
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Open connective
design that allows
for future system
expansion.
Hand built in the
USA with VTL's
proven quality.

Please contact us for your nearest authorized dealer.
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an environmental control system to
evacuate the heat before your roof floats
away. The CAD-1610-SE runs hot — it's
more awinter than asummer amp, I
can tell you — but four of them would
be an impressive sight. Yet, as Ipen my
purple prose in early October, I'm the
first to admit that their dense and warm
gestalt is just what the doctor ordered.
The CAD-1610-SE ain't exactly for

roastin' marshmallows over, like the
VTL Wotans with 48 cookin' 6550s,
but between the glowing T-1610, its
support tubes, and those Yuletidetoasty transformers, K-10 and Iare cozy
warm now, thanks!
Around back, the bias current to the
T-1610 is indicated in milliamps on an
old-fashioned ballistic meter centered
on the back of the lower chassis.

CAD-1610-SE

The output tubes were very stable; one
channel required only asmall tweak
after about three months of hard use.
(The manual recommends having alook
every six months.) Clustered to the left
of the bias meter are three fuses, for
the line and the amp's upper and lower
chassis. An IEC mains-in is placed below
an AC Out, with aNeutrik Powercon
Powerkord umbilical supplying the AC

Measurements

in figs.8 and 9, which show the percentage of distortion plotted against
output power from the 8and 4ohm
transformer taps, respectively. There
are clipping "knees" into the higher
impedances; looking at the power at
these "knees" indicates that the amplifier does meet or even exceed its
power specification, but only at ahigh
10% THD figure and into aload double the nominal transformer tap value.
These figures were taken under
continuous sinewave drive, but using a
low-duty-cycle lkHz toneburst more
typical of music program (fig.10)
doesn't change the picture appreciably.
Even at the more relaxed 3% THD
figure, the Cary belies its size by giving
out 8.8W into 8ohms (dBW) from its

Per
..
Cao,

4 ohm tap, and 4.8W into 4 ohms
(dBW). However, you can see from
fig.10 that if you choose agenerous 5%
figure, which is really about where the
amplifier runs out of grunt, it will drive
13.3W into 4ohms (823dBW) and
38.5W into 8ohms (15.9dBW), both,
again, from the 4ohm output tap.
The black and red traces in fig.10
show that the Cary does hard-clip
into higher impedances, as revealed
by the sudden rise in distortion at the
right of each trace. But note the shape
of the curves: there are actually
decreases in distortion before the clip
point. Watching the 'scope display, I
could see that this was because, at
around 14V RMS output, the positive
halves of the waveform were starting
to become squared-off. This reduced
the waveform asymmetry, hence the
even-order distortion, even though it
introduced odd-order harmonics.
Measuring an amplifier like the big

rn

Cary, which did well in the listening
room despite its gross objective imperfections (assuming that neither sample
broke on the test bench), calls into
question everything you think you
know about audio. It's as if—in this
age of 10-cylinder, 3.5-liter Formula I
engines, capable (with their tiny
jewel-like pistons and hydraulic valve
lifters) of revving to 19,00Orpm, but
with anarrow useful powerband —
you encountered arace entrant that
featured apowerplant with asingle
3.5-liter cylinder. You might get only
one powered piston stroke every
second or so, but boy, would you
experience some wideband torque!
If the audio equivalent of that
torque is what's important to you,
then this silly and silly-priced amplifier might be what you need. Me, I
just
can't ignore what it does wrong on
the test bench, no matter how glorious it might sound.
—John Atkinson
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Fig.8 Cary CAD-1610-SE, 8ohm tap, distortion
(%) vs continuous output power into
(from bottom to top at 2kHz): 16 ohms,
8ohms, 4ohms, and 2ohms.
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Fig.10 Cary CAD-1610-SE, 4 ohm tap, distortion (%) vs IkHz burst output power into 16 ohms
(black trace), 8 ohms (red), 4 ohms (blue), 2 ohms (green), and 1ohm (magenta).
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for the top floor. To the upper right of
the meter is ascrew for adjusting the
eye-tube's intensity. Turn it up for
parties, turn it down to prolong life —
the tube's, that is. A single pair of heavyduty VVBT binding posts sits under a4
ohm/8 ohm output tap switch, which I
always left at 4ohms (recommended for
the JMlab Utopias). There's also aHigh
Voltage Signal BNC connector for a
wire to take the signal from the upper to
the lower stage.
The upper-floor rear houses the
Powercon AC In connector, alocking
bias-control adjuster, asingle-ended and
balanced input connector with aselector switch, and another High Voltage
Signal BNC connector.
Circuits Matter

The basic circuit design of the CAD1610-5E is used in many of Cary
Audio's pure class-A single-ended triode designs. And the new KR T-1610
low-mu audio power triode allows, it is
said, for avery-low-distortion implementation of this basic topology. Output power is rated at more than 100W
"peak envelope power," the steady-state
continuous sinewave power at 55W
RMS into loads of 8or 4ohms.
Each CAD-1610-SE amplifier has two
separate high- and low-impedance bias
supplies, so there's no need to worry if
the lower amplifier section, carrying the
T-1610, is mistakenly powered up without the bias voltage being supplied by
the 300B. Dennis the Tube Menace:
"The high-impedance bias supply automatically controls the T-1610's plate current. The actual operating bias is supplied from the driver section on the top
chassis to the output tube."
The "specially designed" output
transformer is an air-gap design with
full continual bias. Had considers the
output transformer an amp's most important component. This one's wound
with oxygen-free copper wire, with
"portions" of the primary and secondary
windings done in what's called abi-filar
process: two inductors interleaved; in
this case, 26 times.
"The bi-filar wind," clarifies Had,
"yields the closest balance and coupling
of any design currently used in vacuumtube output transformers. The EI
Laminates are silicone-impregnated
hypersil steel, which contributes to
extremely low loss and aseductive midrange!" Man, he knows how to go
around acurve! The design is similar,
he proudly claims, to the single-ended
air-gap transformers in all Cary singleended output transformers.
Stereophile, December 2000
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Here's the audio circuit, for all you
kitchen-table designers: The audio drive
signal is applied to the control grid of an
input 6SN7 dual-triode tube. The second 6SN7 operates in the first tube's
anode circuit, supplying operating voltage and current. After the signal is
amplified by the 6SN7, the output
anode section is directly coupled to the
grid of the 300B triode gain stage.
According to Had, this type of direct
coupling eliminates the need for a

amplifier are DC. He explains that DC
supplies prevent AC ripple from capacitively coupling to the electrodes of the
input and output tubes.
Had touted highly the CAD-1610SE's overload recovery: "The ability of
an amplifier to instantly recover from
clipping is much more important than is
commonly believed," he averred. "In
the amplifier power war, everyone's
focused on higher and even higher
power output to solve the clipping
problem. But in reality, Jonathan, the
most critical aspect is howfast arecovery
an amplifier can make after overload!
According to Dennis Had,
With the incredible dynamic range of live
and recorded music, even 2000W of
most of the music being
power isn't enough!"
enjoyed in the average
He continued, saying that most of the
music being enjoyed in the average
audiophile's home these
audiophile's home these days is the
product of the first 3W of power. "It's
days is the product of the
on the transients of loud low-frequency
material that tremendous signal voltage
first 3W of power.
may appear at the input of the amplifier.
And that's when overload recovery ability becomes of critical concern. The
coupling capacitor and abias supply on
CAD-1610-SE instantaneously recovers
the 300B. Rather, the 300B's gain stage
from brief—or even extended —overis supplied voltage on the anode by a loads! And it'll overload symmetrically at
high-inductance voltage choke.
any frequency in the audio bandpass. If
Had: "The choke takes the place of a you monitor the high-voltage rail —
conventional resistor as used in most
550V DC — at the anode to the cathamplifiers. It allows the 300B to swing a ode of the T-1610 output tube during
greater amplified AC audio signal to the
soft and loud musical passages, you'd
output tube. And that's coupled through
find there's no more than avolt or so
an oil-filled 022p.F, 600VDC capacitor change from soft to loud passages!"
to the grid of adual-section low-mu
Because of all this, he says that the big
6BL7 triode, which performs two funcCary CAD-1610-SE yields "faithful
tions in this design. First it provides the
reproduction of extremely low frequenlow-impedance bias voltage to the Tcies at full output levels."
1610 output tube. And it also couples
And you know Igave 'em agood
the amplified AC audio signal directly workout!
to the control grid of the T-1610. And
that's fed B-plus voltage through the airSetup
gapped output transformer!" He
Ialways clunked the 300B on for about
laughed one o' them good-ol'-boy
five minutes before firing up the Tbelly-shakers of his. (Don't wanna pop
1610. Just respecting the rocket: the
your bubble or anything, but Had is
manual suggests 15-30 seconds. Ten
originally from Ohio...) Gotta hand it
minutes after lighting up the T-1610, I
to him, he always sounds cheerful, even
checked the bias to make sure it was
when describing his air gap! [slap!]
running at around 200 milliamps of
Missed me that time!
bias. Itried and preferred 220mA,
The CAD-1610-SE's power supply where Had likes to run 'em. At initial
actually consists of eight different supinstallation, Idid afinal check after
plies. The power transformers are rated
about half an hour. It never hurts to
at 200Wo continuous commercial service
make sure, but Irarely had to fuss with
at full-rated output power. The high- bias. Idid check the meters whenever I
voltage power-supply section for the Tturned the amps on to make sure
1610 is afull-wave center-tap configuraeverything was on the up'n'up. Let's say
tion, "not some cheap voltage doubler
that 1500V on the plate engenders a
as found in many of our competitors'
certain amount of respect.
amps," sniffed the ever-feisty Had.
Turning the great beasts off means
That's connected to asimple pi netthrowing the knobs in the opposite
work, and all filament voltages in the
direction. Mute the preamplifier
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So

how do Ikeep my audiophile
life in tune with my wife, the
estimable K-10? Keen-eared audiophile that she is, supportive musical
mate extraordinaire, even she sometimes needs abreak. We inhabit aloft.
Hey, we love it, but there's no place to
run away to, slam the door, and just
be alone. Well, there's the bathroom,
but audiophiles need to pee alot.
So what happens when it's that
time of the month for me, and multiple deadlines encroach? When writing reviews and columns from
home, do Ifire up the big system and further bombard my
wife with The Sound?
Nope. Ifire up the luscious
little $3995 Cary CAD300-SEP integrated
amplifier, powered by
apair of Western Electric 300B tubes, natch.
My unit's front panel is
anodized in black, but
you can have it in gold if
there's something of the Bob
Guccione about you.
Iusually snap apair of Sennheiser
HD 600s ($449.95 list) over my
enlarged reviewer's head and play
CDs on aRotel 971 that sits on the
shelf below on agood-looking BDI
stand of glass and oak. Right now I'm
using a set of Nordost Quatro-fil
interconnects between the player and
the RCA single-ended inputs of the
hot-running, substantially built,
jewel-like CAD-1610-SE. There are
no cones or feet under the Cary, but I
do keep aShakti Stone on the top
cover of the CD player to damp its
mild chassis resonance.
Okay, first of all, you don't know
me as abig headphone guy, but do I
even have areference in this department? Why yes, Ido — the best in the
world: the Sennheiser Orpheus HE
90, fabulous in every way but now
discontinued, hélas. It starts with a
key! (You may remember that Tom
Norton reviewed it in February
1994.) That gorgeously tubed beauty's performance, achieved with
1Reviewed in Vol.18 No.9. Robert Harley rhapsodized, JA called it "tone controls."
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bespoke electrostatic headphones,
sounded simply incredible — unbelievably fantastic. It was the openness and
speed in the highs that did it for me.
Simply breathtaking. The midrange
was taut and redolent with detail, and
the bass kicked ass. Ihad the luck to
borrow one for three months. (The
retail price was $12,900, and Sennheiser wanted $9k, even for that
banged-up, old review sample! As I
say in the accompanying review,
I only

Cary CAD-300-SE1 integrated amplifier

play one on TV. I'm just ajournalist,
fer cryin' out loud! $91c!? Yeah, but did
Icovet it.)
So where did Igo from there?
Exactly nowhere. Iliterally didn't —
couldn't — listen to anything else on
headphones for weeks after, weeping,
I'd packed up the Orpheus for return.
One of the saddest days of my life.
Ralph Lauren to the rescue. Well,
sort of. The Cary CAD-300-SEI
looks "cute," according to Kathleen. (I
think it's handsome.) And it's got
those great pedigree-up-the-poopdeck Western Electric 300Bs, and
those great boxes amatched pair of
tubes come in. You've got that shiny,
attractive chrome chassis topped with
black, macho transformers and atrio
of New Old Stock 6SN7s, plus the
300Bs fanned out to either side. It's all
very Ralph Lauren; lavish lifestyles of
the musically lascivious! Imean, none
of the audiophiles /know are "old
money" — or even "new money,"
don't we wish. But the Cary is great

stuff and makes you feel good to be
around. It's not cheap either, though
nowhere near the super-expensive
Orpheus. At least, when used as a
headphone amp, you get the Full
Monty with the 300-SEL When tapping the headphone button, adoublepull/double-throw, 10A, gold-plated
relay disengages the speaker terminals
and mutes the entire amp's audio circuits to the headphone output. No
cheap ICs used for 'phones here!
So, is the Cary CAD-300SEI good enough? You bet
your bippie. Using primarily
the Sennheiser 600s, the
sound was always very
classic Western Electric: a
bit tubey and not the most
dynamic. The bass was
good, but didn't
crack all the fillings in my teeth.
The transition
from upper midbass to lower
midrange was
unruffled, alittle plump, but
fairly linear. And everything was grand
in the midband. Only aglutton could
ask for more.
The highs? Yeah, well, abit rolledoff. So sue me — Ilove the CAD300-SEI anyway. And this is, don't
forget, in comparison to the heavy
droolage induced by the Orpheus.
My gawd was that thing quick and
open in the highs—and those comfortable electrostatic headphones, that
clarity and coherence. [smack] Thanks.
If Ican't have that, well then, I'll take
this! No, no, no... don't wrap it up, I'll
wear it home!
The only real tweak Itried was
popping the Golden Sound Nagivator
power cord, plated gold over silver,
that Itypically use into the PS Audio
P300 Power Plant. Now this was
interesting. First off, the Accuphase
SACD/CD transport and its companion SACD/upsampler DAC were
plugged into the '300, both pulling
about 54W between them. That left
200W and change to play with, and
everything was glorious until the '300
shut down. At that point, rather than
unplug the Accuphase units and try
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again, Iplul4led the Cary back into
the wall and continued on my
merry way. Yes, in all significant
ways the CAD-300-SEI sounded
better, faster, more clear, more
coherent, and focused when 'Planted. So the hot setup for ne plus ultra
headphone pleasure would be this
rig and one of those bigger 'Plants.
No question about it: condition the
juice, achieve better sound.
In any case, even with the Cary
CAD-300-SEI plugged into the
wall, Icould listen to the Sennheiser 600/Cary combo for hours
(and in many cases did so as Iwrestled, not very successfully, with
those dastardly deadlines). Richness of tone, roundness of presentation, harmonic lushness up the
poop deck, plus ahead-nodding
need to acknowledge the music,
remains the most compelling experience of listening to this combo.
Yes, one could wish for faster, clearer, more open, and extended
sound. So go buy an Orpheus, if
you can find one!
Itried afew other solid-state
headphone amps at avariety of
prices. In all cases, their slightly
gritty
upper-midrange/lowertreble
regions
automatically
dropped them out of contention
for me. I'm sorry, I'm so spoiled! I
did try an UM tube design from
Wheatfield Audio that showed real
promise at amuch lower price, but
tube noise ruined the show. And I
did try better digital sources,
although the elegant little Cary
weighs aton and doesn't lend itself
to schlepping around the manse.
The better the source, the better
the sound. Big surprise.
But as the intimate little system
with which Ispend much of my
writing time, the Cary CAD-300SEI/Sennheiser 600 succeeds
musically on all levels. Iknow
there are other worthy contenders
out there, but for now, lacking the
wherewithal for the Orpheus
(which isn't available anyway), this
is my now and future reference
headphone rig. Ilove it
—Jonathan Scull
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(advisable in any case), turn off the
T-1610 output tubes, and shut down
the rest of the waterworks by finally
clunking the 300B knobs to Off. Funnily enough, on shutdown there was
none of the tinkle of contracting glass
I'm used to hearing when powering
down big 6550 or KT88 amps.
Idon't know if this was an impedance issue, but Ilistened mostly with
the input volume controls wide open,
as encouraged to by Cary & Co. However, Ihave to admit, when Iturned
them both back ahair to, say, balance
the image... Isometimes slightly preferred the sound! It was atad darker
and less quick, but somehow sexier.
Another small but important detail:
Coming in balanced on an XLR may
not be optimal for a single-ended
design such as this. While inputbalanced transformers are of the highest quality — silver wire and nickel
core, in this case, according to Had — a
balanced input does require that additional bit of wire and circuitry. Ah, but
most of the preamps Ihave around
here are balanced. Ah, but the Audio
Research Reference 2 sounded great
with the Carys. Ah, but it's optimized
for balanced operation even though it
has single-ended inputs and outputs.
Tried both ins'n'outs with the same
cable, actually, and the Ref 2 balanced
with the '1610 was best. Way best!
Iwouldn't say the stern flagship
BAT VK-50SE was aperfect match for
the CAD-1610-SEs either. The big
Cary monoblocks seemed to need
something of the very slight, highly
entertaining, even seductive plushness
imparted by the Ref 2— the kind that
makes your toes wriggle. This was a
very slight effect, understand, and even
less pronounced with balanced connections, but nevertheless amarriage made
in heaven. Idon't think the Carys cared
for the Mark Levinson No.32 Reference preamplifier, and I'm not sure it
ought to have — even though that fullfeatured solid-state preamplifier, which
I'm still full of reverence for, did allow
me to compare balanced and singleended running.
But then, late in the review period, a
Conrad-Johnson 16LS preamplifier
showed up. Ooh, that was nice too —
and the C-J is single-ended, of course.
In fact, this brings up something of a
conundrum. It's totally ironic that the
newly moneyed Wall Streeters and
dot-com billionaires with the cash to
buy these monster amps are sure to be
the worst at setting them up. These are
tools for connoisseurs — adealer who

CAD-1610-SE

knows how to match 'em up is essential. Ihad to work at getting them just so
with changes of wire, speaker cables,
power cords, associated components...
everything had to be perfect. In that
way, they had something of the character of the Lamm M1 amps Ireviewed
in the May 2000 issue: very Nagra
VPA in their transparency, very
demanding of components upstream

It's totally ironic
that the newly moneyed
Wall Streeters and
dot-corn billionaires with
the cash to buy these
monster amps are
sure to be the

worst

at

setting them up.
and downstream. This was made so by
their extraordinary, almost 845-onsteroids sound, single-ended and supercharged, honey!
So Iwound up relying on the great
sound of the AR Ref 2, in balanced
mode with all the great digital gear I
have on hand — except when getting
great results with the C-J 16LS, which,
as asingle-ended device, worked very
well with the big Carys too. And all
this hooked up with TARA Labs The
One, a few with the new ISM
Onboard modules. The Carys sounded
best with the new PS Audio Lab Cable
power cords, run "Poor Man's Balanced" on two separate legs of positive
phase, as detailed in previous episodes
of "Fine Tunes."
But the CAD-1610-SEs hummed
unless Iplugged both of them into the
same 30-amp circuit via a Cardas
Power Extender. Ah, but the Lab Cable
has a little clip that allows you to
disconnect the ground without losing
the shield. With the clip slipped
on one cable and these heavyweight
power cables in-circuit, Poor Man's
Balanced ran without a hitch, and
added dynamics and power handling
via balanced operation from both sides
of our friendly neighborhood power
transformer. Synergistic Research
Designer's Reference2 connected literally everything else.
See what Imean? Every detail "had"
to be perfect.
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AG2K Solid Silver RCA Connector
We are happy to announce that our silver interconnects
are becoming increasingly popular in the USA and

from Alpha-Core

abroad. As aconsequence, Alpha-Core proudly presents
the first solid silver RCA connector. We have named the
novelty AG2K in celebration of the new millenium.
AG2K is designed to be silver soldered to the flat
solid conductors in Micro Purl, TQ2, and Sapphire
silver interconnect cables. Except for the black,
chrome plated barrel all metal is 99.99% solid fine
silver with a flash plating of Rhodium to prevent
tarnishing. The insulation is teflon.
The solid silver spades we introduced in 1997
have now become the preferred termination for
our GOERTZ AG silver speaker cables as well as
the GOERTZ MI copper cables. The original silver
spades are 'f," wide arid accept binding posts up to Vii."
in diameter. We just introduced a narrower, '/," wide
spade connector for the terminal strips common in Home
Theater equipment. The new, smaller spade can be used

e

with all our speaker cables from HT through AG3, as well
as the Python and Boa series.
Next to come: Silver RCA chassis jacks.
Visit us at www.alphacore.com read our fan mail and
take a stroll through our web store!
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Single-ended on Steroids!
Belying their rocket-to-the-moon output tubes and huge, gantry-by-MichaelGraves presence, the 55W, singleended CAD-1610-SEs sounded lithe
and quick, like a perfectly tweaked
his'n'hers pair of 289 AC Cobras.
Yes, that would be the 289, Ithink, not
the articulated, tire-squealin', 427/428,
Big Boy monster truck. The CAD1610-SE is, after all, specified at only
55Wpc RMS.
Isat down for along listening session
late one evening, beginning with
Kind ofBlue in both SACD and CD formats (Columbia/Legacy CD 64935
and CK 52861, respectively), then
"Secretly Happy" from John Hassell's
Pasch:ma in both formats (Water Lily
WLA-CS-70-SACD, WLA-CS-70CD) for ultimate atmosphere and
acoustic presence, then a couple of
tracks from Dave's True Story's
Sex Without Bodies (Chesky JD164),
and winding up with "Run On,"
from Moby's great Play (V2 6388127049-2) — female and male vocals,
jazz, Moby's madness (try to classify
him), all at realistically high volumes.
First things first: As far as power was
concerned, Icould freely push the big
CAD-1610-SEs; they played much louder than any single-ended amp you or I
are ever likely to encounter, speaker
impedance be damned! They took
charge of the JMIab Utopias' 12" lightweight sandwich-technology woofers,
punching out a perfectly righteous
bottom end within their power envelope, with no excuses, except with the
most complex of material at leasebusting levels. At high volume levels,

Associated Equipment
Digital source: Accuphase DP100/DC-101 SACD/CD transport/upsampling DAC; dCS 972
D/D converter (updated), Purcell,
and Elgar at 24 bits/192kHz.
Preamplifiers: Audio Research
Reference 2, Conrad-Johnson 16LS,
BAT VJ-50SE, Mark Levinson
No32 Reference.
Power amplifiers: Krell FPB350
MC and Linn Klimax Solo 500
monoblocks, Forsell Statement.
Loudspeaker: JMIab Utopia.
Cables: Digital: XL0 The Limited
RCA and AES/EBU. Interconnects:
TARA The One/Air One, Cardas
Golden
Reference,
Synergistic
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the sound got alittle fat and woolly,
as you'd expect, and a bit shelvedback down there when really big bass
saturated the balance.
This seemingly comprehensive bass was
paired with araft of other highly prized
single-ended family values, all magnified to an incredibly high level
of projection. This included a most
particular musical clarity, avoy coherent
and focused sound that was approachable and palpable, with bags of air,

only the finest signals available. Otherwise, why bother? Unless you're in it
just for the looks, which arc admittedly
stunning. But if you got 'em, flaunt
'em —by getting them to perform their
considerable best!
The celestial rave that is Moby's
"Inside," from Play, was, according to
my notes, "Sexy and languorous!
Pure velvet! Ear candy!" The bass filled
the trance cave our loft had become,
and pressured our environment out to
every corner with fullness and that
deep-trance pulsebeat of God that
You do what any
Moby obviously wants the listener to
feel. Tranced or not, I retained
middle-aged guy does:
sufficient presence of mind to note
the coherent upper bass, the fine
suck in your gut and
midrange, and an easy transition to
the upper midrange and above: "so
check to see where
beautiful, so harmonic without any
your wife is!
mush whatsoever, the micro dynamics
startling, lovely, inspiring, and effortlessly musical."
and asoundstage at once more deliMoby's "The Sky is Broken" begins
cate but less deep than the big boys with an almost inexplicable noise in the
background that sounds like asmall fan
usually manage.
whirring away. Iremember aWesselThe midrange was in all ways completely fabulous — never euphonic,
man painting that hung in our library
gawd forbid, but loaded with velvety
when Iwas akid, one of his Great
detail that caressed the cilia of my ears American Nude series, and it had the
and always communicated the music faint sound of street noise played on a
straight into my soul. Utter clarity, utter tape loop in aradio contained within
speed and transparency, plus akind of the painting that gave the work context
reach-out-and-touch-it midrange unduand atmosphere. You could say that the
lating there before the listener like a whirring noise that begins the Moby
beckoning belly dancer. But, he said,
track performs the same function.
caveats bristling like 16" guns, all of this
What was totally remarkable was how
was built on aLamm/Nagra-like sonic
Moby's voice broke out of this very
platform —ultra-fast and ultra-open —
ambient acoustic with the Carys —
that brooked no evil anywhere else in
it was astonishing!
the system. Feed these hot little babies
Listening to the next track, "My
Weakness" (my theme song!), Ifell into
a reverie. I present the following,
tapped then and there into my laptop,
as evidence that the CAD-1610-SE can
and did transport me elsewhere while I
Designer's
Reference.
Speaker:
TARA The One, Cardas Golden
was seated in the Ribbon Chair: "Ah,
Cross, XLO The Limited, Synergistic
it's so lovely ... like hein' at aparty, and
some fabulous babe in alow-cut dress
Research Designer's Reference.
with all-knowing eyes sidles up. And
AC: PS Audio Lab Cable, Synergistic
somehow, she likes you. A lot. So you
Designer's
Reference
Master
do what any middle-aged guy does:
C,ouplers2.
suck in your gut and check to see
Accessories: ASC Studio Traps,
Argent RoomLenses, API Ultra
where your wife is!"
The Carys reached out to me in that
Enhancers, PS Audio P300 Power
Plant, Signal Guard platforms, Black
way. Resistance was futile — not like
a threatening alien, but seductively,
Diamond Racing shelves and cones,
with soft skin and supple thighs touchNordost Pulsar Points, Bright Star Air
ing me ever so lightly, just enough to
Mass and Big Rock combo, Polymake my heart pop out of my mouth.
Crystal amp stand, equipment racks,
Birth, death, infinity — you're elected,
cones, and cable towers.
Dr. Kildare!
—Jonathan Scull
The CAD-1610-SE seemed able to
knock out the big stuff without
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embarrassment. "Casino," from the
Run Lola Run soundtrack (TVT Soundtrax 8220-2), slapped the halves of
those green magic eye-tubes together
and overlapped them in adouble-quick
frenzy ofjumpin' green light! Had told
me that when the eye-tube "crosses," so
to speak, it means you're into headroom. The Cary's seemed almost
always more than ample, if perhaps not
as ultimately powerful as some amps
we've auditioned that are specified in
the hundreds and even thousands of
watts. But the heft and slam were there.
What ashock — these being no ordinary single-ended amps!
Listening to that great Bruno Walter
SACD of Mozart's Symphony 40 (Sony
SRGR 703). The amps sounded big and
impressive, but sweet and musically
powerful as well: tonally coherent, and
throwing a huge soundstage with
exceptional pace and timing. Notes:
"The leading-edge development occurs
so quickly, and sounds so natural to life,
that it gives the impression of afast system sound — very complementary with
the quick Utopias, which are without
etch or any kind of hardness while
remaining so transparent to the source.
The strings sing in aspecial way in
SACD; in the Alleqretto, Iagain find
myself abit stunned by SACD's ability to
involve me in the music."
The normal course of events around
here is tweaking, changing, listening,
noting, then done it all again, and then
again; it's endless. But listening to
Mozart that night, Ienjoyed some kind
of cathartic emotional commitment to
the music that was undeniable. Take the
SACD of Ravel's Rapsodie espagnole
(Sony SS 89121) —gawd how Ilove that
piece. Notes: "Ah, how sweet the music,
the strings so lush yet so alive. The
dynamic contrasts and tonal shadings
are superb, the transitions from ppp toff
all done superbly. Very poised; the
CAD-1610-SEs are surely the sophisticates of the Cary lineup!"
The CAD-1610-SE turned me naturally toward more intimate fare. Idon't
think I've ever heard Count Basie and
Oscar Peterson's The Timekeepers
(JVCXR-0206-2) sound so delicious,
open, and clear, so fully explicated, so
well laid out, so musical, so available.
Some of the JVC XRCDs can sound a
touch soft — understandable, given the
condition of some of the original material, even though the most recent
releases were totally thumbs-up for
sound and music!
Listening to my favorite track, "Rent
Party," Inoted that the analog hiss was
Stereophile, December 2000
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If you can't irritate alot of people,
what's the point of being awriter?
—Norman Mailer
Clear, fast, open, powerful-sounding
(on the well-matched Utopias), tremendous transparency .... other than the
price and the heat in the summer,
what's not to like? The Cary CAD1610-SEs must be mated with first-class
preamp and source components,
remember, or they won't be worth the
chase. If you do buy them, however,
you'll be rewarded with God's own
sound. And they sure do look unique.
Speaking of unique, some readers
might fall to the ground apoplectic that I
The CAD-1610-SE's
didn't directly compare the CAD-1610SE to another tube reference during the
sound is unique. If you
review period. Yes, but ... the fact of the
matter is that these amps make so much
can afford to buy them,
their own sound —they're so compelling
in my experience, so utterly transparent,
march on down to your
so fast and open —that there is no comparison that Icould even pretend was
dealer and demand an
valid. So Ireviewed the amps on their
audition. If you've got
own terms. These ain't no VTLs or big,
lush Macs, and this ain't no disco!
the long coin, the Carys
Criticisms? Well, the Cary CAD1610-SE is only 55W, Rochester, he said,
might be for you.
with Jack Benny crossed arms, hand on
cheek, eyes rolling. It lacked some sense
of ultimate drive manifested by the
were Oscar Peterson's more rounded
other solid-state giants we've had
piano tones —"with so much quiet around here — or the other big tube
swing," Itapped.
amps, for that matter. On the other
Female vocals, as you'd suspect, were
hand, the Cary sure was natural, and not
abit slow about it. It just didn't have
served in heavenly fashion. Try the latest from Dame Patti Smith, Gung Ho quite the reflexes of the Linn 'Climax
Solo 500, let's say, comparing apples and
(Arista 14619-2), and perhaps, like me,
mangoes. (Way different amps, of
you'll sit stunned the whole album
through. Open, fast, no murk, and not a course.) And it had less center-of-thehint of grain —just the right velvet in
world power and control than what the
her voice, without atrace of overindulbig but nevertheless sweet-sounding
gence or a whisper of succulence.
Krell 350MC manages (comparing
Everything was nailed down, as
apples and pomegranates!). Spiritually it
through the Nagra VPA —but the
was more akin to the Linns in the solidCarys sounded bigger and more ballsy,
state world, and to the Lamm M1/
more colorful than the Swiss amps,
Nagra VPA/Graaf GM200 in the tube
while still being very transparent and world. And if Iwasn't careful to match
things up just so, it could almost sound
fast, like the fab Graaf GM200 OTL.
Smith's vocal presence was remarkable,
lean. Of course, Dennis Had would say
that his amps are revealing problems upsuper-palpable, and "available."
or downstream. And I'd agree.
For a taste of chamber music to
But the CAD-1610-SE's sound is
come down from Patti, Ifell upon the
Tokyo String Quartet's recording of unique. If you can afford to buy them,
Schubert's String Quartet 14, "Death
march on down to your dealer and
demand an audition. If you've got the
and the Maiden" (Vox 9001). It was so
beautiful it induced wood; what avislong coin, the Carys might be for you.
Me? Ionly play one on TV It'll be a
ceral experience! Music straight from
heaven: open, fast — so explicated —
sad day in hell when Dennis Had
rosiny, tonally full, extended, so romancomes to reclaim his homage to the best
that can be done. With an audio
tic. Notes: "Oughta be illegal for gits my
cannon shell. Highly recommended for
age to listen to music like this!" Iloved
listening to music through the CAD- you well-heeled types looking for a
1610-SE monoblocks.
unique thrill.

less emphasized by the updated dCS
972/Elgar, yet Ipreferred the Accuphase DP-100/DC-101 SACD/CD
transport/upsampling DAC for its juiciness! For me, the entrance of the bass
and drums at 5:27 into this great piece is
one of the most goosebump-inducing
moments in all ofjazz. Once again, the
Carys laid it all out with aplomb: clear,
open, perfectly formed —"It's all there
for you!" as Regis likes to chirp on Millionaire. The percussiveness of the
walkin' bass was perfectly rendered, as
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MCCORMACK DELIVERS. ..
.... agrowing family of high-value, high-performance
components. Steve McCormack's latest designs, the DNA-125
and DNA-225 stereo amplifiers, the DNA-HT3 and DNA-HT5
theater amplifiers, and the RLD-1 remote-controlled preamplifier
join the classic TLC-1 passive line controller and
Micro Phono Drive.
Word is already getting out on just how good the new
models are. Of the DNA-125, reviewer Jim Merod said: "There
are few amplifiers that I
have ever heard, at any
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price, that match the
DNA-125 ... it gives you all
of the music ... Everything ... This is the best amplifier Ihave
ever heard under $2000. It is amagnificent amp at any price."
Jim Merad -August 2000
wivwStereoTimes.com •www.EnjoytheMusic.com
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TacT TCS
Theater Correction System

The revolutionary TacT TCS is the World's first
fully upgradable and fully digital audio processor.
It is the most advanced and versatile of its kind,
offering 10 individually configurable channels
and TacT's proprietary Room Correction System.
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Stern

Legend Audio Design Starlet
integrated amplifier

I

n the ongoing audiophile debate
over the relative merits of solidstate vs tube amplification, compelling cases can be made for the overall musicality of both methods. And
while there's alot to be said for the
dynamic headroom, bass focus, clarity,
frequency extension, and silent performance of solid-state gear, it's funny
how much you can come to miss the
aural verities of tube electronics after a
prolonged absence.
Irealize that not everyone can afford
to (as I've suggested in past equipment
reports) split the difference by mating a
tubed preamp to asolid-state power
amplifier. But then, as aproxy consumer lingering for the nonce in the
land of integrated amplifiers, Isay that if
you must have tubes —and a triode
configuration at that —then few combos offer as much promise as the new
Starlet integrated amplifier from the
folks at Legend Audio Design.
Legend Audio Design Starlet integrated amplifier

Triode, Silver!
In an aural landscape populated by the
garish bells and whistles of audio
ingénues, the Legend Audio Starlet's demure directness distinguishes it
from the madding crowd. No bare
midriffs or plunging necklines for this
Starlet —though my review sample was
done up in asubtle shade of purple with
asilver tube cage. Standing atop four
heavy-duty metal casters, the Starlet
shows off its dual-mono output stage
with two pairs of 6550 power tubes.
These act as bookends for the five military-grade 12AU7 tubes (Americanmade Philips 5814A) the Starlet employs

Description: Vacuum-tube integrated amplifier with three line-level
inputs, active preamplifier (+20dB)
stage and class-A triode output stage.
Tube complement: four 6550, five
5814A. Power output (20Hz-20kHz,
≤1% harmonic distortion): 40Wpc
(16dBW). "Music" power: 100W
before clipping. Preferred load
impedance: 4 ohms (optional internal tap can also be configured for 8
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in its driver and preamp sections.
The front panel is austere in its
Capricornian motif: company logo
hard left, On/Off rocker switch to the
right, a pair of rotary controls in
between featuring atriptych of moonlike icons (Single, Duo, Trio) on the
input control, and an ascending array of
small to large orbs for the volume control. 'The equally simple rear-panel layout features, from left to right: an IEC
inlet, afuse, two pairs of speaker binding posts, and three sets of RCA inputs
corresponding to the lunar symbols on
the front panel.

or 16 ohms). Input impedance: 500k
ohms. Sensitivity: 150mV (-14dB).
Bandwidth: 10Hz-25kHz at 1W,
20Hz-20kHz at 40W. S/N Ratio:
92dB.
Dimensions: 18" W by 8.5" H by 16"
D. Weight: 65 lbs shipping.
Finishes: Purple with silver tube cage
or black with bronze tube cage.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
04-00107.

Just inboard of the rear panel, ametal
casing containing the Starlet's customdesigned transformers protrudes upward. Above that, nine U-shaped metal
bars — not intended to function as carrying handles — form adecorative cage to
keep the tubes in protective custody.
The output tubes arc shipped in their
own separate box.
This utilitarian presentation heightens one's sense of the Starlet's rugged
build quality and no-nonsense musical
performance. Inside the chassis are a
host of high-quality/high-performance
components: an active preamp section

Price: 82995. Approximate number
of dealers: 8. Warranty: 5years parts
&labor, 1year tubes.
Manufacturer: Legend Audio Design,
2430 Fifth Street, Units G &H, Berkeley, CA 94710. Tel: (510) 843-2288,
(800) 783-7360. Fax: (510) 8433298. E-mail: info@legendaudio.com.
Web: www.legendaudio.com.
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with 20dB of gain; an Alps volume
control potentiometer; and aselection
of Solen and Siemens capacitors and
Holco resistors.
"If you look into the amplifier,"
explained Legend audio consultant
Raymond Leung, "there are two circuit
boards for the driver section, one for
left and one for right, even though they
share the same power supply. Besides
that, everything is dual-mono and
point-to-point hand-wired using our
custom-designed silver wire — other
than the circuit board, which is
mechanically soldered. [That's] silver
over pure copper cable, acombination
that has been very successful in our
electronics [because] it has asmooth,
musical character, without the graininess and bright character of many types
of silver cable."

In e-mails from Germany, Legend's
reclusive audio designer, one Von Gaylord, explained that the Starlet employs

Legend's goal in employing
an active rather than a
passive preamp was to
achieve extra control over
low- and high-frequency
extension, soundstaging
depth, and image stability.
modest degrees of feedback in its preamp (1.5dB) and power amp sections

(3dB). He also pointed out, somewhat
ambiguously, that the Starlet is not
configured "in pure, pure class-A operation — in order to prolong the life
expectancy of the output tubes, it is
designed to be 75% class-A but to
achieve pure class-A sound."
Ray Leung explained that Legend's
goal in employing an active rather than
apassive preamp was to achieve extra
control over low- and high-frequency
extension, soundstaging depth, and
image stability. "Most designers use the
12AX7 for the preamp section. We
believe that the 12AU7 can eliminate
most of the gain noise, because [if] the
preamp section is feeding into the
power in the same chassis, then the
signal from the power amp to the
preamp will be enlarged many times
and the noise will be unbearable.

Measurements

he Legend Starlet is about as basic
T
an integrated amplifier as you can
imagine: three inputs, a selector

output from the output transformer
was also high in level.
As supplied for the review, the
switch, and avolume control. There's Starlet's source impedance was very
no tape loop, so it wasn't possible to high at 3.5 ohms, though this did
distinguish in the measurements drop to 2ohms at 20kHz. As aresult,
between the active preamplifier sec- the interaction between the amplifier
tion's contribution and that of the and aloudspeaker's changing impedpower-amp section. The significance ance with frequency will be severe, as
of this will become apparent.
can be seen from the top trace in fig.1,
Maximum voltage gain into 8 which clearly reflects the impedance
ohms was lower than usual at of our standard simulated speaker
3833dB; asensible design choice, in load (see www.stereophile.com/show
my opinion, given that almost all pre- archives.cgi?60). Notice also in this
amps have too much gain for the graph the reduction in level each time
power amps with which they'll be the load impedance halves, again due
used. With the volume control set to to the high source impedance; and
its 12:00 position, the overall gain was the drastic rolloff in the top two audio
21dB. The amplifier didn't invert sig- octaves, which reaches -4dB at
nal polarity and its input impedance 20kHz. The Starlet's reproduction of
was high, at over 200k ohms, though a 10kHz squarewave (fig2) correthis did vary somewhat with the position of the volume control. Channel
separation was adequate at 80dB at
lkHz, worsening to 55dB at 20kHz
due to capacitive coupling between
the channels, probably across the
volume control and its associated
connections. Despite the designer's
claims, noise levels were only moderate at -66dB wideband, improving to
-773dB when A-weighted (both figures ref. 1W into 8ohms and taken Fig.1 Legend Audio Design Starlet, volume
with the volume control at its maxicontrol at 12:00, frequency response
at (from top to bottom at 20kHz):
mum). This was mainly due to hum
2.83V into dummy loudspeaker load,
and dropped as the volume control
1W into 8ohms, and 2W into 4ohms
was turned down. Oddly, the acoustic
(2dB/vertical div.).
.1••••••••

e

spondingly featured very slow risetimes. It's no surprise that Chip found
the amplifier sounded soft.
Legend states in its literature that
the Starlet's measured performance
will be worse than that of a"$100
RadioShack amplifier." This was certainly the case when Iexamined the

Fig.2 Legend Audio Design Starlet, small signal 0kHz squarewave into 8ohms.

10 to
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Fig.3 Legend Audio Design Starlet, THD+noise
(%) vs frequency at (from top to bottom
at 4kHz): 4W into 2ohms, 2.83V into
simulated loudspeaker load, 2W into
4ohms, and 1W into 8ohm.
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Legend
"We favor the 12AU7 because it has
[more drive and less gain]. For power
tubes we are using Russian-made Sovtek
6550s. The 6550s are very detailed in
terms of image; they have awide soundstage and good low extension. Our
designer believes that because the KT90
has higher voltage on the grid, he can
push the tube a little bit further to
achieve better bass and abetter image —
and that Ethel tube will last longer. That's
our only reservation about the 6550s —
they cannot be pushed quite as far as the
KT90, which we've been using in our
triode amplifiers, and were planning on
using in the Starlet. Unfortunately,
[the former Yugoslavia] is not in very
good shape, and that's the only country
in the world that makes the KT90. We
can no longer depend on asteady supply,
so we have to go for the 6550."

amplifier's levels of distortion. The
literature implies that the Starlet's
higher-than-usual THD number was
deliberate and "contributes to the
perception of power." But when you
look at fig.3, which shows the percentage of THD+noise plotted

00

Fig.4

Legend Audio Design Starlet, volume
control at 2:00, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 14W into
8 ohms (linear frequency scale).

The Starlet offers lower gain than
most other integrated amplifiers, meaning that it seems quieter. With the CD
player in Pause, Ihad to turn the Starlet's volume up past 3o'clock to hear
even asmall amount of residual hum.
Now that's quiet.
"No, it isn't," wrote back Gaylord.
"The careful balance of normal characteristics can result in avery non-normal
listening experience. Noise and perceived noise are determined by many
factors that have been addressed by
other manufacturers, but [one overlooked factor seems to be gain structure].
If the gain structure and distribution of
the playback system are consistent with
that of the recording system, not only arc
headroom and space optimized, but the
perceived noise is optimized as well.
"Generally, the Legend amplifiers

against frequency at 2.83V into avariety of loads, including asimulated
loudspeaker, it is difficult, for me at
least, to sympathize with this design
aproach. Levels of THD between 3%
and 0.6% in the low frequencies may
sound more "powerful" — Inote that
CS did find the Starlet's bass to have
"realistic weight and presence" —but
in my opinion, it's atrick.
Spectral analysis of ahigh-level,
low-frequency tone (fig.4) reveals that
the second harmonic is the highest in
level, with then aregularly decreasing
series of higher distortion harmonics.
AC supply components can also be
seen at 60Hz and its odd harmonics — the former actually lies at
-50dB (0.3%), which is pretty poor
engineering. (I tried all manner of
grounding arrangements to reduce
the level of hum, to no avail.) Higher
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are medium- to low-gain devices...
that have the right overall gain to match
the standard recording practices. Did it
ever seem odd that the `sweet spot' on a
mixing console's linear faders [is] the
same relative gain value for awide
range of mixing consoles from manufacturers with differing design theories?
It is simply that the summed noise is at
its lowest in relationship to signal at that
point. Legend products match the gain
structure that optimizes noise performance when the entire system — from
microphone to preamp mixer to mastering media to playback device to preamp/power amp to cables and, finally,
speakers — is considered as awhole."
Quiet As It's Kept
Iwas immediately captivated by the

Starlet's quiet backgrounds and its

in frequency and at lower signal levels, the distortion shifts in favor of the
third harmonic (fig.5). But at high
levels, the second again becomes predominant (fig.6). (Note also in this
graph the AC-supply-induced sidebands around each of the signal's
spectral components.)
Second-harmonic distortion is surprisingly euphonic; the ear can tolerate reasonably high levels of it, due to
psychoacoustic masking and the fact
that the second harmonic has amusically consonant octave relationship
with the fundamental tone. But the
same bent transfer function that gives
rise to the harmonic distortion, if too
bent will also produce high levels of
intermodulation distortion, which is
subjectively far more damaging to
music. Fig.7 shows the spectrum of
the Starlet's output while it struggles
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Fig.7

Legend Audio Design Starlet, HF
intermodulation spectrum, DC-22kHz,
19+20kHz at 6W into 4 ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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Fig.5 Legend Audio Design Starlet, IkHz
waveform at 2W into 8 ohms (top),
distortion and noise waveform with
fundamental notched out (bottom,
not to scale).
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Fig .6 Legend Audio Design Starlet, volume
control at 2:00, spectrum of IkHz
sinewave, DC-22kHz, at 14W into
8 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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exceptional tonal balance. Compared
with the Mesa Tigris and VAC Avatar
integrated amps Ihave reviewed in the
past, Iwas shocked at how quiet the
Starlet was, how supple and gradual the
onset of gain was, and how solid its
overall resolution at very low volumes.
The only tweaking Idid with my
reference system concerned speaker
cabling and the configuration of the
two-way Joseph RM7si Signatures.
(The Signature version substitutes an
aluminum-cone bass/midrange driver
for the original's Keylar cone.) To optimize the performance of my full-range
Celestion A3 loudspeakers, whose
three 8" bass drivers cross over to a7"
midrange driver at 300Hz, I've mostly
been using abiwire configuration by
Synergistic Research that was recommended to me by Robert Stein of the

Cable Company: Resolution Reference
Mk.II for the bass, and Designer's Reference for the mids and highs. This
combo has proved very effective with
the Cclestions or Josephs and Musical
Fidelity's Nu-Vista preamp and NuVista 300 power amp.
The Starlet's load impedance is optimized through an internal tap to work
with a4, 8, or 16 ohm load. Itold Ray
Leung that for this evaluation I'd be
using the Joseph RM7si Signatures,
with their nominal impedance of 8
ohms, and the Starlet was configured
accordingly. The Josephs have asteep,
120dB/octave crossover to the tweeter
at 2kHz, and whatever the nature of
the interaction between amp, cables,
and speakers may have been, Iwas
experiencing some graininess in the
bass. Ithought it best to simplify the

setup, and so employed aset of JPS
Labs jumper cables (spades on both
ends of heavy-gauge wires) to reconfigure the RM7si Signatures for single
speaker cables, and broke out two 8'
runs of JPS Superconductor 2, their
top-of-the-line speaker cable.'
Once Ihad the cabling optimized, I
found the Starlet to be atone machine,
and amost appealing one. Given the
II've gotten good results in the past by using the less
expensive JPS Superconductor Single with tube amps,
hut the stiffer, heavier-gauge Superconductor 2is even
better. Hass focus and extension arc superb, and the
way the 2helps flesh out núdrange details is magical.
Where the 2differs most significantly from the Single
is in the presence region of the midrange: while the 2
is lushly detailed in the mids, it's appreciably less
brassy, and while even more extended in the high end,
it's also decidedly laid-back. The Superconductor 2is
more revealing and much less forgiving than the
Superconductor Single, which is why Iused 2s for my
final listening sessions.

Measurements
to reproduce a 1:1 mix of 19 and
201cHz tones at an indicated 6W into
4 ohms, just below visible clipping
with this demanding signal. The
lkHz difference product lies at
-27.6dB, which is around avery audible 4%. And again, you can see
power-supply-related
sidebands
around each of the spectral tones.
Out of morbid curiosity, Icaptured
the waveform of this signal (fig.8).
The 19 and 20kHz tones sum to produce acombined waveform with a
peak amplitude twice that of either
wave on its own, and the waveform's
envelope is modulated at afrequency
of lkHz. (Because the lIcHz modulation affects only the envelope of the
waveform, there should be no actual
lIcHz content in the amplifier's output.) As Ihope you can still see at the
scale at which this graph must be
reproduced in the magazine, the
waveform as output by the Starlet is
severely asymmetrical, its positivegoing half being significantly larger
than its negative half. Whenever you
see such asymmetry, there will always
be even-harmonic content, which is
actually more typical of a singleended design than the push-pull
Legend. (Perfect push-pull operation
cancels even harmonics by ensuring
signal symmetry.)
Finally, Iexamined how the Starlet's distortion varied with output
power, both with continuous lIcHz
tones with both channels driven
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(fig.9) and with a low-duty-cycle
licHz toneburst and only one channel
driven (fig.10). In either case, the Legend amplifier's output at the usual 1%
THD+N point is laughably low:
between 1W and 2W! Relaxing the
definition of clipping to 3% THD+N
gives figures closer to the manufacturer's specification, especially under
toneburst conditions —33.5W into 8
ohms (1525dBW), 52W into 4ohms
(142dBW), with amaximum current
of 32A RMS — but this is clearly
very nonlinear amplifier design.
Or is it? Early on in the measurements, Ibecame suspicious of the
active preamp stage and made sure I
used small input signals with the
volume control full up, even though
this maximized the contribution of
the hum. And yes, when Ispecifically
checked the effect of the volume control after Ihad finished the usual set
of measurements, it turned out that
the Starlet's active preamp stage is
actually a distortion generator:
The smaller the input signal and the
higher the volume-control setting,
the less distortion is produced. (Both
channels behaved identically, so this is
probably not due to something being
broken.) With the volume control set
to 2:00, an input level of 100mV had
0.4% of added distortion — this is
acceptable, given the strong secondharmonic nature of the distortion.
But when the input level was
increased to 1V and the volume

control backed off to give the same
output level, the distortion increased
to 1%. And when Ifed the amplifier
with 2V (the typical maximum
output of aCD player), and backed
off the volume control even further,
again to keep the output level
constant, the distortion was adistressingly high 6.6%!
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Fig.8 Legend Audio Design Starlet, HF
twin-tone waveform from fig.7.
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Fig.9 Legend Audio Design Starlet, distortion
(%) vs continuous output power
into (from bottom to top at 2kHz):
8ohms, 4ohms, and 2ohms (both
channels driven).
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Legend
price/performance tradeoffs between
tubed and solid-state gear, it seems a
given that if you're seeking unlimited
Dionysian attributes, you need to spend
awhole lot more money on separates,
or you need to venture into the realm
of high-powered solid-state. But if
you're content with more modest
Apollonian attainments, there is much
to recommend in the lush refinements
of this triode design.
The Starlet really shone in its portrayal of acoustic music. On the first movement of the Juilliard String Quartet's
performance of Elliot Carter's String
Quartet 3 (Sony Classical S2K 47229),
when the four players pass around a
pizzicato motif, the Starlet maintained a
rock-solid image — Icould clearly discern the musicians in ahalf-circle before
me, with good soundstaging depth and

The test conditions for figs.9 and
10 involve keeping the volumecontrol setting constant and driving
the amplifier with increasing input
levels. But with what appears to be
a saturating preamp section, the
Starlet's graphs are actually dominated by the preamp's nonlinearity,
at least until the hard-clipping
point. Itherefore suspect that the
Starlet's power-amplifier section is
actually more linear than this set of
measurements suggests. But add a
variable distortion generator in

depiction of low-level room sound.
While the soundstage was hardly the
last word in transparency, when the
composer called for more extreme juxtapositions of intervals, there was asepia
glow to the strings that drew me deeper
into the music. What's more, the rendering of whistling upper partials and
high overtones was taut and accurate,
without any glare or zizziness.
A softening effect? Okay, but not
really rolled-off in an exaggerated triode sense. The Starlet's top end was
sweet and glistening. Bright sounds
came out bright, more so than with
some modern solid-state amps of my
acquaintance — and boy, did the trumpets on Doc Cheatham & Nicholas Payton
(Verve 314 537 062-2) ever come out
right, warm and shimmering with all of
their harmonic nuances and dynamics

front of that power amp — Chip
was correct to call it a "tone
machine" — and the result is anybody's guess. With a high-level
source like CD, each musical peak
will be accompanied by bursts of
extreme second-harmonic and
intermodulation distortion that
might sound "right" and even compensate under some circumstances
for the prematurely rolled-off
top octave, but will ultimately be
fatiguing. In my opinion.
—John Atkinson

Fig.10 Legend Audio Design Starlet, distortion (%) vs lkHz burst output power into 8ohms
(black trace), 4ohms (red), 2ohms (blue), and 1ohm (green).
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of attack rendered intact, with both
romance and discipline. Some might
find this sort of midrange atad opaque
and lacking in acertain cool, extra-deep
transparency, but triode freaks should
appreciate the laid-back warmth and
distinction of Cheatham's voice against
acoustic rhythm guitar, and, on
"Dinah," Payton's ringing intervals
against naught but drums.
Words such as "glow," "aura," and
"velvet" came to mind, though there
was nothing sloppy about this triode
presentation. There was very nice
weight, articulation, and tonal presence
to the acoustic bass and bass drum on
"Dinah," though in terms of rhythm
and pacing, the attack was less snappy,
more laid-back than through the
Manley Stingray. Nevertheless, on
"Spanish Key," from Miles Davis'
Bitches Brew (Columbia/Legacy C2K
65774), the Starlet did acommendable
job of sorting out the complex blasts of
electric keyboards, twin bass, and dueling drums, building asoundstage from
the bottom up while allowing the halo
of reverb around Davis' horn to glisten
at the top of the aural pyramid. And
when this Starlet distorted, it did so
like a lady — that is, musically, and
commensurate with the distortion
in the recording.
Still, if you're ameasurement purist
like John Atkinson, you'll recoil in
horror. The Starlet was no muscle amp
with enormous reserves of dynamic
range, and was quite finicky about how
Iadjusted it for the level structures of
particular recordings — which, as you
know, vary wildly. Ifound this 40W
triode amp to be sensitive enough to be
less forgiving of mastering anomalies,
and of volume freaks (like me) who
audition with less efficient speakers. As
good as the Starlet sounded at low to
moderate volumes, there seemed to be
an optimum range beyond which I
couldn't drive it.
Idiscovered this with some really
hot, fast transients from Ralph Towner's
12-string guitar on "Moor," from his
duct album with Gary Peacock,
A Closer View (ECM 1602): they made
the top end go crunch. Itend to play
things alot louder than most of you
probably do, but it did make me wonder what was going on. Iadjusted the
volume accordingly, and proceeded
without incident ...
... until Iplayed anew 20-bit remastering of Thelonious Monk playing
Miles Davis' "Bags Groove" (from
Thelonious Monk: The Complete Prestige
Recordings, Prestige 3PRCD-4428-2).
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The difference in mastering levels was
so great Ialmost jumped out of my
chair. But when Ibacked off to the
proper level, the sound was so seductive,
in the jazz midrange/after midnight
sense, that Ilistened contentedly to this
track for hours.
Condusions
To those contemplating making the
Legend Audio Design Starlet the heart
of their main systems, Isuggest ajudi-

If you treat this Starlet
tenderly, obey the speed
limit, and match her to an
appropriate loudspeaker,
she should reward you
with performances worthy
of atrue diva.
cious and thorough exploration of
matching speakers. While the Starlet
was amusical match for the Joseph
RM7si's, with exceptional definition at
the lowest volume levels — apretty
fair indicator of an amp's musical pedigree — Icould drive it only so far. This
is why my reference point is the tube/
solid-state, ultra-high-current Musical
Fidelity Nu-Vista combo, which easily
puts out 300Wpc into an 8ohm load,
and thus is damn sure abear to clip (an
attribute shared in spades by its more
affordable, sonically evolved musical
progeny, the A3cR power amp).
In all fairness, any caveats Iwould
offer as to the Starlet's performance

would be based on room size, speaker
efficiency, and arealistic appraisal of the
range of music you'd be playing, and
the level of physical impact and immediacy you deem appropriate or desirable. Less efficient speaker, too much
gain; add some fast, physical transients
and voilà —you will clip this amp.
Likewise, if you're looking for the
last word in rhythm and pacing, you
may find the Starlet lacking. Not that
it's sluggish — there's realistic weight
and presence to the bass, with acaptivating sense of harmonic detail and
truth. But this is not asnap-crackle-pop
amplifier. And while Ithought the Starlet had juiciness, detail, and midrange
refinement comparable to those of the
Mesa Tigris and VAC Avatar (if perhaps atouch more velvety and inviting), those products have greater
dynamic range — the former with extra
slam, the latter with extra speed.
But that's the story of, that's the glory
of triode. The Legend Audio Design
Starlet is a simple, straightforward
example of the genre, afine performer
whose joys and sorrows must be taken
in the context of its price. At $2995 it
has afine sense of weight and tonal
presence and asweet, airy soundstage.
Its balance is lush and euphonic without being syrupy, yet fully detailed
without those details being either
italicized or blandly rolled-off. With its
liquid-cherry midrange and smooth,
natural patina, the Starlet is just about
everything one could wish for in a
high-quality, relatively affordable,
all-triode tube integrated amplifier.
If you treat this Starlet tenderly, obey
the speed limit, and match her to an
appropriate loudspeaker, she should
reward you with performances worthli
of atrue diva.

The 'Worlds Finest Calilë".s
10 years of Design Excellence

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Rega Planar 3
turntable and RB300 tonearm,
Grado Reference Master cartridge.
Digital source: California Audio
Labs CL-20 DVD/CD player, Sony
SCD-777ES SACD player.
Prearnplification: Musical Fidelity
Nu-Vista and A3cR preamplifiers,
X-LP2 dual-mono phono stage;
Blue Circle B3 Galatea preamplifier.
Power amplifiers: Musical Fidelity
Nu-Vista 300 and A3cR, Mesa Baron.
Speakers: Joseph Audio RM7si
Signature, Celestion A3.
Cables: Interconnects (all Synergis-
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tic Research): Resolution Reference
Mk.II, Designer's Reference with
Discrete Shielding. Speaker: JPS
Labs Superconductor Singles, Superconductor 2. AC: JPS Labs Power
AC Outlet Center, Digital and ICaptavator power cords; Synergistic
Research Designer's Reference 2
Master Couplers.
Accessories: Signal Guard II Isolation Stand (turntable), Shakti Stones,
PolyCrystal Cones, Argent Room
Lens, EchoBusters Bass Busters and
Absorptive and Diffusive Panels.
—Chip Stern

JPS Balanced Superconductor 2
1999 Stereophile recommended component
We manufacture very high quality:
INTERCONNECTS: RCA, BALANCED, DIGITAL
SPEAKER CABLES: SINGLE, BI-WIRED, IN-WALL
VERY SPECIAL AC POWER CORDS,
OUTLET STRIPS, AND IN-WALL AC WIRING
HOME THEATER CABLING: AUDIO CABLES,
,COMPOSITE, AND COMPONENT VIDEO,
VIDEO AC CORDS FOR DIGITAL VIDEO GEAR.

Lancaster, NY USA
Tel 716-685-5227
Fax 716-683-2784

WVVVV.JPSLABS.COM
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8 Strathearn Ave Unit 9,
Brampton. ON, Canada, 160 419
(905 )791-5888
(800 )551- 4130
In the USA
575 Kennedy Road,
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Cheektowaga. NY. 14227
(800 )551- 4130

a myna com

e-mail

magdyn

Web site

www magnumdynalab com

EGGLESTONWORKS: ANDRA
"1997 Loudspeaker of the Year."
-Stereophile
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EGGLESTON WORKS
435 South Front St. •Memphis, Tennessee 38103
Telephone: 901.525.1100
Facsimile: 901.525.1050

The essence of music is emotion.

Web: www.egglestonworks.com
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Bel Canto Design DAC 1D/A processor

I

es hard to know what the best strategy is for digital upgrades. Maybe
you bought your first CD player
when you became convinced that the
format was going to succeed, and it
seemed that players were about as good
as they were going to get. Some time
later, you tried one of the new outboard
digital processors, and the sonic
improvement was such that you just had
to have it. Then you replaced the player
itself with aCD transport, so you could
benefit from improvements in servo
control and digital output circuitry. At
this point you were generally happy
with your digital front-end —until you
read about how 16-bit DACs (which is
what your processor had) were old hat
now that 20-bit DACs were available.
But alas, your processor couldn't be
upgraded, and was worth maybe 30%
of what you'd paid for it. So you took a
loss and bought anew-generation digital processor, and things were fine and
dandy... for awhile.
Now the rallying cry is "24-bit/
96kHz!" It's possible to spend several
thousand dollars on adigital processor
that could become obsolete as rapidly as
do today's cutting-edge computers.
SACD and DVD-Audio are about to
duke it out in the marketplace, and it's
too soon to predict how this epic fight
will turn out. The CD will likely
continue as the dominant format for at
least the next few years, so it makes
sense to have your CD playback optimized. You'd like your equipment to be
as up to date as possible, but you'd also
like to stay in the moderate price range,
so you won't lose too much in the
inevitable next round of obsolescence.
The Bel Canto DAC 1was designed
for people like you.

Bel Canto Design DAC 1D/A processor

the other the analog outputs (RCA
coax). There's an LED that changes
from red to green when the DAC 1
locks on to adigital datastream, and a
pushbutton inverts absolute phase.
As described in the "User's Guide,"
and in more detail in awhite paper
on the Bel Canto website, designing
the DAC 1 involved attempts to
reduce four sources of error in D/A
conversion:
1) timing jitter in the DAC clock
2) quantization noise in the DM
conversion process
3) time-domain smearing
4) distortion from electromanetic
interference (EMI)
Without going into the technical
details —which Iunderstand at only a
very general level—the DAC l's
design involves use of the popular
Description & Design
Crystal CS8420 sample-rate converter
It what you're looking for is apiece of chip, which converts all input sources
equipment that will impress your audioto 96kHz and adds 8bits of dither to
phile friends with its milled-from-solidbring the data depth up to 24 bits
titanium case and array of flashing
(unless the source is already 24/96),
lights, the DAC 1will not satisfy. It's a then sends this "upsampled" data to the
smallish black box, albeit with aclassy Burr-Brown PCM1704 24/96 DAC. A
gold-plated "Bel Canto Design" metal
crystal oscillator provides abuffered
plate on the side. At one end are the
clock output that controls both the
inputs (one S/PDIF, one TosLink), at sample-rate converter and the DAG
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thus reducing jitter. A slow-rolloff
digital filter set at 48kHz produces
what Bel Canto claims is a more
"analog-like" impulse response than the
22kHz brick-wall digital filters used in
some other processors.

Description:

Single-box

D/A

processor. Inputs: 1 S/PDIF RCA
coaxial, 1 TosLink optical. Input
sample rates: 32-96kHz. Bit
depth: 16-24. S/N ratio: 112dB,
A-weighted.
Dynamic
range:
112dB. THD: <0.003%. Frequency
response: 0Hz-48kHz, -3dB. Analog outputs: 1 pair RCA. Output
impedance: 50 ohms. Maximum
output level: 2V RMS.
Dimensions: 3.6" VI/ by 3.6" H by
9" D. Weight: 4 lbs.
Serial

numbers

of

units

reviewed: D001098A, D002078A.
Price: S1295. Approximate number of dealers: 35.
Manufacturer: Be! Canto Design,
212 Third Avenue North, Suite 345,
Minneapolis, MN 55401. Tel: (612)
317-4550. Fax: (612) 359-9358.
Web: www.belcantodesign.com.
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EMI — which, as Bel Canto uses the
term, includes radio-frequency interference (RFI) —has long been recognized as asignificant source of distorrion, and Bel Canto's white paper on
the DAC 1points out that the problems start with the radiation of highfrequency clock and data signals.
"Radiation requires an antenna, which
is any unshielded wire of sufficient
length." It now becomes clear that the
DAC 1 is made small not to save
money (or not just to save money) on
chassis costs, but because its design

calls for short signal paths. Critical
clock and data line lengths are afraction oían inch, and the DAC l's small
size allows it to be placed close to the
preamp or data source, requiring only
very short cables. (The DAC 1is also
available in an "internal" version that
can be part of aBel Canto preamp or
integrated amp.)
On the analog side, the DAC 1uses
all Caddock resistors and polypropylene film and foil capacitors, with separate power supplies (including separate
transformers) for the analog and digital

sections, and star grounding. The analog section's S/N ratio is said to be
equivalent to 20-bit performance.
Getting Started
Connecting the DAC 1is simplicity
itself— the only decision is whether
the coaxial S/PDIF or TosLink input
should be used. And because my PS
Audio Lambda II transport has no
TosLink output, Ididn't even have to
make that decision. Linked by the
excellent ICimber Illuminations D-60
coax, the Lambda II/DAC 1pairing

Measurements
Iperformed all my measurements
II on the second sample of the Bel
Canto processor (S/N D002078A).
The processor successfully locked
onto datastreams with sample rates
between 44.1kHz and 96kHz,
though it ignored a32kHz feed. It
seemed very prone to picking up RF
interference when fed an electrical
S/PDIF datastream, so, except where
noted, Idrove it using an AudioQuest TosLink datalink.
Maximum output was ahair higher than the "Red Book" standard at
2.09V RMS, while the absolute
phase was correct with the frontpanel button pushed in. Output impedance was a low 50.1 ohms
throughout the midrange and treble,
rising insignificantly to 50.5 ohms in
the very low bass.
Frequency response was flat (fig.1,
bottom pair of traces), but the processor didn't apply any de-emphasis
with pre-emphasized signals (top pair
of traces). While only ahandful of
CDs are pre-emphasized, this is atad
sloppy. Channel separation, however,
was superb, at better than 110dB

across the band (not shown).
Fig2 shows the spectral analysis of
the Bel Canto's output while it decoded data representing adithered
1kHz tone at -90dBFS. The peak
pokes its head just above the -90dB
line, hinting at ashade of positive linearity error. More significant is the
presence of power-supply components at 60Hz, 180Hz, and 300Hz,
which imply some magnetic coupling between the AC transformer
and the audio circuitry. (Electrical
coupling usually gives rise to spuriae
at the fullwave rectified frequency of
120Hz and its harmonics.) Itried
moving the DAC 1well away from
all other pieces of electrical equipment, with no change in the spectrum, suggesting this is an internal
problem. While increasing the bit
depth from 16 to 24 bits drops the
noise floor in the treble by an excellent 15dB, equivalent to dynamic
range between the 18- and 19-bit
level, the hum pickup means that the
midrange and bass are not improved
by the increase in word length. The
same phenomenon can be seen in
Sz7. go
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fig3, awideband spectral analysis of
the DAC l's output while it decoded
16- and 24-bit digital black.
The linearity error (fig.4) was very

106

Fig.3 Bel Canto DAC 1, I
4-octave spectrum of
"digital black," with noise and spuriae,
16-bit data (top) and 24-bit data
(bottom). (Right channel dashed.)
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Fig.4 Bel Canto Design DAC 1, left-channel
departure from linearity, 16-bit data
(2dB/vertical div.).
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)00

Bel Canto Design DAC 1, frequency
response with (top) and without
(bottom) de-emphasis at -12dBFS (right
channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.2

Bel Canto Design DAC 1, ';,-octave
spectrum of dithered lkHz tone at
-90dBFS, with noise and spuriae, 16-bit
data (top) and 24-bit data (bottom).
(Right channel dashed.)
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Fig.5 Bel Canto Design DAC 1, waveform of
undithered 'kHz sinewave at
-90.31dBFS, 16-bit data.
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Bel
worked well except in one respect:
with every CD, when the first track
started playing, and whenever I
changed tracks manually, there was a
slight pop through the speakers. I've
used this transport with anumber of
digital processors, and this has never
happened, which made me suspect
the DAC 1 was the source of the
problem. However, when Iused the
Rotel RCD-991 as the transport, the
pop was gone.
I discussed the issue with John
Stronczer, designer of the DAC 1, who

low to below —110dBFS, if very slightly positive below —80dBFS, as suggested by fig2. The excellent linearity,
coupled with the very low level of
.144.11.1 OM 4010 044 I 13.13

0.1. • 44 a

300.

110.•

00

Fig.6 Bel Canto Design DAC 1, waveform
of undithered IkHz sinewave at
-90.31dBFS, 24-bit data.

acknowledged that with some transports they've found this sort of interaction, which, he said, indicated momentary loss of lock. He suggested that Itry
one of the late-generation DVD players
and use its TosLink output, which
they've found to work better in this
application than most CD transports.
He also sent me anew sample of the
DAC 1 that incorporated the latest
revision of the CS8420, which was said
to have better locking performance.
Indeed, the new sample of the DAC 1
did not produce the pop when used in

analog noise, allowed the processor to
very accurately reconstruct the waveform of an undithered 16-bit/lkHz
sinewave at —9031dBFS (fig.5). The
three discrete voltage levels are welldefined, though the overall slope of
the waveform is, again, due to the
presence of some 60Hz hum. Increasing the word length to 24 bits gave a
good facsimile of asinewave (fig.6).
Levels of distortion were very low,
either of harmonic distortion (fig.7)
or intermodulation (fig.8), even into
the severe 600 ohm load.
As Isaid earlier, the Bel Canto
DAC 1was susceptible to picking up
interference when fed an electrical
S/PDIF datastream. This can be seen
in fig.9, which shows the high-resolution spectra of the DAC l's analog
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combination with the Lambda II (or
any other transport Ihad on hand).
Iwas intrigued by Stanczer's suggestion to use the TosLink connection
from a DVD player. The collective
audiophile wisdom on TosLink is that
it's inferior to coax S/PD IF, having
lower bandwidth and being more
prone to jitter. Stanczer admits that
TosLink has relatively high jitter, but
says that this does not present aproblem with the DAC 1because of this
processor's ability to reject jitter. He
likes the fact that TosLink can get rid of

output when fed an electrical (grayedout trace) or aTosLink datastream.
(The transport in both cases was aPS
Audio Lambda.) The optical connection reduces the measured jitter from
321 picoseconds to alow 179ps, and
eliminates all the narrow noise spikes
in the spectrum. Data-related jitter
itself (red numeric markers) is very
low, but sidebands at the powersupply—related frequencies of ±60Hz,
±120Hz, and ±180Hz can be seen
(brown markers).
The presence of low-level hum in
the DAC l's output was adisappointment, as was its sensitivity to noise
pickup using an electrical feed. Otherwise, the Bel Canto's measured performance was excellent.
-John Atkinson
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Fig.7 Bel Canto Design DAC 1, spectrum of
50Hz sinewave, DC-1kHz, at OdBFS into
600 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.8 Bel Canto Design DAC 1, HF
intermodulation spectrum, DC-22kHz,
19+20kHz at OdBFS into 600 ohms
(linear frequency scale).
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Fig.9 Bel Canto Design DAC 1, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal
(11.025kHz at -6dBFS with LSB toggled at 229Hz, CD data). PS Audio Lambda CD
transport connected with 1m AudioQuest TosLink Center frequency of trace, 11.025kHz;
frequency range, t3.5kHz. (Grayed-out trace is from the Lambda connected with 6 of
Apature S/PDIF coaxial cable.)
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ground loops, and feels
that the large (16MB)
storage buffer built into
DVD players is an effective way of suppressing
low-frequency
jitter
components from the
datastream that comes
off the disc. In any case, I
felt compelled to check
out the suitability of a
DVD player/ TosLink as
asource.
The DVD player in
regular use in my hometheater system is aSony
DVP-S7000, a firstgeneration player; so I
borrowed a Pioneer
DV-09, a current topof-the-line model. The
first comparison Imade
was between the TosLink (AudioQuest OptiLink 2) and
coax S/PDIF (ICimber Illuminations
D-60) outputs of the DV-09, playing
Chesky's familiar Jazz Sampler &Audiophile Test CD (JD37). The sound with
the TosLink connection was fine in
general, but compared to the coax it
seemed subdued, slightly muffled, and
subjectively slower. Comparing the
DV-09 and the Lambda II, both using
the coax outputs, there wasn't much
difference; if anything, the Lambda II
was abit more detailed. Iused the
Lambda II for most of my subsequent
auditioning of the DAC 1.
Sound
Bel Canto is best known for singleended-triode tube electronics (including the SETi40, aSam Tellig fave), and
despite the fact that there are no
thermionic tubes to be found anywhere

1

Inside the Bel Canto Design DAC 1DIA processor

in the DAC 1, this heritage was apparent in the sound. "Smooth," "musical,"
"non-fatiguing," and, yes, "analog-like"
were some of the descriptors that came
to mind. Iknow that some audiophiles
are still inclined to characterize CD
playback as harsh, edgy, and clinical, and
I've certainly heard these sorts of sounds
from digital front-ends in the past—
but Idon't see how any fair-minded
person can describe the sound of CDs
played back through the DAC 1 in
these terms. As always, the sound of an
audio system depends on the source
material, other components in the system, and setup and listening environment. But if asystem includes the DAC
1and the sound is forward, aggressive,
or harsh, the DAC 1would be the last
component Iwould suspect of being
responsible for these problems.
The DAC
smooth, easygoing

Associated Equipment
Digital sources: PS Audio Lambda
H transport, MSB Technology Link
DAC III digital processor (with
upsatnpler board, Full Nelson option,
P1000 power supply), Rotel RCD991 CD player.
Preamplifier: Convergent Audio
Technology SL-1 Ultimate.
Power amplifiers: Cary CAD2A3SE monoblocks.
Loudspeakers: Avantgarde Acoustic
Uno Series Two.
Cables: Digital: Illuminati Orchid,
Kimber Illuminations D-60. Inter-
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connect: Nordost Quattro Fil. Speaker: Nordost S.P.M. Reference. AC:
TARA Labs Decade.
Accessories: Argent RoomL,enses
(4), PS Audio P300 AC synthesizer
used with preamp, analog and digital
sources), Bright Star Little Rock (atop
CD transport), Nordost PP4 Ti and
PP4 Al Pulsar Point component supports, Ardci Suspense Rack, PolyCrystal amplifier stand, Furutech
RD-1 CD demagnetizer, Auric Illuminator CD treatment.
— Robert Deutsch

nature was apparent
with a wide range of
CDs, and was aparticular asset to those with
which Ihave alove/hate
relationship: love the
music/performers, hate
the sound. Alas, Ihave
more than afew CDs in
my collection that are in
this category, including
many of the show-music
releases from Varese
Sarabande.
Perhaps
"hate" is too strong a
word —Varèse
Sarabande's sound is never
that bad — but I've often
wished that No One Is
Alone (VSD-5623), an
otherwise outstanding
recording by Laurie
Beechman (who died so
tragically young) sounded less up-close
and aggressive. Using the DAC 1, the
forward quality and excessive sibilance
that Ihad accepted as characteristics of
the recording did not seem as bothersome, and it was easier for me to concentrate on Laurie's singing alone. I
don't have alot of recordings in the
24/96 DVD format — most of the
music on these releases just doesn't
interest me — but the DAC 1sounded
great with the ones that Itried, Jon Faddis' Remembrances (Chcsky CHDVD
176) sounding much better than its CD
equivalent (JD166).
Comparisons
To help place the DAC
performance
with CD sources in a comparative
context, Ihad two digital processors at
hand: the PS Audio UltraLink II and the
MSB Technology Link DAC III. The
UltraLink II is no longer available,
but was rated Class B in Stereophile's
"Recommended Components" as
recently as October 1997. It is agood
example of the near-state-of-the-art digital processors ofjust two or three years
ago, and was considered good value at
$2295. The Mk.II version of the UltraLink features a20-bit, 8x-oversampling
DAC, UltraAnalog's AES20 receiver,
and HDCD decoder/filter technology.
Heard on its own (using the preferred
AES/EBU connection), the UltraLink
Two actually sounded pretty good, with
lots of detail and good dynamics, but
switching to the DAC 1resulted in a
much more realistic presentation of
instrumental and vocal timbres, greater
ease and liquidity, and an overall less
"electronic" character.
Stereophile, December 2000

MartinLogan and Overture present the Ascent...
The view from this height is awesome!
We asked MartinLogan to give us
in asmaller and more affordable format. The rest!
all new Ascent. Inspired by the Prodigy, the As
remarkably detailed and dynamic speaker, with
clarity and openness. There is an ease to its presentation
—the imaging and tonality is superb. Visually, this speaker
is a"knockout", with finish that allows it to fit into the
finest décor. The Ascent is clearly one of the year's most
exciting new speaker systems and gets Overture's highest
recommendation.
Overture is renowned worldwide for selecting only
the finest components, and getting the "ultimate" in
ormance from them. You are invited to audition the
•Logan Ascent at its very best. Please stop
!;313-18r1 for more information.

the Ascent

M ARTIN LOGAN
www.martinlogan.com
785.749.0133
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Home of Sales Tax Free Shopping

world's FINEST audio cables
Analog and Digital Interconnects,
Loudspeaker, and Power Cables
featuring GENERATION 3
advanced silver and gold technology

Again raising the standards for
analog and digital interconnects
with the new Special Edition series

Visit our web site for details on
our products and past reviews

SILTECH

Dealer inquiries welcome

SILTECH AMERICA

76 Green Street • Boston, MA 02130 • 617.522.7740 • 617.522.7684 fax
siltech@shore.net • http://www.siltechcables.com
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Optional Totem "Beak" tuning system
— discover its amazing ability on any speaker.
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ACOUSTIC
$1100/pr.
40Hz to 23kHz
± 3dB with proper
placement
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$I
500/pr.
<39Hz to 2IkHz ± 3dB

$3000/pr.
<33Hz to 20kHz ± 2dB

4665, Bonavista avenue, Montreal (Quebec)
H3W 2C6 CANADA
Tel: (514) 259-1062 Fax: (514) 259-4968
www.cotemacoustic.com
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Bel
MSB Technology's Link DAC III
(see Kalman Rubinson's review of the
original version in January 1999 and his
report on the III in September 2000) is
a digital processor that shares some
design features with the Bel Canto
DAC 1(24/96 capability, use of the
CS8420 sample-rate converter), but it's
amore "tweaky" product that offers a
variety of optional upgrades. The unit I
used for comparative purposes had the
optional P1000 heavy-duty power supply, upsampler board, and the Full Nelson upgrade, which involves various
improvements in circuitry/parts quality,
plus a replacement of the TosLink
input with AES/EBU. MSB also provided an oscillator chip that increases
the upsampling rate from 96kHz to
132.3kHz; Iinstalled this one, too.
With all these options, the Link III
comes in at $1382, which is very close
to the price of the Bel Canto DAC 1.
The two processors sounded more
alike than different. The comments I
made about the musicality of the DAC 1
apply to the Link III as well; there seems
to be something fundamentally right
about combining asample-rate converter with a24/96 DAC. However, to the
extent that there were differences, Ifelt

they were in the Link IIrs favo4 particularly when using its AES/ EBU input.
At least in my system —and, as they say
on the Internet, YMMV (Your Mileage
May Vary) — the Link III had better
dynamics (transients had greater "suddenness"), amore airy top end, and bass

The Bel Canto DAC 1
illustrates how far
moderately priced digital
processors have come in
just the past few years.
with more weight and greater extension.
The DAC 1sounded even smoother
and sweeter, which might be useful in
systems that are otherwise on the hardedged side. But in the context of the
Avantgardc/Cary system currently in
my music room, the sound was almost
too smooth, and just abit bland in comparison with the Link III (and the real
thing). It was the kind of sound that
doesn't offend or lead to listener fatigue,
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but the Link III, while still avoiding the
hard "digital" sound, offered what Ifelt
was abetter balance of musicality, detail,
transparency, and dynamics.
Conclusion
The Bel Canto DAC 1illustrates how
far moderately priced digital processors
have come in just the past few years. Its
presentation is smoothly musical, the
antithesis of the sort of forward, clinical,
fatiguing sound that has characterized
much of digital replay in the past. I've
certainly enjoyed my time with the
DAC 1, but ultimately Ipreferred the
more exciting, more dynamic sound of
the fully optioned MSB Link III. The
Link III is amore twcaky product, and
those averse to tweakiness might prefer
the simplicity of the DAC 1— but the
III also offers more options, including
an AES/EBU input. Although both
products are said to be upgradeable, the
Link III's open layout is more amenable to tweaks and modifications.
The Bel Canto DAC 1is amorethan-credible performer, but my first
recommendation in this price range is
the MSB Link DAC III with upsampling card, Full Nelson upgrade, and
P1000 power supply.

'The Moon P-5 has transparency, very low noise and flexibility of control
and should be considered among the finest line preamps available today.
The Moon W-5 is one of those few amps that can convey areal 'jump' with
no loss of detail or focus." Kalman Rubinson -Stereophile -March 1999.

N

Simaudio deserves recognition as asolid state brand of first rank, alongside
well known luminaries such as Jeff Rowland, Krell and Levinson." Moon P-5 &
W-5 -International Audio Review #80 -1999.
The Simaudio Moon P-5/ W-5 is truly aworthy world-class reference-level 'statement' design package. David Robinson -Positive Feedback -Vol. 882, 1999.
can enthusiastically recommend the Moon 1-5 one of high-end audio's
undiscovered gems.' Robert Harley -Fi Magazine -February 1999.
"The 1-5 is a high-quality integrated amplifier that will appeal to anyone
looking for ataste of the best* Doug Schneider -Soundstagel -May 1999.
The key components to its sonic character are openness, rhythmic liveliness,
and freedom from noise." P-5003 -Neil Gader -The Absolute Sound -no. 121
"... This is the cream of the crop so far. At its price, it is definitely one to
check out." 1-5080 -Steve Lefkowicz -Listener Magazine -Summer 1999.
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Is your A/V System out-growing its furniture?
You've invested thousands in a high-end system. Don't
sell yourself short by displaying it on old, under-sized
furniture. Match the quality of your system with Sanus
Euro Furniture.

With its durable hand-sanded black

lacquer finish and hidden wire paths, it'll enhance the
appearance of every system. And we've engineered it
to perform, with adjustable carpet spikes and MDF
construction

to

eliminate

resonance.

Plus,

it's

modular design allows you to choose the perfect size
and shape. Best of all, Euro Furniture is from Sanus, a
nationally respected name in AN furniture and speaker
supports. Visit our website to find a dealer near you.
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Revel Ultima Studio loudspeaker

T

he Revel Ultima Studios came
to me by chance. I'd wanted
to review Revel's high-value
Performa F30 — see our May 2000
issue — but the Studio was offered
instead. By the time apair of Studios
had arrived, however, the F3Os were
also on their way, and the Studios were
put on the back burner. Because of the
mix-up, Ithought the Studios would
be freebies —just listen for awhile and
send 'em back. Iam now obliged to do
the honest thing and less up in public:
Many months have passed and the
Studios are still here.
Theory
The Ultima Studio is Revel's secondlargest speaker. Like the still larger
Ultima Salons and the smaller Ultima
Gems, it embodies all of the Revel
philosophy while not costing as much as
the others in this series. The observable
and impressive components, including
the cutting-edge driver construction,
the sophisticated cabinetry, and the
scrupulously accurate crossover networks, have been discussed before in
this magazine, and more extensively on
Revel's website, but the performance
priorities that determine the design still
demand adequate mention.
Some months ago, but well after the
Studios had been set up, Ivisited the
Revel factory and learned of the
psychoacoustic investigations that precede the design of their speakers. (See
Barry Willis's report at www.stereo
phile.com/shownews.cgi?699.) Harman
International, of which Revel is apart, is
abig enough company to support alab
dedicated to investigating loudspeaker
performance through the study —
in controlled experimental environments — of how trained listeners perceive the various parameters of sound
reproduction. The Harman facility
includes workstations where employees
practice the identification and description of sounds, as well as amost impressive controlled-listening lab, all under
the supervision of Floyd Toole and Sean
Olive. Panels of trained listeners can
compare prototype and production
speakers and help determine the relative
Stereophile,

December 2000

Revel Ultima Studio loudspeaker

Description: Three-way-plus, floorstanding, rear-ported loudspeaker
with separate level controls for each
tweeter. Drive-units: 1" aluminumalloy front tweeter with roll surround, 0.75" cloth-dome rear tweeter, 51/4" inverted titanium-dome
midrange, two 8" mica/carbon-filled
copolymer inverted-dome woofers.
Crossover
frequencies:
220Hz,
2.2kHz via 24dB/octave networks.
Frequency
responses:
in-room
response and first-reflection, 31Hz12kHz, ±1dB; listening window,
31Hz-20kHz, ±1.5dB. Low-frequency extension: —10dB at 22Hz, —6dB
at 26Hz, —3dB at 33Hz. Impedance:

6 ohms nominal, 3 ohms minimum.
Sensitivity: 87dB SPL with 2.83V at
1m (4-pi anechoic).
Dimensions: 43.88" H by 12.75" W
by 19.4" D. Shipping weight: 164 lbs
each.
Finish: Piano black, rosewood side
panels.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
1389, 1394.
Price: S10,995/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 65.
Manufacturer: Revel, 8500 Balboa
Boulevard, Northridge, CA 91329. Tel:
(818) 830-8777. Fax: (818) 8924960. Web: www.revelspeakers.com.
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audibilities of distortions, frequency deviations, phase shifts, and variations in
polar response. With these data it
becomes possible to construct ahierarchy
of parameters in terms of their acoustic
importance, and to correlate variations of
parameter magnitude with audibility.
Thus, when Kevin Voccks, Revel's
Director of Research &Technology, and
head of engineering Domenic Buonincontri began to build actual speakers,
they had acost/benefit worksheet for
the audibility of many of the performance criteria. They knew that, despite
common intuition, narrowband (high
Q) frequency deviations of relatively
high amplitude color the sound less than
broadband (low Q) deviations of lower
amplitude. They knew that, in areal
listening room, perfect on-axis frequency response is of little value if the off-axis
response is loading the room (and
the listener) with a highly irregular

spectrum. They knew how the subjective satisfaction of reducing harmonic
and intermodulation distortion to subthreshold values was related to improvements in the phase response. They
knew, too, at what point one important
parameter had been made sufficiently
good that it was time to concentrate on
another. Because the consumer has to be
able to afford the results, it's significant
that Revel knew which priorities were
meaningful, and where to focus its
efforts (and Harman's money) when it
came time to actually build something.
Reality
Despite all the cost/benefit analysis, no
effort or expense seems to have been
spared in the design and construction of
the Revel Ultima Studio. Though each
speaker is shipped in alarge, heavy
carton and the manual advises two
strong men perform the task, unpacking

and positioning apair of Studios was an
easy one-man job. Sonic Frontiers'
unpacking procedure for their hefty
Power-2 and Power-3 amps is exemplary, but Revel's is even better. Instructions on the outside of each carton indicate how to orient it and open the first
flap. Relevant instructions were then
revealed at each subsequent step until,
lo and behold, Iwas able to walk and
slide each >150-lb Studio into place all
by myself. Revel's attention to such
details was aharbinger of great things.
My Studios, in gloss black with rosewood side panels, blend just fine with
our mix of period and modern furniture. At least, that's what my wife says,
and I'm happy to accept her opinion.
The general quality of fit and finish
is outstanding. Without spikes, the
Studios were as solidly stable as some
other spiked speakers; with spikes, they
seemed welded to the floor.

Measurements
he Studio was 5dB more sensitive
T
than my reference Rogers IS3/
5A, giving a B-weighted, quasi-
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Fig.1

Revel Ultima Studio, electrical
impedance (solid) and phase (dashed).
(2 ohms/vertical div.)

anechoic figure of 87.5dB/2.83V/m,
which is ashade above average. Its
impedance magnitude and electrical
phase angle (fig.1) indicate that it is a
moderately demanding load. Though
the phase angle is generally low, the
magnitude drops to 4ohms throughout the bass and lower midrange, and
in the high treble with the control set
to "+1dB" and the rear tweeter on and
set to its maximum level (bottom
traces). This graph shows the best- and
worst-case conditions: the top pair of
traces is with the front tweeter set to
"-1dB" and the rear tweeter switched

.18

0.00

0.0

12.00

off. (Peculiarly, switching the rear
tweeter off also raises the impedance
in the lower frequencies by about 0.6
ohm.) The big port appears to be
tuned to avery low 23Hz.
Other than at 30kHz, where a
small discontinuity reveals the presence of the tweeter's ultrasonic resonance, the impedance traces were
free from the wrinkles that would
otherwise indicate the presence of
resonant panel or drive-unit modes.
That finding was supported by
further investigation with asimple
plastic-tape accelerometer (basically
similar to apiezoelectric guitar pickup): The only mode Icould find was
on the sloped top of the midrange/
tweeter enclosure (fig2), and even
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Fig.2 Revel Ultima Studio, cumulative spectral-decay plot calculated from the output of an
accelerometer fastened to the cabinet top panel (MIS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V;
measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Fig.3

Revel Ultima Studio, acoustic crossover
on tweeter axis at 50", corrected for
microphone response, with the nearfield
midrange, woofer, and port responses
plotted below 450Hz, 500Hz, and
300Hz, respectively.
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Revel
On the Studio's front panel is apair
of 8" mica/carbon-filled copolymer
inverted-dome woofers covered by a
fixed grille. (It's actually removable, but
not easily.) Above the woofers is an
exposed 51
/
4"inverted titanium-dome
midrange driver with a2" voice-coil
and a cast magnesium frame. Each
Studio has two tweeters: an aluminumalloy dome just above the midrange
driver on the front of the cabinet, and,
on the rear, acloth-dome with asmall
phase-correction plate. The rear tweeter is there to flatten the in-room
response in the frequency range where
the front tweeter becomes somewhat
directional. An optional grille is available to protect the two smaller frontpanel drivers, but these were not
supplied with my samples.
A large port with aradiused edge on
the lower portion of the rear panel loads
the woofer chamber. The rear of the

that was at a sufficiently high
frequency and low enough level that
Ican confidently declare that the
Studio's cabinet will have no adverse
effects on the speaker's perceived
sound quality. Impressive.
Turning to the Revel's acoustic performance, fig3 shows the individual
responses of the port, woofers, and
midrange-tweeter module. The port's
output covers the octave between
20Hz and 40Hz, while the woofers'
minimum-motion frequency of 27Hz
is alittle higher than the port's maximum output. There is also apeculiar
second notch in the woofers' response
at 36Hz. The woofers cross over to
the midrange unit at around 190Hz,
rolling off with asteep 24dB/octave

cabinet also bears alarge connector
panel with four very substantial goldplated multi-way terminals (suitable for
biwiring or biamping), heavy shorting

Studio

manual describes this as being handwired with air-core inductors and film
capacitors. Ican confirm from my tour
of the Revel factory that careful testing
and accurate trimming are performed
on each and every crossover to match it
to astandard network that, in turn, is
periodically measured and auditioned.
Each combination of network and
drivers is tested against acarefully maintained standard, and arecord is kept of
all the details. Consequently, all Ultima
speakers match the performance of the
standard; when areplacement driver or
part is required, and once they've
received the speaker's serial number,
Revel can supply aprecise match to a
local repair agency.

I
fired up the Revel Ultima
Studios and discovered
that they had great
coherence and solidity
from the midrange to the
lower treble.
plates (for single-wiring), and separate
level controls for the front and rear
tweeters. Inside is athree-way, 24dB/
octave crossover with frequency divisions at 220Hz and 22kHz. The user's

slope, and both these drivers and the
port are free from out-of-band spuriae. After rolling in with what appears
to be an acoustic 18dBioctave highpass slope, the midrange unit is astonishingly flat on-axis in its passband.
There is a slight notch in the
crossover region to the tweeter, and
the HF unit rises slightly on-axis
between 6and 121cHz.
Fig.4 shows the Studio's overall
response averaged across a30° lateral
window on the tweeter axis. This is
superbly flat, with again just aslight
excess of energy apparent in the
middle of the tweeter's passband and

Ultima

Experience
Ifired up the Revel Ultima Studios and
discovered that they had great coherence and solidity from the midrange to

the small notch visible at 3.4kHz.
Though the latter is too narrow to
have much effect on the sound, the
former might contribute to the inroom HF balance KR perceived.
The tweeter's ultrasonic resonance
peak is around 10dB in height but
higher than usual in frequency, at
close to 30kHz. The Revel's bass
region is sensibly tuned so that when
the speaker is used in aroom, the
usual amount of low-frequency
"room gain" will give extended lows
without boom.
The Studio's lateral dispersion is
illustrated in two forms: fig.5, which
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Fig.4 Revel Ultima Studio, anechoic
response on-axis at 50", averaged
across 30° horizontal window and
corrected for microphone response,
with the complex sum of the nearfield
midrange, woofer, and port responses
plotted below 300Hz.
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Fig.5 Revel Ultima Studio, lateral response family at 50", from back to front: responses 90°-5°
off-axis, reference response on tweeter axis, responses 5°-90° off-axis.
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the lower treble. This first impression
did not fade, but positioning and adjusting were required to get the best from
the speakers. In the usual spots in
my room, with atoe-in of about 15°
(I could just barely see the side cabinet
surfaces from my listening seat) and the
treble controls at "0," the low bass
sounded a bit lumpy and somewhat
disconnected. Even worse, the tweeter
was as penetrating as alaser beam.
Iturned down the front tweeter a
couple of notches, but then the rear
tweeter needed taming. The wall
surfaces near the speakers are fairly
hard, but Ifound that one notch down
on both the front tweeter (-0.5dB) and
the rear tweeter (-3dB) kept the laser
beam off, eliminated obvious splash
from the rear, and made the source of
the high frequencies untraceable with
good program material.
As for the bass, the cure for the perceived lumpiness was to slightly offset

both Studios to the right by about 1'.
Each speaker was now at anew and
different distance from its adjacent side
wall and from the wall behind. This
also moved the left speaker farther
from areflective yew-wood cabinet on
the left sidewall.
Finally, Iplaced apair of EchoBustcr
panels against the side wall in front of
each speaker (to catch the first reflections), and afree-standing EchoBuster
between each speaker and the room
corner behind it. This was more finetuning than I've donc before, but the
Studio's exemplary midrange coerced
me into ensuring that the frequency
extremes were as well served.
The Studios performed well with
every power amplifier Ithrew at them,
from the resident Sonic Frontiers
Power-3 (oh, what alovely combination!) and McCormack DNA-1
(Rev.A) to the more modest Blue
Circle BC-22. The Studios ruthlessly

conveyed the character of all that was
fed to them, and, for my report on the
McCormack DNA-225 (in the
November 2000 Stereophile), Ifound
that they made it easy to distinguish
among various McCormack amps. But
they also seemed to be amazingly tolerant and reasonably efficient, making
me suspect that their impedance curve
was relatively smooth.
The Studio's treble performance was
so revealing that it forced me to listen
through the faults of recordings. Icould
pinpoint the opening and closing of
mike channels and follow the decay of
cymbals, but there were times when I
felt that the lower treble - say, from
2500 to 3500Hz -was alittle forward.
However, this was so source- and mooddependent -and rare -that Ithink it
was evidence of the Studio passing on
more of the source than Iwas used to.
Sometimes Ididn't like what Iheard
from the Studio. Take the conclusion of

Measurements
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Fig.6 Revel Ultima Studio, lateral response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from back to front: differences in response 9e-5 . off-axis, reference response, differences
in response 5° -90 ° off-axis.

shows the actual responses, and fig.6,
which shows just the derences
between the tweeter's off- and onaxis responses, both plotted for offaxis angles up to ±90°. It can be
clearly seen from both graphs that
the on-axis notch at 3.4kHz fins in to
the speaker's sides, hence the ridge at
this frequency in fig.6. Ido wonder if
this correlates with Kies comment
about occasional brightness in his
quite live room, but the Revel's
dispersion is otherwise even and
well-controlled. This always correlates with excellent soundstaging and
image stability. Though the tweeter
is surprisingly directional above
15kHz, Iwould not have thought
this sufficient to explain KR's charac-
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rig.7 Revel Ultima Studio, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter
axis, from back to front: differences in response 15*-5" above reference axis, reference
response, differences in response 5°-10° below axis.
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Fig.8 Revel Ultima Studio, effect of tweeter
control set to "4-1dB" and '-t dB'
positions, normalized to response at 50"
on tweeter axis.
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Revel
Act Iof Tosca, from "Tre sbirri" through
the "Te Deum" (Colin Davis, cond.,
Philips 412 885-2). Ingvar Wixell's
excessive sibilants were all over the
place, and the Covent Garden brass were
overly bright and flatulent. That said, the
depth and detail were beyond what I'd
heard before, and, for the first time, the
offstage rifle shots actually sounded like
rifles. By contrast, the seductively
smooth treble of the Kharma Ceramique 2.0 that Ireviewed in October
sounded more consistent across sources,
and therefore more likely characteristic
of the speaker than the source. So the
only real concern Ihad with the Studios
might not be aconcern at all.
This is not to say that the Studio
sounded bright. Exactly the opposite —
the speakers' HF balance was quite
relaxed, acasual hearing even suggesting that they were soft, lacking in treble
energy. But that impression faded with
continued listening. A familiar record-

terization of the Revel's highs as
"soft." In the vertical plane (fig.7),
the presence-region notch fills in offaxis, and the use of a high-order
crossover means that the listening
axis is not very critical.
Ididn't test the behavior of the
rear-facing tweeter — that will be
included in a Follow-Up next
month — but fig.8 shows the
changes in the on-axis response
associated with the front tweeter
switched to its "+1dB" and "-1 dB"
settings. The treble region shelves
up or down by almost exactly ldB,
and, as KR noted, the "-0.5dB"
and "-ldB" settings will be very
useful in adjusting the Studio's treble balance in relatively live rooms.

ing, Begoña Olavide's Salterio (M•A
M025A), nearly stunned me with how
meticulously delicate the plucked
strings and percussion instruments
were, and how precisely they were
placed in aperceptible acoustic, even

The Studios thus joined
the few speakers that
have passed my
"grab me as Iwalk
through the room" test.
though nothing ever sounded bright.
Moreover, Icould appreciate all this
nearly as well from the nearby dining
table as from the listening couch. The
rear tweeter contributed significantly to

Conversely, the slight boost setting
will be appropriate in very large or
very dead rooms.
The step response (fig.9) is exactly
what you'd expect from aspeaker
using high-order crossover filters. All
of the drivers are connected with
positive-going acoustic polarity, with
the tweeter slightly leading the
midrange unit and the woofers
bringing up the rear.
The Revel's waterfall plot (fig.10)
is one of the cleanest Ihave ever seen.
The slight amount of delayed energy
associated with the on-axis notch in
the presence region suggests that this

Ultima

Studio

this, and to the spacious soundstage, by
smoothing and extending the power
response well into the upper treble
without beaming. This meant that rear
and near room surfaces participated
more than they do with only forwardfiring drivers, and that the size and
shape of the enclosure were less significant at high frequencies. The payoff was
that the sweet spot could accommodate
afew companions. What freedom! The
Studios thus joined the few speakers
that have passed my "grab me as Iwalk
through the room" test.
The glory of the Studio, however,
was its midbass and midrange. The
midrange of the Performa F30 was
excellent, but the Studio proved that
"music lives in the midrange" by delivering this exposed and often troublesome range with no telltale character.
When Ilistened to stringed instruments — whether bowed or plucked,
acoustic or electric — the sense of

is some sort of diffraction/interference effect, which is why it disappears off-axis.
When Ivisited the Revel facility in
L.A.'s San Fernando Valley last
spring, Iwas enormously impressed
with the know-how the company's
engineering team had brought to
bear on the problems traditionally
associated with loudspeaker design
and manufacture. The Revel Ultima
Studio's measured performance pays
tribute to that know-how.
—John Atkinson
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Fig.9 Revel Ultima Studio, on-axis step
response at 50" (5ms time window,
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Mark Levinson's new company is

RED ROSE M USIC
The R1 Reference Ribbon Speaker.
"Like giant electrostatic headphones
with balls." -Mark Levinson
110dB with 16 Watts. Drive the R1 with our
Model 1Mono Amps, 170 Watts, game's over.

$45,000.

Get the point?

943 Madison Ave. at the Whitney Museum
NY NY 10021 (212) 628-5777
Www red rncemlicie f-rsr,

But Ihadn't fully experienced the
joyous sound of the Studios with nonaudiophile discs until Iplayed Se¡ji
Ozawa's recent recording of Poulenc's
Les Mamelles de Tirésias (Philips 456 5042). Poulenc's opera-bouffe wraps Apollinaire's superficially silly dialogue in
some of the ripest, sauciest, most lyrical
music of the last century. The scoring is
richly romantic, melodic, and often
wildly eccentric. In fact, Igave up on the
libretto and simply let the Studios tear

Top Five
Best Sound
At Hifi '97, our RM22si
became the only $2299
speakers to ever crack the
"Top Ten" Best Sound List

I've had the Revel Ultima
Studios in my system for
longer than I've had any
other piece of review

Now the Hifi '98 votes are in,
and we've broken yet another
price/performance barrier.

equipment, and I've made

Our RM25si is the first $3299

more accommodations

speaker to crack the Top Five!

for them than Ihave

(That's less than the sales lax on the
average cost of the other top five!)

for any others.
At last, aTop Five Best Sound
into the magnificent sounds and
melodies. Song after song, scene after
scene, Ihad absolutely no idea what was
going on between and behind the
Studios, but damn — it was fun and it
sounded great.
Conclusions
Since joining Stereophile, Ihave had the
pleasure and responsibility of reviewing
some of the best music equipment on
the planet. Still, Iship most of these
fine components back to their manufacturers with little regret — Iknow
something new is on its way, and Ineed
the closet space. I've had the Revel
Ultima Studios in my system for longer
than I've had any other piece of review
equipment, and I've made more
accommodations for them than Ihave
for any others. To mangle Jack Nicholson's compliment in As Good As It Gets,
the Studios make me want to have a
better room.
The Ultima Studios have given me
unabated pleasure as well as utility —
their accuracy and transparency across
the audible range make them powerful
tools for assessing other components and
sources. Inferior sources are revealed for
what they are, and one must be prepared
to hear just that. But this also means that
the Studios let the music's humanity and
joy shine through into my listenind
room. Highly recommended.
Stereophile, December 2000
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The A3"'s exclusive choke regulation eliminates the charge/discharge sawtooth from the OC power to the power amp, as shown in
this before and after oscillogram of aI00 Hz signal. Most other
amps supply distorted OC voltage to the audio circuits.

Audio guru Was Phillips ranks the Musical Fidelity A3
power amp with gear that costs "from five times to
more than tan times the cost of the A3"." Clean, reveal.Ing performance is the key. The Choke Regulated power
•oupply technology provides the purest possible
power to the audio circuits. Frequency response of both
components is astaggering 10 Hz to 100 kHz. "It didn't
really matter what type of music was played, the result
was the same: en Inspirational listening experience,"
raves the June 2000 Hi-Fl News S Record Review. You
could spend several times the money on a power
emp/preamp combo. But it won't buy you better sound
then the A3".

audioadvisor.com
aver 2000 audiophile components, racks, accessories and more. Daily updates on demos,"B" stock items, and discounted products.
Order online via our secure server . Dr cruise our site (or detailed product info then call 800 942 0220 to talk to one of our resident experts
Musical Fidelity components are available in the U.S. exclusively et Audio Advisor.
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onitor Audio Silver 9i loudspeaker

E

nglish manufacturer
Monitor Audio has
been around for just
about as long as people have
been putting "high-end"
and "audio" together—they
opened their doors in 1972.
Back in the mid '80s, when I
was ayoung and carefree
(and impoverished) consumer of hi-fi reviews, I'd
read about the gold-deposited metal tweeters that Mo
Iqbal was concocting and
think, "Man, that's some
exotic, far-out stuffl"
Now '00 is almost over,
and Monitor Audio is still
going strong. The Silver
Series is their next-to-thetop line, and the Silver 9i is
that line's pinnacle. And at
$1999/pair, it seems within
reach. Even though Ihave a
bit more scratch now than I
had 20 years ago, I'm still a
tightwad—in Y2K, any
component must answer
the question "Why $2k?"
before I'll call it adeal.

Audio signature item for
years — but it peeks out
demurely from behind a
protective silver screen.
Each Silver 9i comes with
a detachable black MDF
base that accepts supplied
threaded spikes. You can
also screw the spikes directly
into the bottom of the
speaker, into the same
inserts for attaching the base,
but Idon't see anyone doing
that solely for looks — the
bases go with the ensemble
quite nicely. They increase
the footprint somewhat, and
so provide greater stability —safe and sound. If you
really want to make sure
your Silver 9i's stay put and
cut down on cabinet resonances while you're at it, a
plastic plug on the back of
each speaker can be removed in order to fill the
cabinet with sand. Monitor
suggests you put an empty
plastic bag in the hole, then
pour sand into the bag. The
review pair came with sand
Dressed to the Nines
bags already in place; Ileft
The Monitor Silver 91's that
Monitor Audio Silver 9i loudspeakers
them that way.
showed up on my doorstep
Connections are made
made ahandsome couple. Outfitted in white C-CAM (Coated Ceramic Alu- via two sets of substantial, all-metal,
awarm, natural cherry veneer, they minum
Magnesium)
midrange- gold-plated five-way binding posts that
have the look of fine furniture, with a woofers, surrounded by abasic black are jumpered together; removing the
tall, elegant, narrow profile. Iusually mini-baffle and accessorized with gold jumpers allows biwiring. Beside the
prefer speakers with their grilles dustcaps, make quite a fashion mass-loading plug at the bottom, there's
removed, and doing so only improved statement. The tweeter is also gold- also arear-firing port near the top,
the Silver 9i's appearance — the silvery- colored — as Iwas saying, aMonitor directly behind the upper midrange-

Description: Floorstanding, reflexloaded loudspeaker with mass-loadable cabinet and two sets of binding
posts for biwiring. Drive-units: one 1'
gold-colored dome tweeter, two 6.5"
ceramic-coated metal-cone woofers,
all shielded for use in video applications. Frequency response: 30Hz25kHz, ±3dB. Sensitivity: 91dB/VV/m.
Impedance: 8 ohms. Power handling: 150W RMS, 350W peak.
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Maximum SPL: 111dB.
Dimensions: 39" H by 7.5" W by
10.5" D. Weight: 52 lbs (23.6kg).
Finishes: Natural cherry, black oak,
rose mahogany.
Serial number of units reviewed:
1320 (both).
Price: $1999/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 240. Warranty: 3years
parts & labor.
Manufacturer: Monitor Audio, 34

Clifton Road, Cambridge CBI 4ZN,
England, UK. Tel: (44) (0)1223242898. Fax: (44) (0)1223-214532.
Web: www.monitoraudio.com. Email: info@monitoraudio.co.uk. US:
Monitor Audio USA, P.O. Box 1355,
Buffalo, NY 14205-1355. Tel: (905)
428-2800. Fax: (905) 428-0004.
E-mail: goldinfo@monitoraudio.com.
Web: www.monitoraudio.com.
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Any way yo
oolc at it...
Basis 2000 turntable, Basis RB900 tonearm,
Benz L2 cartridge and Musical Surroundings
Phonomena phono stage
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Ambrosia Audio

The Analog Room

Audio Connection

Audio Center

Audio Unlimited

Los Angeles, CA

San Jose, CA
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Deerfield Beach, FL
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The Audio Connection

Galen Carol

Goodwin's High-End

Quintesscence Audio

SF Stereo

San Antonio, TX
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Chicago, IL

San Francisco, CA

Seattle, WA

210.805.9927
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847.966.4434

415.861.1044

206.524.7251

Monitor
woofer. The cabinet felt solid, and gave
areassuring think when rapped.
The two 6.5" C-CAM midrange/
bass drivers and 1" gold-dome tweeter
are arrayed in what one might call a
deconstructed D'Appolito configuration. Instead of placing the tweeter
between the two larger drivers, àla
D'Appolito — there is enough room to
do so —Monitor Audio instead placed
it above the upper one, putting it closer
to car height.
The 9i is a two-and-a-half-way
design; the top mid-bass driver crosses
over to the tweeter at 32kHz, while the
bottom one rolls off at 600Hz. The
crossover filters arc second-order, or
12dB/octave.
According to the published specs,
the 9i's sensitivity is 91dB, with anominal impedance of 8 ohms. David
Solomon of Monitor tells me that the
lowest the impedance dips to is about
5.4 ohms (we'll see what John Atkin-

son's measurements say), which means
that the 9i should be an easy load for
just about any amplifier.

This humble reporter
has just changed amajor
component --the major
component. The Silver 9i's
had the honor of
christening my new
listening room.
Would You Be My Neighbor?

One of the core concepts of the reviewby-listening school is that of the reference system. The practitioner of this
form of criticism builds asystem of
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components that work well together,
and, equally important, with which he
or she is intimately familiar. By so doing,
when anew component is inserted into
the mix, any sonic differences should be
readily apparent. Changes happen slowly over time, as new components are
found that offer incremental increases in
the system's quality.
Well, this humble reporter has just
changed a major component — the
major component. The Silver 9i's had
the honor of christening my new listening room (see sidebar, "In My Room").
The user's manual is generic for all
Monitor Audio speakers, and the recommendations for placement might be better suited to Monitor's monitors: at least
1.5' from the side walls, but only 8" from
the back wall (and 6-7' between the
speakers). Putting the speakers that close
to the rear wall is problematic in the new
room —it puts the front of the speakers
behind the plane of the equipment

Measurements

T

he slim Monitor Audio Silver 9i
tower was 5.5dB more sensitive
than my reference Rogers IS3/5A, at
..11.1211.10m.2.à..2»....2•Wye..62292Melft..F.2062
3.•••
Wen

.12

Fig.1

Monitor Audio Silver 9i, electrical
impedance (solid) and phase (dashed).
(2 ohms/vertical div.)

88dB(B)/2.83V/m — below specification but still higher than average —
while its plot of impedance magnitude
and electrical phase angle against frequency (fig.1) revealed it to be apretty
easy load for the partnering amplifier
to drive. It drops below 6ohms only
in the high treble, where there is rarely
any high-level energy. Although the
phase angle is quite heavily capacitive
in part of the mid-treble region, the
magnitude is generally above 6ohms,
mitigating the effect of this angle. The
port tuning, as indicated by the "saddle" between the two bass peaks in the
magnitude curve, lies at 42Hz, the

lowest note of the four-string bass
guitar or double bass.
Some resonance-induced wrinkles
can be seen in this graph, particularly
at 200Hz. However, examining the
cabinet's vibrational behavior with a
plastic-tape accelerometer indicated
one major mode, at 350Hz; this could
be detected on all surfaces (fig2).
There is avery slight wrinkle at this
frequency in the impedance traces,
but nothing mechanical to explain the
lower-frequency phenomenon.
However, when we look at the
individual responses of the port,
lower woofer, and upper woofer/
tweeter (fig3), abig peak at 200Hz
can be seen in the port's output The
fact that the port faces away from the

0.00
12.00
25.00
-—37.00
50.00
62.00
MLSSA
Zumulattge

20.0
Spectral

Decay

100.0
log Frequency

—4.0B dB, 352 Hz

Grp..., on tiz

1000.0
- 11.

8 BOO nsec

Fig.2 Monitor Audio Silver 9i, cumulative spectral-decay plot calculated from the output of
an accelerometer fastened to the cabinet top. (MIS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V;
measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Fig.3 Monitor Audio Silver 9i, acoustic
crossover on tweeter axis at 50",
corrected for microphone response,
with the nearfield woofer and port
responses plotted below 300Hz and
IkHz, respectively.
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shelves between them — but Itried it
anyway. When Imeasured the results
with the RadioShack SPL meter and the
original Stereophile Test CD, Iexpected
an overall bass boost, but what Igot was
ahuge dip in the upper bass, followed by
amild rise in the midbass and aquick
falloff in the low bass.
Imoved the Silver 9i's forward abit
at atime, until Igot to aplace that,
while suffering from alittle more rolloff
in the low bass, provided smoother output across the range. The final position
was 4'5" from the back wall, 4'6" from
the sides, about 6' between, and roughly
7' from the plane of the speakers to my
ears. This position provided excellent
imaging as well. Ialso toed the cabinets
in abit, such that Icould still see quite a
bit of their inner side walls. That firmed
up the center image without the sound
becoming edgy or harsh. Ialso found
that focus and tonal balance locked in
when the top of the speaker cabinet

would just disappear from view. My
listening chair and Iare both tall, so
slouching abit more than is my norm
was required. Icould've adjusted the
spikes to tilt the cabinet back, but I'm
lazy —slouching works for me!
Sound
Right out of the box, and before I'd
even worked on their proper positioning, the Silver 9i's felt comfortable —
like putting on afavorite pair of wellworn jeans or sneakers. In other
words, they sounded good, in away
that kept me listening without anything — good or bad — sticking out to
call attention to itself.'
The Silver 9i offered detail a-plenty
without sounding strident. On "Mani,"

1 The fact that Monitor Audio's David Solomon
bunied them in for aweek before sending them to me
certainly helped in creating this "they played okay right
away" experience.

from Master Sessions 1by Up, Bustle and
Out (Ninja Tune CD Zen CD46), the
flute of Richard Egiies ("Cuba's Number 1Flautist," as the jacket affirms)
had, especially when Egiies really
wailed, asweetly piquant, silvery metallic ring that made my ear/brain/soul
say "Flute!" instead of "Yow! What is
that? It hurts!"
The Silver 9i displayed asomewhat
forward perspective; one way this manifested itself was that instruments and
voices that play in and above the upper
midrange were somewhat more prominent. This isn't to say that they were
edgy, glassy, or hot—they weren't —
but things like bells, cymbals, flutes,
and high-pitched singers had apower
to them that was eye-opening. The
Thiel CS.5s, by comparison, played
such passages softer, and sounded
slightly less detailed. On "Baiào de 3,"
by Rosanna & Zélia (from Test Tracks
01, TAG McLaren 4101; also available

Measurements
listener probably explains why El Bee
was not bothered by any lowermidrange coloration. The port output
is the bandpass curve centered on the
25-80Hz region, though the woofers
do not feature the usual single minimum-motion point.
Both woofers have a resonance
peak in the mid-treble, the lower
woofer's very slightly higher in frequency, while the tweeter has avery
high double peak just below 301cHz.
The lower woofer can be seen in fig3
to roll off slowly compared to the
upper, whose response gently rises
through the midrange. When the two
outputs are summed, the increasing
contribution from the lower woofer
with decreasing frequency will flatten

all
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Fig.5 Monitor Audio Silver 9i, lateral response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter
axis, from back to front: differences in response 90°-5° off-axis, reference response,
differences in response 5°-90° off-axis.
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Fig.4 Monitor Audio Silver 9i, anechoic
response on-axis at 50", averaged
across 30° horizontal window and
corrected for microphone response,
with the complex sum of the nearfield
woofer and port responses plotted
below 300Hz.
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Fig.6 Monitor Audio Silver 9i, vertical response family at 50, normalized to response on tweeter
axis, from back to front: differences in response 15"-S° above reference axis, reference
response, differences in response 5°-15° below axis.
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on Passagem, Peregrina Music PM50101),
there is percussion tingly and high as
well as low, significant bass, and asharp,
clear woman's voice swooping and
shrieking over, around, and through the
other sonic layers. Both sets of speakers
did an excellent job of sorting out this
mix, but the Silver 9i's placed it all a
little more forward, with an exciting,
lively presentation.
Bass response was very good—taut
and full, especially from the upper bass
through the midbass. The lowest octave
was strongly hinted at — there was
enough there to make the more hiphoppish tracks from Up, Bustle and Out
rock well — but reproducing full-on
train wrecks in ahome-theater setup
might require some help.2 Even so, a
2 Remember, however, that Monitor Audio recommends placement closer to the rear and side walls
than Iused, which would provide more deep bass; in
my room, Iopted for less extension for asmoother
overall response.

the overall midrange response (fig.4).
Even so, the curve has aslight emphasis in the 1-3kHz region, which
will, as El Bee noted, make the
speaker's balance sound abit forward. This will be slightly exacerbated by the peak just below 5kHz and
the tweeter's rising trend between 5
and 10kHz. You can see that the port
resonance at 200Hz gives rise to a
notch in the summed woofer outputs
at the same frequency, while the port
output is shelved down. As Lonnie
noted, this speaker should be used
quite close to the wall behind it to
bring its midbass into better balance
with the higher-frequency output.
With the Monitors well out in the
room, the balance will be abit lightweight, though very detailed.

friend who is acommitted bass freak
was surprised at the bass produced by
these slender towers' small drivers.
The Silver 9i had an affinity for voice.
The Cuban vocalists on "Maud" —

A friend who is a

committed bass freak
was surprised at
the bass produced by
these slender towers'
small drivers.
male chorus and lead — all had aheft to
them that allowed each to occupy his
space in the mix, centered within the
Latin percussion and swirling piano
figures. Mose Allison singing "Seventh

The upper woofer's fairly wide
diameter gives rise to aslight amount
of beaming at the top of its passband
(fig.5), but the wider dispersion of the
tweeter between 10 and 20kHz will
compensate, at least in smaller rooms,
for the lack of on-axis energy in this
region. Otherwise, the lateral dispersion is fairly even. In the vertical plane
(fig.6), deep suckouts appear in the
crossover region between the tweeter
and upper woofer at more than 5°
below and 10° above the tweeter axis
— it's important not to sit too low
when you listen to this tower. The top
of the cabinet is 36" high, the average
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Son" (Mose Alive!, Edsel ED 153, reissue
LP) was apresence in the room. Icould
practically see him lean into his microphone (as the album title implies, it's a
live date), this made apparent by the
slightly exaggerated sibilance and occasional mild overload that goes with
close miking in a less-than-pristine
recording setup.
Recordings made in amore controlled environment also showed
vocals well. Diana Krall, working out
on "Lost Mind," aPercy Mayfield tune
usually associated with Mose (Love
Scenes, Impulse! CD IMPD-233), hovered seductively between the Silver
9i's, every bit of her finely nuanced
delivery laid bare without excess sibilance or overload.
The Silver 9i's provided an excellent
sense of place for the performances of
Arcangelo Corelli's Concerti Grossi,
Op.6 by Nicholas McGegan and the
Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra

height of aseated listener's ears.
In the time domain, the Silver 9i's
step response (fig.7) is absolutely
normal, with positive-going, nontime-coincident steps from the tweeter and the woofers. Some slight
"furring" of the trace can be seen, due
to the tweeter's high-amplitude ultrasonic ringing. These twin modes
dominate the Monitor's waterfall or
cumulative spectral-decay plot (fig.8).
Apart from the mid-treble resonant
modes of the two woofers, this plot is
actually quite clean in the audioband,
and suggests adetailed presentation.
—John Atkinson
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Fig.7 Monitor Audio Silver 9i, on-axis step
response at 50" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.8 Monitor Audio Silver 9i, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
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In My Room
've moved, and as bringing was completely empty, Iclapped my
the old room with us was hands and listened. I'd swear before
ruled too difficult and costly, I've ajudge that the reverberations lasted
had no choice but to break in anew over asecond! Once most of my
one. My old listening room was our stuff had been moved in and asysformer house's living,/dining room tem set up, it was better, but still
(the audio-lab portion was confined pretty clangy. An Oasis CD at high
to the living room; the dining area volume sounded as if Iwas playing it
provided alarge open space behind). in ahuge tin can (or asports arena —
This large rectangle offered amostly alive-venue experience Idon't want
symmetrical setup, except for an to reproduce at home).
Iapplied four solutions to kill
opening on the left wall into the
entry hallway, and afireplace on the these bad vibes: Michael Green
right wall (at
CornerTunes
about the firstup in the front
corners (four,
reflection point
Now Ican crank it to 11
for the right
due to the winspeaker). The
dow
recess);
without cau sing havoc
shelves
filled
room was carwith
LPs
along
peted, had an 8'
for every one else.
ceiling, and feathe side walls in
tured, as is typthe front corical in Southern
ners;
homeCalifornia, drywall over 16"- made absorption panels at the firstcentered studs for the walls and a reflection points at the sides of the
room; and (this is the big one) a
cement-slab floor.
The new room has some things huge area rug reaching from just in
in common with the old — same front of the front wall to just behind
the listening seat, and within afoot
basic drywall'n'slab construction —
but other than that, it's way differ- and ahalf or so of the record shelves
ent. First of all, it's aseparate build- on the sides. Now the system
ing — yes, I've got ahi-fi hut of my sounds smooth and delicious, but
very own — which is very good I'm going to experiment with
news for me and for the family. damping the first-reflection point
Now Ican crank it to 11 without on the ceiling.
I've still got aways to go. I'm not
causing havoc for everyone else;
likewise, they can turn up Teletubbies even completely moved in — there
without getting in my way.
are still boxes to be unpacked (at
The room is basically alarge rec- least one full of CDs; all the LPs are
tangle, with some architectural fea- already out and organized, of
tures that make the space interesting course) and things to find homes
visually, if unpredictable acoustically: for, and Istill need to decide where,
There's an offiet recessed area on the exactly, to put my desk. (Right
wall behind the speakers. The right behind the listening chair would be
wall has aseries of disruptions, start- ideal, so Ican work and listen from
ing with a bathroom door right the sweet spot—but I'm not sure
about where the right speaker's first- the desk will fit.)
Just as Iwas finishing this review, I
reflection point would be. Between
this door and the listening position, received Acoustisoft's ETF 5.x softthe wall juts out afoot and ahalf or ware and calibrated mike/preamp
so, effectively changing the room's (reviewed by Kalman Rubinson in
width. There's more, but you get the Vo121 No.Z accessible on-line in the
idea. Given all these irregularities, www.stereophile.com archives); I
the dimensions are approximately look forward to checking out the
21' deep by 15' wide by 9' high—a room with that. And so what if the
foam Iattach to the ceiling doesn't
good-sized room.
It's also got alaminate floor that look pretty? It's my room, and Ican
looks like hardwood, which, though do what Iwant with it!
—Lonnie Brownell
pretty, is aproblem. When the room
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(Harmonia Mundi 7014, LP). This
Peter McGrath recording has an
acoustic that is anything but dry. The
Silver 9i's put me near the front of the
hall (if not quite the first row), obviously closer to the violins, violas, and
theorbos, with the bass, cellos, and
harpsichord farther away. The more
forward strings were precise and welldefined, those toward the back were
less so, and the reverberant bloom and
fade put me there.

Ijack[ed] up the
volume, which was a
pleasure

the tonal

colors and animal power
of Jimi Hendrix's roaring,
distorted guitar are best
appreciated when
they're in your face.
The Silver 9i's also did agood job
with artificial spatial arrangements, as
on Billie Holiday's "One for My Baby
(and One More for the Road)" (Songs
for Distingué Lovers, Verve/Classic MG
VS-6021, LP). Of course, Billie was
front and center, but the drums and
piano loped along in the far left, slightly
past the left speaker and somewhat
behind; the muted trumpet punctuated
the proceedings in asimilar location,
but on the right. Even so, it must be
noted that the Thiels placed each of the
participants just alittle more exactly —
and alittle farther out and back.
The next track, "Just One of Those
Things," picked up the pace, and the
Silver 9i's moved right along with it,
inspiring involuntary head-bobbing by
yours truly. Moving forward adecade
or so, the alternate take of "Purple
Haze" that leads off the boxed set The
Jimi Hendrix Experience (MCA 08811
23162) moved in amore deliberate
fashion than how Iremembered it in
my own admittedly hazy purple mind,
but it unfolded as being stately and
urgent. Ialso took this as an opportunity to jack up the volume, which was a
pleasure — the tonal colors and animal
power of Hendrix's roaring, distorted
guitar are best appreciated when
they're in your face. The Silver 9i's didn't disappoint, and showed no strain in
dealing with Jimi's onslaught.
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Don't want your holiday gift to be a 'dog' this year?
Ask for an Elusive Disc Gift Certificate!
It makes gift giving easy for everyone!

The recipient will have thousands of products
to choose from that will fill any audiophile with
holiday cheer. Best of all, no one has to leave
the house to buy one! Simply call or visit our
webstore to order your Gift Certificate today.
Gift Certificates available from $25.00 and up.
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Benz-Micro Cartridges

All
Models
Available

We are the #1 Benz Nlicro retailer in the World:
The new Benz-Micro Series 2family'

The lieu lictu-Moto Selo, 2 fonds ot products offers better
definition and transparency from a timer non mg mass coil. Increased
dynamics are achieved with anest rear pole piece. Higher output k:rel is
generated by increased magnet strength and roc. More musical inhumation
is resolved ss ith neo numw-polished line contaci rash. Enhanced tracking
results from aerospace suspension technology Improved imaging results
front a locking a/Monk/suspension mechanism. Greater signal
cooduaivity, easier and more precise VTA adjustments and gold plating for
lasting beauty! Ask about the factory authorized trade-in program!
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Phono Stages
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unproved suhstantially, so much so I
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Aries. Mes Basic. JMW10. 10.5.12 & 12.1 -Near TNT

¡, -tormuKc' RequIre, 0111. a22" z 16" space. Aries features aTNT 5
piece ekunp & TNT 5motor! Bid are finished in black acrylic and are
,prai.leahle! Truly two tunnahles for the nest. millennium! Ask abet*
our table & teneares packages! SCALL FOR PRICING!
11W-19 Junior -A totally dead-solid acrylic platter, precision machined for direct
coupling to recants, with reflex clamp and dash:over. Fully Upgraded& to HW-I9 Mark Ill (5599) /

lukaschek PP1 This
flagship phono stage
features high gain, low
noise circuitry and is
designed to be used with
low output moving coil
phono cartridges. This is
an ultra high quality
phono stage! SCA1.1.!

Basis Audio Turntable Packages!
/
M I
Modelo1400,2000 thru 1800 and Debut
available with Rcga RB250, 300, 900 and
Graham 2,0 Toneanns. Package prices
are available for all models! Basis record
clamps also as allele! 5CALL FOR PRICING!

I
IW-10 Nlark IV ($1199) &CALL FOR PRICING!
kIW-19 Mark lU -Stainless steel chassis, acrylic motor & armhoard, black acrylic 10Ih platter and
Isnlig suspension SCAI.L FOR PRICING!
iiIN•19 Mark IV -TNT hearing & spindle amembly. 20 111 black acrylic planer.
....!...a..,ptraRECOMMENDED

Nitty Gritty Record Cleaning Machines

.

Woe

"I'r etried littler taules, arms, cartridges, preamps, cables, and isolation schemes,
hare es, cirre me the kinds of improsements in noise reduction, clarity,
and eli lll i
ll anon si(ssiist.livtrehte ringing that t
hoe remrdeleaning machine, has e.
_If %MI listen to records, sou need arecord•eleaning machine. Period." -Corey
Greittberg. Stereophile. goy '94. lid.
ODEL 1.0 - I/aloud fluid application.brushing & rotation while vacuuming.
IIECCNMAGNIMID COOMMINII &CALM
rubbing. &rotation. Vide-out wasteJlaid tray &CALL!

All models ore
olso mailable
in Sold Oak
Cabinets
220v versions'

RECOMMENDED COIROOMINVISCALLI

e

scrubs & acuum, both wiles ‘iimilitmeretisl.
, SCAM!

Wealsocarrythe full line of Nifty Gritty replacement ports and accessories!

Give Life to the Music with

Vibrapods!
Five models available

to work with asanely rl components Man CD players to suhrrooters' They
conic with a30 day money hack guarantee and are only $6.00 ',ail

ONLY
$149.99!
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IN 46064
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Express Machining Litt2/The Heavyweight

'Images seem...JIM!, 3-1)
& palpable. &
sounded more rein,
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improved -it was deepei
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piich-differentiation.

Ultra Dual
Beam Clarifier

lllll 11101I SCUM
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counterweights. Replace youi
stock 0-ring with the
•-n- heavyweight on your RB250/
2
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S99.99
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Heavy
weight
$79.99

tracking'

R8250 to RB300 end stub $34.991

Sumiko Turntables &Phono Cartridges
1
41111.j
SICALLI

NEW!•Perspective
Aluminum allmrs plan, w1th
vinyl mat.threaded record
clamp.adjustable cone feet.
rigid aluminum sub-chasis.
precision Swiss hearing in
tonearnifentale chasis
1111111111 RUA connectors'

NEW! •Wood Classic
Aluminum allos platter 55 ith
vinyl mat.thre:;ded record
clamp,rigid aluminum subchasis.precision Swiss
bearing in the toile:.
Icruale ,
\
&CALL!

We carry the full line of Sumiko tables, please call for pricing on the 1.2 &Model 2!

Sumiko Blue Point &Blue Point Special Cartridges -$CALL!
High Quality Record Sleeves -Call for larger quantities!

hn_ol; 100/$30.00 Outer: 100/$20.00 Treanese resealable outer 100/$30.00

ORDER TOLL FREE:
1-800-782-3472
1022

11W-1 1F record cleaner
•

pump: Applies liquid and
scrubs record at same
rinse: Bidirectional
cleaning: push-button
eou(rols. Full automatic
operation.

The return of the VP1 Magic Brick fide.» Strobe Disc -Set turntable speed Al 7.91
Synchronous Drive System ISDS) -flag hip speed controller & power filter SCiffili
liW-19 Stand alone Motor 54.111 Deldn/SS record clamor $Call! Cross check ler el Se.»

littrdvan: & Acervdwirs: NEW! PT9+ & Extreme Tonetinsts -Killer new arms! SOUL!
Record Brush: Anti -,tal Carlson Fiber $14.99. RE Stoppers: RF At Digital Noise Filter Ise( tit 41 '4.4g.99
Stirlsotiel Little Feetiset ot 41534.99 SorhoCel Big Fret
oi
...449.4.1

ODEL MINI-PRO 1 -

5CALL FOR PRICING!

VPI Turntable and Record Cleaner Accessories

llllll ects ¡IN ailabk- Side, inder,('opperheat1.1 )1.int
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111l1:1.Aniazon
Speaker Cables available TypelTypc4.CV4.Slate.lierinick.iiranite.t iihraltarraldera.Volcano,
Kilimaniaro.KE4.&Even:s0 All Digital /k Vide, L'aNe alstt atailaNe!

luh, Iliad application. scrubbing. & rotation.
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1-1W-16.5 record cleaner
"...have found the I/W- In.5
to bean outstanding
peformer. The record
nufaces are microscopically clean & are so pristine
they look new!" -Audio
Mal:i1:11,C. Semiautomatic.

«ALL FOR PRICING ea It.. NW-16.5 & 17F,belle available la 110 er 220veil

NEW! oudioquest cables & more
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Phonomena -Features
fully adjustable loading
gain, discrete circuitry,
an optional battery pack
and both moving coil/
magnet inputs! SCAR)
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Ruby/Ruby H Series 2 •Newly redestarree
Benz-Micro's flagship cartridge gets even better with
Series 2enhancements! Available in both high and
low ouipui configurations to fa avariety of sysiener.
SOM.?

ODEL 1.5FI

524.99 each

-

Natter. bearing ex motor. Arks Basic features an NW'« planer, hearing.

Reference Series 2•Newly redeslaned:
Coming in pea under the Ruby. the Reference is idol
of cartridge for the money. Sporting the new Series
2 enhancements. the Reference has never sounded
better! Now with Silver windings! SCALLI
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Glider Series 2. Newly redesianee
"This is akiller cartridge. ...11101%, lifelike, more
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somewhat forward presentation, which
is amatter of taste; Ifound it invigorating, but others might prefer amore
laid-back style. Bass performance was
excellent, within the expectations of a
system of this size. Besides, if the 9i was
perfect, it'd reproduce earthquakes faithfully, wouldn't it?
So, no —the 9i isn't perfect. But it's
pretty damned good, you can drive a
pair of them with areceiver or even a
single-ended triode amp, it's visually
stunning, and, at $1999/pair, rd call it a
heck of adeal.

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Linn Axis turntable with Linn Basik Plus tonearm, Benz Micro Glider phono
cartridge.
Digital source: Arcam Audio
FMJ CD 23 CD player.
Preamplifier: Anthem PRE 1L
line preamplifier.
Power amplifier: SimAudio
Celeste 4070se.
Loudspeakers: Thiel CS.5.
Cables: Interconnects: Synergistic
Research Alpha and Looking
Glass, TARA Labs RSC Gen.II.
Speaker: Cardas Crosslink 1.
Accessories: Audio Power Industries Power Wedges 116 and 110,
Power Enhancer and Power Link
power cords; Checkpoint Systems
P-770 Laser Speaker alignment
tool; Audience Auric Illuminator
CD Treatment, Bright Star Audio
Big Rocks and Air Mass 1; DH
Cones footers; Salamander audio
racks; RoomTinies CornerTunes;
homebrewed sound-absorption
panels; big old area mg, new listening room.
—Lonnie Brownell
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pretty damned good.
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-Musical excellence in its most advanced "ground-plane technology" -

isn't perfect. But it's

mono /fully balanced

3
f/

The Monitor Audio 91

Mbl 8011 S High-Performance Poweramplifier -dual

Conclusion
Looking back through my notes, I
don't see anything really bad about the
Monitor Audio Silver 9i. So it must be
perfect, right?
Well, no — it's a long way from
"nothing bad" to "perfect." The Thiel
CS.5s performed the image-and-space
tricks slightly better. There was that

md_hitwscsi corn
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People are unique. As much as we may
seem alike superficially, our tastes, moods
and styles vary as do the sands in the
desert. That's why the cookie-cutter,
one-size-fits-all sales approach just does
not work. Bringing together people with
the audio/video system of their dreams calls
for aspecial sensitivity to our individual
traits. That's why at Sound by Singer
we custom tailor our business to fit your
needs, not the other way around.
Here are three ways that we make owning
the world's most enjoyable audio video easy.

*Delivery 'Super System Set-up *Custom Installe
'Audio/Video Cabinetry 'Home/Office Trials •

How to Buy a $40,000 System for a
$10,000 Investment
-Nobody can get the gear you want into
your home easier than Sound by Singer.
Our Leveraged Buy-In Program lets you
get what you want now with alimited
initial investment. You can buy your dream
state-of-the-art component surrounded
with blue-chip demo components (fully
warranted, of course) which you can trade
in item by item towards your next desired
component for up to two years from the
date of purchase. Our payment plans fit
your needs and your planned expenditure.
Real Values for Used Equipment
Trade-Ins
-Tired of trading in equipment at 25%
of retail value? Sound by Singer has away
to help realize cost savings of up to 45%
and help save the world at the same time.
Call for details and aquote.
The Best Customer Demonstrator
Plans in the Business
-Our customers don't have to regret the
road not taken. With our Zero Error
In-Home Demo Plan, you select the two
products you really want to compare.
Buy both and evaluate them for up to seven
days in your home and return the one
you don't want for afull refund. With
our Preferred Customer Demo Plan, we
can arrange an in-home Demonstrations
for any of the components we have on
the floor.
At Sound by Singer, we make your
audio dreams come true!

Now 6Months 0% Interest Financing!
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Offering the world's finest new and
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professional consultations.
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Follow-Up
Robert
PS Audio P300 Power Plant with
AC frequency produced better dynamics and an improvement in overall clariMultiWave
ty —but only up to acertain frequency.
As far as I've been able to determine,
the first Stereophile review of apower- Above 90Hz, the sound seemed to thin
out in the midbass, and Ieventually
line conditioner (PLC) appeared in the
April 1988 issue: Lewis Lipnick's
settled on 80Hz as the optimal setting.
review of the Adcom ACE-115 power- This observation has been confirmed
by other Power Plant users, most of
line filter/spike suppressor. Since then,
devices designed to improve AC power whom run the Power Plant at 80 or
90Hz. McGowan's exhave become a major audiophile
product category, and by 1994 they'd planation for this
grown popular enough to be allotted
effect
is
that
a separate section in Stereophiles
"Recommended Components."
In 1999, the PLC world was stood
on its ear by the introduction of
the PS Audio Power Plant
(currently
available
in
300W, 600W, and 1200W
models in the works). The
Power Plant is not really a
power-line conditioner but a
power synthesizer—or, as PS
Audio refers to it, an "AC
regenerator." It's actually a
class-AB power amplifier with
ahighly regulated, low-distortion AC sinewave output.
Iput the P300 through its
paces ayear ago (see my review
PS Audio P300 Power Plant
in the December 1999 Stereophile), and was most impressed
frequencies above 90Hz are not
with the results. My enthusiasm was
a problem for transformers—in fact,
matched by that of John Atkinson
(Whew!), who found that the P300
their performance continues to improve.
allowed his $6495 Mark Levinson
It's the inexpensive diodes commonly
No.380S preamp to more closely used in power-supply diode bridges that
have trouble keeping up with these
approach the sound of the $14,950
Mark Levinson No32. (JA's Follow- higher frequencies.
Up on the P300, and his interview
Fixing What Ain't Broke: The
with designer Paul McGowan, appeared in the May 2000 issue; the origPower Plant was such asuccess in the
inal review and JA's Follow-Up are
marketplace that most designers would
available on www.stereophile.com.)
have been content to leave the design
A unique feature of the Power Plant
unaltered and devote their energies to
is that the frequency of the sinewave
developing new products. Paul Mcoutput can be varied from 50Hz to
Gowan has been working on new prod120Hz. The idea is that increasing the
ucts, including amplifiers based on the
Power Plant, but he also thought he
frequency from 60Hz (or 50Hz, where
could improve the performance of the
that is the standard) enhances the effecPower Plant itself. The harmonic distiveness of the power supplies of equiptortion of the AC sinewave produced
ment connected to the Power Plant,
recharging capacitors at a higher rate
by the Power Plant was about 0.05% —
and allowing transformers to operate at much better than the 3-10% distortion
of the AC line — but McGowan wantamore optimal frequency.
Indeed, Ifound that increasing the
ed it to be even lower. He determined
Stereophile,
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that most of the distortion was caused
not by the amplifier but by the DSPbased oscillator generating the AC
frequency. A new D/A converter on
the oscillator board, using a higher
sampling rate, resulted in cutting the
distortion in half: down to 0.025%.
Then, he wanted to give consumers
the option of tweaking
the
AC
volt-

age.
This
would be
useful
to
owners of electrostatic
loudspeakers, which tend
to perform better with
the voltage increased to
120V. Varying the AC voltage
is also helpful in situations
where atransformer in apiece of
equipment connected to the Power
Plant exhibits mechanical hum. In many
cases, the hum can be reduced by lowering the output voltage by afew volts
from the normal 117V. Previously, there
was an internal adjustment for this; on
the new MultiWave-equipped P300/
P600, voltage can be selected from the
front panel.
Finally, McGowan wanted to solve
the problem of thinning midbass with
higher AC frequencies. Working with
Doug Goldberg, he set out to find away
of getting the benefits of higher AC
frequencies without any sonic or technical downside. Combining waves was
considered, but it became apparent that
combining, say, 60Hz and 120Hz
would result in the production of abeat
frequency, which would impair transformer performance. They came closer
to a solution by having a sequence of
waves of different frequencies; eg, 60Hz
followed by 120Hz. Listening to the
173
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Follow-Up

PS Audio Lab Cable
T. he way Paul McGowan tells the

,tory on PS Audio's website
(www.psaudio.com), the Lab Cable
was developed because of aneed to
have asonically neutral power cable
in the reference system used for the
final voicing of the Power Plant.
They tried a number of power
cables, from off-the-shelf shielded
Belden to $2000/meter audiophile
cables, but found each had distinctive sonic characteristics.
So they decided to build their
own, based on two principles: minimum resistance/impedance and
maximum shielding. They used
6-gauge, 1057-strand copper wire
for each conductor, and triple shielding: aluminum foil around each
jacketed conductor, copper braid
over the foil, and asingle braid over
both shielded conductors. Then, to
mechanically isolate the cable from
vibrations, they wrapped the whole
thing in Sonex. The result was
exceptionally ugly, but had alower
sonic signature than anything else
they'd auditioned.
The Lab Cable is aproduction
version of that prototype, with the
same electrical/mechanical characteristics but in a more attractive
form. The cable is fairly stiff, but not
unmanageably so. The male plug is
hospital-grade, made by Marinco;
the female is Kimber ICable's
Wattgate brand 1EC, designed by
Kimber and made by Marinco.
The Lab Cable's most distinctive
design aspect is the emphasis on
shielding. McGowan argues that a
power cable, like any piece of wire,
has the potential to act as an antenna, both picking up RF and broadcasting it in close proximity to the
audio system. He points out that all
audio equipment, especially anything with adiode bridge/capacitor
power supply, produces major
bursts of radiated energy at the time
of peak charging. The Lab Cable's
triple shielding greatly reduces its
tendencies to pick up and radiate
RR It's important to note that one
end of the Lab's shield is connected
to the AC socket ground; without
this, the shield would become an
antenna, making things worse.
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The Lab also allows the electrical
ground to be disconnected (a simple
matter of pulling apart two wires
linked with a connector) while
maintaining grounding of the shield.
Electrically, this is the equivalent of a
"cheater" plug, used by many people
to eliminate ground loops. While
convenient, such cheaters are in
violation of the electrical code in the
US and Canada, and can result in
death from electrical shock in the

The price of the PS
Audio Lab Cable is more
than fair, and there are
full return privileges.
event of insulation failure in the
equipment. A separate external
ground, through agrounding post, is
acceptable under some circumstances, but is not recommended. In
my system, disconnecting the P300's
electrical ground yielded little sonic
benefit Iplayed it safe and kept the
ground connected.
Six feet of Lab Cable installed
between my wall AC socket and
the P300's IEC socket did yield significant sonic benefits, especially
when compared to the stock cable.
(The TARA Labs Decade AC cable
that Inormally use was a closer
sonic match.) The main difference
was in noise level, which was
noticeably lower with the Lab —
music emerged from abackground
of greater silence. There was also an
improvement in bass definition and
overall transparency.
The improvements from use of
the Lab were lower in magnitude
than those from use of MultiWave or
the Power Plant itself; but were definitely worthwhile. A6' length of Lab
Cable is $400, with other lengths
available. Given the quality of materials and construction, the price is
more than fair, and there are full return privileges. Fm told that aMini
Lab Cable will debut in Novembe
with the same construction but using
10-gauge wire and fewer strands, and
costing $150 for 6'. —Robert Deutsch

results confirmed that they were on the
right track.
Goldberg then suggested another
variant: adding asingle odd harmonic
to each sinewave fundamental to produce "partial" squarewaves, with flat
tops that would allow capacitors in the
power supply to be charged for a
longer time.' In the production version
of the MultiWave board, the user can
select either apure sinewave (variable
from 50Hz to 120Hz, as before), or
one of nine MultiWaves that are
sequences of sinewaves or partial
squarewaves. For example, the SS1
setting has a50Hz partial squarcwave
followed by two 120Hz partial squarewaves; SS4 is a 50Hz sinewave
followed by two 120Hz sinewaves. PS2
is a single-frequency (60Hz) partial
squarewave, and is recommended for
equipment with cooling fans.
PS Audio's most highly recommended MultiWave patterns arc those that
have partial squarewaves, but PSA suggests that users experiment to find out
which works best in their systems.
The restrictions are that turntables that
use AC motors must be used with
pure sinewaves, and, as noted, equipment with fans should be used with
the PS2 setting. The cost of the
MultiWave option is $250, factoryinstalled or as an upgrade kit (board
and new display). Installation is said to
take only about 15 minutes.
Those Magic Changes: PS Audio
provided anew sample of the P300,
with MultiWave installed, so that I
could make A/B comparisons with my
original non-MultiWave P300. My first
comparison was between the original
P300 set at the usual 80Hz and the new
unit set at the same frequency.
(Current-series Power Plants feature
81Hz rather than 80Hz because some
owners use the Power Plant to change
the speed of turntables with ACsynchronized motors; 81Hz produces
exactly 45rpm.) The P300 was used to
provide the power to the PS Audio
Lambda II transport, Bel Canto DAC1
or MSB Link DAC III (upsampling
card, P1000 power supply, Full Nelson
upgrade) digital processor, and Convergent Audio Technology SL-1
Ultimate preamplifier. Speakers were
Avantgarde Uno Series Twos, driven
by apair of Cary CAD-2A3 monoblock amplifiers.
I The Power Plain technology. including the
MultiWave storv, is described in considerable detail at
seww.psaudio.coin.
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Follow-Up
If someone had asked me if Ithought
a drop in distortion from 0.05% to
0.025% would be significant, or even
audible, my answer would have been an
unequivocal "No!" Differences in
amplifiers' residual distortions in this
range are normally considered to be
below the discrimination threshold, and
claims of ultra-low distortion in amplifiers have been pointed out as examples
of meaningless specsmanship.
Be that as it may, changing from my
original P300 to the new sample
produced obvious sonic improvements.
The entire upper-frequency range
sounded cleaner, smoother, with more
delicate extreme highs. The effect could
be heard most easily on cymbals, which
had a more airy, shimmery quality.
(I noticed no difference in the bass.) If
the P300's MultiWave board did nothing more than this, the upgrade would
be well worth it.
But this was all before switching
from the pure sinewave to the MultiWave settings. Changing to the SS1
setting (which PS Audio highly recommends) resulted in a major improvement in dynamics, an opening up of the
soundstage, greater depth, and an
increased sense of power in the low
bass. 'The change in bass performance
was the sort that Iwould normally associate with achange in power amplifiers,
but the CAD-2A3SE monoblocks and
the Avantgarde Unos' subwoofer amplifiers were not even pluKed into the
P300. (I tried to run the Carys from the
P300, but even though these amps
produce only 5Wpc, they draw enough
power that the P300 shut down as soon
as the second amplifier was turned on.)
There was no apparent sonic downside
to using the MultiWave setting: the
highs were at least as clean and delicate
as with sinewaves, and, unlike the case
with sinewaves above 90Hz, there was
no thinning of the midbass.
If SS1 had been the only MultiWave
setting offered, I would have been
content to stay with it —but there were
eight more MultiWave settings to check
out. Ilistened to them all —although, I
must admit, not in the most extensive
and systematic way — and SSS emerged
as my favorite. This MultiWave pattern
is much like SS1, the difference being
that SS1 is a partial squarewave
sequence of 50/120/120Hz, whereas
SSS is apartial squarewave sequence of
60/120/120Hz.
My preference was based on two
factors: the transformers in the digital
processors plugged into the P300 were
quieter with SS5, and the bass was abit
Stereophile, December 2000

cleaner with this setting.2 Another
favorite reported by MultiWave users
(there has been extensive discussion of
this topic at www.psaudio.com) is SS8,
which consists of sinewaves of 60/
120/120Hz. SS8 sounded pretty good,
but in the end Ireturned to SSS.
My final test of the differences made
by MultiWaves came about accidentally.
Iwas playing with various settings, and
turned off the system at the end of the
day. A friend came by the next day to
listen to the system and Ifired it up. He

Changing from my
original

P300

to

the new sample
produced obvious
sonic improvements.
was duly impressed, and the sound of
the system was certainly very good in
general terms, but Iwas abit disappointed — the sound just didn't seem as
open, as unrestrained dynamically as it
had been in the past. Ithen thought of
checking the P300's display. (In my
system, Ihave the display facing away
from the listening area.) It turned out
that I'd left the P300 in the 60Hz
sinewave position. Ichanged the setting
back to SSS, and the open, dynamic
quality was restored.
As Time Goes By: Regenerating AC
makes alot of sense, and it's hard to
imagine any way that powering audio
equipment from a low-distortion AC
source could create problems for the
equipment. However, some people
have expressed concern about the use of
AC frequencies higher than 60Hz, or
any waveform other than a pure
sinewave. The question is whether there
are any long-term negative effects
(eg, premature failure of components)
due to the use of higher AC frequencies
and/or MultiWave patterns.
By definition, the assessment of
long-term effects requires data collected over along time, and the P300 simply hasn't been out there long enough.
2The displayed voltage readings with the P300 set to
MultiWave were significantly lower than the actual
voltages measured with avoltmeter, eg, an indicated
117V measured as 122V. The discrepancy was confirmed by Paul McGowan, who said that this will be
fixed in asoftware revision. To compensate for the voltage difference with the MultiWave settings, 1lowered
the voltage to an indicated 112V, which resulted in an
actual 117V

Transformers in equipment plugged
into the P300 do tend to make more
mechanical noise when used with higher AC frequencies and MultiWaves, but
this appears to be more a source of
annoyance for the listener than an indication that transformers are being
unduly stressed. The experts on transformer design whom I consulted
(including a leading manufacturer of
transformers) confirmed Paul McGowan's claim that transformers are
not harmed, and may even function
better, when fed higher AC frequencies
or partial squarewaves. Of course, it's
still possible that there are negative
effects on other parts of the power supply (eg, diodes), but, again, the consensus among the electrical engineers I
talked to was that this is unlikely.
I've had my P300 (first with the
power frequency set at 80Hz, later with
various MultiWave settings) in my
system for more than ayear, with no
problems with it or any associated
equipment, and I'm not aware of significant problems reported by others.
While it's impossible to say with
absolute certainty that some problems
will not emerge in time, the likelihood
of such problems is sufficiently low that
I, for one, am willing to take my
chances. An ultra-cautious alternative
would be to switch the P300 to your
favorite MultiWave pattern only when
listening, then switch it back to the
60Hz sinewave position the rest of the
time. Just remember to switch back to
MultiWave when you're ready to listen!
Upgrade Time: A problem faced
sooner or later by every serious audiophik is deciding what part of the system
is most in need of upgrading and what
kind of upgrade would represent a
significant sonic improvement.
What if you have asystem with no
single weak link, no clearly identifiable
sonic deficiency, but you'd still like the
sound to be better, more like live
music? Replacing components willynilly may result in asound that's different but not necessarily better, and the
process is likely to be quite costly. If you
like the basic sound of your system but
want to raise the level of realism agood
notch or two, Ican think of no better
way of accomplishing this than by
investing in aPS Audio P300 — or, if its
300W output is not enough and funds
permit, a P600 or P1200. The basic
P300 is still available for $995, but
MultiWave makes such a difference
that Iconsider it amandatory option
well worth the extra $250.
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ock reveres its past, but
country music — whose
lyrics are built on home,
hearth, and wholesome hellionisms like drinkin: cheatin:
an' lyin' about both — ignores,
forgets, and freezes out its own
history. As Garth Brooks,
Shania Twain, and now Faith
Hill have exploded in popularity and filled record-business
coffers in Music City and elsewhere, past stars like Johnny
Cash, Buck Owens, George
Jones, and Merle Haggard have
disappeared. No radio play. No
record deals. No respect.
Several years ago, Johnny
Cash, who'd spent nearly 30 years with
Columbia Records, was unceremoniously shown the door by that label. After
ashort stay at Mercury, he signed with
Rick Rubin's American imprint, arock
and rap label. To ayounger generation
of rock fans, Cash was suddenly hip.
Now, at age 63, Merle Haggard is
hoping his new record deal, with Los
Angeles-based punk label Epitaph
Records, will do the same for him. His
first album for the label, If lCould Only
Fly (ANTI 86593-2), already recorded
when he signed with Epitaph, is his most
inspired set in adecade.
"It's pretty sad when you have to take
Johnny Cash and find him arock'n'roll
label so he can be heard," Haggard says
via cellphone from his bus. As we talked,
the bus was in the desert, crossing the
Colorado River at Needles, California.
"I'm just hoping we don't break down."
He meant the bus, but his tone was that
of someone whose career has been running on three flat tires for too long.
"I just spent 10 years on Curb Records
and it was like being in prison. Epitaph
wanted me to be sure that Iunderstood
that they didn't want to change me in
any way. They made the remark that
they didn't want to change one hair on
Merle Haggard's head. They said they'd
be very proud to have me on this label
and to try and work acountry record,
which is something they didn't know
anything about. I kinda liked that,
because if they don't know anything
about it, they're liable to do agood job."
Stereophiie, December 2000
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the one about George Jones's
recent car crash, in which he hit
ahighway bridge: "Somebody
said he heard a seventh and
went for the bridge."
Although Haggard can be
cranky, on this day, passing
through Needles, he's having
fun. The subject of country
music ca 2000 sends him
winging off into awider war.
"We're livin' in atime when
you don't get a choice anymore," he says with adeliberate,
round, downbeat on "choice."
"You eat what they give you and
you hear what they play, and if
you don't like it, well, that's just
too bad —you'll hear some more of it in
After Hank Williams, the Bakersfield,
California-born Haggard may be the just aminute.
"I don't know ... it makes me wonder.
most influential songwriter and largerthan-life personality in the history of It's kinds like, are we changing labels
country music. A former habitual (but with Russia? They're having a better
time in Moscow than they're having in
petty) criminal who received afull parNew York right now. It's the same thing
don from Governor Ronald Reagan in
with music. Should music have any sub1972, Haggard has made more than 65
stance or subject matter to it, your
albums since his first hit in 1965; he's
record's in the trash.
recorded nearly 250 of his own songs,
"What can you do when there's one
and 38 of his singles have hit #1 on
guy who owns 800 radio stations? And
Billboard's Country chart. He's probably
best known for "Okie from Muskogee," a the guy who owns the Chicago paper
owns the LA. paper? And they say,
1969 tune that he's sometimes defended
'Look, we don't want any subject matter
as apaean to "patriotism" and sometimes
that might make someone shed atear,' or
laughed off as a misunderstood inside
We don't want something that might
joke, dismissing complaints of redneckmake someone laugh, and we certainly
ism with afamous quip: "Son, Muskogee
don't want to say something about the
is the only place Idon't smoke it."
government.' It eliminates alot of the
Besides songwriting, one of Haggard's
subject matter that country music came
other outsized talents is talking. Six years
to be. So if you eliminate that, you've got
ago, Igot on his bus behind aPhoenix
honky-tonk at 230pm to do ahalf-hour what you're hearing now, which is not
interview. The next morning, after telling country music. It's some sort of bad rock'n'roll, and you know it and Iknow it."
jokes, playing cards, listening to demo
He pauses. "I don't even want to contapes of young hopefuls, and witnessing
nect rock'n'roll with it. It's not good
hilarious misadventures both biblical and
music. It has to do more with how you
recreational, Igot off the bus achanged
look. They got machines that can make
man. Never in 17 years of music writing
you sound good if you ain't got areal
have Ihad more fun. Iwas high (naturalvoice and you can't stay in key. They got
ly) for at least aweek afterward.
those things that will fix those flat and
Talking with Haggard, it's only amatsharp notes, and if you got apretty belly
ter of time before the subject of music
button, that seems to be the criterion."
fades and the conversational canvas
And how does Haggard's belly butopens up to include politics, the musical
possibilities of the Internet, the myriad
ton rate?
"Ahhh, mine ain't half bad. Icould
vague but menacing conspiracy theories
probably hold acrowd with it."
he subscribes to, and lots of goofs — like
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The Band

0

dd, isn't it, that the quintessential American band
just happened to be fourfifths Canadian?
Credit the lure of the music of
the United States in all its crazyquilt of forms —Appalachian folk,
Delta blues, New Orleans jazz,
honky-tonk country, and, yes,
rock'n'roll — and how distant it all
seemed to Ontarian teenagers
Jaime Robbie Robertson, Garth
Hudson, Rick Danko, and
Richard Manuel. Not distant in
physical miles, of course — the
cities of Toronto, London,
Stratford, and Simcoe, where the
four grew up, are not all that far
from US soil. But the US of their
imagination, of late-night juke
joints, of hard-living bluesmen, of
the hard-rocking high life in all its
forms, might as well have been a
million miles away.
t.36.
The fifth member of the Band,
The Band (left to right): Rick Danko, Levon Helm, Richard Manuel, Garth Hudson, and Robbie Robertson.
Levon Helm, didn't have to imagine those things. He grew up in
with Dylan to the then-quiet artist tapes. These were, and the remastering
the middle of blues and rockabilly terricolony of Woodstock, New York. There
and repackaging of the discs — with
tory, in Marvell, Arkansas. When he
copious liner notes by Band scholar Rob
they experimented with Dylan (on the
was 16, he signed on to play drums with
Ronnie Hawkins, awould-be rockabilly
mend from his famous motorcycle acci- Bowman — were done under the superhero ("Mary Lou," "Who Do You
dent), and made the music that would vision of the three surviving members of
the group; Robertson, Helm, and
Love") who decided it was better to be a become known, and later released, as
big fish in alittle pond (ie, the Canadian
The Basement Tapes. They also made
Hudson. The Band's story is one of trimusic of their own, and, reunited with
umph and tragedy, and in it, nothing surmarket) than to be afish out of water in
Helm, began work on what would be
passes the sad demise of the two memthe States, so he took his band north and
bers no longer with us —Manuel, who
worked aclub circuit in Ontario for
their debut album as aband — indeed,
The Band: Musicfrom Big Pink.
hanged himself in aFlorida motel room
years. One by one, as Hawkins'
That album, and the rest of the Band's
in 1986, and Danko, who died of adrug
Arkansas band deserted him, the musiCapitol Records catalog is being overdose in 1999. Let's deal with some
cians who would later form the Band
signed on. They played all kinds of reworked and reissued in aprogram sure
of the triumphs first.
to shine aspotlight on one of rock's most
The most striking thing about Big
music in all kinds of places, gaining all
kinds of experience that would temper important and iconoclastic acts. Their Pink is what adeliberate piece of art it is,
them for what would come later.
first four releases—Music from Big Pink,
from the songwriting and the perforThey left Hawkins and struck out on
The Band, Stage Fright, and Cahoots—are
mances right down to the album cover.
their own, first as the Levon Helm
already in the racks along with anewly
Released in 1968, Big Pink modestly but
Sextet and then as Levon and the
selected Greatest Hits disc. Four more are
assertively rowed against the current of
Hawks, playing raw R&B and cutting a scheduled to follow in 2001 —Moondl Sgt. Pepper's-fueled psychedelia, rockfew singles. Brought to New York by Matinee, Rock of Ages, Northern Lightsstar worship, and what was not then
John Hammond, Jr., they were tapped Southern Cross, and Islands. Overall, the
called baby-boomer self-importance.
by Bob Dylan, who wanted an electric
new discs present amuch warmer verWith three writers contributing songs
band to back him. They stood with him
sion of what were pretty primitive
(some with aco-writer named Dylan),
through the boos of the 1965 and '66
recordings —a decided step up from the
Big Pink is the Band's most democratic
tours (except for Helm, who couldn't already issued CDs, which were not album. Robertson wrote four numbers:
stand the abuse), and eventually moved
drawn from first-generation master
"To Kingdom Come," "Caledonia
Stereophile, December 2000
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Building
The Band's follow-up album, simply
titled The Band, also proudly stood outside the late-'60s rock mainstream. It
sounds as if it was recorded in awoodsy
cabin in the hills of Virginia or somewhere equally bucolic. In fact, it was
mostly recorded in the pool house of a
home once owned by Sammy Davis, Jr.,
in the Hollywood Hills.
By the time of The Band's release in
1969, acertain mystique had grown up
around the group. Part of this was due
to the fact that they didn't tour after Big
Pink —Danko and Helm were both
involved in automobile wrecks — and
part because of their refusal to grant
interviews. Holed up in Woodstock,
they seemed inscrutable, inaccessible ...
and all the more intriguing.
The Band—so named to put an end
to persistent consumer confusion over
just what to call them — grew into asort
of accidental concept album about the
South, or at the very least about the
rural United States in general, incorporating along the way many of its
untamed musical idioms: the blues,
country, ragtime, gospel, etc. Robertson
was rapidly becoming the group's dominant writing voice (Manuel shared
three songwriting credits here, Helm
one), and many of these songs brought
to life at last the wonder and mystery of
the Deep South that Robertson had
been turning over in his mind since he
was achild in Toronto, his ear pressed
against a transistor radio tuned to
Nashville R&B station WLAC.
Like Big Pink, The Band sounds like
something out of atime capsule: asong
about the Civil War, another about a
servant sent packing after committing
some unnamed transgression against his
mistress, still another about an old sailor
retiring to arocking chair back in "old
Virginny" — this is rock'n'roll? Well,
yes, as it turns out. Indeed, The Band is
regarded by many fans as the group's
true masterpiece.
That may be on the mark, given how
far they reach on the album and how
much their grasp attains. One could
argue that Big Pink is better, mostly for
intangible reasons — amore democratic
writing situation, the easy fellowship
espoused by the shared vocals (not as
omnipresent on The Band), and the previously uncharted territory that Big Pink
tried to map out. On the whole, though,
The Band is more assured and more fully
realized. Hudson really came into his
own on this record, playing an inventive
array of keyboard parts (like the famous
Jew's-harp sound he created on the
clavinet for "Up on Cripple Creek").
Stereophiie, December 2000

The bandmembers
may not share !rum
vocals, but they take
their communal values even further
here, occasionally
swapping
instruments — Helm on
guitar or mandolin.
Manuel on drums,
Danko on violin,
producer
John
Simon (who or a
time was a virtual
sixth member of the
group) on tuba. In
short, for an album
that
sounds
so
accomplished, The
Band came about in
ways almost shockingly spontaneous.
The album's stone
classic, of course, is
"The Night They
Drove Old Dixie Down," which
Robertson wrote over aperiod of eight
months, quizzing Arkansas native Helm
repeatedly in order to get the story of a
Southern Civil War soldier just right.
The writerly choice of doing the song
from the perspective of the devastated

Music from Big Pink
had made the Band
acritical success, but
The Band increased their
commercial fortunes.
The album charted at #9,
and the group tasted
true rock stardom at last.
(and intensely angry) South is amasterstroke, and the level of storytelling is
about as high as it gets in apop song.
The Band's performance matches it,
though, with Helm's moving vocal, and
the intentionally ragged but explosive
transition to the chorus, which sounds
like rounds of heavy cannon fire.
Other songs show evidence of
Robertson's ability to operate on several
levels at once. "King Harvest (Has
Surely Come)" is afinely textured piece
about the sights and smells of the fall
season, but is also about heavy-handed
union politics. "Unfaithful Servant,"
another song that seems totally out of

a Library

step with the world of rodc'n'roll, is one
of the Band's (and especially Danko's)
most beautiful performances. Other
gems on the album include Manuel's
prayerful "Whispering Pines" and
Robertson's wistful "Rockin' Chair."
As serious as those songs may be,
there's quite abit of whimsy on The
Band —in songs like "Across the Great
Divide," which set the tone for the
album in an upbeat direction just as
surely as "Tears of Rage" set Big Pink in
amournful one. There's also the rollicking, randy, decidedly un-P.C.
"Jemima Surrender," the jubilant bayou
fantasy "Up on Cripple Creek," and the
high-stepping "Rag Mama Rag" —
which, go figure, became ahuge hit in
the United Kingdom.
Music from Big Pink had made the
Band acritical success, but The Band
increased their commercial fortunes.
The album charted at #9, and the group
tasted true rock stardom at last.
(A famous cover story in lime magazine
ta lt:ed their music as "the new sound of
country rock.") Soon, however, the
adage "Be careful what you wish for, you
just might get it" had come into play.
After adecade of clawing their way to
the top, they had made it there, or at
least quite near it, and the Band began to
enjoy the fruits of their labors. But with
the good aspects of pop stardom came
the bad — the jealousy, the jackals, too
much money, too many drugs — and
their music and their lives suffered for it.
Stage Fright was meant to be an easygoing, upbeat, good-time album.
Initially, the Band hoped to record it live
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at the Woodstock Playhouse — an idea
nixed by the town council, who already
felt burned by the previous summer's
massive Woodstock festival and its aftermath and didn't
want
another
rush of rock'n'roll
peop I
c
overrunning
their town. The
group recorded
at the Playhouse
anyway, either
with the curtain
closed or facing
the empty seats,
which may account for the
notion
that
something is definitely missing
from the mix.
But it's notjust the lack of an audience.
The sense of combined effort and camaraderie is still present on some of Stcwe
Fright, but only just. Manuel, whose writing abilities had atrophied terribly by this
point, took only two co-writing credits,
"Sleeping" and "Just Another Whistle
Stop," while Helm had one, "Strawberry
Wme." Robertson wrote everything else,
and even his abilities had shifted into a
lower gear. Unlike his songs on Big Pink
and The Band, there were no grand
themes or insights into America on Stage
Fright, nor were there any characters like
Molly, Crazy Chester or Ragtime Willie.
Instead, Robertson wrote about his own
life, which increasingly was becoming
the insular and pampered life of arock
stn. The switch from writing about what
he imagined to what he knew made Stage
Fnght stultifyingly ordinary The performances were also hampered by the
Band's increasing alienation from each
other, and their decreased joie de vivre in
general. The vocals here are almost all
solo performances, with no ensemble
singing of the sort that made the first two
albums so distinctive and fun to listen to.
There are afew bright spots, though.
The title track is one of the most
poignant descriptions of looking down
from the dizzying precipice of fame,
and "The Shape I'm In" makes the best
of atragic situation. (Robertson supposedly wrote it about Manuel, who was
frequently addled by drink and drugs,
notably heroin. Helm and Danko dabbled in smack as well.)
Yet incisive and engaging as those
songs may have been, they were only so
much rock-star narcissism compared
with the classic myth-making compositions of the previous records. The two
Stereophile, December 2000

attempts at similar kinds of work here,
"The WS. Walcott Medicine Show" and
"Daniel and the Sacred Harp," come off
as forced and disconnected from the rest
of the album. As
for the goodtime
concept,
there are only
"Strawberry
Wine"
and
"Time to Kill."
The rest feel like
the results, if
anything, of too
much of agood
time. Ironically,
Stage
Fright
proved to be the
Band's highestcharting album
ever, rising to #5
in 1970, but staying on the charts only 14 weeks.
From the outset, Cahoots seems like a
return to form. The opening track is the
brilliant "Life is aCarnival," acelebration of the excitement and chaos of
street life. What kicks the song into high
gear, though, is the funky,
kinetic horn arrangement
by New Orleans R&B
great Allen Toussaint,
whose work on Lee
Dorsey's 1970 album, Yes
We Can, Robertson had
admired. Equally fine is
"When I Paint My
Masterpiece," a Dylan
tune about an American
artist stuck in Rome and
dreaming of his homeland. The accordiondriven
arrangement
sounds less like Rome
and more like a
Parisian sidewalk café,
but that didn't hurt the
song as much as
Dylan's own version
of it, which followed
quickly on the heels
of Cahoots.
Another song of interest
is "4% Pantomime," which Robertson
co-wrote with Van Morrison. The title
refers to the difference in alcohol content between Johnny Walker Red and
Johnny Walker Black, and the elaborate
way that Morrison and Manuel acted
out the song while recording it. It's not a
great song, but the pair's traded vocals
are reminiscent of what the Band was
once capable of within its own ranks.
From there, the quality of the album
drops off considerably. Robertson has

a Library

said his increasing interest in cinema is
responsible for songs like "Shootout in
Chinatown," "The Moon Struck One,"
and "Smoke Signal," but those influences are seldom discernible to the
listener. The performances are stilted, as
well, which could be explained in part
by the method of recording. For Cahoots,
the Band was breaking in the new
Bearsville studio owned by their manager, Albert Grossman, and apparently all
the bugs hadn't been worked out of the
system yet. Then, too, the parts were
mostly recorded (by ayoung engineer
named Todd Rundgren) piecemeal
rather than together, as had been their
method on previous albums. Their isolation from each other is almost audible,
and the songs aren't up to scratch. The
album-sleeve photo of the members of
the group with their eyes closed only
added to the impression that they had
pretty much slept through this one.
Each of the four albums in the current
round of reissues is adorned with bonus
tracks, some more interesting than others. Big Pink sports an amazing nine extra
cuts, virtually doubling the album's playing time. Among them are songs that

Robertson has
referred to as "goofy basement songs,"
like "Ferdinand the Imposter," "Orange
Juice Blues," and "Long Distance
Operator." Documentation in the liner
notes is sketchy, but according to sources
at Capitol Records, "Katie's Been Gone,"
from Big Pink, and "Bessie Smith," from
Cahoots, arc the only bonus cuts in this
first five-disc release sourced directly
from Dylan's 1975 Basement Tapes box.
At least one of the songs, "Ferdinand,"
187
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the Band's career, Greatest Hits might be
"Bessie Smith" featurthe way to go; it includes songs from the
ing arare lead vocal by
later albums Moondog Matinee, Northern
Robertson, and astudio take of the Band's
Lights — Southern Cross (the terrific "It
Makes No Difference"), and Islands. But
version of Marvin
anyone interested in experiencing the
Gaye's "Don't Do h"
GREATEST HITS
(which they also covBand at their absolute best should go
straight to the first two albums, each of
ered on Rock of Ages).
There's an alternate
which is an essential part of any serious
take of "Masterpiece"
rock'n'roll collection.
All five discs in this release feature
plus an original song,
newly remastered, 24-bit digital sound, a
"Endless Highway,"
great improvement over the original CD
that was left off of the
album because it
reissues, and one that makes even the
seemed to Robertson
hard, dry sound of Stage Freight listenable.
It'll be interesting to revisit those later
to represent an era of
the Band that was
albums when they're re-reissued as well,
particularly Rock ofAges, one of the finest
gone forever.
In addition to the
live rock recordings ever. But judging
from the Band's first four albums, their
four original albums,
legacy is decidedly mixed: two releases
Capitol has also issued
aselection of Greatest that are staggeringly great, two that are
Hits —something of a not. Most artists never achieve half as
misnomer for an act that made it into the
much, of course, but the sense of loss
hails from a 1967 demo session that
from the Band's ultimate failure, and the
Robertson remembers as being super- Top 40 only twice. It's agood and genervised by the Band's manager, Albert ous selection, (18 songs over the course of pitiable way they've limped along since
regrouping in 1983, is palpable. Still, this
Grossman. "Orange Juice Blues" is a 77 minutes) though an easy one to pick
apart —for example, why no cuts from
mostly Canadian band changed the face
demo version featuring Manuel on
of American music forever, and many of
Rock of Ages, in particular "Don't Do It,"
piano (a full-band version appears on the
their songs are as essential today as thî
out-of-print box set "Across the Great which is one of their two chart hits? For
those wanting just to observe the arc of were 30 years ago, if not more so.
Divide." The alternate "Tears of Rage" is
not substantially different from the final
version, but atake of "Lonesome Susie,"
presented as aslow shuffle, is considerably reworked. The other outtakes —
"Yazoo Street Scandal," "Katie's Been
Gone," "If ILose," and aversion of Big
Bill Broonzy's "Key to the Highway" —
are of interest to Band scholars, but none
of them would have improved the original album had they been included.
Still, ies nice to have them now.
The Band's bonus cuts consists largely
of alternate takes or mixes — "Rag
Mama Rag," "The Night They Drove
Old Dixie Down," "Up on Cripple
Creek," "Whispering Pines," "Jemima
,
Surrender," and "King Harvest." "Get
Up Jake" was intended for the original
AN EXTRAORDINARY NEW
UDSP KER SYSTEM
album but left on the cutting-room
r1;iAsNID
INTIMATE •_ ?Si S
USICAL
SOULFUL
floor. It did surface in alive version on
"Rock of Ages" and in amono version
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single "Ain't Got No Home." The
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The extra tracks on Stage Flight are far
•System Frequency Response 17Hz to 21KHz
fewer in number and significance. The
only one of real interest is aversion of
Premiering at THE Show, San Tropez Room 1308,
"Daniel and the Sacred Harp" that is radiLas Vegas, January 6-9, 2001
cally different from the final take. The
others — alternate mixes of "Time to
Kill" and "The WS. Walcott Medicine
Technology Ltd
Show" —plus aradio commercial hyping
the album, are mostly just curios. The
www.membrane.com/impact
selection on Cahoots is much bette4 with

AIRFOIL

MET

(1.•
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Audio Prism
Audio Research
Balanced Audio
Technology
Bello
B&K
B&W '
Benz Micro
Channel Plus

BAT'S exclusive and revolutionary 6H30

Da -Lite
DVDO

SuperTube, first heard in their Reference

Dynaudio
EgglestonWorks

VK-50SE, is now offered in two new

Faroudjo
German Acoustics

amplifiers. The VK-75SE

Genesis

is an amazing power

Grado
Krell

amplifier with upgraded

Lexicon
Luton

circuitry, power supply

Magnums Dynolab
Mark Levinson

and of course the 6H30

Mirage

SuperTube. Also available

Niles Audio
Moneer Coble

as amono verson with

Onkyo

e

Onkyo Integra

150 watts per channel,

Pfiost
Pioneer Elite

the VK-150SE.

Proceed

Also new are the VK-75

RBH
Rega

and its mono version, the

Rotel •
RPG

JUST ARRIVED! Four new
BAT Amplifiers including SE
editions featuring the BH30
S •erTube.

Sharpvision
Solid •
SME
Sonic Frontiers
Sony

VK-150. VK-75s' can be
leaded to the mono versions. The sound is
simply amazing. Soundstaging is precise and
tailed. Rhythm and pacing are outstanding.

Sony ES
StereoStone

enew BAT'S make the smallest musical details

Stewart Filmscreen

as well as the dynamics of SACD, DVD-Audio

Sumiko
Tice Audio

nd home cinema soundtracks seem as real as lifé.

Transparent Cable
VPI
Wodia
Well Tempered
Wilson Audio
Zoetfiecus

Large selection of
pre-owned equipment

'No Mail Order

ism
foo
Julio

irei2 0 0 0
M
AIN LINE e

HX
,
HIGH-END AUDIO • VIDEO • HOME THEATER
QDCOlififiGeM9 WISfflla ZCAOffid 21CeDen@lie
1100 Easton Rd •Willow Grove •PA 215.659.8815
22 Deir Rooms •Since 1958 www.soundexonline.com
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Notes

Chip
acoustic material is rendered
at an arena scale while even
the fiercest nose-bleeder possesses acoustic soundstaging
depth and breadth.
On the opener, "Good
Times Bad Times," the Classic
LP is appreciably clearer and
more open, with greater
instrumental separation and
bass focus, more growl, and
less glare — the mix sounds, if
anything, more complex, but
less crowded and dense, with
more defined images. Generally, Plant's voice is reined
back into the mix on the LP
(particularly noticeable on
"Babe I'm Gonna Leave You"),
whereas on "You Shook Me" you can
Classic Records
hear how jacked-up and over-EQ'd the
bass is on the CD, and how it obtrudes
LED ZEPPELIN: Led Zeppelin
Atlantic/Classic SD 8216 (LP). 1969/2000. Jimmy
into adjoining frequencies.
Page, prod.; Glyn Johns, eng. AAA. Tr: 44:45
On side two, Page underlines the
SANTANA: Supernatural
power and appeal of his new modern
Arista/Classic 19080 1 (2 LPs). 1999/2000. Clive
blues-rock amalgam by sandwiching
Davis, Carlos Santana, prods.; various engs. AAA?
Willie Dixon's Chicago blues showcase
Tr: 70:05
for Otis Rush, "I Can't Quit You Baby,"
with the dazzling "Communication
ou don't need much commentary
from me as to the aesthetic joys of Breakdown" and the closing "How
these two discs. Led Zeppelin's
Many More Times." And in case you
first album is astone classic rooted in the
don't get the connection, Page brings
verities of American (and world) folk
you back in time by reversing Bonham's
music, even as it anticipates awhole new
image from our stage perspective to the
genre of metal bands — acornerstone of drummer's from behind the kit, and
modern blues and modern rock that
makes his own solo guitar all the more
never goes out of style. "Ile Santana set,
textured and powerful by recording the
apop icon with acast of thousands, put
drums and bass with ajazzy patina: less
this great electric guitarist and his unique
gain and more tone in asmall lounge
blend of pop, jazz, blues, rock, R&B, and
setting, like a more refined, dynamic
salsa back on the map, with one monster
Chess room sound. Slick. And enduring.
FM/MTV hit after another.
Santana's Supernatural is agrab-bag of
Pulling out an early digital release of different recording sessions, some mixed
Led Zeppelin for comparison's sake
down to DAT, others to analog. But
revealed a lot about how far we've
given the multi-cultural outreach Carlos
come, how far we have to go, and how
has perfected in the last 30 years, and the
satisfying the older technologies remain.
timeless quality of his own blues-guitar
The old CD's mastering wasn't bad, but
sound (ah, Paul Reed Smith and Mesa
it's striking how much more involving Boogie — a fine, aromatic old vintage
this analog master is, how bracing yet with ahint of peat), the album coheres as
non-fatiguing — a more revealing way
something more than what it is: astring
to experience anew how refined and
of hit singles and super-sessions. But
visionary Jimmy Page's production valthere seems to be alot more compresues were, even back in 1969. Each song
sion at play in these modern mixes than
represents acontrasting viewpoint and a in Led Zep's venerable maiden voyage,
fresh mixing stratagem in which
and so one's enjoyment of analog's

Stern

predictable elements (distorted guitar
and bass sound) might seem enhanced,
though I'm not sure that it's better. John
Atkinson condemned the original CD's
very limited dynamic range in last
December's "As We See It." Nevertheless, on my system, with the movingiron Grado Reference Master and the
moving-magnet stage of the Nu-Vista
preamp — normally a pretty decent
match—the LP's gain structure is so
much smaller than the CD's as to make
comparisons pointless.
Not that there's anything wrong —
this two-LP set is clean, dynamic, and
nicely detailed. And on songs that feature acoustic guitar, the LP recommends
itself. But on the whole, the CD sounds
much better. The basic sound signature
of this type of recording doesn't seem to
benefit as much from the custom analog
treatment as the digital master does. On
"Smooth," I
just preferred the illusion of
openness and the aura around the guitar
more in digital than on this LP—but

y
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then, this song doesn't exactly scream
out "Room cues!" And where an
acoustic piano with orchestra would
benefit from the more solid separations
and imaging characteristics of a good
analog mastering, the best 1can say
about a more processed production
such as this is... it's different. Iprefer
the CD's dynamics, brilliance, openness,
scale, and immediacy, especially on the
ritualistic tom-toms of "Migra." On my
system, the LP seems closed-in, slightly
opaque, and reduced in scale.
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rook for great savings on your favorite music in e of the boxes below. Take advantage of one or all the sales!
ACOUSTIC SOUNDS'e_

To

Order Or For AFREE CATALOG Ca111-800-71G-3553 www.acouslicsounds.com

up
s United Parcel Service
S595 any size order n he continental US

1000 W Elm • P.O.Box 1905 Salina, KS 67402 •Ph (785) 825-8609 • Fo (785) 825-0156

The following AudioQuest albums are pressed on 180 gram virgin vinyl at Rît
and mastered by Bernie Grundman. All have great sound.
HQ-180
._

ClUdi
•

•

Buy 1LP from this list, get 1of equal or lesser value free!

DCC 180 Gram LPs

P

Choose any 5L sfor $30
Les Arbuckle featuring Kenny Barron -No More No Les LP =AADQ 1019

$7.50

Rob Mullins Band -One Night In Houston

LP =AADQ 1020

$7.50

Larry Willis -ATribute to Someone

LP =AADQ 1022

$7.50

James Newton -Suite for Frida

LP =AADQ 1023

$7.50

Mokave -Afrique

LP =MOO 1024

$7.50

Edward Simon Group -Beauty Within

LP =AADQ 1025

$7.50

Kei Akagi -Mirror Puzzle

LP =MOO 1028

$7.50

Limited Edition Gold CDS, below cost of regular CD!
These prices good for selections below only!

Any ONE selection only.$15
Get all FIVE for $12 ea.$B0
Full House

Sonny Rollins/The Sounds of Sonny
CD =CDCCG 1092 $15.00

recorded live' at Istibo Berkeley, California

John Coltrane/Traneing In
CD =CDCCG 1098 $15.00

Wes Montgomery

FREE
Tchaikovsky Francesca Da Rimini, aFantasia for Orch,
Hamlet/ Stokowski/ Stadium Sym. Orch of N.Y.
Strauss/ Don Juan Op. 20/ Salome/ Stokowski/
Stadium Sym. Orch of N.Y
Ray Heindorf &WBO/ For Whom The Bell
Copland/ Appalachian Spring Ballet/LSO/Susskind
Copland/ Billy The Kid/LSO/Copland
Maxine Sullivan &Her All Stars

Op. 32/
ADCC 1001 $25.00
ADCC
ADCC
ADCC
ADCC
ADCC

Classic Records 180 Gram LPs (RCA Living
Overture Overture/ Agoult, NSOL
ALSC
Shostakovich 1st Sym./ Martinon, LSO
ALSC
Tchaikovsky/Capriccio Italien/ Kondrashin, RCAVO
ALSC
Sibelius/Symphony No. 5/ Gibson, LSO
ALSC
Elgar/Enigma Variation/ Monteux, BSO
ALSC
Dvorak /Slavonic Dances/ Martinon, LSO
ALSC
Festival/ Reiner/ CSO
ALSC
Rachmaninoff Paganini Variation/ Rubinstein/ Reiner, CSO ALSC
Schumann /Carnival/ Rignold, ROHO
ALSC
Prokofiev /2nd Piano Concerto/ Frager/ Leibowitz, PCO ALSC

1002
2023
2034
2035
2038

$25.00
$25.00
$25.00
$25.00
$25.00

Stereo)
2134 $30.00
2322 $30.00
2323 $30.00
2405 $30.00
2418 $30.00
2419 $30.00
2423 $30.00
2430 $30.00
2450 $30.00
2465 $30.00

MCA
HEAVY

VINYL

Music erupts out of total silence from these thick. 180-gram virgin vinyl discs
with avelvety smoothness, spaciousness and ultraquigh resolution that stuns even
the most committed CD diehard... -- Michael Fremer .Stereophile. The Tracking Angle

Bill Evans Quintet/Interplay
CD =CDCCG 1102 $15.00
Wes Montgomery/Full House
CD =CDCCG 1109 $15.00
Art Pepper/Intensity
CD =CDCCG 1114 $15.00

Wilson LPs & CDs

BUDDY HOLLY/ Buddy Holly
LP =AMCA 11161 $30.00

THE WHO /Who's Next
LP =AMCA 11164 S40.00
CD =CMCAG 11312 $2500

Clearance
DVORAK
1111110.l.M..., I*.

FIANC.00 ralo

Debussy & Brahms
Sonatas
LP=AWIL 8722 $8.99
CD=CWIL 8722 $6.99

Pieces For Clarinet and
Piano Schumann/
Brahms
CD=CWIL 9128 $6.99

Francesco Trio/ Dvorak
Piano Trio Op. 90/
Dumky
CD=CWIL 8416 $6.99

DAVE MASON /Alone Together
LP =AMCA 11319 S11 99

BUDDY GUY!.. Walking Through The
Woods LP = AMCA 11165 $11.99
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Vivino Brot

visceral sense of commitment and directness of expression: no showboating, no
bloated solos, no cornball evvahbodyclap-yo-hands clichés. Just listen to how
the drums snap your sack-a-rilly-ack to
attention on the intros to "P.D. Bop" and
"Jealous Kind," and how the percussion
voices are clearly articulated yet sweetly
blended. The feel, tone, and transient
snap of the kick, snare, toms, and cymbals are just right: perfectly articulated
without being analytical. It's the sound of

BLUES BAND

DMP
MHO BROTHERS: Blues Band
Jimmy Vivino, guitar, piano, vocals; Jerry Vivino, baritone 8 tenor sax, flute, clarinet, vocals; Michael
Merritt, bass; James Wormworth, drums, washboard; Fred Walcott, percussion; Brian Charette,
organ, piano
CD-528 (CD). 2000. Jimmy 8 Jerry Vivino, prods.;
Tom Jung, eng. DDD. TT: 55:30
BOB MINTZER BIG BAND: Homage to Count Basie
Bob Mintzer, Scott Robinson, tenor sax, clarinet,
flute; Lawrence Feldman, Pete Yellin, alto sax, clarinet, flute; Roger Rosenberg, baritone sax; Bob
Millikan, Byron Stripling, Scott Wendholt, Michael
Phillip Mossman, trumpet, flugelhorn; Michael
Davis, Keith O'Quinn, Larry Farrell, trombone; Dave
Taylor, bass trombone; Phil Markowitz, piano;
Dennis Irwin, bass; James Chirillo, guitar; John
Riley, Brian Brake, drums
CD-529 (CD). 2000. Bob Mintzer, prod.; Tom Jung,
prod., eng. DDD. TT: 60:59

Homage lo built Basle

the kit as awhole—as good arecorded
drum sound as I've heard.
The naked intro to "Livin' In Vain,"
and the blend of tenor and organ later
on in the track, are indicative of the
ROBERT HOHNER PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE: Far
More Drums
detail and intimacy with which each
CD-527 (CD). 2000. Robert Hohner, prod.; Tom Jung,
instrument is rendered. No earthprod., eng. DDD. TT: 46:00
shaking revelations, but solid, deeply felt
roducer and recording engineer blues playing with touches of jazz and
Tom Jung has really been soul, and fine solos throughout (I espestretching out of late. As aresult, cially enjoyed the tone and tension of
his DMP label is no longer synonymous the brothers' exchange on "Sinner's
only with advanced recording technolo- Prayer"), all rendered with aphysical
gies, but also with adventurous music immediacy that draws you in, with or
that rises to emotional and technical without your mama's permission.
levels worthy of pristine sound.
The Bob Mintzer Big Band's Homage to
From the opening notes of the Vivino
Count Basie was also recorded live to twoBrothers' Blues Band, there's aphysical channel DSD. While the size and scope
power and immediacy to the sound that of this totally acoustic ensemble presentreached out and grabbed me by the short ed different challenges, there is acrispness
hairs. Recorded live to two-channel and clarity, asweet yet steely degree of
Direct Stream Digital, Blues Band puts the detail that makes this tribute to the music
lie to our dearly held notion that the only of the Atomic Basie-era band quite satisway to capture the feel and spirit of blues fying. There's afine, clear piano sound,
music is by recording in analog. And and the broad stereo spread of reeds and
while there's an unmistakable texture
brass conveys the breadth and power of a
and impact to the sound of guitars, bass, big band; the attack dynamics and timbres
drums, and Hammond organ overload- of the horns are vividly realistic, to particing analog tape that Ifind intoxicating, ular effect on more laid-back tunes such
clearly that sound isn't only amatter of as the mellow "Shiny Stockings" and the
the sonic artifacts of tape compression excruciatingly slow "Lil' Darlin'." And
and distortion. While this recording is when the soloists step up front, Ireally
remarkably clear and clean and open, it experience the depth of soundstaging.
also has real power.
It's more amatter of taste than avalue
While there's an air of studied profes- judgment, but the impact of the rhythm
sionalism about these tracks, there's also a section sound, so effective on the Vivino

Notes

Bros. recording, is for me balanced too
far forward (and hard right to just off
center) in favor of the drums. Dig how,
on Mintzees original "Home Basie,"
which is more of an R&B-flavored jazz
chart, this style of rhythm section presentation is very effective in relation to
the material. But the more distant drum
perspective on "One O'Clock Jump,"
with the rhythm guitar and piano carrying the pulse, and the drums presented
more as awash of sound coloring that
pulse and supporting the time than as
several separate instruments, would have
better represented the subtle nature of
the classic Basic rhythm sections from Jo
Jones up through Sonny Payne and
Harold Jones. Of course, it wouldn't
hurt to have Freddie Green there to
show how it's supposed to go, but
Rhythm Willie couldn't make this date.
However, Ilament not at all about
Tom Jung's depiction of the Robert
Hohner Percussion Ensemble on Far
More Drums: All (well, most) is forgiven.

p
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This CD, transferred from asix-channel
DSD master, is especially detailed and
vivid, and from the opening blast of
"Ogoun Badagris" this recording possesses acombination of close detail and sonic
perspective that rings true to my drummer's ears. Iknow that the true sound of
adrum set really starts five to 10 feet
away. That's because the drum kit is a
family of drums and cymbals, and was
never intended to be heard as aset of
individually close-miked instruments.
Likewise, the slightly distant sonic perspective and appreciably larger acoustic
space featured on Fur More aunts works
to the advantage of the Ensemble.
And of the listener, especially on
"Lift-Ofr: three drummers on three
separate sets of similarly tuned bass
drums are portrayed realistically, with
tonal accuracy and palpable transient
snap, against adeep, wide, dark soundstage. The wealth of wonderful colors at
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Trade-in
your old cables toward
Sonic Horizon.
Call for details

Sonic Horizon
Handcrafted Audio Cables

We are currently accepting your
-old cables as trade-ins toward
any Sonic Horizon product.
Sonic Horizon Most all brands will be accepted.
Agreat way to discover the
$ 17925 Imeter pair
superb Sonic Horizon cables!
Skyline is uncluestionably the highest value interconnect in the
line, with somcs and features normally found in far more
expensive cables. It features HSO EGC silver/copper
conductors, Teflon/Air dielectric, MSC conductor technology,the
proprietary STATCORE technology, and genuine WBT
precision machined locking RCA plugs. Call us today and find
out how easy it is to upgrade. More info at www.sonichorizon.com
-.
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Skyline Power Cord

Skyline Interconnect Cables
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Hurricane Interconnect Cables

It was named for areason...
Hurricane interconnect cable
literally blows away the
Sonic Horizon competition! And once you hear
Hurricane, you'll be blown away
$99.95 Imeter pair
as well. Features include HSOEGC silver/copper conductors, Teflon/Air dielectric, proprietary
Z-STAT treatment, and genuine WBT precision machined
locking RCA lugs. More info at www.sonichorizon.com

Sonic Horizon
The new version 3.0 Skyline power cord is an incredible value! It makes oilier
$300 power cords look like.., well, you know what we mean. It features
HSO-EGC conductors, dual independent ground isolated shields with
multiple RFI-Zero noise suppressors, Teflon dielectric, and the proprietary ZStat treatment. And then there are the plugs, the part that some cord
manufacturers really try to avoid talking about. Skyline is fitted with the stateof-the-art Audio Grade WATTaGATE 330 AC plug and 350 IEC plug. You
simply can't get better plugs than the WATTaGATE. Purchased as parts, the
plugs alone retail for $176, and they arc worth it! For more information on
Skyline V3.0 power cord, please visit www.sonichorizon.com

Daybreak Power Cord

Hurricane Speaker Cable
•True Shotgun Design
•Silver/Copper HSO-EGC Conductors
•Teflon & Air Dielectric
•MSC -Multi Spectrum Technology
$299.95 8' pair
•Proprietary STAT-CORE Technology
Sonic Horizon •WBT Precision Machined Banana Plugs

Speaker Stand CLOSEOUT

The Sonic Horizon Daybreak is by far our best selling power cord of ill time.
And with good reason. The Daybreak power cord is an amazing value. It
compares easily with other brands of cord selling for as much as $200. Its
features include noise canceling geometry, EGC conductors, dual
independent ground isolated shields, dual RFI-Zero noise suppressors, and
the proprietary Z-Sut treatment. It's fitted with the excellent Hubbell 5266
AC plug and Schurter IEC plug. It's an extremely flexible cable with amere
8mm diameter. And with its 13AWG aggregate size and massive shielding,
it's ideal for everything from power amps to CD players.

When it comes to speaker stands, Atacama Audio
is one the most respected names in Europe. They
arc known for their excellent engineering, sturdy
construction, elegant design, and uncommonly
affordable prices. Despite their relatively low retail
Learn more about the superb line of Sonic Horizon
price, the '
SE" series is considered by many to be
handcrafted cables at: www.sonichorizon.com
one of the best performing speaker stands
available. At our current sale prices, the "SE"
Interconnects •Speaker Cable •Power Cords
stands are simply aphenomenal value. Sand and/
Power Strips •Video/Digital Cable, all with 30 day trial.
or shot filling is required with these stands as it is
actually part of the design rather than just an
Honest cables at an honest price, the first time around!
afterthought. For more information visit the
"Links" page at our web site (hcmaudio.com).
Atacama Audio SE 24" Stands $109.95pr (List $210) MIT 7-SERIES POWERLINE PRODUCTS
Atacama Audio SE 28" Stands $139.95pr (List $230) Huge savings on faetor 11-Stork units • Call Now!

Atacama Audio •
Now it's easy to find all of our Closeout, Demo, and Used
cables. Just go to: www.cablecloseouts.com

HCM

Audio

-----

Call today for prices on avery
limited stock of these fine units.
Sale includes Z-Stabilizer MK-II
Z-Iso Strip, Z-Iso Duo, Z-Iso HC

Get the rest of the deals on the web at: www.hcmaudio.com
Toll Free 877-234-3465 • 530-891-8326 • Fax 530-345-7269
e-mail: sales@hcmaudio.com

We ship
anywhere in
the world!
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play here offers telling illustrations of the
entire frequency spectrum and is sonically quite involving. Iparticularly love the
use of symphonic bells and timpani on
"Ketiak," inspired by the Monkey Chant
of Bali — an accomplished performance
with adelightfully diverse set of colors.
But while Rir More Drums is amost
satisfying listening experience, the emotional experience of hearing this recording pales next to hearing the real thing.
However, the Robert Hohner Percussion
Ensemble's depictions of African and
Japanese ceremonial drumming, on
"Crates" and "Tsunami," ring true emotionally — resounding aural experiences
that require real transient speed, tonal
accuracy, and dependable reserves of
current from your power amp.

ECM New Series 19111
BARTÓK: Concerto for Viola & Orchestra
EGITVÓS: Replica for Viola & Orchestra
KURTÁG: Movement for Viola & Orchestra
Kim Kashkashian, viola; Peter Eotvos, Netherlands
Radio Chamber Orchestra
1711 (CD). 2000. Manfred Eicher, prod.; Stephan
Schellman, Markus Heiland, engs. DDD717: 49:52

I

've always been an enormous fan of
producer Manfred Eicher's solo,
duo, and trio recordings, not to
mention more expansive combos of a
chamber bent. Why his name and that
of his label, ECM, aren't more synonymous with prevailing notions of what
comprises afine audiophile recording is
beyond me, but for 25 years I've invariably used his discs as references when
evaluating asound system. Why? Their
richly detailed, tautly focused bass; their
lush, open, airy vistas of midrange; their
sweetly extended, smoothly depicted
highs—all subsumed in a deep,
ambient soundstage in which every
sonic detail glows with its own little
aura, beautifully textured and blended
yet utterly distinct.
Eicher has always understood that
Stereophile, December 2000

space is the place, and his silences are as
telling as some producers' transients.
In an odd way, that's what makes this
performance of Béla Bartók's Viola
Concerto so effective. When Bartók
died in 1945, he had established the
basic shape and melodic language of this
work, but not its overall texture; his
orchestrations remained to be fleshed
out. It fell to Tibor Serly to complete
the piece, and thus the characteristically
Bartókian dissonances and jabbering
rhythmic contrasts one might have
expected are nowhere to be heard. That,
the composer's emphasis on the rich
low end of the viola's range, and the
spacious breadth and smoothness of the
recorded sound (Eicher & Co. bring a
remarkably warm, human touch to digital recording that draws the listener in),
really shine the aural spotlight on Kim
Kashkashian's sumptuous vocal nuances
(to these ears, across between amale
tenor and a female mezzo-soprano),
particularly in the dancing excitement
of the final movement.
Conductor Peter atviis' Replica is a
chamber-like colloquium that showcases the viola's range in contrast to aspare
collage of other instruments and violas.
Gyeergy Kurtig's Movement for Viola
and Orchestra is a tumultuous, fullbodied work that makes up in harmonic
complexity and ambiguity for the
sparseness of the Bartók, and here
ICashIcashian fully exploits her instrument's male and female aspects.
Taken together, these three works
form a unified picture of modern
Hungarian music and of the viola's
expressive range in the hands of amodern champion, as captured by aproducer with aprovocative sonic signature.
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Deutsch Grammophon/
Speakers Corner

The Colour of Classics: The Pianists
A 3-LP set comprising:
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto 1
Arturo Benedetti Michelangeli, piano; Carlo Maria
Giulini, Vienna Symphony
2531 302 (LP). 1979/1999. Cord Garben, prod.;
Klaus Hiemann, Jost-Michael Hasse, Gernot
WesthEuser, engs. AAA
CHOPIN: Etudes, Opp.10 & 23
Maurizio Pollini, piano
2530 291 (LP). 1972/1999. Rainer Brock, prod.;
Heinz 111fildhagen, Jobst Eberhardt Klaus Behrens,
engs. AAA
PROKOFIEV: Piano Concerto 3
RAVEL: Piano Concerto in G
Martha Argerich, piano; Claudio Abbado, Berlin
Philharmonic
SLPM 139 349 (LP). 1967/1999. Rainer Brock, prod.;
Heinz Wildhagen, eng. AAA

Notes

T

he hallmark of asynergistic sound
system is its ability to convey the
nuance and power of a piano,
whether solo or concerted with asymphony orchestra. While digital recording has clearly come of age, I've endured
20-plus years of digital piano recordings
with clenched teeth, all the while maintaining a deep devotion to the pure
analog recordings of the '60s and '70s.
Here, for lovers of fine vinyl, is a
triptych of timeless piano recordings —
landmark performances by three of the
20th century's most charismatic virtuosos. Pollini and Argerich each studied
with Michelangeli, whose obsession
with piano sound—complexity of tone
and nuance (not to mention aprima
donna reputation for no-shows, or futzing around with innards of pianos to
such adegree that some fine instruments
did not long survive the master's concert
appearance) — marked him as something of athrowback to the virtuosos of
the dawn of the recording age. Nor did
these apples fall far from the tree; while
Pollini and Argerich are very much in
tune with their own muses, the thread
connecting them and Michelangeli is
their artistic equipoise, apoetic balance
of bravura power and textural discourse.
The three describe aperfect historical
progression of the development of
modern piano technique and repertoire.
This live 1979 recording of Michelangeli performing Beethoven's Piano
Concerto I(written after Concerto 2) is
remarkable both for Michelangeli's
broad expressive range and for the intimacy of the sound. Rarely have Iexperienced such a sense of front-row
immediacy. From the opening fanfare,
with its martial overtones, the incredible
physical presence of this recording
marks it as a peak of the analog
recordises art: the great stereo spread,
with enormous distinction between the
string, brass, and percussion sections, is
alive with deep dynamic reserves of
195

check out our catalog online at

high-end
accessories

PATRICIA BARBER:
COMPANION

After the wild success of both Café Blue
and Modern Cool (both R2D4 recordings!!), Patricia follows up with alive
recording, Companion.' Recorded at
Al Capone's hang out, The Green Mill in
July 1999. CD. $14.99. LP $29.99. Modern Cool and Café Blue discs also available. CDs $14.99, 180g LPs, $29.99.

Audio Prism CD Blacklight
Audio Prism Eluietline Filters
Audio Prism Power Foundation 3
Audio Prism CD Stoplight
Audioquest Sorbogel Little Feet
Audioquest Sorbogel Big Feet
Bedini Ultra Clarifier II
Black Diamond Racing cones 13
Brightstar Little Rock 1
Custom Power Cord Co. Model 11
An incredible power cord value
Custom Power Cord Top Gun AC cord
G&D Transforms Mobie
Golden Sound Acoustic Discs112)
Grado SR60 headphones

1111111.311151C

$37.99
$27.50
$59999
$17.99
$39.99
$59.99
$149.99
$59.99
$149.99
$269.99
$569.99
$24999
$119.99
$62.99
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retire LPS COG
The following domestic and import LPs
are just asampling of what we carry
Call for afree catalog.
Analogue Production LPs
$27.99
Audioquest SACDs
$26.99
Blue Note LPs
$17.99
Chesky CDs
$13.99
Classic Records DVDs
$79.99
Classic Records LPs
$12.99/$26.99
DCC IPs
$26.99
Music Direct is now the exclusive worldwide distributor of DCC LPs.
DCC Gold CDs
$22.99
Decca LPs
$2899
DMP CD Sale
$7.99
Save big on select titles!
EMI Pop Vinyl
Call
Groove Note LPs
$2899
Impulse/GRP LPs
$15.99
JVC XRCDs
$2599
Mapleshade CDs
$13.99
Mobile Fidelity LPs
Call
We still have many Anadisc 200 LPs
Original Jan Classics LPs
$9.99
Reference Recordings CDs
$13.99
Simply Vinyl 180g LPs
$29.99
Sony SACDs
$22.99
Super Analogue LPs
$27.99
Telarc SACDs
$26.99
Vivante LPs
$29.99
Call for acomplete list of domestic
and import pop LPs

Ultimate Field Optimizer
This is the one audio tweek you cannot do
without! The UFO dissipates the magnetic electrostatic ghosts that inhabit all audio equipment and cabling One treatment restores your
system's high frequency extension, dynamics
and transient response. Music Direct's most
highly recommended accessory UFO $299.99

Monster Cable HTS2000
This new power center by Monster Cable is
receiving rave reviews from Absolute Sound
and other audio publications. Retail $2013,
music direct price $179.99
Audio Prism Waveguide
This incredible sonic advance from Audio
Prism eliminates cross channel noise on
power cords, interconnects and speaker
cables down to DC frequencies. The Waveguide is light-years ahead of ferrite-based noise
eliminators. $99.99
Highwire Powerwrap
$49.99
Kontak cleaner
$39.99
Lightspeed 6400 line conditioner
call
Mango Audio Orpheaus CD mat
$79.99
McCormack Micro Headphone drive ...$794.99
Monster HTS-5000 Power Center
$539.99
MSB Technologies Link DAC
$359.99
Nordost ECO3 anti-static spray
$39.99
Oprix CD cleaner
$16.99
PS Audio P300 Powerplant
$994.99
Purist Burn-In CD
$129.99
Rega Planet 2000 CD Player
call
Rightway Audio Suspendors lea)
$29.99
Ringmat Statmat II
$39.99
Sennheiser HD600 headphones
$349.99
Shakti Stone
$199.99
Shakti On-Lines (pr)
$99.99
Signet Cleaning Tools (pkg of 4)
$11.99
Synergistic AC Master Coupler
call
Tekna Sonic C-10 Vibration Absorber ....$99.99
Vibrapods
$5.99
KLO TPC wipes (pkg of 10)
$9.99
3M Damping Sheets
$4.99 ea

analog
accessories
Music Direct carries the best in
analog accessories.
Aesthetix Cartridge Demagnetizer
$179.99
Allsop Orbitrac 2
$39.99
Audio Technica 0C9 cartridge
$199.99
Benz Glider cartridge
call
Clearaudio Arum Beta cartridge
call
Decca 2+2Record brush
$17.99
Disc Doctor record brushes
634.99/IX
Disc Or. Miracle Record Ong Fluid S21.99/pt
Express Machining Heavyweight
$89.99
For Rega tonearms, WI version $99.99
Fulton Headshell leads
$9.99
Grado Reference cartridges
call
Gruv-Glide II
$25.99
HiFi News Test LP
$29.99
Hunt Brush
$19.99
KAB Speedstrobe
$84.99
KAS Record Grip
$29.99
Last Record Preservative
$29.99
Last Stylus Cleaner
$17.99
Last Stylast
$24.99
Lehmann Black Cube phono stage
call
McCormack Phono Drive
$594.99
Milty Zerostat
$59.99
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Monolithic PS-1 Phono preamp
$399.99
Music Hall MMF-2.1 turntable
call
Music Hall MMF-5 turntable
$499.99
Musical Surroundings Phonomena
$599.99
phono amp
Nitty Gritty 1.0 record cleaning mach. $229.99
Nitty Gritty 1.5 Fi record cleaner
$439.99
Record Research Labs LP-9
$24.99
Rega Planar 3turntable
Call
New Improved Model!
Rega Planar 25 turntable
call
Ringmat 330XLR
$79.99
Shure v15VxMR
$274.99
Shure Stylus Force Gauge
$19.99
Sumiko Blue Point cartridge
$194.99
Sumiko Blue Point Special
$294.99
Sumiko HS-12 Headshell
$31.99
VPI Aries turntable
call
VPI 16.5 Record Cleaning Machine $429.99
Free Shipping on 16.5!
VPI 17F Record Cleaning Machine
$949.99
VRP record sleeves
100/$34.99
•

We're open Monday thru Friday, 9a -6p and
Saturdays 10a -3p, Central time. For a
catalog, leave your name and address on our
voice mail. There is a115 charge for catalogs
mailed outside North America, refundable on
your first order.
In addition to items featured here, we
carry aone of the country's largest inventories
of domestic and import vinyl, CDs, and other
products from: Acoustic Disc, Analogue
Productions, Alto Edition, Audioquest,
Chesky, Clarity, Classic Records, DCC,
Decca, Delos, DMP, Donan, Frst Impressions
Music, GRP, Harmonia Mundi, Mapleshade,
John Marks Records, JVC XRCD, MCA
Heavy Vinyl, Mercury, Mobile Fidelity, Naim,
OJC, Reference Recordings, Sheffield Lab,
Sony Legacy, Telarc, Water Lily.
Music Direct also features accessories
and hardware front Arcici, API, Audio Prism,
Audioquest, Bedini, Benz Micro, Black
Diamond Racing, Bright Star Audio, Creek,
Echo Busters, ElectraGlide Audio, Grado,
Last Lightspeed, Mango, Monster Cable,
MSB Technology, Nitty Gritty, Perfectionist
Audio, Rega, RingMat Roomtune, Sennheiser, Shakti, Shure, Sovtek, Sumiko, Svetlana,
Synergistic, Target, Vans Evers, Versalab, VPI.

musitdirect
long-playing records
compact disks
audio system accessories

Choose from the largest inventory

800.449.8333

of MoFi gold CDs in the world. Call

Chicago, Illinois 60607

for availability and pricing!!
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power. The piano itself is convincingly
front and center, never melting obligingly into the density of the orchestra
but maintaining its image like arock,
without sacrificing room cues.
Nor does this proximity of presentation take away from the perfect balance
of soloist and orchestra. The degree of
separation and distinction between
Michelangeli's left and right hands is
remarkable, as is his range of articulations — it sounds as if the hammers of
his piano are extra-hard, though his
touch is extraordinarily soft, supple, and
percussive by degrees, in keeping with
Beethoven's immense emotional palette
and dramatic dynamic contrasts. It is
here that Michelangeli seems like a
direct conduit to the original composer/
performer — aperfect balance of' velvet
and steel.
In the first movement, he emerges
from abravura set of variations with the
most uncanny sound — dreamy and
cloud-like, with apalpable vocal throb —
then, just as you find yourself drifting
off, he summons the orchestra back for
a reprise of the main theme with a
single note that rocks you to attention
like asnare drum rim shot. And through
the dancing declamations of the closing
Rondo (which sometimes suggest ragtime), Michelangeli captures the unbridled exultation, eat-my-dust impertinence, and larger-than-life gestures of
the young Beethoven in amanner that
brought me back time and again.
Ditto for Maurizio Pollini's celebrated 1972 recording of the Chopin
Etudes. While many well-traveled listeners could probably recommend
interpretations of the Etudes that are
more ruminative, introspective and textured, it's hard to imagine performances
that better convey the epic power and
poetic sweep of Chopin himself. The
rhythmic weight and fury of Pollini's
left hand is awonder to behold, while
his right is quicksilver grace with a
seemingly limitless range of articulation.
Everything about these interpretations
is bigger, faster, stronger, and more
aggressive. Outside of Horowitz, I've
never heard anyone romp through
Op.10 No.12 with such authoritative
abandon. Likewise, the bell-like articulations of Op.10 No.11, and the textures
and dynamics of Op.10 No3, reveal layers of subtle charm and dramatic depth.
The sound of the piano is impeccable.
Rarely have Iheard the true length,
breadth, and dynamic scale of aconcert
portrayed so vividly, without shortchanging the listener's sense of its place
in an acoustic space.
Stereophile, December 2000

But it was the youthful work of
Martha Argerich that Ifound myself
returning to most often. This sorceress
burst on the classical scene like acomet
in the mid-'60s, and her periodic
appearances on the concert stage since
then are as rare. Prokofiev's Piano
Concerto 3is very Russian in its depiction of dancing motifs, with fanciful,
almost violent juxtapositions of harmonic poetry and rhythmic exuberance.
The work is acaptivating playground
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passages alternately suggest a mezzo
voice or aharp, even as her whirlwind
phrasing in the Presto suggest the crisply
articulated syncopations of adrum. I
was so fascinated by the performances
on this LP that Ipurchased the CD version (from the Deutsche Granunophon
Legendary Recordings/The Originals
Series, 447 438-2). The digital mastering is very refined, but in terms of
soundstage depth, and one's sense of
the piano's image as asonic entity unto
itself quite apart from the orchestra, the
LP rules. The CD has atouch more
clarity and detail, but the LP has greater
separation and depth.
All three of these recordings are
prime candidates for SACD remastering. At least we can hope...
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for Argerich's limitless technical and
emotional range.
This 1967 recording is capacious and
dynamic by turns, slightly distant in perspective, but nonetheless richly detailed.
There is astunning moment about five
minutes into the first movement where
Argerich summons up shimmering,
sweeping waves of sound, her elasticity
of phrasing seemingly transforming the
piano from a percussion to a wind
instrument. Then, at the drop of ahat,
she erupts into adervish dance with a
visceral brand of rhythmic bravura all
the more stunning for the supple web of
varied articulations she weaves. Given
this work's circus-like spectrum of variations, from lyrical to martial, Argerich's
ability to shift emotional gears while
maintaining asense of rhythmic continuity is marvelous, and matched in good
part by conductor Claudio Abbado's taut
control of color and dynamics.
The Ravel Concerto in G is an altogether more impressionistic collage of
elements. Following asprightly, percussive introduction, the composer, clearly
beholden to Gershwin, references a
variety of near-eastern colors and jazzage rhythmic devices, and closes out the
first movement with an echo of the
Can-Can. Here, as throughout the
work, Argerich elicits an evocative
singing character from the instrument,
to particular effect in the dreamlike
Adagio, where her pedaled, bell-like

Notes

MONTY ALEXANDER: Stir It Up: The Music of Bob
Marley
Monty Alexander, piano; Steve Turre, trombone,
conch shell; Dwight Dawes, keyboards; Robert
Angus, Derek DiCenzo, guitar; Trevor McKenzie,
Glen Browne, Hassan JJ. Wiggins, bass; Rolando
Wilson, Troy Davis, drums; Desmond Jones,
percussion
CD-83469-SA (SACD). 1999. Glen Browne, Robert
Woods, prods.; Jack Renner, Robert Friedrich, engs.
DDD. IF 7140
DAVE BRUB EC K: The 40th Anniversary Tour of the
U.K.
Dave Brubeck, piano; Bobby Militello, alto sax; Alec
Dankworth, bass; Randy Jones, drums
CD-83440-SA (SACD). 1999. Robert Woods, exec.
prod.; Russell Gloyd, prod.; Jack Renner, eng. DDD.
TT: 70:53
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here are those who feel that jazz
is something deeply rooted in
certain traditions; that to stray
from those traditions in the attempt to
develop an inclusionary approach is to
dilute the music's very essence; and that,
while the resulting music may indeed
be accomplished, and contain elements
of improvisation, it is no longer jazz —
or, shall we say, Jazz.
But such anarrow definition of the
music is at odds with the history of its
greatest musical practitioners — such as
Louis Armstrong, who, by 1939, had
recorded with country and Hawai'ian
artists, and rendered Tm Pan Alley
materials from Broadway and the cinema in such amanner as to transform it
forever into his own image.
Okay, so Pops gets apass. What of
Dizzy Gillespie's devotion to AfroCuban sources? Sonny Rollins' deep
feeling for Caribbean and R&B sources?
The ways in which Horace Silver, Ray
Charles, and Cannonball Adderley
brought the down-home blues, gospel,
and soul to play in hard-bop settings?
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Marriage advice
from Kevin Deal* owner
of

Upscale Audio

It's better to ask forgiveness rather than permission.
• If you ask to buy a new goody, you may take a little
heat. And not get the goody.
• If you buy a new goody, you may take a little heat.
But you get to keep the goody.
Here's the latest relationship builders
from Upscale Audio:

NEW!! Cary SLI-80 Signature
Hand down the hottest integrated
amp we have ever sold.
All tube, 80 watts ultralinear, 40 watts
triode**, switch-able on the fly to
match your taste and speakers •Tube
headphone amp built in • Pre-amp out
so you can bi-amp or add a powered sub
Wireless remote control • Point to point
wiring inside with premium parts throughout

All for $2795.

Note: Ask about our CD player special. You can

have a complete system for less than you may think.

TUBES: Upscale Audio re-tubes more

UTHORIZED
DEALER:

preamps and power amps than anybody.
The largest inventory in North America of
rare new old stock Telefunken, Mullard,
Amperex, RCA and more. And current
production? Svetlana, Ej. Sovtek, and all
the usual suspects. The difference is our
whacky-obsessive attention to detail and
test equipment. Our custom built TM-100
tube matching rig, $21,000 Spectral
Dynamics FFT analyzer, and Tektronix 570

vantgarde, Manley,
agnum Dynalab,
°incident Speaker
echnology, Cary,
onic Frontiers,
hang Lightspeed,

curve tracer.**

udible Illusions,
ordost Flatline,
h!, Balanced Audio
echnology, Rega,
eadovvlark, Benz,
nthem, Bel Canto,
peakercraft, Basis,
annoy, Kimber. PSB,
unfire, Grado, BEIK,
nd others by order.

Power tubes burned in for your protection. We DO NOT use your amp
as a tube tester. Go to www.upscaleaudio.com and order on-line.
*Though not a licensed therapist, Kevin Deal has successfully gotten to buy alot stuff
and live to tell about it.
**Don't know what this stuff means? Go to www.upscaleaudio.com to learn why tubes
are s00000 cool.
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Not to mention Dave Brubeck's fascination with ethnic sources, odd time
meters, and classical references from
Bach through Milhaud. So why should
we be taken aback by Monty Alexander's charming and earnest attempts
to draw the music and cultural heritage
of Bob Marley into his own jazz orbit? I
mean, there's nothing superficial (or
particularly deep, for that matter) about
Alexander's music — it's just fun. It's
lyrical, swinging, and beautifully recorded, with big, fat grooves amile deep.
And as Stir It Up and the Brubeck disc
were both taped as Telarc DSD recordings and were mastered to hybrid discs,
the opportunity for comparisons
between CD and SACD was revealing.
Anyone with agood CD player will be
able to enjoy the incredible clarity and
slam of Monty Alexander's jazz reggae,
but in SACD mode you can tell why
such top audiophile imprints as DMP,
Water Lily Acoustics, and Telarc were so
quick to get on the Super Audio bandwagon. 'This is no hype —your eyes will
bug out at the difference in transparency,
stereo spread, image stability, soundstage depth, transient response, frequency
extension, low-level information, and
sheer harmonic detail.
In SACD mode Iwas much more
aware of subtle room cues on
Alexander's close-miked piano during
"No Woman No Cry," of the uncanny
separation (and blend) of piano and
bowed bass on "Crisis," and of how the
kick drum not only had more punch, but
more tone. Little percussive details stuck
out much more clearly without being
italicized or overbearing. On "I Shot the
Sheriff," Steve Turre's conch shell and
trombone are so far forward in the mix
that it was easy to close my eyes and hear
the whole band in the room —while
Alexander's references to sanctified,

funky R&B, New Orleans gumbo, and
flat-out swing pointed out clearly just
how natural ajump it is from their common sources to hear reggae as alcissin'
cousin of hard bop. And Idug how fat
and chewy the
acoustic bass was,
how sweet and
shimmery and in
scale the ride cymbal — SACD/
DSD technology
brought me so
deep into the
listening experience that it was
hard to imagine
what it is I've been
listening to these
past 20 years.
As
for
the
Brubeck
we've
been listening to for the past 20, 30,
40 — even, 50 years! — while there's
nothing on The 40th Annivasaty Tour of
the U.K. as adventurous or genrecrossing as the Brubeck of the late '50s
and '60s, his fans will be charmed by this
exceptional live recording. If you have an
SACD player, try this for fun: In CD
mode, listen to Brubeck's cubist rhythmic intro to "Someday My Prince Will
Come," with its big, ambiguous, percussive chords, oddly accented with long
pauses, as if aspastic stride pianist were
getting afeel for the delay characteristics
of the acoustic space before launching
into a lush, close-voiced, two-handed
evocation of the theme.
Then play the same passage in SACD
mode. Suddenly, it's as if you're aware
not just of the piano's localized acoustic
space, but of the side walls and the back
of the house, as the reverberations are
rendered in even greater detail. And,
just as suddenly, you're that much deep-

Reference System
Analog source: Rega Planar 3
turntable with RB300 tonearm,
Grado Reference Master cartridge.
Digital source: California Audio
Labs CL-20 DVD/CD player, Sony
SCD-777ES SACD/CD player.
Preamplifier: Musical Fidelity
Nu-Vista.
Power amplifier: Musical Fidelity
Nu-Vista 300.
Loudspeaker: Joseph
Audio
RM7si Signature minimonitot
Cables: Interconnects: Synergistic
Research Resolution Reference
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Mk.II and Designer's Reference.
Speaker:
Synergistic
Research
Resolution Reference Midi and
Designer's Reference biwires, JPS
Superconductor 2. AC: Synergistic
Research Designer's Reference2
Master
Couplers, JPS
Labs
ICaptovator.
Accessories: Signal Guard II
Isolation Stand (turntable), Shakti
Stones, PolyCrystal Cones, Argent
Room Lens, EchoBusters Bass
Busters, EchoBusters Absorptive and
Diffusive Panels.
-Chip Stern

Notes

er into the piano's overtones, as you can
hear the reverb trails fade off farther and
farther back into inky blackness.
Brubeck's comping and soloing, for
those who haven't partaken of late, are
more open and
pliant, less relentlessly rhythmic
than in his youth.
Still, when he,
bassist Alec Dankworth, and drummer Randy Jones
pull together to
launch alto saxophonist
Bobby
Milken° into his
solo, the old drive
and
forward
thrust are there in
spades — and in
SACD mode, I
was more aware of mouthpiece and
embouchure sounds than in our venerable dithered mode.
On the solo intro to "'The Tune of Our
Madness" Iwas reminded of how closerniked the piano is, and yet, while this is
normally aprescription for aboxy, analytical piano sound, Inever lost asense of
the room. It all comes together on arousing "I Got Rhythm," where the perfect
balance of tune, time, texture, and tempo
that distinguish aveteran working jazz
band are there to be beheld at leisure,
because it's not necessary to strain to sort
out all the elements. And this isn't even
that spectacular arecording, as is all too
typical, the sound man can often be heard
to push the piano and bass to such high
levels that the acoustic quality of these
instruments — and some hall ambience
of this small venue —are lost. As aresult,
the leading edge of the bass is abit woofy.
But the juicy aspects of the performance — the sheer liveness of it all —
kept drawing me in. Ifound myself
swimming in the oceanic reverie of
Brubeck's chordal intro to "Deep
Purple," impressed with the margin of
error that SACD/DSD affords arecording engineer. Yes, it still glistens like digital, but without that nasty glare; and
while this sound isn't come-on-downand-set-a-spell warm and inviting, by
gum, it soundstages and images more
like analog than many digital recordings.
While I think I still cherish the
sound of analog recordings, Ilove the
extra resolution and dimensionality that
SACD preserves. Icould get to like this
single-bit DSD thang. There's definitely something to be said for it as an
alternative to pulse-code-modulation
recording formats.
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Constantly pushing the envelope in digital recording technology, Chesky Records is
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Also available on SACO:
Poquito D'Rivero's Tropicana Nights,
Carla Lather's Ephemera,
Rebecca Pidgeon's The Raven, and
McCoy Tyner's New York Reunion.
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Recording of the Vonth
Hancockish jam written by the band (according to Hotcakes'
liner notes) during one of many rehearsals they spent waiting
for George to show —that virtuosity is subservient to the
musical whole. As it should be but rarely is, where instead of
flurries of notes, some of which are the right ones, the musicians play just the right notes at just the right time.
The other thing made obvious by the set is how consistently fine Little Feat's recorded sound was. Yes, they benefitChinese Work Songs
ed for many years from their relationship with the talented
CMC International 86295-2 (HDCD). 2000. Bill Payne, Paul Barrère, prods.;
Nathaniel Kunkel, eng. DDD. TT: 61:30
George Massenburg, but even the finest engineer can't create
Performance ****
space when the musicians haven't left any between the notes.
Sonics *****
The five surviving Feat reformed in 1988, adding Craig
Rockpalast Live
Fuller on vocals and long-time George associate Fred Tackett
Pioneer Artists PA10507D (DVD-V). 2000. Gary Katz, Edward Secard, prods.;
Matt Friedman, DVD post-prod.; David Grumme, DVD prod. MD, Dolby
on guitars. Isaw this Mk3 band on their debut tour, and a
Digital 5.1 (plus commentary track, original mono soundtrack). TT: 7400
fine
night's musicmaking it was; the two new members did
Performance *****
an excellent job of replacing Lowell's role, if not his spirit.
Sonia ***
Lady in aturban, in acocaine free;
Disc 3of Hotcakes summarizes the eight albums Feat Mk3
Does that dance so rhyth-mic-al-ly...
put out in 12 years. k's all good stuff— worthy, even—but at
tis said than when aspiring jazz saxophonists first hear a the risk of stating the obvious, it was Lowell George who
transformed the merely superb into superstardom.
Charlie Parker recording, many quietly put away their instruDisc 4of Hotcakes gathers together pre-Feat Lowell George
ments, never to touch them again. That was almost my fate
stuff, demos, and some alternate takes. If you're new to Little
as arock bass player more than aquarter century ago, when Ifirst
Feat, don't listen to it until you've absorbed discs 1-3. If you're
heard 1972's "Sailin' Shoes," the song that begins with the enigalready aFeat fan, you don't need me to tell you about disc 4's
matic lyric above. In one deceptively simple, short piece of boosignificance ... but the various musical and personal connecgie, the first incarnation of Little Feat (with ex-Mother Roy
tions with Captain Beefheart did come as asurprise.
Estrada on bass) expressed more rhythmic subtlety, more harIn these postmodern days of rock stagnation and fragmenmonic complexity, more instrumental interplay, and more lyrical
sophistication than any rock band Ihad heard, from then till now.
tation, Chinese Work Songs, recorded straight to hard disk and
with an HDCD transfer ensuring aclean, well-balanced mix,
Ididn't give up the bass, but Isubsequently devoured each
new Feat album, up through the climactic live Waiting for would be afine album from any other band. The songs are an
Columbus in 1978; Lowell George's solo album, Thanks, I'll Eat
eclectic, intelligently performed batch — Iparticularly liked
It Here in 1979; and 1981's anticlimactic retrospective, Hoy-Hoy!,
"Just Another Sunday," with its King Sunny Ade-tinged intro,
which followed George's death from aheart attack in 1980.
and the slow-drag reading of Dylan's "It Takes aTrain to
Looking back at that period through the medium of HofrAbec
Laugh..." (though Ireally didn't see the need for an excur&Outtalees, it comes as asurprise to be reminded that Little Feat
sion through "Rag Mama Rag") — but Irespected this latest
put out only nine albums in 11 years, two by the Mk.1 band,
album by Feats Mk3 more than Iwas excited by it.
seven after Kenny Gradney replaced Estrada and percussionist
Even if the memories of the only Lowell George-led Feats gig
Sam Clayton and second guitarist Paul Barrère joined the band.
Isaw, in London in 1976, weren't still vivid, they would have had
The first two discs of this set document those nine albums,
life breathed into them by the Rockpalast Live DVD, taped for
touching both the highlights —"Willin'," of course (Sailin' Shoes
German TV in 1977 The sound is a little haphazard —
version), "Easy to Slip," Billy Payne's "hit song" "Oh Atlanta,"
Hayward's vocal mike is about 6dB higher than George's —and
"Dixie Chicken," "Fat Man in the Bathtub" in both studio and
George's disappearance from the stage during "Day at the Dog
live versions —and overlooked gems, such as the poignant "20
Races" is telling. But the band cooks bigtirne. The highlight is the
Million Things to Do" and "Trouble," with its vastly empty
bonus "Cold, Cold, Cold," apparently recorded during the conarrangement for acoustic and slide guitars.
cert's soundcheck, where George's picking and sliding on his
Listening to the set from start to finish, Iwas struck by the
blond Stratocaster catches fire more than it does in the formal set.
vocal strengths of not just George, but also of Barrère and
As excellent aband as the reformed Feat has proved to be,
Payne. The virtuosity of the playing constantly astounds:
the Mk2 band is the one to remember. I'll give the final word
Richie Hayward's inventive drumming, Payne's superb leftto Lowell George and his songwriting partner Martin Kibbee,
hand piano punctuation and barrel-housing right hand,
from "Rock and Roll Doctor":
Barrère's always appropriate guitar riffing, Gradney's rightIfyou like country with aboogie beat /He's the man to meet. /
notes-in-the-right-place bass lines. But with the exception of Ifyou like the sound ofshuftlin'feet /He can't be beat. Mr. George
"Day at the Dog Races" — the warmed-over, sub-Herbie
and his band couldn't be beat.
-John Atkinson
LITTLE FEAT

Hotcakes & Outtakes: 30 Years of Little Feat
Warner Archives/Rhino R2 79912 (4 CDs). 1970-2000. Russ Titelman, Ted
Templeman, Lowell George, Van Dyke Parks, Erik Jacobsen, George
Massenburg, Bill Payne, Paul Barrère, Bill Wray, Ed Chemey, Frank Zappa,
Michael O'Bryant, Richard Moore, orig. prods.; Gary Peterson, Bill Payne,
Paul Barrère, reissue prods.; Bill Inglot, reissue sound. AAD.
5:13:48
Performance *****
Sonics ****
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The holidoy season con be o difficult time for the avid audio hobbyist.

Ten Audiophile Tips for o
Successful Holiday Season
wives and girlfriends understand headphones and what they're all about.
When you give them the opportunity to
buy a pair of headphones for you, they
con appreciate what the gift is about,
and ore more likely to spend o little extra.
4) (Related to item 3above), try to
list gifts that people can read and understand. If items one through five ore
somethin9 like "WidgetMoster 2988
Rev. 5 Digital Dither Decoder'', and item
6is "Cool socks and underwear", guess
what you're going to get.

Having been on the other end of the
telephone line os we talk with audiophile planning their Christmas purchases,
we've come to on understanding of
some of the important strategies that
work to make o holiday season satisfying for the enthusiastic audio hobbyist.
We thought we'd share o few with you
in the hope of helping you make the
holiday season a little more jolly:
1) Don't expect too much, nobody
has any ideo why you want this stuff.
Don't expect them to buy that Wodio
you really wonted when they really don't
understand how it could be better than
the $399 Sony they just saw at the
Borgin Warehouse--after all the 19 year
old salesman there said it was super
cool.
2) Find relatively inexpensive audiophile gifts you like, then make a very
specific list. We found that most of the
wives that call us have absolutely no
ideo what they're ordering. So, unless
they have o very specific list, they may get
too the wrong thing.

Songeon AM FM Tune ,

3)
Buy
headphones. Now this may
seem like o very selfserving piece of advice
on our part (and it is),
but we found that most

5) Covert purchasing: in the hustlebustle of Christmas buying you con often bury a few purchases for yourself.
R subtle but effective advanced form of
this technique is to split your purchase
across three or four credit cords. Most
retailers are aware of, and can accommodate this advanced maneuver.
Now o few
nifty gift ideas:
6) Every true
music lover, audiophile
or
not,
should hove o
Panosoor SUCT 470
good portable CD
player. Our current
recommendation is the Panasonic SLCT470. Rdandy little player, that sounds
terrific, and is priced at around $100.
While we're at it, the Songeon AM/FM
portable tuner is o nifty little gift at $49.
7) If you already have a portable
CD player that you like, and ore using
the abysmal headphones that come
with it, quickly, before you can think about
it, douse it with lighter fluid and torch
them. Then ask your favorite relative for
apair of Grado 5R-60s—easily the best
headphones under
$100.

Grado SRO()

8) Hove you
gotten MP3 itch
yet? Really o great
way to explore
the
world
of
music. Check out
www.emusic.com;

Bozeman. MT Bozeman, MT
59771-6549
59715
Phone (406) 587 9466
Fax (406) 587 9484

For real'

10) Now, and this one is very important, you have got to know that you're
not going to get what you wont, so always remember to thank the giver for
their generous gift, then ask them,
"Where did you find such a lovely gift?"
My wife tells me that most stores will
take pity on idiot husbands after Christmas and will refund your money. Then
go buy CDs.
Merry Christmas, Happy Hanukkah,
and don't forget we will be open
through the New Year to help you by
the things you really wonted and didn't
get.

The Total flrhead and Etymouc ER4S
bock-up the P10100 for on °mom() 60
hours of muslc In the polm of your hand

www.headphone.com

521 East Peach St

30- Doy
Sousfocnon Guorontee

9) Once you get your personal jukebox, don't forget to check out our Total
Rirhead headphone amplifier and custom bag specifically designed for the
PJ8100. Imagine carrying around and
60 hours of music without ever changing odisk.

HeodRoom

800 828 8184 toll free In the U S
PO Box 6549

for $9.99 o month you con get unlimited
legal downloads. Then get the Personal
Jukebox 100 (you'll find them at
www.mp3factorycJirect.com). Not only
does this MP3 ployer have o6GI3 internol hard drive, but it comes
with a computer application that will allow you to rip CDs at
320 kf3 per second.
Icon honestly soy
that sounds every bit
os good as most portable CD players available today—probably
Personal Jukebox 100
better.

Be Of Sound Mind.

Record

classical
J.S. BACH
Christmas Cantatas
"Schwingt freudig euch empor," BWV 36; "Nun
komm, der Heiden Heiland," BWV 61; "Bereitet die
Wege, bereitet die Bahn!," BWV 132
Kevin Mallon, Aradia Ensemble; various soloists
Naxos 8554825 (CD). 2000. Norbert Kraft, prod.,
eng.; Bonnie Silver, eng. ODD. TT: 62:17
Performance ****
Sound **1/2

I

fyou're one of those who insist that,
because of confusing evidence and
much scholarly debate, Bach must
have used only one singer to apart in his
cantatas, passions, and oratorios, you'll
welcome these new recordings from the
relatively new, Toronto-based Aradia
Ensemble. It helps that much of the
music in these three cantatas is for asolo
singer any-way —very few of the movements are intended for chorus —and so
the effect works quite well. We don't feel
that odd, underpowered sensation, nor
do we have the problem of tiny groups of
singers trying to balance huge choruses
against substantial instrumental sections
while attempting to sustain momentum
through many movements. All of which
allows me to say that anyone who loves
Bach's vocal music will find much here
to enjoy, no matter what stance you take
on the issue of performing forces.
The three cantatas are relatively
short — from 14 to 23 minutes — and
are made up of arias, recitatives, and
closing chorales. All are different in
structural details and organization:
BWV 61 begins with an instrumental
overture, BWV 36 opens with achorus,
and BWV 132 starts with asoprano
aria. Although these are not examples
of Bach's finest works in the genre,
there is his usual abundance of. very
lovely music, from the soprano aria in
BWV 36 (one of those Bach specialties,
with sublime violin obbligato and an
unforgettably beautiful melody) to the
countertenor recitative in BWV 132.
Of course, all of this depends on
singers who can do justice to music
that's never easy to do well, and on
sensitive and sympathetic instrumental
partners. This is the heart of this
recording's appeal: The solo singing is
exceptional, and the support of the
seven-piece instrumental ensemble is
mostly ideal. It's gratifying to hear
vocalists of this caliber no matter what
the context, but it's also reassuring to
be reminded once in awhile that you
don't have to be well-known to do
outstanding work. Most noteworthy
Stereophile, December 2000

are soprano Teri Dunn, who makes us
want to hear the aria "Auch mit
gedâmpften" more than once; countertenor Matthew White; and especially
tenor John Tessier, who gives meaning
and beauty to everything he sings.
The instruments are well-recorded,
but there are some trouble spots with
balances when the full forces are joined.
Sometimes the soprano is too strong,
and the acoustics of Toronto's famed St.
Mary Magdalene church sometimes are
just too reverberant for this size group.
Conductor/violinist Kevin Mallon augments his ensemble with eight additional singers for the opening chorus of
"Nun komm, der Heiden Heiland," but
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he never quite gets his interpretive act
together in this cantata, or at least
doesn't convince his performers of his
vision. The performance remains acollection of separate sections that never
feels like acohesive work.
However this should take little or nothing away from the fine solo singing and
impressive instrumental display—none of
it virtuosic or dazzling, which is just as it
should be for these sincere, intimate, often
delicate little offerings.
-David Vernier
MOZART
Don Giovanni
Peter Maffei, Don Giovanni; Gilles Cachemaille,
Leporello; Till
Fechner,
Masetto; Gudjon
Oskarsson, Il Commendatore; Carmela Remigio,
Donna Anna; Veronique Gens, Donna Elvira; Lisa
Larson, Zerlina; Mark Padmore, Don Ottavio;
Soloistes de l'Academie europeenne de musique
d'Aix-en-Provence (chorus), Mahler Chamber
Orchestra, Daniel Harding
Virgin Classics 45425 2 (3 CDs). 2000. Alain
Lanceron, exec. prod.; Daniel Zalay, prod., ed.;
Raymond Butin, eng. ODD. TT: 2:35:09
Performance ****
Sonics ***

W

hew! This may not be the
most perfectly sung Don
Giovanni available, but hands
down, it's the most exciting —even more
so than the Gardiner (although that one

Reviews

is more polished), and up there with the
somewhat old-fashioned Mitropolous on
Sony. The Mahler Chamber Orchestra
plays on modern instruments but with
period timpani, which add great thtvap
and tension whenever they appear, and
they use period brass as well, which
makes Mozart's score buzz with agitation
every time we hear them.
Twenty-three-year-old conductor
Daniel Harding took over from Claudio
Abbado the year before, when this production was booed, and turned it into a
success (although the press still hated
director Peter Brook's conception).
Harding leads afuriously fast reading,
with recitatives flying by at conversational speed, and these busy characters interacting in what feels like real time. The
recording is taken from alive performance, so there's plenty of dramatic
give-and-take, and stage noises rarely get
in the way. The final chord of the penultimate scene is held to apoint of almost
unbearable tension, and the final sextet
begins immediately on its heels — the
effect is stunning.
Harding does something I've never
encountered before — he actually finds
the "beat" in every aria, duet, and
ensemble, and each therefore seems to
be its own dance, with its own rhythm
and momentum. And these rhythms
aren't imposed; they're organic. Other
conductors have occasionally hit on this
aspect of Mozart, but Harding takes it as
acredo. It's breathtaking.
In Peter Mattei (a Swede of Italian
background, Ibelieve) we have aDon as
spontaneous and mercurial as we'd like.
His light, Hampson-like baritone is
more agile and beautiful than Hampson's, and vocally, at least, he's asmooth
actor, capable of real seduction in "La ci
darem" and the second-act Serenade,
and stupendous arrogance elsewhere:
He polishes off "Finchan del vino" in 70
seconds and never backs down, rhythmically or tonally, even when faced
with eternal damnation. The Leporello
is Gilles Cachemaille, so superb with
Arnold Óstman on L'Oiseau-Lyre but
even better here, where he sings with
real bite. Mark Padmore's Don Ottavio
is very light-voiced, but he focuses the
tone right on the text and is very effective nonetheless, although Harding
almost drives him crazy in "Il mio
tesoro." Till Fechner's Masetto is outraged but servile, and Oskarsson's
Commendatore has great presence,
even without a true booming-bass
sound (or phony "stage amplification").
The women, aside from Veronique
Gens's daring, offended, remarkably
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well-sung Donna Elvira, are more problematic. Rernigio's Donna Anna is nicely conceived, and she has all the notes —
even for the most challenging parts of
"Non mi dir" — but the sound itself has
little appeal. Lisa Larson's Z,erlina strays
from pitch often enough to be irritating.
As suggested above, the playing of
the orchestra is first-rate (though abit
scrambly in very fast passages), and the
12-voice chorus has all the energy needed. The producers and engineer have
done their best, but it's not quite good
enough — there's blare and a bit of
distortion at times.
But I've played this set five times now,
and while Ikeep wishing for more firmness from the two troublesome women,
and abit more heft from Ottavio, Ifind
this set irresistible.
-Robert Levine
RED PRIEST
Priest on the Run
Works by Vivaldi, Handel, Purcell, Telemann, Ortiz,
others
Red Priest
Dorian DOR-93208 (CD). 2000. Gary Cole, prod.,
eng. ODD. Tr: 63:09
Performance *****

sonics *****
kay, so the title's alittle gimmicky, but if it gets afew thousand more people to hear
what's actually going on on this disc, it
will go along way to further the cause
of all sorts of good things — including
some deserving but little-known music,
virtuoso instrumental playing, and even
(gulp!) the recorder.
If you're familiar with British violinist
Andrew Maxim, you may notice asimilarity between his virtuoso style and that
of Red Priest recorder player Piers
Adams. Both play with afreedom, fearlessness, and sense of abandon that never
seem contrived, excessive, or out of context — and certainly never unmusical.
Adams must be heard; to merely describe
his almost scarily extra-human, breathless
feats, performed on avariety of recorders,
would be hopelessly inadequate.
But Priest on the Run isn't only about
recorders — it's also about awhole quartet of talented virtuoso players who
make up Baroque ensemble Red Priest.
You might expect them to focus on the
music of Vivaldi, as the group's name
and the album's title suggest, but this
program also includes short but dazzling pieces by such composers as Diego
Ortiz, Luis de Narvaez, and Marco
Uccellini (Manze has recorded adisc of
his works), amore substantial work by
Telemann (the "Gypsy" Sonata in A
minor), and, yes, aVivaldi concerto for
recorder, violin, and continuo known by

0
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the posthumously attached nickname of
"Priest on the Run." We also get alovely Handel "aria" from a trio sonata,
Purcell's "Two in One upon aGround,"
and an anonymous collection of
Venetian dances given the name "Renaissance Revels" by the ensemble's
harpsichordist/arranger, Julian Rhodes.
Much of the music is spiced (or should
Isay spiked?) with acertain improvisatory unpredictability —you don't know
what's going to happen next, as tempos
and rhythmic structures don't necessarily
get the traditional baroque steady churn.
It's marvelous, Ithink, that these four
multi-instrumentalists — who among
themselves perform on period recorders,
violin, cello, viola da gamba, bass violin,
and harpsichord — can give modern ears
such fresh sounds while remaining well
within tasteful stylistic lines.
The sound, from Forde Abbey in
Somerset, England, gives us live-music
presence with an obviously sensitive
concern for balancing the varying timbres, yet leaves the important gritty
edge that makes the instruments sound
real. You want classical music to be
entertaining and classy at the same
time? Listen to this.
-David Vernier

rock
THE BLACK HEART
PROCESSION
Three
Touch & Go TG210 (CD). 2000. Ryan Hadlock, Black
Heart Procession, prods.; Ryan Hadlock, Zach
Reinig, engs. MD? Tr: 46:26
Performance ****
Sonics ***

Reviews

111/ ith aname like Black Heart
Procession, one doesn't
expect perky songs about cars
and girls. Into the grand tradition of
pre-Prozac, bummed-out rock wades
this San Diego combo, which has, over
the course of two albums (One and
Two) since 1997, steadily distanced itself
from its roots in that city's punk scene.
With the release of Three, the group
completely severs all extant ties; the
only thing remotely "punk" about BHP
is its uncompromising attitude.
Three additionally charts ahuge stylistic and sonic step forward for BHP.
While on One and Two the band's signature minimalist, gray-on-gray sound
(typically, an almost cabaret-like vibe
involving not much more than wheezy
vocals, piano/organ, and guitar) was
undermined by lo-fi recording techniques, Three boasts an expansive atmosphere within which keyboards, guitars,
synths, trumpet, waterphone, and
drums — duly adorned by an array of
mixing effects, subtly placed samples,
and ambient sounds — breathe and flex
in agenuinely organic manner.
As per the group imperative, the
atmosphere remains necessarily dark.
Imagine proto-godis Joy Division covering the Nick Cave songbook, or electronic angst merchants Radiohead doing
an internship at Leonard Cohen's place,
or dub/trip-hop kings Massive Attack
re-creating a 1970s Ennio Morricone
soundtrack. Here, one can experience:
pure noir claustrophobia (the droning,
tragic waltz "Guess I'll Forget You," with
its distant muted trumpet); emotional
desolation (the minor-key funeral
trudge of "We Always Knew"); nocturnal states of grace (a neoclassical piano

And the first runner-up for Miss San Diego is ... these hearts are anything but black.
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Don't want your holiday gift to be a 'dog' this year?
Ask for an Elusive Disc Gift Certificate!

Not the
woofer you
expected?

It makes gift giving easy for everyone!
The recipient will have thousands of products
to choose from that will fill any audiophile with
holiday cheer. Best of all, no one has to leave
the house to buy one! Simply call or visit our
webstore to order your Gift Certificate today.
Gill Certificates available from 525.00 and up.
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Groove Note Records

LP's $29.99 ea
Gold CD's 8,
SACD's $24.99 en
..,. GRN'1007 Luqman Hamm/

All-analogue, direct to 2-track albums,
recorded on vintage
tube microphones are
available as 180g 2LP
sets ,24K Gold CD's
á SACD(most titles)
Each LP set contains
the full length album on
one LP ancl abonus
track LP cut at 45rpm
for increased fidelity!

1.1.44f/

With This Voice New Releaser
Mr. Hamza (a former Ink Spot) was the
guest artist on the Jay McShann album
hm and recieved such praise that Groove
-',.. Note has released this sob title. His
masterfully recordal sensual &
seductive voice will thrill any listener!

i
t;
111411
Jacinthallerei Ta
Itek An Audiophile
Classic is horn!
Incrallide voice.
jazz standards!

We are the exclusive distributor of
Groove Note Records in the USA!

Pi

GRA 1004
Kei Akagi/Neie Smiles &
Travelled Miles
One of the fined piano
trio recordings you dill
ever hear!

(.! RA1002
Roy Gained/ Cot rhe
T-liane "hies T-Bone
%%milker pndege ruith
soulful guitar/scalds!

fat V1085
Jay N1cShann/WhatA
Ithadedid Work,
:Xdesieme blues/jazi
recording from a
true legend!

CRV 1003
IUinots Juequet/
Birthday Pany
-... among the dozen
hest-sounding jazz albums
CN err' 5hsolute Soluxl

RV 1006
ileeinthetatiann leaves
lier second album that
raies the tzar for
female sneak!

Classic Records 180g LP's $26.99 & UP!
SD8216 Led Zeppelin: Led Zeppelin I
LSC234 I
Munch: Saint Sacos Sym. #3
SD8236 Led Zeppelin: Led Zeppelin II
LSC2565
Tchoikovsky: Romeo & Juliet
19080-1 Santana: Supernatural( 2 LP's)
VICS1103
Beethoven: Symphony #5
SP77009 Carole King: Tapestry
KCS9914
Simon&Garfunkel: Bridge Over ..
ST91058 Sotchmo Ploys King Oliver
LSC2147
Schubert: The Trout Quintet
RTH6281 Jimi Hendrix: Axis:801d As...(mono)
COS05005 Burt Bachorach: Casino Royale
LSC2767 Heifetz: Rozsa Violin Concerto
VICSI 424
Strauss: Dance of the Seven Viels
Coll or visit our website for complete llst of Wiles. Also, many Gold CD's & 45rpm sets available!

TELARC SACD's $24.99!
TELSA80498
TELSA83440
TELSA80515
TELSA80526
TELSA83443
TELSA83469
TELSA83487
TELSA83488
TELSA83491

Kunzel: On Broadway
Dual
Dove Brubeck: 40th Ani, Layer
Dukas: Sorcerer's Apprentice
Flanders Orchestra: Tango
Oscar Peterson Trio: Very Tall
Monty Alexander: Stir It Up
Mighty Sam: Blues For The Soul
McCoy Tyner, Clark, Foster...
John Pizzorelli: Kisses ln The Rain

SONY SACOS $21.99

SONSA89340 Mozart: Symphony # 39 & 40
SONSA34188 Boston: Boston
SONSA63753 Kandi: Hey Kandi
SONSA64927 L. Armstrong: Sotch Plays Fats
SONSA65571 Ellington & Basie: First Time
SONSA65870 Stevie Ray Vaughan: Texas...
SONSA65946 Willie Nelson: Stardust
SONSA65850 Carole King: Tapestry
SONSA65871 Stevie Ray Vaughan: Couldn't.
SONSA61428 Keb Mo': The Door
SONSA53046 Gloria Estefoni Greatest Hits
SONSA89342 Schubert: Symphony #9
SONSA39530 Wynton Marsalis: Hot House.
Visit our webstore for complete list!

aucNoquest duol lover
SOCCrS$29.99
AQSACD1038
AQSACD1049
AQSACD1052
AQSACD1053

Tery Evans: Puttin' It Down
Joe Beard: For Real
BluesQuest Somper $24.99
Mighty Sam: Soul Survior

dmp DL SACD's $26.99
DMPSA02
DMPSA03
DMPSA04
DMPSA05
DMPSA06
DMPSA07
DMPSA08
DMPSA09
DMPSAIO
DMPSAll
DMPSA12

dmp Does DSC) Sampler
Stockholm Orchestra: Tango
Steve Davis:Quality of Silence
Monfredo Fest: Just Jobim
Joe Beck & Ali Ryerson: Alto
Joe Leonhart: Solamoder Pie
Flim & The BB's: Tricycle
Gaudeamus: Sacred Feast
Homer Percussion: For More Drums
Vivino Brothers: Blues Bond
Bob Mintzer: Homo .e To Count Basle

Chesiry It Classic 24/96 Music DVD's
$26.99-up! See webstoreforlist!

HAPPY HOLIDAYS' * * * HAPPY HOLIDAYS!* *
mobile fidelity

LP's, Gold CD's, other Half-Speeds & D2D LP's new & used! Call
or visit our website for a complete listing of available titles.

JVC

0201
60376
60257
601 72
60159
60140
60125
60127
60088
60171
60246
60375
60214
60372

xrcd&xrcd2 All titles $25.99!

xicd2. Sampler
Count Bosie/O. Peterson: Sotch &Josh
Count Basie: Big Bond Basie
Bill Evans: Interplay
John Coltrane: Soul Tronc
Bill Evans: Explorations
Miles Davis: Reloxin'
Miles Davis: Cookin'
Sonny Rollins: Way Out West
Wes Montgomery: Full House
S. Vaughan/Basle: Send In The Clowns
Art Tatum: Trio
Bill Evans: Moonbeams
Bill Evans: Green Dolphin Street

ROLLING BARREL RD.

IN 46064

Phineas Newborn Jr.: Harlem Blues
Wynton Kelly: Piano
Sonny Rollins &The Contemporary
Ray Bryant: Prestige 7098
Red Garland Trio: Groovy
Sonny Rollins: Saxophone Collossus
Miles Davis: Workin'
Miles Davis: Steamin'
Bill Evans: Portriat In Jazz
Modern Jazz Quartet: Django
Cannonball Adderly: Know What IMea
Kenny Drew: Kenny Drew Trio
Bill Evans: How My Heart Sings
Bill Evans: Waltz For Debbie

Vivante Records

Astrud Gilberto)/ a‘,/, lie Mr Rainbow 1,01, I., the
Rainhou si as tile Brazilian singer's 3rd dihum (su Verve from
1965. This 5-star rated recording, produced by Creed Taylor
and in collaboration with legendary arranger Gil Es ans ,
.
illustrate, wily Gilberto continues to enjoy such enduring
popularity. From former husband Joao Gilberto's Brut Bum, to
Antonio Carlos Johim's relicidade, this is a recording that
will delight Gilberto and ¡at, fans alike and the superb
sonics make this special album es en more appealing.

AH Vivante 180g pressings

$29.99

PI P007
each!

We are the exclusive distributor for Vivante Records in the U.S.
SI
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SIl 1'0112
S 11.1 .1111.3a
VPI.P0113
VP1.P1N/5
V1.1.14106
SI IhNleola/
JJ. 'ale/
Muddy X1aterid
The Police/
.1ohn \lava° & Siumme Vega/
Triday.Vight in .Miturally Co& Singer •
lharandos
Eric Clapton/ Suzanne
-\lust hair Me the Breeze
Argualilly the
/rAinour -One Blueshreaken -rheamdirigp
Ilaniencirdy le
and .Xfter
hest blues
mord. Roxanne! Jim NIcAie of
female
guitar lest!
Nlidnight original recording es er!
l'oder pop
Fleetdood Slur
aiming
Rectirdril I
is e!
artist!
hot ant-dime!
goodness!
on 1v6s!

SirnplyVinyl 180g LP's $29.99 & UP! 100's of titles!
SVLPOI 76
SVLP0182
SVLP0165
SVLP0222
SVLP0202
SVLP0038
SVLP0050

Dire Straits: Lave Over Gold
Dire Straits: Brothers In Arms
Free: Free
Gerry Rafferty: City To City
Cream: Wheels Of Fire
Nirvana: Nevermind
Eagles: Hell Freezes Over
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Record
motif and the windy howl of abowed
saw running through "The War is
Over"); or the abrupt scroll of end credits ("Waterfront" is eerily, resolutely cinematic, again employing grand piano
and saw plus creaky percussion and muffled vocals). But it's agood kind of dark,
offering the promise of catharsis, not a
dungeon sentence.
Early in the album, the singer
ponders, "We try to breathe /But life
was never found /Life came and forgiveness was gone"; near the end, he
confesses, "I didn't know I'd reach this
far to sink." But if all this darkness seems
bleak, Three is not an album about giving
up, but about confronting those psychological gremlins that threaten to oppress
us. While rock'n'roll is often celebratory,
depression and despair nevertheless continue to provide much fodder for songwriters. After all, the flip side to abacchanal is abummer. The more si'
cant artists understand that wallowing in
misery is neither meaningful nor productive; the point is to be able to report
back from the tattered fringes of the
soul. Perhaps that's what "black heart
procession" means after all. -Pied Mills
MARSHALL CRENSHAVV
The Crenshaw Archives
Marshall Crenshaw
Warner Archives/Rhino R2 79916 (CD). 1982/2000.
Marshall Crenshaw, Richard Gottehrer, Richard
Goldstein, Scott Miner, VVT7W-TV, orig. prods.;
Marshall Crenshaw, David Gorman, reissue prods.;
Thom Panunzio, eng. MD? TT: 63:56
Performance ****
Sonics ****
This Is Easy: The Best of Marshall Crenshaw
Warner Archives/Rhino R2 79915 (CD). 2000. Many
orig, prods., engs.; Marshall Crenshaw, Gary
Stewart, compilation prods. MD? TT: 75:08
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****1/2

I

fyou're a sucker for clever, killer
hooks, Marshall Crenshaw's your
man. In 1982, living in New York
and aveteran of the touring production
of Beatlemania (in which he played John
Lennon), the bespectacled songwriter
dropped his self-titled first album and
unsuspectingly found himself the darling
at the center of a critical firestorm.
Marshall Crenshaw even became a hit,
spending half ayear on Billboard's Top
Albums chart and spinning off the irresistible Top 40 hit, "Someday, Someway."
This was early in the Reagan era, when
Journey, Asia, and prime-time Michael
Jackson were all the rage, and Marshall
Crenshaw was touted as apure pop masterpiece. The album made aslew of yearend best-of lists, and Crenshaw songs
were suddenly being covered by such
Stereophile, December 2000
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honks as Robert Gordon ("Someday, Arthur Alexander ("Anna," "You Better
Someway"), Bette Micller ("You're My Move On") and the original album's
Favorite Waste of Time"), and Lou Ann
sole cover tune, is aregal marriage of
Motown and Liverpool.
Barton ("Brand New Lover").
To Marshall Crenshaw's 12 original
The long-awaited Warner Archives/
tracks the Warner/Rhino reissue adds
Rhino reissue of Marshall Crenshaw reintroduces this most drooled-over of all
nine bonus slices. Some are sonically
more challenged than others —his cover
his albums with acomplement of bonus
tracks: splendid, hard-to-find B-sides (of of the R&B chestnut "Stop Her on Sight
(S.O.S.)," for instance, recorded for aPBS
which Crenshaw was always achampiprogram, is fuzzy but charming —but
on), live tracks, and early demos.
they're all fun and revelatory. On the
Eighteen years after its release, the
upbeat 1979 demo for "Starlit Summer
album has lost little of its elegance.
Sky," Crenshaw sounds as if he's nodding
The first track, "There She Goes
affectionately at John Lennon; and 1982's
Again," leaps out of the speakers with
"Rave On" is an unplugged tribute to the
fresh punch: Crenshaw's fluid guitar
hero he'd later portray in the film
chording sounds smoother than ever, and
La Bamba. But the tastiest extra tracks are
sibling Robert, astaple of many of his
alive "'The Usual Thing," aone-time
brother's recording sessions, punctuates
the song's heartbreak with abooming B-side with arocking guitar intro that
flashed me back to Moby Grape's "Hey
bass-drum thump that hits right in the
gut. The song, which turned out to be a Grandma"; a soulful, previously unreleased live 1981 reading of Smokey
most durable introduction of Crenshaw
Robinson's "I've Been Good to You" (the
to the world, is the probing psychological
Miracles recorded it on their first album);
rationalization of a guy trying to see
and the 1979 demo of "Whenever You're
through the haze after being dumped.
on My Mind," asong that would eventuHe sings about seeing his ex drive by his
window every day; we hear him
ally show up as the lead track on
Crenshaw's Field Day, from 1983. Give a
convincing himself that he'll find somelisten to how the phrasing on the chorus
one better, and then he finds it in his
evolved from
heart to wish her well.
the demo verThat's a lot of inner diasion to the
logue in less than three minsubsequent
utes. This sort of unassumstudio release.
ing wisdom, and the apparAnd there's
ent ease with which it is
a
hidden
dispensed and incorporated
track, too!
into a delectable melody,
As refreshquickly became Crenshaw
ing as the
trademarks.
Marshall Crenshaw is filled
2000 edition
with smart,
of Marshall
Crenshaw is,
catchy songs
Ott best DI
the careerthat stand up
RRHALL
RENSHAW
spanning This
to year after
year of reIs Easy is even
peated hearbetter. Five songs, including
ings. Crenthe cheeky, once-tough-tol
lS iS ' A
y
shaw
has
find B-side "You're My
Favorite Waste of Time," a
always had
an affection
TEAC four-track home
for Buddy
demo, overlap from the reisHolly,
the
sued first album. But while
Beatles, DarCrenshaw
never
again
lene Lovc.
enjoyed the height of critical
and Muddy
adoration that greeted him
Waters, and crafts his songs meticulouswith that 1982 breakthrough, he continly. "The Usual Thing," with its close
ued to make fine albums peppered with
harmonies and guitar jangle, has the
tight, timeless songs, and the selection on
charm of classic Everly Brothers but Easy could hardly be better. Starting with
sounds thoroughly modern. "Cynical
his 1981 Shake single, "Something's
Girl" and "Mary Anne" are peppy and
Gonna Happen," the compilation coltaut, propelled respectively by maracas
lects choice tracks from Crenshaw's five
and tambourine. And "Soldier of Love,"
Warner Bros. albums, and winds down
a song once recorded by soul man
with selections from his 1991 and 1996

Marshall
Crenshaw
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Record
Feeling," which could be a breathy
Martin Balm ballad off of Jefferson
Airplane's Surrealistic Pillow, most of
Stories drips with such sentiments as "Do
you remember our first kiss / Stars
shooting across the sky" ("One Line") —
or, in hornier vein, "I can't believe life is
so complex /When Ijust wanna sit
here and watch you undress /This is
love, this is love that I'm feelin' "
Is Love"). Okay, if you say so, but the
song gives us little reason to care
whether or not this is "love." Anyway, to
me it sounds like getting laid.
Other songs are no better, with lines
like "One day there'll be aplace for us"
("A Place Called Home"), and "Baby
baby, ain't it true /I'm immortal when
I'm with you" ("Big Exit"). For dumb.
Harvey's lack of interest in looking below the surface of her own subject matter is contagious.
On "Whores Hustle and the Hustlers
Whore," Harvey attempts to recapture
the dark drama and dire edge of her
early albums but comes up with little
but abstracted melodrama: "Speak to
me of heroin and speed /Genocide and
suicide, syphilis and greed /The language of violence, the language of the
heart /This isn't the first time Iasked
P1 HARVEY
for money or love /Heaven and earth
don't ever mean enough /Just give me
Stories from the City,
something Ican believe." Who's saying
Stories from the Sea
this, to whom, and why? The rest of the
Island (no cat# listed) (CD). 2000. Polly Jean Harvey,
lyric offers no assistance. It's difficult for
Rob Ellis, Mick Harvey, prods.; Head, eng. MD? TT:
something so vague and general to
47:23
Performance **
mean anything to anyone. Just compare
Sonics ****
this to the wrenching "I Think I'm a
n my review in the January 1999 Mother" on To Bring You My Love: In
Stereophile of PJ Harvey's last album, that song, Harvey doesn't merely sing
Is This Desire? (the answer: no), I "about" — she is what she sings.
If you end up buying Stories, the best
concluded, "Maybe next time, if she —
way to listen to it might be as acollecand we — are lucky."
Well, with Stories from the City, Stories tion of love songs written not to some
from the Sea, our luck seems to have run briefly significant other; but to New
out. Though Stories marks awelcome York City. Harvey wrote half the songs
return to the spare, dry, almost monau- there and the rest in Dorset, England,
ral sound and minimal arrangements of not far from her native Yeovil. Dorset is
her first three classic albums (Dry, Rid of portrayed nowhere in Stories, as far as I
Me, and 4-Track Demos), and she works can tell, but Harvey paints vivid cityhere with her original drummer and scapes of Little Italy, dawn over
engineer, Harvey seems to have lost Brooklyn, sunset over Manhattan. The
track of why any of it might be worth Apple is Stories' most vivid presence, and
doing in the first place.
the one object of Harvey's affections
Stories is an album of songs about she's paid enough attention to to make
infatuation, tenderness, and romantic me care about it as well.
love — new and potentially exciting terThe power trio of guitarist-vocalist
ritory for Harvey, who previously had Harvey, bassist Mick Harvey, and drumcornered the market on primal lust and mer Rob Ellis plays well and economisexual terror. Trouble is, she here pro- cally, but without the driving riffs, excitvides ample evidence that she hasn't a ingly complex polyrhydims, odd time
clue how to handle this most common, signatures, or searing edge of Harvey
most challenging of subjects. With the albums past The sound is very good,
exception of the gossamer "Beautiful straightforward and ungimmicky. I've

releases on MCA and Razor & Tie.
Crenshaw's exuberance is everywhere.
His liner notes, co-written with late
music historian Cub Koda, give great
behind-the-scenes glimpses into just what
was swirling through the songwriter's
brain when he was making this music. Of
"Monday Morning Rock," akey cut from
Field Day, Crenshaw writes: "Once we'd
become abig local draw in Manhattan,
there was usually aparty atmosphere surrounding our activities, which Iloved.
But Iwas kind of an ambivalent partyer
myself and this is asong about that...
With anice, homy last verse ... "
There are plenty of memories on the
chronologically organized Easy. The
album drags abit only between tracks 11
and 14, the selections from Crenshaw's
least inspired offering, 1985's Downtown.
Otherwise, this stuffs as bedazzlingly fun
and infectious as it was on first hearings
all those years ago. Though Crenshaw's
biggest success of the past decade came as
co-author of the Gin Blossoms' hit"
IHear It from You," he's at his best
fronting aband and singing his songs
himself No doubt about it Marshall
Crenshaw is anatural who makes it all
sound easy.
-David Sokol
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gotten so used to endlessly processed and
compressed vocals in contemporary pop
that Harvey's liquidly recorded voice
took me by surprise: on arock album, a
real vocal track sounding like areal voice!
In "This Is Love" Harvey plaintively
asks, "Does it have to be alife full of
dread?" No, of course it doesn't, and no
one, no matter how hiply nihilist or
ironical or cynical, should be restricted
to the same dark stance or subject matter. But it doesn't have to be an albumful of love songs this mindlessly sentimental, either. PJ Harvey used to charge
right into the face of sexual and existential dread, teeth and breasts bared, slashing with voice and guitar, giving quarter
to no one, least of all herself. What's
happened to her? If this is vulnerability,
give me armor.
-Richard Leluiert
MEAT PUPPETS
Golden Lies
Breaking/Atlantic 83402-2 (CD). 2000. Curt
Kirkwood, prod.; John Plymale, Kyle Ellison, coprods. CHercules" 8"Wipeout," Paul Leary, prod.);
Matt Mitchell, eng. MD? TT: 58:46
Performance **
Sonics ****

T

he new, resurrected, and theoretically improved Meat Puppets present, with their "comeback"
album, some good news and some bad.
The good news includes abit of history:
Despite the certified-gold status of 1994's
Too High to Die, by 1996 America's muchbeloved desert rockers had crashed —
1995's No Joke was less afollow-up than
adeath rattle — and burned after 16 years
of barnstorming. Failing to pull bassist
Cris Kirkwood from aparalyzing spiral
into heroin addiction, drummer Derrik
Bostrom and singer-guitarist-songwriter
Curt Kirkwood tried to make sense of
their own lives. Bostrom semi-retired to
Phoenix to run the Puppets' website and
oversee Rykodises reissue of the group's
back catalog, while Curt Kirkwood
moved to Austin. (His brother, Cris, remains awalking tragedy, still battling
dope, and present afew years ago at his
wife's overdose death.)
Curt Kirlcwood's Austin stay yielded
new songs, and anew band featuring
Doug Sahm's kid Shandon on drums,
bassist Andrew Duplantis, and second
guitarist Kyle Ellison, and the new group
had soon signed to Hootie & the
Blowfish's Attic-distributed Breaking
Records. On Golden Lies, Meat Puppets
Mk.II do sound fresh, while retaining
much of their signature bluesadelic-cumcountrypolitan alterna-rock vibe. Kirkwood's tunefully sardonic vocal style remains the band's signature, and he's
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Record
gained an optimistic lilt over the years that
serves his material well —the anthemic,
space-age shanty "Pieces of Me," for
example, finds him reflecting on all that's
gone down: "Once Iwas something but I
can't remember .... /Istill have the hole
where my heart was /And the head
where my mind used to live." But rather
than bitter, he sounds resolute, almost
Zen-like. Loyal fans will also heartily embrace tracks like the ZZ-Top-conquersthe-Martians choogler "Armed and
Stupid," and the R.E.M.-like mystic folkrock of "Endless Wave," which harks
back to the unselfconscious buoyancy of
alt-rock's mid-'80s salad days.
On the downside are ahandful of
numbers that had me wondering what
they were thinking. Prime offenders are
two whiteboy rap songs so embarrassing
as to offer testimony in favor of preemptive A&R intervention in the artistic
process. Regardless of "Wipeout" 's fluid
psychedelic flourishes near its end, by
then Kirkwood's two verses of rapping
have done their damage; and "Hercules"
begins on apromising acappella note
only to quickly devolve into arap (by
Ellison or Duplantis) second only to
Brian Wilson's "Smart Girls" for excrutianon. And the bizarre "Push the Button"
seems to be an attempt at fusing kiddie
pop, polka, and singalong rap (uh-oh).
Despite the Pups' long history of crafting
the occasional slice of stoned, whimsical
rock, these arc not encouraging signs.
Call Golden Lies anear-draw, then,
with the good news having a slight
edge. The sound is uniformly impressive, expansive and atmospheric, with
loads of groovy guitar effects providing
ear candy. ICirkwood's choice of players
proves insightful as well; the new band
effortlessly locks into the vaunted Meat
Puppets groove, and drummer Salim, in
particular, is atalented find.
For music lovers with long memories, aworld without the Meat Puppets
is one just atad less sunny. Here's hoping the next installment of their comeback proves more satisfying. -Fred Mills
RADIOHEAD
Kid A
Capitol CDP 527753 2(CD). 2000. Nigel Goodrich,
prod, eng.; Radiohead, prods.; Gerard Navarro,
asst. prod., asst. eng.; Graeme Stewart, asst. eng.
AAD? Tr: 49:59
Performance ****
Sonics ****

B

ynow, Radiohead's Kid A has
been hailed as a masterpiece
signaling the end of pop music
as we know it, and derided as acomplete fraud. In fact it's neither, but
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instead arichly textured recording that
is both beautiful and harrowing, even if
it doesn't make all that much linear
sense. It's not necessarily the best
album of 2000, but it's definitely the
most intriguing listen of the year.
Radiohead was once just another alt-

however paranoid and claustrophobic,
made sense. Kid A dispenses with most
of that, reducing its "songs" to impressionistic washes of thrumming synthesizers, chittering heartbeat rhythms, and
obsessively repeated groups of words.
"Yesterday Iwoke up sucking on a

rock band, led by Thom Yorke, afey,
wispy lead singer whose lyrics contained
the correct measures of aloofness and
self-loathing to make "Creep" acompelling hit single. The band's progress up
the charts was aided by Jonny Greenwood's Big Guitar Moment, which
amounted to ajarring "ratchet" sound
that led right into aseries of mountainous grunge power chords.
What an odd left turn it was, then,
when the band's third album, OK
Computer turned out to be a'90s artrock masterpiece. Some liken Radiohead's radical evolution of sound to that
of U2, but the Irish quartet merely traded arena rock for arena-sized electronica. For a more accurate comparison,
think instead of Los Lobos, which was
just a bilingual bar band from L.A.
(albeit the finest one on the planet) until
1992's Kiko took them to an entirely different state of sonic being.
As bold amove as OK Computer may
have been, it still traded in relatively
conventional song structures, recognizable instrumentation, and lyrics that,

lemon," Yorke reports on the opening
tune, "Everything In Its Right Place."
Throughout the album, quotidian occurrences seem to be Yorke's main focus,
as if the pre-millennial jitters of OK
Computer have given way to gleaning significance from the simplest actions or
statements. "Cut the kids' hair," he sings
on "Morning Bell"; and, on "Idioteque,"
"Women and children first." Okay,
Thom, whatever. Well, exactly.
Musically, the intensity rises and falls,
but builds to fever pitch on "The
National Anthem," on which adriving
bass line and swooping, science-fiction
keyboards are met with afree-jazz horn
section in full wail. Yorke is having none
of it, though, as he sighs repeatedly, "So
alone." Other tracks are more low-key,
including the droning, Eno-esque
"Treefingers" and the gorgeous, hushed
"How to Disappear Completely."
As long as you're inside it, Kd Acan be
ariveting listen. Unfortunately, because it
has no hooks, melodies, or memorable
lyrics to speak of the album tends to drift
straight out of your brain once you're no
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down low, firm and pliant in the middle
range, and crying and transparent at the
top. And there's abonus: aseductive
whisper of air that goes around and by
the mouthpiece instead of into it.
Coleman Hawkins and Ben Webster
were masters of the subtone; Johnny
Griffin and Harold Ousley, both
Chicago-born tenormen in their 70s,
are two of their artistic descendants.
A certifiable jazz dynamo who once
worked with Thelonious Monk and Art
Blakey, Johnny Griffin remains acaptivating, remarkably agile improviser who
GRIFFIN, SOLAL & OUSLEY
contrasts songlike, sometimes bluesJOHNNY GRIFFIN/MARTIAL SOLAL: In d Out
tinged statements with frequent madcap
Johnny Griffin, tenor sax; Martial Solal, piano
flights
of speed. Harold Ousley, whose
Dreyfus FDM 36510 (CD). 2000. Francis Dreyfus,
second-tier career has included tenures
prod.; Gerard de Haro, eng. ODD. Tr: 47:17
Performance ****1/2
with Lionel Hampton and Dinah
Sonics ****1/2
Washington, is asomewhat conservative
HAROLD OUSLEY: GM-Gitlin' Feetin"
though sure-footed musician whose
Harold Ousley, tenor sax; Jodie Christian, piano; John
manner of combining the basics of
Whitfield, bass; Robert Shy, drums; Art Hoyle,
trumpet (track 7only)
chord tones and thematic variations with
Delmark DE-520 (CD). 2000. Paul Serrano, prod.,
bluesy asides and plain swinging ideas is
eng.; Robert Koester, prod. ODD. Tr: 74:01
way listenable. Both artists' efforts are
Performance ****
Sonics
built on their enveloping tones.
On In & Out, European expatriate
hese albums showcase tenor saxophonists playing what's called Griffin teams with the splendid Algeriansubtone, an aspect of sax artistry born, Paris-based Martial Solal (also in
you would have heard regularly in the his 70s) for an ardent, engaging program
1930s, '40s, and '50s, but not that often of originals, save for Monk's "Well, You
today. To produce asubtone, one needs Needn't" and the standard "You Stepped
a large, steady column of air and a Out of aDream." On the latter, the saxrelaxed embouchure; typically, the ophonist begins easily, his lines ambling,
expansive notes are rich and creamy his sound emphatic but not loud. About

longer between the headphones. Record
companies have made billions of dollars
assuming that no one actually sits down
to listen to an entire album anymore, or
sticks with it if it's difficult going. Kid A
has more respect for its listeners than
that, and so deserves quite a bit of
respect in return.
-Daniel Durchholz

jazz

*..*
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Reviews

midway he unleashes notes that whiz by,
invigorated by Solal, who displays a
Monk-ish heaviness in his chords and a
fleet Art-Tatum-to-Bud-Powell litheness
in his solos. Conversely, in the ballad
"When You're In My Arms," Griffin
leaves his nonpareil technique at the
door and lets his heart and his abundant
sound tell the story. The title track, by
Solal, is both open and edgily dense,
and invites stimulating excursions from
both players. Griffin's "Come With
Me" has achildlike joy, and its "Frère
Jacques" finish is spot on. Throughout,
the duo's cat-and-mouse exchanges further enliven the proceedings.
On Grit-Gittin' Feelin; Harold Ousley
is accompanied by such veteran Chitown colleagues as pianist Jodie Christian
and the often-amazing bassist John
Whitfield. These gentlemen deliver aset
of most accessible music, from standards
like "Canadian Sunset" and "Lush Life"
to such solid originals as the funky blues
title track. This music, not so complex,
invites you to sit back and take off your
shoes; we need that kind, too.
The very slow "Lush Life" finds
Ousley working with an aching beauty;
his tones ring and float. "Without a
Song" is amoderate swinger in which
Ousley's solo — nothing fancy, just
darned good — leads to similarly enticing outings from Christian and
Whitfield. The Latin-ish, bubbling
"Night Song" and the buoyantly pulsing
"El Senioree" grab on and don't let go.
Happily, each recording captures the
magnificence of its leader's sound,
though Griffin's is presented abit more
regally and vividly, and on a larger
soundstage. Ousley stands tall, as if heard
from afirst-row seat, but the band is not
as close and impactful.
—Zan Stewart
KEITH JARRETT/
GARY PEACOCK/
JACK DEJOHNETTE
Whisper Not
Keith Jarrett, piano; Gary Peacock, bass, Jack
DeJohnette, drums
ECM 1724/25 (2 CDs). 2000. Manfred Eicher, prod,
Martin Pearson, eng. DOD. Tr: 113:06
Performance *****
Sonia ****

I

The cat and mouse exchanges between the piano of Martial Solal (left) and the tenor of
Johnny Griffin (right) make In &Out an exciting exchange.
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es too bad ECM's founder-producer,
Manfred Eicher, doesn't go in for
comprehensive,
career-spanning
boxed sets. By now, any other label head
would have released an immense
collection, or maybe two, comprising the
collected trio recordings of Keith Jarrett,
bassist Gary Peacock, and drummer Jack
DeJohnette. It doesn't really matter, of
213

Ajazz trio that bests those of Tatum and Evans? Whisper Not seems to say that

course — all of this group's recordings
remain in the catalogue — but such a
release would accord the Standards Trio
the sort of honor already lavished on the
classic trios of Art Tatum, Oscar
Peterson, and Bill Evans. And that would
be only right, because Jarrett's group is
better than any of its predecessors.
One of the joys of hearing each of
this group's recordings as they have
been released has been hearing these
players develop — right from their first

session together, the Peacock-led Tales of
Another, in 1977 (ECM 1101) — asynergy of balance and grace that even the
most excellent jazz combos seldom
reach. Since then, 23 years and 23 CDs
later, they've only improved.
Their newest set, Whisper Not, is two
more CDs, two more hours, and 14
more tracks of the same. ECM's press
release and Jarrett himself make much
of how his playing has changed since his
years of struggling with Chronic Fatigue
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Syndrome, and of how his weakened
condition forced him into anew sort of
minimalist approach to melody and
song on his astonishing solo disc of standards, The Melody at Night, With You
(ECM 1675), Stereophile's "Recording of
the Month" for February 2000.
But amazing and groundbreaking as
Melody was in just those ways, Jarrett's
playing on Whisper Not isn't that different
from earlier Standards discs. Here you'll
find the same effortless relaxation, the
same long arcs of singing lines, the same
richness of variation and invention, the
same plumbing of a melody's depths
not so much by ornamentation as by
what seem rediscoveries of atune's deep
structure, its most essential character
and form—in aword, its soul.
Jarrett seems always to have been able
to do this with Peacock and DeJohnette,
and on Whisper Not they do it again, if
perhaps just abit better—whether in
the eerily fogged chords of Billy
Strayhorn's "Chelsea Bridge," the deft,
sophisticated pointillism of "Poinciana,"
the warm, effortless vamping of "Wrap
Your Troubles in Dreams" and Clifford
Brown's "Sandu," or the rhythmic inversions of Dizzy Gillespie's "Groovin'
High." By now, the three are so attuned
to each other's every breath and merest
hint of musical gesture that they can
elide most jazz rhetoric and just lightly
ruffle the leaves of the Great American
Songbook, then seem to step aside and
let these well-worn songs speak in their
own voices for what seems the first time.
This is timeless playing.
Gary Peacock, always lyrical, seems
with each Standards disc to play fewer
notes and make more music. He takes just
one brief solo on Whisper Not, and Imean
it only as atribute to his musicianship
everywhere else on this set that in those
few unaccompanied notes he has the least
to say. Jack DeJohnette is acontinuing
wonder —a quiet, graceful drummer of
unerring taste who always knows when
to hold back, how to make the slightest
brush of acymbal seem the inevitable,
essential daub of shimmering color that
anchors the entire aural canvas. In the
Bill Evans trio, it was the pianist himself
who was the master Impressionist. In
this trio, it's the drummer: DeJohnette
never solos; he always solos.
Whisper Not is also of apiece with the
rest of the Standards series in its being
mostly about joy. These interpretations
are never quite as heartbreaking or
driven or pointedly virtuosic as, respectively, the trio performances of Evans,
Peterson, and Tatum tended to be.
Jarrett's band always sounds loving,
Stereophile, December 2000
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tender, joyful —even such dark ballads as
"Chelsea Bridge" and "Round Midnight"
are more warmly wistful than harrowing,
but with no less emotive substance for all
that, and never soppy or sentimental.
The best illustration of this is Jarrett's solo
introduction to Cole Porter's "What Is
This Thing Called Lover: dense, rich,
Latin-flavored syncopations, Porter's
melody threaded through it all like adescant, never quite stated, always there,
always serene.
Though taped in alarge venue, Paris's
Palais des Congrès, the sound retains little sense of the hall — the recording is
up-close, warm, and intimate, of apiece
with the other Standards sets, whether
taped in astudio or asmall club. Whisper
Not is less of ademo disc than, say, the
monumental At the Blue Note (ECM
1575-80), as here Jarrett's piano tends to
spread across the entire souncistage in a
not quite believable fashion.
If you've enjoyed other recordings by
this trio, you'll know what to expect from
Whisper Not. More to the point, you'll want
it. It's remarkable how agroup, an album,
amusic can so perfectly satisfy, even as it
leaves one hungering for more. Well,
there's plenty more here. —Richard Lehnert

Maria Schneider

Stereophile, December 2000

MARIA SCHNEIDER
ORCHESTRA
Allégresse
Maria Schneider, composer, arranger, conductor; Tim
Ries, soprano sax, clarinet, flute, alto flute; Charles
Pillow, alto 8 soprano sax, clarinet, flute, piccolo,
oboe. English horn; Rich Perry, tenor sax, flute; Rick
Margitza, tenor 8, soprano sax, flute; Scott
Robinson, baritone 8, bass sax, clarinet, bass clarinet, flute, alto flute; Tony Kadleck, trumpet, piccolo trumpet, flugelhom; Greg Gisbert, Laurie Frink,
Ingrid Jensen, Dave Ballou, trumpet, flugelhom;
Keith O'Quinn, Rock Ciccarone, Larry Farrell, trombone; George Flynn, bass trombone, tuba; Ben
Monder, acoustic 8, electric guitar; Frank
Kimbrough, piano; Tony Scherr, acoustic 8 electric
bass; Turn Homer, drums; Jeff Ballard, percussion
Enja ENJ-9393 2 (CD). 2000. Maria Schneider, Bob
Thompson, prods.; James Farber, eng. DDD. Tr:
71:15
Performance
Sonia

....
G

iven that Maria Schneider is
now widely recognized as
he most important young
composer-arranger-bandleader in jazz,
it's surprising that Allégresse is only her
third recording. Her first two (Evanescence in 1994, Coming About in 1996)
were each nominated for aGrammy,
and in the past five years Schneider has
won jazz polls, prizes, grants, and commissions all over the world.
Some envious jazz musicians have
attributed Schneider's success to her
strawberry-blond good looks. It's true
that, conducting an
orchestra, her slender
arms wheeling and
pumping, Schneider
is, frankly, adorable.
But she's also aserious artist who defines
a poetic
vision
through inspiration
eii and skill and sweat.
Allégresse is six formally elegant, extended works (the longest,
'
"Dissolution,"
is
almost 21 minutes),
performed by the 19piece ensemble that
Schneider has kept
largely intact since
1993. The band contains some of New
York's finest (if not
most famous) players:
people like Rich Perry
and Rick Margitza on
reeds,
and
Greg
Gisbert on trumpet.
They do not so much
play Sdineider's works
as caress them, as paint
them with a finehaired brush.
Sduieider's writing
here is even more
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refined than on her first two albums.
The colors are more subtle, the fabrics
more translucent, the inner details even
more intricate. Yet apiece like "Hang
Gliding" builds to apowerful resolution
so smoothly that you don't anticipate
the intensity until it is upon you. This
composition is about Schneider's first
glider ride, in Rio de Janeiro, and it con-

AN UNEQUALED SENSE
OF BEING THERE
WATT 6.0/PUPPY 6.0
Ikon has transformed their classic WATT/PUPPY design.
The WATT/PUPPY 6.0 speakers confer an uncanny
nse of connection to the musk. The clarity, transparency and
spatial accuracy of these speakers provides an understanding of
all aspects and implications of the music, with all of the music's
emotions intact.

W
veys wonder through its rushes and suspensions and sudden updrafts.
"Nocturne" is ephemeral yet fixating, amelting alchemy of flutes and
oboe beneath the slow meditation of
Frank ICimbrough's piano. The title
track is also classic Schneider, afresh,
nimble, glistening melodic idea, with
solos patiently woven into it by
Ingrid Jensen on trumpet and Rich
Perry on tenor.
"Dissolution" is described by
Schneider as a"dance piece." Its majestic
swaying movements and burnished colors reference her primary influence, Gil
Evans, for whom she once served as an
assistant. Schneider is one of the few current writers working within the tradition
of Evans, the greatest composer-arranger
in jazz since Ellington-Strayhorn.
Perhaps so few contemporary composers
have explored Evans' language because it
is so personalized and so rigorous.
Schneider dares go there. She sounds like
herself, but Evans is aspiritual undercurrent in her work. You hear him in
Schneider's timbres, and in her throughcomposed orchestral developments.
Large jazz ensembles present special challenges for recording engineers. James Farber does an admirable
job of rendering (and balancing) both
the macro and the micro of
Schneider's 19 instruments.
Maria Schneider's Allégresse is the
first major big-band recording of the
new millennium.
—Thomas Conrad
Stereoptule, December 2000
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$249
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NEW SL1 Ultimate and
JL1 Deluxe Edition now
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Call tor info.
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HDL's
In Stock
Valid Points In Stock
Procenium On Display

Power Plants
In Stock!

Remember:
You're never too old to play with toys!
Trades and
Consignments welcome.

WHEATON

New Triplaner VI
in stock
$Call
(we're

Manufacturers'
Waveform

friends of Waveform, and
other interested parties:
It is with the deepest regret that I
inform you all that Waveform is closing
and that Iwill be winding down the
company's activities. We have not gone
bankrupt, and the doors are not being
shut. It is also highly unlikely that a
buyer could ever be found. Iam working out aprice-reduction schedule of
50% and over, which will be posted on
our website, www.waveform.ca, in afew
days. We will maintain the site until such
time as inventory is eliminated.
It has become evident that, as asmall
company, our ability to get our message
out to asophisticated buyer, who must
make ajudgment call without hearing
our speakers, has become more and
more difficult. Marketing is 98% of
audio, and the lack of acontinuous barrage from Waveform has helped do us in.
As we all know, the hi-fi market in
recent years has changed dramatically,
and while Waveform built the line
of products and removed the production
bottleneck, we could not foresee the
severe downturn in interest and sales, nor
were we able to build the structure
necessary for proper distribution: dealers.
Every company is trying to develop
that unique image within aniche market
that gets smaller each day. We have no
access to the custom-install side of the
business, and after 30 years of lifting
boards and throwing my weight around
machines, this body has come face to face
with Father Time. With an irreconcilable
review [of the MC-1] in the current issue
of The Absolute Sound (No.126) and with
Stereophile de-listing their Class A recommendation [for the Mach 17] in their current issue (October 2000), even after our
spending of $22,000 CDN with them
this year and last, as well as having eight
of their reviewers and [erstwhile publisher] Larry Archibald grace our room at
their 1999 show in Chicago...
Well. Ihave battled the politics of
hardware with the High End for well
over adecade, but Iwish only for peace
at this time. I'll always wear the white hat
Peter Aczel [of The Audio Critic] donated,
like an Olympic medal!
Since off-the-shelf drivers have been
Dear owners,
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Comments

used throughout, with alittle hobbyist effort, replacements for damaged
units are easily effected through stocking
dealers, and I'll still be here, as Iexpect it
will take some time to empty the joint.
We also have some spares, even though
Irarely get pleas for restructuring on
voice-coils. It shall be left to others daring enough to develop the Mach 2/5. It
certainly would have put an end to the
debate about the need for dispersion and
active speakers, although the Mach 17
has already done this for [its] owners.
As to our major accomplishment in
15 years: We have 100% customer
satisfaction. If you're too cynical to
believe this fact, then find aused pair for
sale anywhere. We've paid every bill
that came in and have never owed a
supplier in 30 years of self employment.
At this stage of totally uncharted
waters, Iam abit a-flutter. Our 800 number will cease to operate in afew days and
will be replaced with the original
pay-per-use number, (613) 475-3633. As
aborn-again environmentalist, Iintend to
spend my energy helping to fight climate
change with the David Suzuki Foundation and other like-minded groups.
John eitviis
President, Waveformn

ble. Again, we want the customer to
enjoy the experience, not feel disappointed unless they spend more money
on some other part of their system. This
is why, at $1495, the Belles 150A Hot
Rod Version is the right amplifier for
those who love music! Thanks again.
Dave Belles
President, Power Modules
McCormack DNA-125

Editor:
Many thanks to Sam Tellig (who must
have the most fun job in audio) for his
revealing look at the new McCormack
DNA-125 amplifier. I know Sam
enjoyed putting me on the spot about
my feelings regarding tubes. Attractive as
that golden glow may be, Ireally appreciate the long-term stability of my solidstate designs. Over the years Ihave
received numerous compliments on my
work, but some of the nicest have been
from hard-core tube lovers who have
told me that my amps "sound alot like
tubes!" or words to that effect.
Itake that as high praise, indeed.
What they're really saying is that the
DNA amps deliver music without the
hardness or irritation they have always
associated with solid-state designs, while
capturing the essential rhythmic and
Belles 150A Hot Rod
dynamic sense they hear from their tube
Editor:
amps. And that has always been my goal.
I'd like to thank Stereophile, and particuAs Sam points out, the DNA-125's
larly Sam [Tellig], for asmashing review power rating (125Wpc) can be abit misof the Belles 150A Hot Rod amplifier. leading. It often gives one the impression
Sam did such afine job of identifying of being amuch larger amplifier. It is
the true nature of the amplifier that capable of easily handling "difficult" loudthere is not much more that Ican say.
speakers, and always sounds authoritative
In my many years in the business, I and "in control" of the situation. But for
have spent a lot of time talking to those of us with aserious need for more
customers. While personal tastes may power, there is always the DNA-225.
vary, the one thing that they all agree on
As always, interested readers are
is that the reason they buy the equipment encouraged to visit their local McCorin the first place is to listen to music That's mack Audio dealer to experience the
why we designed the 150A to make lis- DNA-125 for themselves. Careful auditening to music as enjoyable an experi- tioning and component matching are the
ence as possible, regardless of the equip- keys to achieving satisfying performance
ment level of the rest of the system. Too in your own system. It is useful to note
many components put the customer in a that the DNA amplifiers are designed to
position where they feel compelled to work well with all types of interconnects
run out and upgrade the rest of the sys- and speaker cables, and should drive your
tem after installing anew amplifier.
speakers well, regardless of their design.
We designed the 150A to be at home
Steve McCormack
in as wide avariety of systems as possiMcComrack Audio of Virginia
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Bel Canto Design DAC 1
Editor:

drivers used in the test are one year old!
In September '99 the Pro was upThank you for the detailed review of the
dated, as written on the Web: realtime
DAC 1. Robert Deutsch's comments
ADAT from/to S/PDIF converter,
concerning the overall sound and system
realized directly in hardware; Enhanced
compatibility of the DAC 1 mirror ZLM; realtime monitoring in all clock
our experiences.
modes and even at different sample
It is our goal to create the most accurates; superior analog 24-bit/96kHz
rate and musical components using the
monitor output with dynamic range of
best technologies available. In continua112cIBA (»; stepless output level control
tion of that quest we have developed the
through software faders at analog our,
Export Power Supply upgrade, which
speaker protection minimizes noise
uses larger, more powerful toroidal transduring power on/off; jumper to set
formers. The new toroids greatly reduce
operation at boot time (S/PDIF/
the low level of induced-magnetic-field
ADAT). The AKM4321, which was the
energy that John Atkinson measured in
first affordable 96kHz DAC, was
his technical review. Gains in overall
replaced by the AD1852, atrue highdynamics and transparency are also expeend converter. We also changed the layrienced with this supply upgrade.
out to four layers and did some other
We are now offering the new supply
improvements, to guarantee maximum
at a modest price increase. Factory
sonic quality on the analog outputs.
upgrades of the power supply for previ112d.13A SNR is a statement in itself
ously owned DAC 1sare available at a (compared to the 96dB of the old Pro),
small upgrade cost. The modification
but there's much more to find.
builds on the transparent musical preWith this in mind, nearly all statesentation, ease of use, and compact cosments and conclusions found in the
metics that are hallmarks of the DAC 1.
review turn into full bullshit, because
The advances in digital and analog IC
the review tells the people "this is the
technologies that make these types of conPro now," not "this was the Pro one year
verters possible open up great opportuniago, but that doesn't matter anymore."
ties for true sonic excellence at lower cost.
Examples: Mr. Atkinson found the
It is avery exciting time in digital audio.
analog noise floor 10dB higher than
Again, thank you for a balanced
CardDelwce; he felt the RME's analog
review.
John Stronczer outputs are not in the class as the CardPresident, Bel Canto Design
Deluxe; for serious use, he'd recommend
treating the RME as adigital I/O unit.
RME Digi96/8 Pro
Bravo!
Editor:
I really don't know what to say.
When Ifirst saw the preprint fax of the
Sending the review preprint to us while
November review, Iwas both very astonthe AES is happening, and the article in
ished and happy. This is the first article I fact can't be stopped anymore, seems to
have ever read that not only includes
be fullest intention. This damn review
extensive measurements and avery good
will damage our reputation and make
product description, but also shows all
our professional customers worry about
the aspects of DIGICheck and explains
the quality of our products. Reviews like
what to do with this extraordinary tool.
this cannot be deleted by telling the
My good mood then turned into full
people other facts one month later.
horror, when Ihad to realize that this
Wrong information is published and
article reviews aPro card that never hit
will stay published for along time.
the American market —and never will.
I have to blame the editor, John
It has been out of production for more
Atkinson, [for failing] to act as even the
than ayear.
bloodiest journalist would have done.
Iam working as apart-time journalist Working in such an unprofessional way
myself, and Iknow very well what the
(one e-mail to me would have been
basic principles of good journalism are:
enough) convinces me that Stereophile
get the latest information from all availwill have to pay for all the damage that
able sources, talk to the manufacturer,
we will see in the next months.
and ask some other people what they
Just one additional note: In Germany,
think of it. Double-confirm everything
this review would not have been printyou will write.
ed. Such amisleading statement would
None of this happened. Ihave absohave been reason enough to stop the
lutely no respect for an editor who seems
printing and to delay shipment. Isee no
to be unable to visit the RME website and
reason why this is different in the US.
to have alook at the current information
No regards.
Matthias Carstens
on the Digi96/8 PRO. In fact, even the
RME
Stereophire, December 2000
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Ipurrhased the sample of the RME soundcard
in 1999 and was sufficiently impressed both by
it and by the bundled DIGIChak software to
want to unite areport on it. That Mr Carstens
was at the Los Angela AES Gmvention in
Stptember and did not receive the preprint ofthe
revietv in tinte to respond before we went to press
was unfortunate but not deliberate RME's US
distributor did see the pninint but had no
comment to make at that time Yes, Idid check
the RME website, but did twt realize the extent
to which the card had been changed. Ihave since
installed aament-produaion Digi96/8 Pro
and am working on aFollow-Up. Readas
should note that asfar as my review is concerned,
the card's destgn changes only affect the analog
output's perfimnance
—John Atkinson
Vandersteen 2Ce Signature
Editor,
I'd like to thank Swreophile for the generally favorable review of the Vandersteen
2C,e Signature speakers published in the
October issue. Iseldom respond to
reviews because they are simply astatement of one person's opinion, but this
one calls out for comment because the
measurements published don't accurately
represent the performance of the product.
Istrongly support the Stereophile policy of providing acomprehensive set of
objective measurements along with each
subjective loudspeaker review. Ithink
that John Atkin.son's tests provide relevant information to Stereophile readers by
gauging the most important aspects of
speaker performance. Consistency of
measurement technique is, of course,
necessary in order for these tests of various products to be directly comparable,
but that puts the Vandersteen 2Ce
Signature speakers at adisadvantage.
The goal of all Vandersteen Audio
loudspeaker designs is to accurately
reproduce the input waveform. This
requires that each speaker model in the
line must deliver accurate frequency
response within narrow limits and be
time- and phase-correct. Time and phase
accuracy are achieved by using crossover
designs that provide first-order acoustic
b.., Nunn&

slopes and by careful physical alignment
of the individual drive elements. Firstorde4 aligned speakers have broad horizontal dispersion with arelatively small
vertical listening window. As described in
the instruction manual, the 2Ce Signature
loudspeakers must be carefully positioned
so that the listener is centered in this window when seated. To measure the performance that the listener will hea4 the
microphone must be placed on the same
vertical plane as the listener's ears.
Ihave enclosed MLSSA graphs made
with the microphone placed in the proper position and 50" from the speaker.
These graphs (figs.1 & 2) show the actual performance of the 2Ce Signature
loudspeakers with all controls centered.
As you can see from these measurements, many of the anomalies that were
explained in the Stereophile review as
"dowel reflections" and the like are
greatly diminished or eliminated. It
should be clear that there is no "shelving
up" of the midrange level, as described
in the measurement section of the
review. (This is acurious use of the term,
since the levels at 11(Flz and 10kHz
appear to be identical even in Stereophilès
measurements. The dip around 5k1-Iz
that is shown in your measurements is
due to the incorrect microphone position used in your tests.) Some reflections
remain because of the many surfaces
required by the complex cabinet design.
This low-level reflected energy is diffused and randomized by design in
order to make it essentially inaudible.
The dowels that support the grillecloths on various Vandersteen models
are an integral part of the design. They
are carefully placed and do not degrade
performance in any way. You and any of
your readers can easily prove this for
yourselves with a simple experiment:
Darken the room to eliminate visual
suggestion and place two broom handles
in front of each speaker, just inside of the
dowels that support the grillecloth.
These broom handles will be forward of
the dowels inside the speaker and will
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Fig.1

Vandersteen 2Ce Signature, anechoic
response on-axis at 50", with appropriate
tiltback.
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Fig.2

Vandersteen 2Ce Signature, cumulative
spectral-decay plot at 50".
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AUDIO NEXUS
AUDIO RESEARCH Let's just say that Audio Research has been around
practically forever and has been one of the major creative forces in the
never ending search for sonic perfection. They have acomplete line of
vacuum tube products as well as aselection of solid state units. We are very
proud to have become Audio Research dealers and would love to show you
what these classics can do for your system.
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY In record time, their tube and
solid state designs have established BAT as aleader in high end electronic
design. Now their marvelous amps, preamps, and CD player have been
joined by two brand new models, the VK-50SE preamp and the VK-D5SE
CD player. Both use the incredible, new 6H30 tube that brings
unprecedented excitement and clarity to the music.
BRYSTON Want great, yet affordable electronics? They offer afull line of
power amps, preamps, and integrated amps, including their newest, the
9BST 5-channel amp and the SP-1 theater processor. Many are criticallyacclaimed, and all have an unmatched, 20-year warranty.
JM LAB Audiophile performance from small decor conscious enclosures?
Absolutely! Only JM Lab delivers the full sound of much larger designs.

STEREO COMPONENTS
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CONRAD JOHNSON Beautifully-built and gorgeous sounding, the
electronics from this company have always emphasized the highest
performance for your audio dollar. Give us acall to arrange for an audition
of one of their amps or preamps, and you'll soon understand what the term
"musical" really means.
KIMBER 'CABLE Always known for great sounding cables at affordable prices,
now they have the best cables in the world at any price. Come hear the new
Kimber Select series, and prepare to be stunned!
MEADOWLARK Music flows from these sleek, attractive speakers just as
it does from abeautiful songbird. The Kestrel, Shearwater, and Heron have
now been joined by acenter channel, small monitor, and the no-holdsbarred Nightingale. Starting at $995 per pair, the Meadowlark speakers sing
sweetly and clearly.
VANDERSTEEN Legendary speakers with arich tonal balance that
presents music with stunning beauty. Now the long-awaited Model 5engulfs
you in abreathtaking musical experience. Doing home theater? The VCC-1
center channel and VSM-1 surrounds bring true quality to surround sound.
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Manufacturers'
include anarrower angle, much closer to
the radiation pattern of the drivers. They
will still be completely inaudible. Try it.
Iwould also like to comment on the
subjective review by Chip Stern. The
tone of the review might lead readers to
believe that the Vandersteen 2Ce
Signature speakers are bass-heavy, and
rolled-off at the top. The objective measurements prove that this is not the case.
While the speakers do provide true, fullrange bass performance, they also offer
extended high-frequency response to
above 20kHz. Bass is not emphasized in
any way, and the treble frequencies are
not rolled-off. The frequency response
of the product is flat within a+2dB window from 35Hz to 20kHz. Ithink that
this is exceptional performance for any
speaker — especially one in this price
category—but that's just the frequencyresponse story. The 2Ce Signatures are
also time- and phase-accurate and
feature a"baffleless" design.
All Vandersteen loudspeakers are
carefully engineered to minimize baffle
reflections. These reflections are not part
of the signal that is reproduced by the
drive elements, and Iconsider them to
be distortion, plain and simple. Casual
listeners, when first exposed to

..up•

it.jerence
lie

P. Ltd cA/

(800) 947-4434

Vandersteen speakers, may have the
impression that something is missing. I
can assure you that what's missing is not
musical detail. After extended listening,
most people find that the elimination of
the distortion caused by baffle reflections
actually makes real musical detail easier
to hear. Many satisfied Vandersteen customers are convinced that they hear
more information about the music, not
less, when the musical information is not
obscured by this distortion.
If perfect loudspeakers are ever made,
they will surely cost more than
$1495/pair, and many people won't be
able to afford them. The Vandersteen
2Ce Signature speakers are the best 2series speakers we have ever made. Like
their predecessors, they were designed to
serve music and represent an exceptional
value for money. Music-lovers worldwide seem to argue that they do both.
Richard Vandersteen
Vandersteen Audio
Monitor Audio Silver 9i
Editor:
Iwould first like to thank Stereophile,
Lonnie Brownell, and Jolui Atkinson for
the in-depth and insightful review of the
Monitor Audio Silver 9i loudspeaker.
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Tudays cutting edge
fir the high end
enthusiast.
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18214 Dalton Ave., Dept. SP
Gardena, CA 90248
rav@reference-ay.com
www.reference-ay.com
so. cal. 310.517.1700 •fax 310.517.1732
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193 BELLEVUE AVE UPPER MONTCLAIR, NJ 07043

973-744-0600

Most agree with Lonnie concerning
the beautiful wood-veneered speakers.
We employ the finest woodworking
craftsmen to build these cabinets, a
source of pride for the last 30 years.
The Silver series is adesign wonder
in many other ways that are not so visual. Monitor Audio designed and manufactured the C-CAM woofer and
tweeter over 15 years ago. These drivers
have up to 10 times less distortion than
woofers of the same size made from
standard materials. Many high-end
companies have now gone to ceramic
drivers in their top-end speakers. Due
to our improved manufacturing techniques over the years, we have discovered non-compromising methods to
make these drivers affordable for almost
everyone. We feel by using the same
basic driver technology as in our new
Golden Reference series and Studio
series, the Silver series represents an
unusual sonic and visual value.
Just as important is the impedance
plot mentioned in the review. Since the
Monitor Audio Silver series was
designed to have abenign impedance,
you can drive them with a standard
receiver. Most hi-end speakers in contrast (including Lonnie's reference
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AUDIO GALLERY

Feat

Components
that define

www.CSA AUDIO.com

Comments

•Accu phase
•Air Tight
•Art Audio
•Atma-Sphere
•Audio Refinement
•Audiocraft
•Basis
•Benz Micro
•conrad-johnson
•Custom Power Cord
Company
•Disc Doctor
•EAR.
•Gallo Acoustics
•Graaf
•Grado
•J.A. Michell

hear more
of the
music
•Koetsu
•McComack
•Meadowlark Audio
•Nordost Flatline
•Odeon
•Pass Labs
•PIPEDREAMS
•Rega
•SME
•Silverline
•Sonus faber
•Sound Images
Cables
•Sound Lab
•Spectron
•Transfiguration
•Verity Audio

Pre-Owned Equipment Available
Trade-Ins Considered

1100 Main Road
Westport, MA 02790
Tel. 508.636.3400
FAX 508.636.3738
www.sounditnagesinc.com
e-mail: soundimagesinc@worldnet.all.net
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im RAISE YOUR
e: EXPECTATIONS
speaker systems by
Nearfield Acoustics, room
boundaries disappear.
And in their place is the
soundspace and
dynamic range of a
live performance.

From $15,000 to $80,000 depending on cabinet size and finish
Call 615.TH EFIPE. Nearfield Acoustics, Inc Nashville, TN
www.nearfieldacoustics.com

speakers), drop well before 4 ohms,
forcing their owners to buy the more
expensive amp/pre-amp combos. The
Silver 9i was designed to be areal-world
speaker, not dropping below 5.4 ohms.
This is not to say the Silver 9i will not
benefit from better, more expensive
electronics. Just the opposite, the better
electronics you mate with the Silver 9i,
the better they will sound. With this
said, it is very difficult to outclass the 9i
with electronics. When any upgrade is
made to your system, you will hear the
difference immediately. If you do
choose a receiver, we suggest you
choose one with agood power supply.
Lonnie is correct in pointing out the
Monitor Audio Silver 9i can be used
with a wide variety of amplifiers,
including tube amps. One of my integrated amps is aCary SL! 80 triode (35
watts). k's not loud, but Iuse it when I
want that romantic, luscious soundstage
that only tubes can deliver. The combination of my treasured Meridian 50824
CD, 502 preamp, and 557 amplifier is
another world-class two-channel system
that sounds wonderful with the 9i.
When using the Krell FPB 300C, as
228

Exclusive US distributer: YAMA•S ENTERPRISES INC.
Tel: (310) 327-3913 • www.yamasinc.com

you may expect, bass reproduction is as
solid as it comes, mids are open and
highs are very detailed. Even using the
Denon AVR 3300, there is little
compromise from this receiver, which
has ahefty power supply.
Icurrently use the 9i in my HT system powered by the 405-watt Sunfire
Signature and B&K Reference 30. With
this amp/preamp combo, the 9i really
delivers dynamics in a fast, accurate
manner with very controlled bass.
Wonderful multi-channel is to be
expected of asystem of this nature, but
two channel recordings on the same system have asurprisingly smooth image
with great width and depth. When
designing the Silver 9i, the goal was to
create aspeaker that was as good in two
channels as it is in multi-channel.
Why do Ihave so many amps lying
around? Like most Monitor Audio
employees, Iam an audiophile hobbyist.
For the last 20 years, Ihave been collecting and upgrading my systems constantly. Yes, Icould have a high-end
Mercedes for the combined cost of
these systems but would never get the
emotional kick that comes with fine

audio gear. It also helps knowing how
our speakers respond on awide variety
of electronics. The added benefit of having so many source components is that
we can recommend components with
confidence to our customers based on
their needs and wants. All of the aforementioned electronics sound wonderful, but different. There are many other
electronics that mate well with the
Silver 9i. So the front-end choice truly
becomes the customers at any stage of
audio enthusiasm.
As placement goes,
with Lonnie.
Ialso like the speakers pulled into the
room, but then again Ihad audio prenuptials signed before Igot married and
can do this without my wife going
crazy. Because rooms and lifestyles are
so diverse, the Monitor Audio owner's
manual suggests starting point placement.
As with any hi-end speaker, placing and
moving speakers based on your room
acoustics will always benefit the user.
Once again, thank you Stereophile for
the glowing review of the Monitor
Audio Silver 9i.
David Solomon
VP Sales and Marketing
Monitor Audio
Stereophile, December 2000
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Visit us at CES Alexis Park Room #2010
DH LABS, INC.
The industry leader in quality and value since 1992!
(561) 745-6406
www.silversonic.com

Belles 150A Hot Rod Version

ANA CIG HEAVEN
THE TWO SPEED. BELT DRIVEN MUSIC HALL MMF-5
TURNTABLE COMES COMPLETE WITH A GOLDRING
GI012 CARTRIDGE. ONLY $499.00 RETAIL

It sounded warm, sweet, open, and coherent..."
Michael Fremer, Stereophile, July 2000
"...LPs sound rich and clean."
Herb Reichert, Listener, Sept/Oct. 2000
"You get so much music for the money that it is downright
ridiculous." Greg Weaver, Soundstage.com, Sept.2000

MUSIC
TEL:
FAX:

HALL

516-487-3663
516-773-3891

www.musichallaudio.com

Stereophile,
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125 watts per channel into 8ohms
available in 2 or 3 channel versions

Power Modules Inc.
479 East Street, Pittsford, NY 14534
Tel: 716-586-0740 Fax: 716-586-4206
www.powermodules.com
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The InnerSound Preamplifier
InnerSound has gone to great effort to make apreamp
that not only sounds flawless, but offers complete,
convenient, and "user-friendly" operation.

A TRULY
BREATHTAKING
PERFORMANCE
WHICH MUST BE
EXPERIENCED

Features:
•Microprocessor controlled
•Attenuator has 100 discrete, one-dB steps
•Numeric readout of all controls and levels
•Individual level adjustment for all inputs
•Adjustable overall gain
•Includes balance control and mono/stereo switch
•Six inputs (includes recorder and video processor loops)
•Both balanced and single-ended operation

VISIT US AT CES 2001
ALEXIS PARK #1659
& "THE SHOW"
ST TROPEZ HOTEL
#1609

• Finest quality construction
•All

functions available on front panel and by remote control
•Minimal circuitry based on ultra-low-noise FETs for flawless
sonics
•Matching, dedicated, phono preamp available
•Matches InnerSound's Electrostatic Amplifier

gedurtattAlm&

Details at

GERSHMAN ACOUSTICS
TEL: (905) 669-5994

WWW.INNERSOUND.NET

FAX: (905) 669-1941

or call

www.gershmanacoustics.com

•VALUE •LIFELONG EXPERT I
SE •STER LI NG INTEGR ITY •AUTHENTICITY •QUALITY •

THE VINTAGE TUBE

o matter how exotic your audio system may be, its
success will depend on your room's ability to allow

the re-creation of the original acoustical space.

SERVICES

ORIGINAL OCTAL TUBE

N

(770) 838-1400

Echo Busters will help you realize the full potential of your

DAMPER

system with our complete line of treatment packages.
Pictured below
5 Echo Buster panels
4 Corner Busters
$599, enough for most average rooms

•
. This unit is truly great' Each damper I
Smade from solid brass and weighs over •of apound'
• Andy says

For senous music lovers that are using zero negative feedback equipment

these are an ABSOLUTE MUST' .
• This damper is very easy to use, lust slip over the tube (Holds tightly and cannot fall off)
• Works oath any 8all vintage octal (ST) tube 1940S-1980's (6SN7. 6SL7. 5691. 5692. etc )

Pictured above

Also fits currently made units'

3Bass Busters

100% Money Back Guarantee to be an

Ithe best S64° poise spent cn your system'

Vintage aube

etrbíteg

have tried many accessories that Ican't imagine being without, but the Echo Busters
are more indispensable than any of them."
--- Dr. Kelly Tang

EH
BUSTE

(616) 454-346 - •- 091 Isa • Rinkford, MI 49341

z, e
ANonArn ORIORJAL F1101, ..1-1
II ORIGINAL i-t-Erea VINTAOE TUBE
www.vintagetubeservices.com 'or the Me aboUt tuteS.
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$195 each

-

DECOIATIVE ACOUSIXALIIEAIMENTS

Check local dealer or call 1(888) ECHO BUST
2Vauxhall Ct Melville, NY 11747
E-mail: echobusters@worldnet att net

or

(631) 643-6895
Fax: (631) 253-0298
www.echobusters corn
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"The best we have come across..."
—The Inner Ear Report, 11/99

14 OHM-92 DB
sensitivity

COINCIDENT

SPEAKER TECHNOLOGY
www.concicientspeakencom
Tel: (905) 886-6728 • fax: (905) 886-2627
Foreign distributor inquiries welcome

indigo
"A superbly attractive
Loudspeaker that is not only a studio
monitor, but also a surround-sound home cinema speaker that
sounds good wherever you position it. It works close against a
back wall, it works against a side wall.... The indigo 1Playback
Monitors are stunningly attractive, very well made and honest
loudspeakers. ...What they do is let the music out calmly,
enjoyably, easily...and very affordably."
hifi+ magazine (UK) Feb/March 2000

•
For pricing and specs of all indigo loudspeakers,please see

Not even the best measurements
can describe the subjective
listening impression of
the human ear.
135 ANDERSON AVENUE, MARKHAM, ONTARIO L6E 1A4
905-294-9383 •800-775-4370 •FAX 905-294-7670
E-MAIL: highenfidelity@sympatico.ca

Stereophile, December 2000

fflvw.hi-fidelity.com
Exclusive North American Distributor

Rocelco Inc.
24 Viceroy Road
Concord Ontario Canada L4K 2L9
Phone (905) 738-0737 e-mail sales&rocelco.com
Audiophile and Dealer inquiries welcome
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AUDIOOUEST •
Gt. SUMIKO•KIMBER
TRIANGLE •
CAMELOT •
WS •
RUC

The Best Equipment Deserves

REGA •
GRADO •CREEK •
AUDIOPRISM
TOTEM •
MAGNUM DYNALAB •EPOS

SYmPostum

UNISON RESEARCH •
ILLUMINATIONS
HARMONIC TECHNOLOGY •
MSB
AUDIO ANALOGUE •ATI •BDR
BRIGHT STAR •
OPERA •
BILLY BAGS
PATHOS •JOLIDA •VIBRAPODS
HRS •SOLILOQUY •TARGET
HAVE •
GOLDRING •
PLATEAU •
LAST
BELLES •
MONOLITHIC •
LEHMANN

Symposium

Svelte Shelf
($239)
with the

Our Starting Line Up

audioquest
flucJioPrism
TARGET
e
tY:

's

JoLida

Perpetual Techno
P-3A DAC. The ri...
affordable reference
The new Svelte Shelf Energy Absorption Platform
Musk Hall

le
t,va

MSB link DAC 3

--"11111...7

achieves results previously realized only with
larger and more costly isolation platforms.

111710

Audio Analogue Puccini SE &SER
Prices reduced!
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SYmPosium

Regu Planet
. '' :net 1000 1

ROLL ERHL

PKIM3ER KAI3LE

the magic hidden in your CD, DVD, and SACO players,
as well as analog components.

Creek 4330 R

Triangle

-New At Audio Waves •Unison Research SR 180w hybrid integrated •0: •
•Eaos MI2 •Belles 150A 81
SOT

• •

AUDIO WAVES

the finest in affordableWaudio

800.510.4753 M-Thurs 10-6,&nA
Fri 9-6, Sot 12-4 (PST
P.O. BOX 461 TRINIDAD CALIFORNIA 95510
PHONE/FAX 707.671.3299 oudiowaveseaoLcom
www.audioshopper.com/AudioWaves

cc

FREE SHIPPING
NO LOCAL DEALER? CALL US
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Rollerblocks
Set of 3 5299

Precision-made Symposium Rollerblocks unlock

411M11111
JP5
_lupEqconDuczoq

OCK

ALSO AVAILABLE AT FIDELIS: Balanced Audio Technology
Avantgarde •Vulcan •Talon •Audio Physic •Verity Audio •47 Lab
Vandersteen •Jeff Rowland
Arcam •Audiomat •Vecteur
Audio Refinement •FMS
Spendor •JA Michell •VPI
Rega •JM Reynaud •Selecu
Gallo •Integra Research
A/
mmte tir
Symposium •Analysis Plus
hi-end audio •home theatre
Grado •Cambridge Audio
JM Lab •BJ Tanner •ESP

IbElel is

200 Lafayette Road (Rte. 1), North Hampton, NH 03862

www.fidelisay.com •

603 964 8383

www.symposiumusa.com
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Where
US dealers interested in selling Stereophik
should call (800) 446-3563; outside the US,
call

(802) 388-1280. Or fax (802) 388-1290.

to

Denver
Cherry Creek Audio
(303) 758-4434

Champaign
Champagne Audio
(217) 355-8828

Listen Up
(303) 7/8-1729

Chicago
Music Direct
(312) 433-0203

Moondance Audio
(303) 777-4449
ALABAMA
Birmingham
Sound Decisions
(205) 945-9400
Decatur
Southern Sound
(256) 350-1582

Napa
Napa Valley Home Theater
(707) 258-9900

Durango
Northstar Leading The Way
(970) 259-6722

Oakland
Pro Home Systems
(510) 654-6630

Westminster
Westminster Newsland
(303) 428-0823

ALASKA

Pasadena
GNP Audio
(626) 577-7767

Anchorage
Shimeks Audio
(907) 276-2525

Rancho Mirage
David Rutledge Audio 8Video
(760) 776-1616

ARIZONA

Redondo Beach
Definition Audio Video
(310) 371-0019

Phoenix
Speakers Etc.
(602) 272-6696

Sacramento
Audio FO
(916) 929-2100

Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
(602) 946-8128

San Bernardino
Videomart
(909) 885-3191

Tempe
Arizona Hi -Fi
(480) 921-9961
Tucson
Evil'son Audio Ltd.
(520) 745-0441
CALIFORNIA

San Diego
Audio Video Excellence
(619) 689-1311
Stereo Design
(619) 573-0060

CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
(860) 584-0131
New Haven
Take 5Audio Group
(203) 787-9127
New London
Roberts Audio Video
(860) 442-5314
Ridgefield
Lights Camera Action
(203) 438-7000
DELAWARE
Wilmington
High Fidelity House
(302) 478-3575
Overture LLC
(302) 478-6050

Stereo Unlimited
(619) 223-8151

FLORIDA

San Jose
Bay Area Audio
(408) 255-0735

Coral Gables
Sound Components
(305) 665-4299

Santa Barbara
Mission Audio
(805) 682-7575

Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
(954) 921-1408

San Francisco Stereo
(510) 559-3797

Scotts Valley
Home Theater Connection
(831) 438-5112

Jacksonville
House of Stereo
(904) 642-6677

Burlingame
Future Sound
(650) 342-1476

South San Francisco
Laser City
(415) 241-9664

Margate
Good Sounds
(954) 969-2550

Carmel
Cannel Audio
(831) 626-1331

Thousand Oaks
Hi-Q Audio/Video Systems
(805) 374-2771

Miami
Audio Artisan
(305) 253-4433

Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
(916) 334-7000

Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
(310) 373-6796

Costa Mesa
Atlantic Stereo
(714) 646-8895

Tustin
Digital Ear (The)
(714) 544-7903

Culver City
Armadillo 8Company
(323) 937-7674

Van Nuys
Audio Den
(818) 781-4700

Encino
Sound Factor West
(818) 501-3548

Westminster
Audio Video Today
(714) 891-7575

Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
(310) 517-1700

Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
(818) 716-8500

Goleta
Custom Hi-Fi and Video
(805) 683-2162

Yorba Linda
laser D Entertainment/R.I.
(714) 693-2882

Hollywood
World Book and News
(213) 465-4352

COLORADO

Agoura Hills
Evolution Audio and Video
(818) 879-1312
Bel Air
Ambrosia Audio
(310) 440-5522
Berkeley
Music Lovers Audio
(510) 558-1000

Los Angeles
Brentwood Communications
(310) 476-6363
Monrovia
Brooks Berdan Ltd.
(626) 359-9131
Monterey
Home Theater Xcellence
(831) 655-8030
Monterey Stereo
(408) 649-6303

Stereophile,

Boulder
Listen Up
(303) 444-0479

Buy

Stereophile

Superior Audio Systems
(312) 226-4848
Chicago Heights
Music In Motion
(708) 754-3770
Crestwood
Music In Motion
(708) 396-2000
Franklin Park
Sound Unlimited
(847) 455-6166
Glenwood
Little Guys (the)
(708) 754-8844
Hoffman Estates
Simply Stereo of Hoffman
Estates
(847) 882-2885

Ellicott City
Gramophone Ltd.
(410) 465-5500
Kensington
Soundworks
(301) 929-8600
Laurel
Audio Video Solutions
(301) 953-7242
Silver Spring
Soundstage Audio LLC
(877) 777-4434
Timonium
Gramophone Ltd.
(410) 821-5600
Towson
Silver Screen 8Sound
(410) 296-0202
MASSACHUSETTS

Orland Park
Sound and Vision
(708) 403-2500

Brookline
Audio Studio
(617) 277-0111

Woodridge
Holm Audio
(630) 663-1298

Cambridge
Audio Lab
(617) 864-1144

INDIANA

North Attleboro
Audio Concepts
(508) 699-8819

Angola
Premier Sound
(219) 665-7370

MONTANA
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
(406) 586-8578
Great Falls
Rocky Mountain Hi Fi
(406) 7618683
Kalispell
Sound Decision
(406) 755-7800
NEBRASKA
Lincoln
Sound Envuonment tlhe)
(402) 423-0363
NEVADA
Las Vegas
Premier Home Entertainment
(702) 877-0222
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Dartmouth Bookstore
(603) 643-1233
NEW JERSEY
Caldwell
Woodbridge Stereo
(973) 575-8264
Franklin Park
Sound System
(908) 821-7822

Norwood
Megaplex Home Theater
Concepts
(617) 769-6400

Freehold
Freehold Stereo video
(732) 866-9500

Synergistic Sounds
(317) 726-0243

Pittsfield
H.B.S. Stereo Systems
(413) 443-3434

Upper Montclair
CSA Audio
(973) 744-0600

Lafayette
Sound Lab
(765) 449-4211

Westport
Sound Images
(508) 636-3400

Verona
Audio Connection
(973) 239-1799

Indianapolis
Audio Solution of Broad Ripple
(317) 255-4342

Westfield
Soundstage
(908) 233-6155

IOWA

MICHIGAN

GEORGIA

Coralville
Hawkeye Audio
(319) 337-4878

Allen Park
Babbage 8Sons
(313) 386-3909

Alpharetta
Laser Video Limited
(770) 640-1399

Davenport
Planet Audio
(319) 344-8833

Ann Arbor
Audio Video Showcase
(734) 669-9600

Fort Dodge
Archer 7V
(515) 573-5737

Dearborn
Almas Hi -Fi Stereo
(313) 584-1860

Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
(505) 296-6978

Iowa City
Audio Odyssey
(319) 338-9505

East Lansing
Quantum Leap
(517) 881-4115

Sound Consultant
(505) 821-9626

Dunwoorly
Audio Solutions
(770) 804-8977
Lilbum
Audio Alternative
(770) 931-0606
Marietta
Bertek Systems
(770) 951-8834
Martinez
Stereo Shop (The)
(706) 863-9143
Rossville
Chattanooga Valley Audio
(706) 861-0282
Roswell
Avi Home Theatre Store
(770) 640-1120

Urbandale
Audio Video Logic
(515) 727-2279
KANSAS
Shawnee Mission
Audioport Ltd.
(913) 341-2222

Ferndale
Imagery
(248) 544-8370
Flint
Front Row Audio Video
(810) 732-2220

LOUISIANA

Kalamazoo
Home Entertainment Store
(616) 385-9888
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
(248) 549-7320
Audio Video Alternatives
(248) 549-3100

HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Directions
(808) 941-6550

Metairie
Wilson Audio
(504) 888-8851

Listen Up
(719) 633-2600

ILLINOIS

MAINE

Belleville
Audio By Us
(618) 277-9500

Bangor
Summit Sound
(207) 947-4434

December 2000

Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
(507) 286-1328

Arlington
Cameras Stereo 8Video
(781) 648-8111

Colorado Springs
Electronic Essentials
(719) 548-9500

Sound Shop
(719) 636-1684

MINNESOTA

Morton Grove
Abt Electronics
(847) 967-8830

Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Speriahies
(225) 926-0244

Recycled Audio
(303) 449-0153

MARYLAND
Baltimore
Soundscape
(410) 889-1134

West Bloomfield
Ensemble
(248) 668-1400
Superior Sight 8Sound
(248) 626-2780

Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
(732) 636-7750
NEW MEXICO

Sound Ideas
(505) 292-1188
Santa Fe
ASound Look
(505) 983-5509
Candyman (The)
(505) 988-8933
NEW YORK
Binghamton
1SG Audio Video
(607) 722-3551
Brooklyn
Audio House LLC
(718) 745-2834
Ubiquity Distnbutors
(718) 875-5491
Flushing
Ultra Hi-Fr
(718) 461-4848
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Music Systems & Home

AMERICAN THEATER SYSTEMS

Theatre.

/MERIDIAN

tie

New on display!
DSP-8000 Reference Speaker Sysytem
Meridian 568 Surround
Processor
508.24 CD Player in stock
special purchase!
On display!
Meridian Digital Theatre
System featuring New 861
Reference Processor and
New 800 Reference DVD/CD
New
DSP-6000's, 24/96
DSP-5500's 24/96
DSP-5500HC 24/96

(I

i3rTT

../.01.rel .010

• AND INSTALLED FOR LESS!

FRONT &REAR PROJECTION* PLASMA* RECEIVERS
AMPS* PROCESSORS DVD SPEAKERS ...AND MORE!!

ALL MAJOR BRANDS .. .A -Z
NATIONWIDE CUSTOM INSTALL GROUP

Plarig2111

L•110.10/11t5

New on display!
N°383 Integrated Amplifier
N°360S Digital Processor
N°39 CD Processor/Transport
N°380S Remote Control Preamplifier
N°32 Reference Remote Control Preamplifier
N°33 Reference Monoaural Amplifiers
N°336, 335, 334 Dual Monoaural Amplifier

*TRAINED HDTV EXPERTS *
*CEDIA CERTIFIED INSTALLERS *
*LIFETIME INSTALL GUARANTEE*
*FREE IN HOME CONSULTATIONS*
4[011-111VrECI>LPS, SERVIE

DESIGN &INSTALL SURROUND SOUND SPECIALISTS

iOR‘UARANTEED LOWEST COST...CALL

1-800-889-5845

JEFF ROWLAND

WEB: VeWW.AMSOUND.COM
LOWESTPRICES@AMSOUND.COM

,Sbnus faber
kW:1W

COMPLETE SYSTEMS DESIGNED

On Display:
Amati Homage

REVEL THIEL_
r

I

UDIO

Subwoofers

D2D-1 SAMPLE RATE
CONVERTER

www.jsaudio.com

*SPECIAL!
Buy our

ASSEMBLAGE

Illuminati •
Mark Levinson •M
•
an
Meridian Reference •Monster Cable
Magnum Dynalab •Niles •Powerwedge
Pioneer Elite •Pioneer Elite Plasma •REL
REVEL •Sonus Faber •SME •Sony XBR'
Sony DVD •Sony Multiscan Projectors
Sony Plasma Monitors
Stewart Filmsercens •Thiel •Target •VP1

D2D-1 Sample
Rate Converter
and SAVE $100
on the purchase
of either our

-

IISSEMB[RGE

One year 100% trade up policy •Select preowned products available
Equipment trade-ins accepted

•

• Interpolates -Word Lengths from 16-bit to 24-bit,

Js
4919 Saint Elmo Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 20814

301.656.7020
Visa

234

fax: 301.656.7741
e-mail: jsaudio@jsaudio.com
Mastercard
American Express

DAC-2.7 or
DAC-3.1

Up-samples -from as low as 32 kHz to 96 kHz.

• State-of-the-Art titter Attenuator -Begins at 10 Hz with
Intrinsic Jitter less than 2ps (pico- seconds).

ORDER
NOW!

• Digital Transmission Format Converter -5Digital
Inputs (4-S/PDIF; 1-AES/EBU) into 5concurrent Digital
Outputs (2-S/PDIF; AES/EBU; IS (Audio Alchemy type); and
1
2 S-enhanced
I1

°

For more Information on these tine products, please visit our web site at www.partsconnection.on.ca

THE PARTS
CONNECTION
pry

p.

Ai

-y

htlp /,..partsconnectIon on ca
USA

111111,1%

1111111111111e

2790 Breghton Road. Oakville, Ontano, Canada 16H 514
Telephone (905) 829-5858 Facsanae (905) 8295388
To Free Order Line 1800-769-0747 (U.S.& Canada only)
Eldai TPDeparlsconneclion u, ca
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Fort Washington

Tulsa

TD Electronics
(516) 625-0100

Phonograph
(918) 252-5303

Ithaca
Hi-Way Hi-Fi
(607) 272-7155
Kingston
Burt sElectronics
(914) 331-5011

Lake Grove
Audio Den
(516) 585-5600

Lynbrook
American Audiophile Trading
(516) 887-7530

New York

OREGON
Beaverton
Art of Audio (The)
(503) 643-5754
Eugene
lraors Hi Fidelity
(541) 344-9117
Ronny's Stereo
(541) 344-2454

Portland
Echo Audio
(503) 221 2292

Coliseum Books
(212) 757-8381

Fred's Sound of Music
(503) 234 5341

Dina Magazines
(212) 674-6595

Salem

Lyric Hi-Fi
(212) 535-5710
Park Avenue Audio
(212) 685-8101
Sound By Singer
(212) 924-8600

Hear No Evil Home g Car
(503) 363-3633

PENNSYLVANIA
Ardmore
Danby's Sound 8Vision
(610) 649 7002
Erie

Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111

Custom Audio
(814) 833-8383

Union Square Magazine Shop
(212) 598-0618

Hatfield

Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
(716) 264-0410

Syracuse
Clark Music
(315) 446-7020

Vestal
Audio Classics
(607) 7663501
West Babylon
Audio Visions
(516) 661-3355

White Plains
Toys From The Attic
(914) 421-0069

NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
(919) 481-3880

Charlotte
Cannon Associates
(704) 375-8246

World Wide Stereo
(215) 368-8343

Philadelphia

Northern Audio Exchange
(412) 931-5850

Selinsgrove

ry a

Village
Stereo Shop
(717) 374-9220

Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-7373

Yellow Grove
Soundex
(215) 659-8815

TENNESSEE
Franklin
Audio Vide Environments
(615) 771-1141

Jackson

OHIO

Nashville

Dublin
Audio Encounters
(614) 766-4434

Gahanna
Genesis Audio Ltd.
(614) 939 0802
Lakewood
Plays Again Sam
(216) 228 7330
Mayfield Heights
Hothan's Audio Video
(440) 461-3707

Toledo
Jamieson's Stereo
(419) 882-2571

Essex Junction
Butternut Audio
(802) 879-3900

VIRGINIA
Abingdon
Alpine Audio
(540) 628-3177

Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
(703) 818-8000

Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
(703) 534 1733
Moneta
Hi Fi Farm
(540) 721-4434

Roanoke
Sound Decision
(540) 343-6993

Virginia Beach
Audio Video Installation
(757) 363 7139
Digital Sound

(757) 424 5850

WASHINGTON
Bellevue

Definitive Audio
(425) 746-3188

Johnson City

Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565

VERMONT

Pittsburgh

Raleigh
Audio Advice
(919) 881 2005

Columbus

Audition Audio
(801) 467-5918

Bell Tek Intergrated Systems
(425) 882-3200

New Wave Electronics
(901) 668-6711

Cleveland
Bank News
(216) 281 8777

Salt Lake City

David Lewis Audio
(215) 725-4080

Premier Audio Video
(704) 554-8300

Canton
Belden Audio
(330) 493 7727

UTAH

Soundroom (The)
(423) 928-9233

Kennewick
Quick Silver Audio
(509) 783 7047
Kirkland
Acoustical Magic
(425) 825-8806

Olympia

Desco Audio .3 Video
(360) 943-1393

Edmonton
Audio 51
(780) 432-3232
Audio Plus
(780) 439-0011

ONTARIO
Brampton
Canadian Sound
(905) 453 0444
Audio One
(416) 665-0749

London
London Audio
(519) 673-1780

Ottawa

Distinctive Audio
(613) 722-6902

Rexdale
Audio Empire
(416) 745 6866
Toronto
Brack Electronics
(416) 364 5002
Windsor
Live Wire Audio Ltd.
(519) 979 7740
AUSTRALIA
Notional Distributor
Queensland
Caxton Street Audio
61 73368 3566

COSTA RICA
Curridiabat
Parlatek
506 225 8231

FINLAND
Turku
HA Mesta Oy
358 22504 888

Absolute Sound
(304) 768-7874

31 0591611111

De Hifiwinkel
31 0402113386

De Hifrwinkel
31 0246842091

Durob Audio BV (Dept DC Publ)
31 07351 12555

Hifishop (The)

Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312

WISCONSIN
Appleton

PORTUGAL

TEXAS

Suess Electronics
(920) 733-6464

Amadora

Austin
Audio By Design
(512) 458 1667

Glendale
Sound Investments

Bedford

Classic Home Audio
(817) 267-6502

Conroe
Jobe Systems
(409) 441-1112

Dallas
Images
(972) 980-2560

El Paso
Soundquest
(915) 779 5421
Houston
Acoustic Design
(713) 630-0707

(414) 438-1818

Greenfield

Greenfield News and Hobby
(414) 281-1800

31 0135443444

Aiasom
351 214748709

RUSSIA
San Rafael
KST OK
7095 007 2865474

Madison

SINGAPORE

University Audio
(608) 284-0001

Singapore

PUERTO RICO
Caguas
Video Laser
(787) 745-7805

Rio Piedras Heights
Speaker Warehouse
(809) 274-0927

San Juan

Ata Electronics Pie Ltd

65 3379883

Music By Design
65 3343981
SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sarte Audio Elite
34 96 3510798

TRINIDAD

NTT Audio Video
(713) 523-3388

Nova Electronics
(787) 781-3870

CANADA

Sanch Electronix
868 633 1384

OKLAHOMA

Montgomery
Advanced Audio Design
(936) 582 7777

ALBERTA

UNITED KINGDOM

Bartlesville
Sound Station (The)
(918) 336 2240

San Angelo
Sound Box Audio Video
(915) 944 4546

Calgary
K8W Audio

Nottingham

Paragon Sound
(419) 882-1010
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(403) 244-8111

Sell Your Gear FREE on our
Internet Site .. plus
Trade-ins & Specials
www.audiovideologic.com

515-727-2279

Audio-Video
L•0•6•1•C

Local Passion ... National Reputation
3025

Des

100th

Moines,

St.

IA

50322

YK Audio Ltd
852 2849 7339

Benelux
De Hifistudio

South Charleston

•Audio Research •Billy Bags •CAL
Technologs •Dunlays •Grado •Krell •Lexicon
Martin Logan •MIT •Monster Cable •NliT •Nordost
•Pass Labs •Pioneer Elite •ProAc •Rega •Runco
•Sanus •Thiel •Velodvne •VPI
•tt adia •(5 ikon -Sodio •belhef if, •7-Systems

Central

Seattle

WEST VIRGINIA

CALL FOR DEMO SPECIALS
AND IN HOME AUDITIONS

HONG KONG

NETHERLANDS
National Distributor

University Bookstore
(206) 545-4387

11

Concord

Puyallup
Premier Audio 8Home Theater
(253) 445 5414
Hawthorne Stereo
(206) 522-9609

PASS LABS

Curepe

AUDIOPHILE TIMES
MATCHED SETS
SELECTED •AGED

5AR4
LAB TESTED
5U4G8
5R4
611J8
6F07
6S1.7GT
6SN7GT
6114
12A17
12AU7
12AX7A
128H7A
5751
6922
7199
WORLD WIDE SHIPPING
RUSSIAN 100.000 TUBES IN STOCK
GERMAN
VISA/MC CARD
CHINA
W.F.
Since 1947
TUNG-S01.

6550A
6550 WC
KT88
E341
E1.34
6CA7
6805
61.6WG8
G1GGC
211
845
3008 T
3008 WE
5881
G.E.
PHILIPS
SYLVANIA
TESLA
SVETLANA
MULLAH
AMPEREX

TEL: 818-997-6279
FAX: 818-997-6158
EMAIL:4423@worldnetattnet
7110 De Celis Pl.. Van Nuys, CA 91406
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REFERENCE 3A
New Model
MM De Capo
Destined To Be The
Next Musical Genius
•Efficent...
•Coherent...
• Affordable..

0004
LA T INTERNATIONAL
We are continually earning recognition for the highest performance to price
ratio of all cable companies. Our customers tell us our cables are sonically equal
to (or better than) those of any of the competition and at very moderate prices.
Call for free product information that also includes literature that demystifys
wire and cable technology.
Call 800 321 2108

Fax 856 428 1832

Some current dealers:
Audio Accurate 972 960 2911
Champlain Valley Spkrs. 505 296 8795
Echo Audio
503 223 2292

L A T INTERNATIONAL, INC.

House of Stereo
Sound Asylum
Sound Waves
The Tweak Shop

904
310
408
707

642
306
479
575

6677
2262
1733
8626

317 Provincetown Rd Cherry Hill NJ 08034
A subsidiary of LA T International Enterprises, Inc.

Visit us at: www.latinternational.com

The new efficient hand built,
carbon fiber driver needs no
crossover, making it an ideal
match for SET amplifiers

www.reference3a.com
342 Frederick St, Kitchener
Ontario, Canada, N2H2N9
Tel: 519.749.1565
Fax: 519.749.2863

•
loo million locations.
24 hours.
7days aweek.
One second away.
www AUDIOGON corn
Introducing AudioGon.

You'll find us wherever there's ocomputer. Here, you can see the greatest brands

in oudio. Find unbelievable prices. Put your own equipment up for bid. And it's at just aclick away.

HIGH
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e-mail:latinternational@erols.com

END

AUDIO

MALL
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GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA — Franchised dealer for Nairn, Pink Triangle,
Quad, Spendor, Roksan, Creek, Rega, Epos, ReVox,
Dynaco, 0C-9, Goldring, Meadowlark, Target,
Sound Organisation, and more. Always lots of used
gear. Established way back in 1979! (805) 658-8311,
unvtvgenerubinaudio.com.
ATTENTION SPENDOR AND QUAD OWNERS! Factory-authorized sales, service, and upgrades
available. Authorized service agent for New Chapter
Audio, tivritrchapreaudiosont. QS&D Audio Furniture
information and sales. Contact Mike or Randy, QS&D,
(504) 372-3711, fax (504) 372-3713, e-mail qsandd@
aolcorn. Ifkb: touturqsandd.cont.
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT,
Spectral, Theta. Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West LA. Call Sultrier Produas,
(310) 826-3686, fax (310) 826-857Z Sennie.
SOUND LAB NOT IN YOUR AREA? Free stay in
New Orleans B&B, audition at your leisure! Showcasing
Millennium series. Travel reimbursement with purchase. Also: Anna-Sphere, Thor, Wolcott, Inner Sound
amps, JoLida, Walker Audio, Magnan, Furutech,
Shunyata Research, Analysis Plut Private auditions.
AtalioKinttis, (504) 866-1730, uninvaudiokinesiscom.
GREATEST FM ANTENNA — Fanfare's FM-2G is
the only Stenephili,recommended (October 2000) vertical dipole antenna. Built to outperform and outlast all
others. Shipped free within continental US. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Call toll-free (800) 268-863Z other locales
inquire (716) 683-5451, fax (716) 683-5421. Now available for purchase direct off the Web at unvwfrutfarecom.
The Fanfare FM tuner is state-of-the-art.., soon to
include AM.
WWW.AUDIOWEB.COM —The largest high-end
audio site on the Web. Best, safest, free, classified ads
and auctions. Internet's only audio shopping mall.
Access equipment reviews from the entire Web. Great
discussion groups. Most comprehensive company and
product directory.
WHAT YOU DONT KNOW does hurt you! Free
paper on RFI. Noise-fighting accessories, $0.50 up;
power-line conditioners, $85 up. Alternative to the
Shakti Stone, $30. Free catalog! Virtual Mode, 1 Old
Coram Road, Shelton, CT 06484. (203) 929-0876,
www.vinnodecom, virtualmode@worldnerattmet.
PLACETTE AUDIO: Ultra-high-fidelity active and
passive line stages. Our volume controls use only
Vishay S-102 resistors in a unique 125-step design.
Remote-controlled. The most distortion-free and
transparent components available today at any price.
We guarantee it! Spectacular with sitcp. From $1000.
No-risk 30-day in-system trial. Toll-free, (888) 7653330, more details at unvutplacateaudio.cont.
AUDIO ART, EST. 1976 — Edge-of-the-art audio
components dedicated to serving music. Avalon,
Cardas, MartinLogan, Vandersteen, Jeff Rowland,
Class& Theta, Basis-Benz, Aerial. Richmond, VA.
Voice/fax (804) 358-5300, e-mail AudioArtUSA@aolomr.
WE OFFER PERFECT CONDITION with warranty Audio Physic, B&W, Canary, CAT, Clearaudio,
Egg)estonWorks, Gershman, Krell, Levinson, mbl, MIT,
NBS, Sonic Frontiers, Transparent, Wadia, Wilson, and
many more high-end audio and video components. Call
for inventory list or visit our showrooms at 35-62 166
Street, Flushing, NY 11358. (718) 961-8842jax (718) 8869530, e-mail wesound@aolcom, High End Audio.
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AUDIO UNLIMITED OFFERS Accuphase, Acoustic Energy, Acrotec, Aesthetix, Air Tight. Anthem,
ASC, Audio Note, Audio Refinement, Avalon
Acoustics, Basis, Benz-Micro, Boulder, Cabane, Cary,
Chang, Conrad-Johnson, EAR, Electrocompanict,
Fanfare, Graaf, Graham, Hovland, JPS, Koetsu, Kuzma,
Lehman, Magnum Dynalab, Music Metre, Musical
Design, Muse, Nagra, Pathos, Rega, Samadhi Acoustics,
Soliloquy, Spendor, Tannoy, TARA Labs, Totem,
Transfiguration, XL0, YBA, Zoethecus, and more.
Call John Barnes at (303) 691-3407, fax (303) 922-0522,
2341 W Yale Are., Etwleurood, CO 80110.
OREGON'S UNIQUE HI-FI STORE: Quicksilver,
BEL Audio Physic, EA!), lmmedia, Audio Refinement,
Vibrapods, Lyra, Wireworld, PSE, VansEvers, BenzMicro, Klyne, Sound Anchors, RPM, ART, Power
Snakes, Acoustic Energy, Richard Grays Power Co,
Audio-Technica, Harmonic Technology, YBA, Sanus,
LAST, Bybee Technologies, VPI, Needle Nectar,
Herron Audio, Nitty Gritty, Analysis Plus, Michael Yee
Audio, Arcam, and more. Used and demos available.
Trade-ins welcome. Conte, Audio, (503) 643-7512, e-ntail
jweber@anneraudiatom, www.corneratulio.com.
MUSICAL CONCEPTS, respected for quality modifications: "Making the best better since 1979." Products
modified this year include ARC, Boulder, Levinson,
Krell, vintage McIntosh and Marantz, Spectral,
Rowland, Counterpoint, Rotel, VAC, Magnum
Dynalab, and many more. We have specialized mods
for Hailer. Dyna, Adcom, B&K, Pioneer CD, and others. New, great-sounding DVD players! Musical
Concepts, 49 futon Court, Sr. Charles, MO 63304, (636)
447-0040, latest newsletter at wunv.musicalconupts.com.
WE CAN FIELP YOU choose excellent-sounding,
dependable audio equipment (plus video). We offer
friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience,
free delivery. We early: Mirage, NAD, Nakamichi, KEF,
Parasound, Salamander, more. Read Brothas, 591 King St,
Charleston, SC 29403. (843) 723-7276, rin@diarletotrna.
McCORMACK EQUIPMENT UPGRADES available from SMc Audio. Developed by Steve
McCormack (the original designer), these outstanding
upgrades are available for all DNA amplifiers, TLC and
ALD preamplifiers, and Micro series. For details, call
(760) 732-0352 or see wunv.SMcAudio.com.

RATES: Private, $1.60 per word; Commercial,
$5.10 per word, $205 minimum on all commercial ads. (A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.)
PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid
with order, either by check or credit card:
MasterCard or Visa. MAIL TO: Stereophile
Classified M Department, Stephen Mejias, map
UM, 110 Fifth Avenue, 5th Floor, New York, NY
10011 FAX: (212) 886-2809. ONLINE: dassi
fieds@stereophile.com. DEADLINE: Ads are
duc on the first working day of the month, two
months in advance of the issue in which your ad
will appear, For example, if you want your ad to
run in the February 2001 Stereophile, you must
submit it by December 1, 2000. Please Note:
Phone-in ads are not accepted. Please plan on
faxing or mailing in your ads on the form provided at the end of the section. No refunds.

Mart

SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA! St Cecilia Sound
Gallery specializes in the finest tube electronics and
loudspeakers designed for them. Featuring: Alón, Art
Audio, ASL, Atlantis, Audion, Audio Note, Audio
Refinement, Basis, BDR, Benz Micro, Cary, Chang,
Citation, Clearaudio, Goertz, Graham, Harmonic
Technology, Kóchel, Loth X, Magnum Dynalab,
Marchand, Oracle, QS&D, Reference 3A, Silverline,
Soliloquy, Stair, Thor, Transfiguration, Wavac, '(BA,
and more! (5/0) 732-1204, 11 11 11WS011/14111,),L M/1.
,

,
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We buy used cables. We sell used cables. Good Advice.
COUNTERPOINT UPGRADES. 24/96-192 upgrade for DA-10 —sounds better than UltraAnalog!
Shipping now! Zero-feedback 6SN7 triode upgrades
for SA12/100/20/220 amps! Counterpoint's designer
Michael Elliott services, upgrades Counterpoint. (760)
945-0356. See www.altavistaaudio.com.
NAKED, BOUNTIFUL GIRLS are great, but check
out these assets: Alón, AMC, Anthem, Audion, Audio
Refinement, Audio Research, CAL, Cary, J.A.
JM1.11), Nordost, ProAc, QuickSilver, Wavac,
Wilson Benesch, Wircworld, more! Arizona Hi-Fi,
(480) 921-9961, www.tubeaudio.com.
AR LS8 Mk.II tube prcamp. Recent factory upgrade.
Black, excellent, with original packing and documents.
Asking $1400 OBO. Inquire: Phil, (718) 645-3959 or
pivaynes@aol.com.
MELOS MA333A PREAMP, mint, $2700. neal@
2go.com, (541) 318-5463.
PROAC RESPONSE 3.5, excellent condition, low
hours, rosewood, ($7500) $3300. Quick sale. E-mail
kertu/56@aolarm.
VMPS FFI SRE speakers (Special Ribbon Edition),
brand new, black with external bass crossovers with
power supply for bass that goes down to 14Hz! ($10,680)
$6800, plus freight. Must hi-amp. (5/6) 826-3791, Jar
(516) 826-5870.
ARAGON PALLADIUM pure 125Wpc class-A power
amps, brand new pair, perfect condition, balanced outputs, ($5500) $4500 delivered. (5/6) 826-3791, far (516)
826-5870
VMPS RIBBON MONITOR II with 80oz carbonfiber megawoofers, eight months old, oak, ($2470)
$1650 plus freight. (5/6) 826-3791, fax (516) 826-5870.
JADIS JA 80,
97882@aoLcont

$5800.

(626)

45/-9936,

Sham

THETA DS PRO Gen.V digital processor, balanced
out, black, mint, ($5400) $1750 plus shipping. Can be
updated to new model. DiMtenk, (212) 249-4611.
GUARANTEED CONDITION amplifiers, preamplifiers, digital, analog, theater, speakers, and cables.
Ask Trevor for inventory. Toll-free (877) 274-9983,
oaks@voic.enercom.
McCORMACK DNA1 AMP, mint, $900. (860) 526-1012
SOTA TURNTABLE availability includes new and
refurbished turntables, trade-in options, upgrades,
modifications, parts, and accessories. Tonearm and cartridge setups. Call SOTA Sales &Service, (708) 246-9815,
fax (708) 246-9778, e-mail sotatunuables@kworn.corn or visit
wunv.sotaturntables.com.
AUDIO ALCHEMY DTI Pro 32, $450. (406) 72/-9463.
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BLUE CIRCLE BC3 LINE PREAMP, ($3300) $1750;
RoomTune llmeStrips, 4', $90. (859) 581-3763.
ADCOM GTP-550 and GFA-6000, MartinLogan
Aerius. CaII Job, (201) 866-2332.
SONY SSM9 shriek eliminator, connects externally.
600 hours development, triple adjustable pair, incredible transmogrification. $330.james_carly/e@hotmaitcom.
CONRAD-JOHNSON MF-2200 amplifier, $1350.
(716) 434-6390.
ATSI AUDIOPHILE-GRADE VACUUM TUBES!!
NOS and current production types, thousands in stock.
Tremendous improvement over original pans with our
stringent selection process! Major credit cards accepted,
worldwide shipping, secure online ordering. "Our tubes
arc matched, but our quality is not!" A7SI Advantage
Tube Services, (954) 724-0443,;ix (954) 724-2886, e-mail
arsi1@mindringrom, wunv.tubentatt.com.
THIEL CS5i LOUDSPEAKERS, light oak, mint, best
offer. Mark, (410) 486-5192.
MARK LEVINSON No331 AMP, mint, warranty,
$3000. (973) 697-6975 (o).
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY VK-5i preamp, $2200; VK-D5 CD player, $2200; VIC-60 tube
amp, 12400. All have low hours, excellent condition.
(302) 324-8326 (fur 5pm EST
MANUFACTURERS AND TECHNICIANS:
Supercharge any component or loudspeaker. Bybee
Quantum Purifiers dramatically improve performance
of AC, analog, and digital circuits: inner detail, bass,
dynamics, space, "air," video sharpness, and color.
Physicist Jack Bybee is offering these rare-earth metal
ceramics for internal installation by manufacturers and
qualified technicians. Already adopted by several
OEMs and technicians. For information: tounv.bybee
(atom. Inquiries: BybeePuneadcom.
FUTTERMAN I-I3a OTL AMP for sale, includes 11/2
set of NOS replacement tubes, $1200. (770) 457-8748.

STAGE III CONCEPTS is aunique small company quietly gaining areputation for making the most transparent
and non-reactive audio cables at some of the best prices
in the industry. Pure Silver, 100% handmade (wire and
connectors) air-dielectric designs. Unsurpassable performance and personalized service, reasonably priced. 30day Mal. Credit cards accepted. (718) 254-8741.
ANALOG! www.HclloHiFi.com/analog. Wilson13cncsch analog, Blue Circle IK23, Camelot Lancelot,
Lehmann Black Cube, Cardas Hem, Plinius Jarrah,
Phonomena, Bel Canto Phonol, Plinius M-14, BenzMicro. Kimber Talc Culls/Ag phono cables, Kuzma
'tables, arms, and accessories, Cardas LPs, more. Complete
information: www.HelloHilicomianale (805) 527-9739,
1-7pm PST AmEx/Discover/check/ PayPee IidEx COD.
Established 1994. (about: wuneltellokli.corniaboutionl)
TOTEM ARRO, $770. Anthem Pre-IL $750; Pre-1
phono, $675. Conrad-Johnson: Premier Eleven, $2695;
Premier Twelves, MF-5600. Classe: CAP-101, $1095;
CA-151, $1650; CA-301. Meridian: 508/24, $2795; DSP5000, $4995; 561, 53495. Bryston: 4BST, 7BST, 9BTHX.
Aerial: Tens, $5095; 5103, $2195; Sevens, CC3. ProAc:
ISC, L5, 2.5. PSB: Silver-I, $1350; Bronze, $775; Bronze
Gloss, $875. Audio Associates, (601) 898-3727
TNT 3.5 with JMW 12" and Flywheel. No
pulleys/speed control, eight months old, mint, $3800.
(732) 679-5241.
CARY USED 300SE-LX20, $3600; 805C, latest,
56400; 2A3SE; Volicsamp Aleph 30, Aleph 60M; custom
vertical-array 98dB speakers, $5800. (801) 226-1018.

WARNING !!!
Be careful with mail-order dealers
who insist on cash/personal check,
or who offer alarge discount on the same basis.
Be secure—pay by credit card.
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WE SELL MUSIC: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
IS SIMPLY A MEANS TO THAT END.
Angstrom

Meadowlark

ProAc

Arcam

Mordaunt-

Rego

B.A.T.

Short

Sound Org.

Cambridge

Negro

Surniko

Chord Co.

Audio

Sont ire

Creek

Odyssey

Target

Dunlavy

Paradigm

Theta

Dynavector
GoldenTube
Grado
H/K
Hales

ea4

1
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Home Theater Systems
Electronics ASurround Processors
Krell •Audio Research •Pass •Pass-s •Theta
Wadia •Audible Illusions •Aragon •Acurus •Rega
Adcom •Jolida •Ayre •Sony ES •Pioneer Elite
Fanfare •Magnum Dynalab
SWUM
Thiel *Wilson Audio •Magnepan •Martin Logan
Definitive Technology •Vienna Acoustics •Celestion
Tannoy •ADS •Parasound •Audio Physics
Turntables &Carted.'
Basis •Rega •Immedia •Project •Benz
Grado •Sumiko •Shure
Subwoofers
Rel •Velodyne •Definitive Technology •Audio Physics
Ampro •Vidikron •Pioneer Elite •Sony
Proton •Sony DSS
ACCeSSOtief

&mate
Zoethecus •Contemporary Product Design •Billy Bags
Salamander Designs •Sanes •Lovan •Plateau
We Offer Financing. Custom Design 8 Installation

2236 N. CLARK CHICAGO, IL 60614 773.883.9500

Digital Ear
17602 East 17th Street, Ste. 106, Tustin, CA 92780

(714) 544-7903
e-mail

tuti@digutaleaccom

www.digitalear.com
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ANALOG SUPERSTORE! Amazon and EurolCit,
amazing turntables from Germany. New toncarrn:
Golden Gate, awesome! New phono stage: PhonoMax
in EarMax dress. HRS. CD/LP closeouts, lots of accessories, call for great Xmas-gift suggestions. Audio
Advancenwnts LLC PO. Box 2090, Branchville, NJ 07826,
(973) 875-8705, (888) 596-8745, audadv@earthlink.net,
iviev.audioadvenuements.com.
MANGER® LOUDSPEAKERS: First revolutionary
breakthrough in speaker design since the electrostatic.
Incredible transducer technology: time-coherent single
dynamic
driver
with
an
ultra-wide
range
(80Hz-351cHz0 and avery flat response. For further
information or an in-home audition, contact MangerUSA, (949) 770-4457, wwwMangerUSA.com, Manger
USA@MangerUSA.com.
NEW YORK'S NEW AND ONLY "white-glove"
high-end audio-video dealer/custom installer, featuring
the finest lines available today. Electrocompaniet,
SimAudio, EAD, TacT, Pioneer Elite, Audio Analogue,
Pathos, Joule Electra, Air Tight, Viva, Bel Canto,
JoLida, NAD, Monolithic, Wisdom Audio, Totem,
Merlin, Talon, Soliloquy, Spendor, Coincident,
Silverline, Morel, Athena, Sound Labs, REL, Even &
Shaw, pARTícular, Billy Bags, Rix Rax, Arcici,
Symposium,
Walker
Audio,
Basis,
Benz,
Transfiguration, J.A. Michell, Pro-ject, Graham,
Nordost, Cardas, Analysis Plus, Omega Micro, Argent,
EchoBusters, and more, plus LPs, CDs, and DVDs. Call
for appointment or phone consultation. Audio Visionary,
66 Water Street, Brooklyn, NY 11201, (
7/
8) 694-9770,
h
,
hrasky@andionsionary.com.

Once Is Not bog_
Ireally an

Fine Music &

Harmonic Technology •Synergistic Research
Tributaries •Ocos •Audioquest •Niles •Sound Anchors
Sennheiser •Audio Points •Panamas •Sumiko •Tice

EXPERT ASSISTANCE
INSTALLATIONS •SERVICE

SILVER PATH CABLES: Premium performance at
real-world prices. Transparent, tonally correct, and
dynamic. Pure-silver conductors, Teflon/air dielectric,
Cardas connectors. Interconnects, $150/meter pair.
Speaker Cables, $100/running meter. Money-back
guarantee. (770) 457-8748.

not interested in

making the quick, one time sale.
Rather, Iwant you as along-time
repeat customer. Earning your
confidence is the key to this
philosophy. Ido this by offering
honest, knowledgeable service
tuned to your specific needs.
Your goals determine our careful
recommendations, not the
equipment occupying space
on the warehouse floor.
Calen Carol
Jeff Rowland Design, Convergent Audio,
California Audio Labs, Soliloquy, Totem,
Plinius, Nagra, Wavelength, Art Audio,
Z-Systems, Quicksilver, Aerial, EAD, Jolida,
Conrad-Johnson, Cary, Silverline, Dunlavy,
Alon, VPI, Sim Audio, Verity Audio, Rego,
Pass, Audible Illusions, Graham, Tact Audio,
Creek, Bybee, Basis, CEC, Lexicon, LAMM...
and many more! We carry virtually
all cable, cartridge and accessory lines.

P.O. Box 17562 Son Antonio, IX 78217
(210) 805-9927 Fax:(210) 805-9928
email: golen@gcaudio.com

winv.gcaudio.com

GALEN CAROL
A•U•D•I•0
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Audipmmi
Cónnection

•Consultations
•Installations
•Shipping Worldwide
•Turntable Specialists

(

Cables

Stands

•Tubes

Preowned Equip

"BEST SOUND AT SHOW" FOR UNDER $50,000 - HI-F1- .96

Jludibh ,_4ffitsions

e

•
•

e ProAc

elheeih

A

RE§2
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SONIC.
FRONTIER
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F:3 KIM3ER KAI3LE

A

R

1)1

VANDERSTEEN

S

Wea ŒD
B&W ROTEL 1V1 S]
s

III MAGNEPAN

* Acoustic Energy

* Basis

* Creek

* Grado

* Magnum Dynalah

* Quicksilver

* Target

* Arcam

* Belles

* Dynavector

* Graham

* Morch

* Rega

* Vandersteen

* All

* Benz-Micro

* ESP

* Jolida

* Music Reference

* Rogue

* VPI

* Audible Illusions

* Bryston

* Primate

* Kimber (able

* Nordost

* Roter *

* Wad' .

* Audio Refinement

* Cardas

* Fanfare

* Koetsu

* ProAc

* Salamander

* XL()

* Audioquest

* Cary

* Goertz

* Magnan

* PSB

* Sonic Frontiers

* YBA

* Ayre

* Chang Light Speed

* Golden Pheater

* Magnepan

* PSE

* RR Gray Power Co

* Zoethecus

* B&W'•

•• Rote! & B&W -No Mail Order!

C

615 Bloomfield
fi
Avenue, Verona, N.J. 07044
(973) 239- I799 •Fax: (973) 239- I725 •htlp://www.audioconnect.com

_)

The Critics Agree!
Iilt81MegsMil
dio

GOLDEN EAR AWARD 1999

Stereophile Recommended Component 1998. 1999, 2000 $$$ %ULM No.4
-This little wall-wart squelches AC-borne noise right at the outlet, audibly lowering your system's
noise floor. One of the most dramatic and cost effective audio improvements money can buy"
Barry Willis
Bound For Sound 2a94.
(excerpt from the review) "At first. Iwasn't
sure Iheard anything. So,
after a few months of
use. Iwent around and

-

-

111

"

glee
*

QUIET-LINE MK II

pulled them all out. That
was dramatic. Icouldn't
put them hack in fast
enough."
Martin De NVulf

(TT

\•

WideScreen Review Volume 8, Number 5, Issue 34 (Excerpt from the res
"Four Quiet-line produced the best noise suppression and the most improvement in sound for the
lowest cost of any of the PLC products that were
tested. The easy-to-use Quiet-Lines are simple and
effective. Going to eight Quiet-Line filters is definitely worth the additional $95 cost. The noise floor
seems to be roughly twice as quiet as with four
Quiet-Lines with another step up in detail."
Doug Blackburn

Audio Ideas Guide (('anada) Winter 97 Issue, (excerpt from the review) "Even if you already use
another noise-supression system, you'll hear an improvement when you install Quiet-Line."
Andrew Marshall

Auc.floPrisnn
High Fidelity Products

TEL (425) 869-8482
FAX (425) 869-1873
www.audioprism.com

Isn't it about time that you experienced Quiet-Lines?
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REVOX B77 4-TRACK 3.75/75ips stereo tape recorder.
almost new, with hubs, 101i2" metal reels, original packaging, manual. ReVox recendy serviced. Incredible performance! $795. 1inl (513)622-5454 e-mailJivnuord@aolcom
www.hellohificom/analog, www.hellohifi.comianalog,
www.hellohifi.com/analog, www.hellohifi.comianalog,
www.hellohiti.com/analog, www.hellohifi.comianalog,
www.liellohifi.comianalog, www.hellohifi.com/analog,
svww.hellohifi.com/analog, www.hellohifi.conilanalog,
svww.hellohifi.comianalog, www.hellohifi.comianalog,
www.hellohificomianalog, www.hellohifi.com/analog.
www.hellohifi.cornianalog, www.hellohifi.comianalog,
www.hellohifi.comianalog, www.hellohifi.comianalog,
www.hellohifi.comianalog, ww.v.hellohifi.cornianalog,
www.hellohifi.com/analog, wwwlellohifi.comianalog,
wwwhellohifi.comianalog, www.hellohifi.com/aiulog,
www.hellohifi.comianalog, www.hellohifi.comianalog,
www.hellohificomianalog, www.hellohifi.com/analog,
www.hellohifi.conilanalog, www.helloltifi.com/analog,
www.hellohifi.comianalog, www.hellohifi.comianalog,
www.hellohifi.comianalog, www.hellohifi.comianalog,
vavw.hellohifi.comianalog, www.hellohifi.comianalog,
www.hellohifi.comianalog, www.hellohifi.comianalog,
www.hellohifieom/analog, www.hellohifi.com/analog.

Modular, stackable oak furniture
for your home, office and studio
holds all aiv formats, equipment
and more
Free mail order brochure
(please mention Siercophtlet

Per Madsen Design
(800) 821-4883 •PO. Box 882464
San Francisco, CA 94188
www.rackittm.com

SPECIALS. Call (888) 427-8124 before the holidays to
get a deal on DynaudM, Pass, dCS, Bryston, 13&W,
Classe, Gamut, Krell, Oracle, Meridian, Legend, YBA,
Metronome, Arcam, Cardas, MIT, Harmonic
Technology, Nordost, Siltech, JMIab, Gershman, Totem,
Dunlavy, ProAc... dozens more! bestafdetteantcom.
RARE NOS TUBES: Telefunken & Siemens 6922,
CCa, 7308; Mullard 5AR4, EL34, WE 274B, 300B.
unow.ranutbes.corn.
AVALON RADIAN HC, curly maple, ($17,450) $8900.
ARC Reference 600 Mk.1, $15,700; Mk.II, $19,800. mbl
101D, S15,800. C.F.C. TL IX, $2900. Jadis JPS-2, $5200;
SE-300B, $5800. (909) 465-0222, Fkat28@aolcom.

DR. HARVEY "GIZMO" ROSENBERG says, "The
ideal speaker for any tube amplifier is: alnico, 16
ohms, 100dB efficient, with no crossover...this is
ancient wisdom... and Acoustique & Lutherie is
doing it right! Check it out at www2000Apex.com or call
(415) 897-5616."

CDs, LPs, Tapes
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs and CDs.
Will travel. Only collections of 1000+. Call Lawrence
OToole, P.O. Box 138, Bearsville, NY 12409. Tel./fax
(914) 688-7163.
VISIT WWW.AUDIOPHILE-LP-CD.DE collection.

Wanted
CASH PAID FOR USED AUDIO/VIDEO EQUIPMENT. Buy, sell, and trade by phone. Dealer for
AudioQuest, 'Umber Kahle, Lexicon, Marantz,
Monitor Audio, Panasonic, Paradigm, Paradigm
Reference, Phase Technology, Sherbourne, SunFire,
Toshiba. Stereo Tiding Outlet (Since 1984), 320 Old York
Road, Jenleintount PA 19046. Call (215) 886-1650, fax
(215) 886-2171. Website catalog: www.two.com. E-mail:
tsto@tstoxom.
TUBE HI-FI, commercial tube and horn speakers,
some current "high-end" Altec, JBL, Jensen, Western
Electric, McIntosh, Marantz, EV, Quad, Leak, Fisher,
Eico, etc. Also old guitars and amps. Sonny, (405) 7373312, fax (405) 737-3355, e-mail SormySound@aolcom.
BANG & OLUFSEN
fianleeartleford.wm.

TVs,

VCRs,

speakers.

NEED VIMAK DT-1000 CD transport repaired.
Looking for former service employees of Vunak or
reliable service. (314) 233-8582 or SLSeto@aolcom.

Audio Mart Order Form
NEW RATES: Private, $1.60 per word; Commercial, $5.10 per word; $205 minimum on all
commercial ads. A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.
(Telephone and fax numbers, e-mail and WWW addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads
must be prepaid with order. Visa./MC or checks are accepted. MAIL TO: Swreophile Classified Ad
Department, Stephen Mcjias, emap itsa, 110 Fifth Avenue, 5th Floor, New York, NY 10011, or FAX (212)
886-2809, or SUBMIT ONLINE: classifieds@stereophile.com (Faxed and e-mailed ads arc credit-card
only.) DEADLINE: Ads are duc on the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the
issue in which your ad will appear. For example, if you want your ad to run in the February 2001 Sterrophile,
you must submit it with payment by Ikcember I. 2000. Ad material that reaches us after deadline will
appear in the next available issue. No refunds. If you have questions, call (212) 229-4896.
J

Enclosed is payment in the amount of S
for
to pay by check, made payable to Stereophile.

words.

J Iprefer
J Iprefer

to pay by 7-1 Visa CI MasterCard

My card * is

Exp. date

Signature
Please run my ad in the following months:
Category heading:

11' IUi

"...1 General

a CDs/LPs/Tapes

U Wanted

0 Employment

Copy (Please type or prinr, attach separate sheet if necessary):

Krix Equinox -$599/pair
YOU

RE

THERE

IX

LOUDSPEAKERS

1

()cm)

(Rice A
'llolio

1881 S. Broadway • Denver, CO 80210

303.777.4449
www.krix.com.au
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Name

Company

Street
State

City
Zip

Tel.

Fax
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Acoustic Sounds
Advanced Audio Technology
Aerial Acoustics
Alpha-Core
Ambropa Audio
American Theater System
Analysis Plus
Angstrom Loudspeakers
ARS Electronus
Audio Advisor
Audio Connection
Audio Nexus
Audio Outlet
Audio Plus (JbAlab)
Audio Plus (YBA)
Audio Research
Audio Video Salon
Audio-video Logic
Auchogoncom
Audiophile Systems
AudroPrisrn
AudioQuest
AuchoWaves
Avantgarde
Ayre Acoustics
BOW Loudspeakers
Balanced Audio Technology
Bel Canto
Blue Circle Audio

192
231
92
130
241
234
214
231
235
160, 188, 217
222, 239
226
215
14
74
140
226
225, 235
236
48
239
244
232
72-73
116
81
76
130
223

Boltz USA
Cable Company
Cardas Audio
Cary Audio
Choisy Records
Chord Electronics
Cirrus Logic
Classe Audio
Conrad-lohnson
GSA Audio
David Lewis Audio
Delve Audio
DH Labs
Digital Ear
Dunlavy Audio Labs
Dynaudio
Echo Busters
EgglestonWorks
Elusive Disc
Energy Loudspeakers
Fidelis Audio
Freehold Stereo Mee
Galen Carol
Gallo Acoustics
Gershrnan MouslkS
Gold Sky
Goodwin's High End
Harmonic Technology
HCM Audio
HeadRoorn
Hi -Fi Farm
Hi-Fi.com
Impact Technology
InnerSound
Innovative Audio
IMegra
Jell Rowland Design
loSeph Audio
1P5 Labs
15 Audio
NC
(VG Disc of America

166
204
120
18. 62, 107
200
178
43
84
24
227
222
241
229
238
169
56
230
142
168, 206. 224
68
232
224
238
124
230
118
212
116
194
202
132, 172
176
189
230
219
4-5
132
159
141
234
29
208

Index

NEE ......
.
...... 58
Kiefs Audio Video
241
Number Kahle
40
Krell
2
LAI International
236
Legacy Audio
174
Linn
45
Lync Hi -Fi
182
Magnum Dynalab
142
Mama:
96
Mark Levinson (Madrigal)
11
ManinLogan
86
MBL
169
McCormack
134
McIntosh Laboratory
112
Meridian
MO
Mirage
20
Monitor Audio
78
Moondance Imports .
240
Mu stOued
196
Music Hall
229
Musical Surroundings
162
NAD
27
Maim Audio
98
Needle Doctor
108-109
NHT/Recoton Home Audio
53
Nirvana
112
Nordost
118
Overture
147
Paradigm ........................... 8
Parasound
16
Park Avenue Audio
186
Pans Connection
234
Pass Laboratories
126
Per Madsen Design
240
Perpetual Technologies
106
PpeDrearns
228
Polk Audio
64
Power Modules
229
Prork
102
Progressive Audio
218
ProMusica
238

PS Audio
PSB
Quad
Red Rose Music
Reference 3A
Reference Audio Video
Revel
Rados
Rogue Audio
Rotel
Sanos Systems
Sennheiur
Sillech
Sim Audio
Soliloquy
Sonic Frontiers
Sony
Sound by Singer
Sound City
Sound Images
Sound Station
Sounds
Star Sound Technologies
Surniko
Synergistic Research
Tact Audio
Talon Audio
TARA Labs
Thiel
Intern Acoustic
Toys Front the Attic
Tube Store
Upscale Audio
Vandersteen
Velodyne
Verity Audio
Vintage Tubes
%Imes Services
VD.
WBT-USA
Vantas Enterprises
Zanden

51
83
30
156. 158
236
227
13
231
104
23
150
243
148
149
104
47
35-39, 55
170-171
184
227
216
190
229, 231
33
159
134
90
66
46
148
220
225
198
120
94
126
230
180
124
57
228

ea

Straight Talk... for 41 Years

"One of America's Finest
Audio/Video Stores"

We Make Coming Home
Better Than Going Out

Authorized Dealer
for amajor selection of
award-winning
brands...
S PEAKERS
Talon Audio •Soliloquy •1M Reynaud
Coincident •Legend Audio
E LECTRONICS
Viva •Ortho Spectrum AR-2000
Electrocompaniet •Myryad •Muse
MSB •JA Michell •Legend Audio
First Sound

Competitive Prices!
We stock 106 Brands of
Audio. Video and Car
Stereo. Only a few
stores in America can
make this statement and
virtually all of us are

LA's Leading Audio &
Home Theater Specialist

located in college towns
A CCESSORIES
Analysis Plus •Walker Audio
pARTicular •Nitty Gritty •TG Audio Lab
Luminous Audio Technology •Nekken
Vistek, Inc. •Pure Magic •Acoustic Zen
V IDEO
Dream Vision •DVDO •Draper
Leather Center Home Theater Seating
Seleco •Onkyo •Myryad

On Display in Caldwell, NJ

9 73.81 2.671 7
WWW.DELVEALIDIO.COM
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adjacent to hi-tech
Universities.
Visit our 16 Showrooms
Featuring
106 Quality Manufacturers
KIEFS Audio/Video
24th &Iowa St., Lawrence, KS
Shin-Sat 10am-hpm, Thur lhant-Hpni
illtp://Vs'WW.kiefsay.corn
ct Lott]

AUDIO/VIDEO
785-842-1811
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Fine

Tunes

Jonathan

I

Scull

love asimple tweak — one so elegant that Ibang my forehead in
recognition, moaning "Why didn't /
think of that?!"
Such as this little gem for smoothing
out the bass and getting rid of those
lumps down below. Ihave to credit this
one to Victor Tiscareno, he of Red
Rose/AudioPrism, out Washington
State way.
"Jonathan," he e-mailed me, "I have a
simple tweak that may work for some
people, and for some it won't." Victor's a
forthright guy. "Most of us loony audiophiles have apair of speakers that are not
in use, hanging around the house like
albatrosses," he went on. "So here's a
great tweak — drop the extra pair of
speakers in the corners of the room
behind the speakers in use. The acoustic
effect of the woofers in the pressure
zones will cancel out some of the roomresonance bass-frequency nodes!"
Of course. So wickedly clever. (Did
you hear the sharp report caused by my
slapped forehead?) But not only that!
There's more!
"The attenuation can be changed by
playing with shorting straps — both
with and without —across the terminals. If the speaker is abass-reflex design
(it', ported), then stuffing the port will
change the tuning. Isuppose that a
small 1, 2, 4, or 8ohm resistor across the
terminals will also change the damping.
"I want you to know I'm always prepared for ademo room's bad acoustics
without aTube Trap in sight," Victor
continued. "I've used this technique
before, and I've turned a terriblesounding room into a reasonablesounding one, saving it from Worst
Sound at Show'!"
Ilove Victor's tweaks. They're always
so... grounded.
"Port stuffing" — or Port Noise
Complaint, as Jeff Joseph of Joseph
Audio eruditely puts it —is nothing
new. Some manufacturers even include
a port stuffer if their speaker's bass

in-room response is lumpy or boomy.
The Sonus Faber Amati Homages come
with port plugs, and ProAc was famous
for its port-stuffing straws. Another port
tidbit: Passive radiators are considered
port substitutes, wherein the mass of the
membrane and its suspension compliance take the place of the slug of air in a
reflex design's port and must be factored
into the equation, too.
In areflex cabinet, the magnitude and
frequency of the port resonances are
affected by the cabinet volume, and by
the length —and even the diameter and
shape — of the port. If you look at the

Move the speakers around,
even if only by an inch or
two; plug their ports, if
that's your pleasure.
measurements sections that accompany
Stereophile's speaker reviews, you can see
that the port resonance is set just below
the frequency where the woofer begins
rolling off, extending the speaker's
frequency response downward.
So altering the dimensions of the
port or restricting the flow of air within it affects the speaker's bass response,
and might help you "tune" a room
that's "beating" to some bass or midbass
frequencies and thus muddy-ing the
sound. Plugging aport will reduce the
bass extension but also reduce the slope
of the rolloff. Foam, asponge, or clean
socks work as well, with different
effects based on their individual
acoustic transparencies. But try not to
drop your old shorts into the speaker
cavity. Have pity...
"Port stuffing is frowned upon for
two reasons," according to Jeff Joseph.
"A plug wipes out the low bass — the
port is presumably already tuned for the
best low-frequency response. And higher

up, it creates excursion problems for the
woofer, because at whatever point you
tune the port, it stops the woofer from
moving at that frequency. Resistively
loading the ports with open-cell foamtype materials also truncates the lowest
bass and reduces the Q — the resonance
— of the box.' Now that may be good
or it may be bad; depends on the ear of
the beholder!"
Don't forget that repositioning your
speakers is another free tweak that can
do wonders for eliminating annoying
bass peaks. Jeff's Trick to Click is to play
heavy bass material out of one speaker
at atime, to identify which channel is
giving you (more) trouble.
Move the speakers around, even if
only by an inch or two; plug their ports,
if that's your pleasure. But be aware, as
Joseph warns, that you might hear more
port "chuff" when restricting the airflow, especially if the port fires to the
front. For the same reason, you might
even experience abit of dynamic compression. "If the driver alignment was
done correctly, changing the port's tuning may cause amisalignment of the
woofer. That is, if it was done correctly."
Bsmiled his evil smile. "And there's the
noise; aproperly designed port reduces
noise by its shape."
You're actually looking for the ideal
PTA — the Port Tuning Angle for your
room! (Port joke!) If you stuff your port
too much, you'll know it. Then just
back off and listen again. What counts is
what makes you happy. Trust your
instincts. Trust your hearing. Experiment and listen for the results of the
changes. At some point, like the French
Chef Iknow you to be, you'll step back,
cry "Voilà!," and it'll be done.
For now. (J-10 laughed his evil laugh.)
Happy listening.
1Mix the electrical and mechanical Quality Factor or
Q of the driver to derive the QTF, drop the driver in a
box, calculate its Q, and the result is the Q of the box,
or Q
B.
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/

makes raves
The

Sennheiser

HD

600

is,

quite

simply,

the finest dynamic headphone ever created.
With

its

exceptionally

response,

smooth

frequency

remarkable clarity, and unparal-

leled comfort, it virtually speaks for itself.
It's

reassuring

to

know,

of

course,

that

everyone else seems to agree with what it
has to say.

17,1 SENNHEISER
wt

Sennheiser Electronic Corporation, 1Enterprise Drive, PO Box 987, Old Lyme, CT 06371
Telephone. 860-434-9190 •Fax: 860-434-1759 •TTY: 860-434-0509 •Web: http://www.sennheiserusa.com
Sennheiser Mexico: Av. Xola 613, PH6, Col. Del Valle 03100, Mexico, DF Telephone:15251639-0956. Fax 15251639-9482
Sennheiser Canada. 221 Labrosse Ave, Pte-Claire, PQ H9R 1A3. Telephone: 514-426-3013. Fax: 514-426-3953
Manufacturing Plant: Am Labor 1,

30900 Wedemark, Germany
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Pulse
'
POUNDING!
The electronic lifeblood coursing through AQ cables
back here will let your pulse respond
to the performance out there.

Sidewinder

Copperhead

audioquest

Diamondback

Coral

Viper

Python

8710 Research Drive Irvine, CA 92618 USA Tel: 949.585.0111

Anaconda

Amazon

Fax: 949.585.0333 www.audioquest.com

